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adio Aims Specials
t Holiday Audience
CLAUDE HALL
OS ANGELES -"Christmas music? Not much.'
,li.. stations won't be playing a lot
says Les Garland, program director
of KFRC in San Francisco. He
hristmas music this year -with
(Continued on pane I")
exception of a record or two by
By

Though many

i

Presley or Bing Crosby -most
tiens, regardless of the format,
ave something special planned in
e way of holiday entertainment.
And the capper will be various
ris

orms
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COUNTRY -R &B
SWAP SONGS
By GI.RRV

WOOD

NASHVILLE -Soul and country
are scoring increased success by utilizing songs from each other's field.

Millie Jackson's current soul and
(Continued on page 62)

IN THIS ISSUE:

C'right Office And
Tribunal Overlap?

MILDRED HALL
controversial requirements of CopyWASHINGTON - Copyright
right Office rules now rushing
owner and user industries could
toward finalization because of the
have a second forum for disputing
overlapping of jurisdiction between
the new Copyright Royalty Tribunal
THE
By

SPOTLIGHT ON

and the established Copyright Of-

PACIFIC NORTHWEST

of record hit countdown

Both offices share responsibility
for rulemaking to implement the
new copyright law's licensing of mu(Continued on page 77)

DISCOVERING A FERTILE MUSIC MARKETPLACE

ows for New Year's Eve and Jan.
recalling 1977's top hits.

$1.75 (U.S.)

Creative Audio Firms Form
Their Own Industry Assn.
By

JIM McCULLAUGH
ANGELES -The profes-

LOS
sional and semi -professional audio
and music markets. both experiencing unprecedented growth and
interest, now have their own trade
association for the first time.

E

11GMS IN THE BASEMENT' is the long awaited new album on At-

Me Records by 4mme Grammy award-winner Roberta flack, conclusive
d that masterpieces don't happen overnight Highlights include the
nt single-251110F LAST DECEMBER" (one of three tunes from Eugene

coproducer with Ms Flack), Fresh from an extended enement at Las Vegas' Aladdin Hotel earlier this month, her personal
(Adrerlaemenl)
fiances continue into the new year
miels,

a

Called CAMEO -Creative Audio
and Music Electronics Organization -the association was formed in
Chicago Dec. 3 when manufacturers
in these product categories met.
The thrust of the new group will
be to develop participating programs for its members, dealers and
consumers. to work cooperatively
with other trade groups. to gather
recommendations for standardization. to conduct market research
and product safety and to gather statistical data
Continued on page 5 3)
)

A&M Broadens Horizon

Series; LiPuma Joins
By

EU HARRISON

LOS ANGELES -A &M Records
is broadening and redefining the
scope of its Horizon jazz series to
what label president Gil Friesen emphasizes will be a "contemporary
music series."
As part of the move, Tommy LiPuma joins A &M as a vice president
and creative director of Horizon after three years at Warner Bros. Records as a staff producer. He will be
responsible for future Horizon signings.

LiPuma's move to A &M becomes
effective shortly after the first of the
s -ear.
(Continued on page 5ry
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The hottest sound track album of the year, SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, from the

Robert

Stigwood Production, dst.

by

Paramount

d

the

he

GEES and

are. "HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE" and "STAYIN'
IF

I

by. TAVARES. K

CAN'T HAVE YOU
C

8 THE SUNSHINE BAND.

RSo RECORDS AND TAPES

-2 Ifs

On Arista Records

ALAIF' by the

by YVONNE ELLIMAN. Also

SET RS

COOL

2.4001.

Featuring
the hit single
MOPPET Characters
Henson /cocara Inc
ARISTA
1956. 1976. 1977
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John

Travolta 8 featuring original music by Barry, Robin and Maurice Gibb Some

Nobody doesn't love the new Muppet Show album.

MAHNA
MARNA

Picture, staring

8

BEE

includes hits

THE GANG and more. On

(/duerhumev)
(Advertisement)

1977
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TV Advertising Helps Hike Holiday Sales
LOS

ANGELES -For

JOHN SIPPEI.
estimate 525,000 will be spent
By

the first time in mdustry

huton. tcic-

She

vbinn advertising is helping shatter previous holiday season
sale highs. And it will bolster 1978 retail and rack volume even
more a national survey indicates.
-We were just forced into taking tv spots." Karen Layland,
ad chief-of-ABC Record & Tape Sales, the national nicker, says.
We've had growing pains for a long time over television."
She refle is the comments of many advertising chiefs in retail
and racking. The tonnage accounts have been fearful of the
exorbitantly high costs of tv. but the early apparent signs of an
all -time high Christmas season loosened their budget strings.
Indicative of the expenditure going to video advertising is the
cumulative $95,000 Barbara Green of Creative Sound. inhouse ad wing of Bromo Distributing, Oklahoma City. is laying
out for spots in a pre -Chnstmas campaign.

for Oklahoma t its

Sound Warehouse stores, $40,000 for Houston and $30,000 for
Dallas.
Green staved buying tv furtively for the Sound Warehouse
chain 18 months ago. The chain spent 510.000. for example. in
the Oklahoma City market experimenting in Christmas season
1976. An executive spokesman for the large store chain says
that video campaign ignited chainwidc interest. Frank Mooney, CBS Records Southwest chief, recalls it caused tv to explode through the entire territory, where the Sound Warehouses still lead in tv penetration.
Green has now become adept in producing "doughnuts." the
opening and closing institutional 10 -second portions which
surround the multi -labels participation in the 30- second spots.
Green has found like many other stores and rack ad man-

ages that using a trademark or logo cleverly with a specially written music theme establishes a strong public image for the
store network.
And of equal importance in obtaining maximum viewer impact with the enure spot is securing the most intriguing burs of
the acts' hits as bottom music over which the narrated sell portion of the spot is donc.
Green is now doing most of her production at KOCO -TV.
Oklahoma City. where station executive Mike Waters assists
her. Bill Katt of local KATT does most of her voice -over
"Great sounds are easy to come by at Sound Warehouse" is her
Iv slogan.

John Marmadukc of the Hastings Book & Records chain In
(Co/iused on page Ions

`Marketing Music' Is Theme Of
March 18 -23 NARM Convention

NEW YORK -"Marketing Music" is the theme of the NARM convention March 18 -23 in New Orleans. The 20th
annual gathering of retailers. wholesalers and manufacturers is being planned to create new approaches to marketing
recorded product and suggest improvement in current strategies.
General sessions, panel discusbooth areas, where a group of bar
sions and booths in the exhibit arca
In addition, a group of record and
coding companies will be demon will all be geared to the marketing
tape manufacturers will offer audio/
strafing various ways to employ bar
visual presentations pegged to the
theme.
coding on recorded product.
theme, drawn from marketing apNARM urges its members and
proaches utilized in their businesses.
prospective members to register for
These presentations will he offered
the convention as soon as possible
several times u day and merchandissince the annual gatherings usually
ers will be invited to discuss pros and
sell out long before the closing date
cons after each presentation.
for advance registration.
A special live -hour session will he
Last year's convention. held in
devoted to problems of family
Los Angeles. drew a record crowd of
owned and operated business under
By DICK NUSSER
1.700.
the direction of Dr. Leon A. Danco.
NEW YORK -A spectacular
an expert in this area.
three -hour prime time country muTwo general sessions will treat
sic special leads a list of formidable
music marketing at a basic level. The
musical programs now planned for
first will cover advertising. and benetwork
gin with a one hour audio /visual
spring seasons.
presentation. Segments slanted
More than a dozen other specials
toward retailers and racks "of all
starring Linda Ronstadt, -Paul
sizes and categories" will follow, as
McCartney, Johnny Cash, Natalie
will seminars un radio, print. market
Cole and other recording artists are
By JIM MCCULLAUGH
research and other areas of the maralso in the pre- production stages of
keting process.
LOS ANGELES -With ait eye
the network's forthcoming programA second general session will
towards becoming a $50- million
wing. Several awards specials
focus on radio, artist development.
record company within a three to
pegged to music have already been
including concerts and television tie five -year period, EMI America has
announced.
been officially launched by Capitol
ins, and creative in -store merchanABC -TV also plans to put Dick
dising. An actual section of a retail
Industries -EMI, Inc.
Clark into the New Year's slot with a
will
record store
be reproduced to
The new general pop label which
90- minute show called "New Year's
demonstrate merchandising opporstarts Jan. I, 1978 and first anRockin' Eve," hosted by actress Sutunities.
nounced several months ago (Billzanne Somers and actor Robert
board, Oct 8, 1977) will be operated
A panel devoted to cross -merHegyes. Guests include Crystal
by EMI America Records, Inc., a
chandising ideas between the
Gayle, K.C. & the Sunshine Band,
wholly owned subsidiary of Capitol
recurding industry and hardware
Joanie Rivers, Andy Gihh and the
Industries -EMI, Inc.
equipment manufacturers will feaOhio Players. Show will air from
This is not the first time Capitol
ture experts from both industries
11:30 p.m. -I a.m.. against CBS' trahas spun off a label in the U.S. havdrawn from NARM's membership
ditional Guy Lombardo pickup,
ing previously had Tower, Criterion,
and the consumer electronics divifrom New York's Waldorf- Astoria.
Prep and Americana in the past.
sions ot'the hardware industry.
All indications now point to 1978
Capitol will also continue to distrib"Marketing Music" relating to
as a potential banner year for muute certain worldwide EMI product
product lines and merchandising
sica programming. but NBC's "Fifty
on the EMI label in the U.S.
techniques will he emphasized in the
r(.,,,)tri,ur,I., I':,í l61
Initial product is targeted for
March of 1977 with artist negotiations still in process, according to
Jim Mazza, Who will become presiview.
NAB says that the study fails
dent and chief operating officer of
sine and ultimately more detrimento show that performing artists
the new label.
tal possibility that stations will rewould
benefit from the performMazza, vice president of marketduce the quality or quantity of their
ancesroyalty -with very little money
ing for Capitol Records. also indiprogram service."
left after administrative costs. Nor
cates the new label may come with
Also, NAB says the study's coneither an established, semi-estabdoes the study prove the performclusion that "hidden profits" acance right would promote record
lished or new artist as its debut prodcount for stations' remaining on the
production, NAB argues.
uct
air despite claimed losses, is "hasty
Finally. NAB says it is at a disadThe label will be headquartered at
and speculative and totally ignores
vantage in trying to reply to the
a location in Hollywood apart from
the numerous other valid explanastudy because: I. NAB lacks access
the Capitol Tower with an exact adtions for their continued operation."
dress to be announced by Capitol
to the annual financial station reThe broadcaster association does
ports used in the study: 2. the report
later.
not make its original argument that
does not reveal the raw data used by
Emphasizing that EMI America
more payola would result from the
the Labor Dept. to assess impact on
will be a separate entity from Capiadded royalties to record producers
performers: and 3. there was not
tol, Mazza adds that the label will
and performers.
enough time to meet the reply deadhave its own sales, marketing and
Instead, now taking the opposite
line of Dec. I.
MILDRED HALL
(Cunrinned on page 77)

Country Special
Paces 1978

N

Musical Parade

f11.J.1M.

HOLIDAY -David Kalodner, Atlantic's West Coast a &r director
vessel as Santa. presents Mark Taylor, KFI's co -music director with Christ.
vas goodies, including Foreigner's new single "Long, Long Way
ABLY

Cap's New Baby

Will Be Known
As EMI America

Home."

Tax On Blank Vidtape
Urged In Copyright Study
Intl

By

MILDRED HALL

WASHINGTON - An interna anal copyright study group has
encluded that the only practical
Pay to compensate copyright ownits for revenues lost to home video
loping of costly film and television
Programming, is for individual
nember -countries of protection
'tremens to enact laws providing
Iffsetting funds.
The study report on home video
aping, originally submitted to the
3erne Union in February 1977,
could tax the videocassettes rather
han the hardware. in raising an inernational pool to compensate for
he revenue loss to copyright owners.

The report also predicts large
scale videotape piracy in the future.
These and other findings were up
for discussion at the recent (Nov. 28Dec. 6) Intergovernmental Copyright Committee and Berne Union
committee meetings attended by
U.S. Register of Copyrights Barbara
Ringer. The meetings also covered
record piracy, cable tv and other
technological uses of copyrighted
works.
The working group. which included còpyright experts from the
U.S., France. Amsterdam, Russia
and Mexico -dots not believe any
(Conrinued on page 7,v)

,

NAB Predicts Quality Loss Over Act Performance Fee
WASHINGTON -The NAB has
prged the Copyright Office not to
'arbitrarily and capriciously" accept
as

fact the conclusions

of a study

re-

ng broadcaster claims that pay-

log record performance royalty
old send some radio stations off
air.

The study by the Washington firm
Ruttcnberg, Friedman, Kilgallon,
utchess and Associates released
ore. 8, was ordered by the Copy -

part of its preparation
r a report to Congress on record
rformance royalty, due Jan. 3.
978 (Billboard, Nov. 19, 1977).
The Ruttcnberg study of more

ghrOft-tce

as

than 5,600 individual radio station
financial reports to the FCC during

five -year period, concluded that
the flat sums for compulsory licensing in Rep. Danielson's (D- Calif.)
record royalty bill (H.R. 6(163)
would not have any significant impact, "either on profits or the number of stations in operation."
The NAB rebuttal does not deny
the study's findings that less than
one tenth of 1% of all radio stations
studied went out of business. even
those reporting losses for all five
a

years,

Instead, the broadcasters say the
study "ignores the far more per a-

irte Ova Astor Pry. 1555 aroadwm. Now Yora N. Y 10036 Subscr,pl.a1 ralo anual rate Continental U 5 S70 00. supb -coq care.. S 75 Socond
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Genera News

Vidtape Via Giant Screen Ups Record Factory Gross
California
Retail Skein
Prospering

Execuhve Turnoble

JOHN SIPPEL
LOS ANGELES -The best store
business booster Bob Tolifson of
By

Record Factory has utilized is the

Advent television enlargement unit.
He originally bought the first 53,500
tv projector /enlarger early in November.
By Nov. 15, three more stores in
the Northern California chain were

equipped with Advents which throw
a four -by -six -foot color picture on a
tv screen.
He's reportedly the first retailer to
utilize the enlarger. A growing number of U.S. retailers are employing
Betamax units that have a normal
home -size screen to show performance tapes of recording acts.
The Factory chain has moved a
reponed 2,000 of the Eddie Money
CBS album, with Tolifson attributing at least half of those sales to the
Advents' projecting a CBS videotape of a Money performance.
"I'm so into in -store tv tapes to
stimulate business that I have hired
a full -time man. T.J. McHose, who
did tv production for the Tubes."
Tolifson says. "He helped me first in
proper location of the screen. We
had to place it near the front of the
stores. where you have a light problem coming across the screen and
losing color register. He constructed
some blinder screens to cut off the
light." Tolifson explains.
"We've been working overtime at
Realtime Studios in San Francisco
putting together a total of 21/2 hours
of programming supplied primarily
by labels.
"I have footage from CBS on Boz
Scaggs, Libby Titus. the Motors.
Cheap Trick and Money.

"RCA supplied Lonnie Liston
Smith, Helen Schneider. Ronnie
Milsap and Dolly Parton. We got
Joan Armatrading and Brothers
Johnson from A &M. Phonodisc sent
Bee Gee tape. Capitol has given us
Beatles. Natalie Cole and Dr. Hook
tape. I expect Tom Petty from ABC
soon." Tolifson adds.
To promote new hit -bound albums' music, McHose is taking selfmade color videotape sequences and
putting the hit music portions behind these short tapes. McHose is installing 3 -inch playback machines
leased from JVC in the stores to further implement the N promotion.
Del Costello, CBS western regional director, visited the Market
St. San Francisco store and saw the
Advent unit and promised to accelerate more tape delivery from CBS,
New York.
RCA says it will soon send a
Doonesbury tape excerpt from a recent tv special to set the stage for
delivery of its track album from the
show.

The other three stores in which
units are functioning are in San Jose,
Stockton and San Rafael.

Free Phone Call
NEW YORK -Philo Records is
offering a free long distance phone
call and a free LP to radio listeners
to promote Mary McCaslin's album
"Old Friends." AM and FM stations
are participating in the contest.
which will select winners from random mail or phone entries. Winner
gets a free call to "an old friend"
anywhere in the U.S.

DOWN PAYMENT -The T.J. Martell Memorial Foundation for Leukemia
Research at New York's Mt. Sinai Hospital gets a $200.000 check -first installment of proceeds from the foundation's March humanitarian award
dinner
that honored Bruce Lundvall, CBS Records Division president. From left
are
Tony Martell, CBS Associated Labels; Dr. James Holland, head of the
facility;
Lundvall, and Dr. George Bekesi, assistant to Dr. Holland. Funds. in part,
will
bring two leading foreign scientists to the U.S. for a year of research.

(see separate story). Mazza has served as vice

WARPAGE CITED

Low Rate Holds
On Defective LPs
LOS ANGELES -Despite some
isolated instances. defective LP returns across country remain low.
The pattern seems to hold steady
even during this Christmas season.
However, a number of dealers cite
an "appreciable" increase in defective goods. with warpage most often
the cause.

"Defectives are about 2.5% with
us." Steve Libman. chief of the 14
Oz and Music Scene stores out of Atlanta, says. "And defectives repo,
sent a great chance to sell high profit
accessories.

"When

defective LP comes
hack. we immediately put it on our
turntable, which in many cases
a

shows the customer the record is
okay. It gives a clerk a good chance
to talk needle replacement. When
we get a bad tape. conversely. we can
talk about tape playback care accessones. Tape represents a 5% defective return.

"Defectives from warpage continue to be our biggest area.
feel
warpage results after LPs leave the
plant. They are stacked poorly during transit in a truck where severe
temperature changes are experienced. Often skinbagging is too
tight. You find often that the whole
carton of LPs suffers from the same
defect," Libman adds.
Says Elliot Mavorah, owner of
Disc -O -Mat, New York: "We'll get a
bad run on one number now and
then. but were having no real problems with defectives. In fact, I would
say they're down to about 45-5%."
Mavorah's sentiments are echoed
by Ben Karol of King Karol. New
York, who reports no substantial increase in faulty product. "Often it's
the equipment the customer is using.
We have a strong in -store policy of
trying to explain the necessity of
changing phonograph needles at
regular intervals."
John Unger, manager of Laury's
Records in Evanston. Ill., stands out.
He estimates that his returns are running 20% above last year and he be-

in runs.
Ruegemer remembers one LP
where almost every one of a 500 piece shipment came hack. Buchanan has a recent streak of returns
on the "Rumours" LP, all of which
had a bad evident crease on the edge
which prevented proper entry of the
needle onto the grooves.
Ruegemer estimates his returns at
12 %. He says tape is 10%. Buchanan
says he has no accurate estimate on
returns, but that as business has in(Continued on page 100)

In This Issue

I

lieves the increase is attributable to
production pressures at overworked

facilities.

"Most common defect." says
Unger. "is warpage causedby shrink
wrapping of a single LP in gatefold
packaging."
Ken St. Jean, manager of Chicago's Hegewisch Records skein, enters the same indictment: "We're
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president of marketing for Capitol Records
in Los Angeles since February 1976. He
joined in 1965 as territory sales representative in the L.A. area. then became a special
accounts manager in 1968 and a singles specialist in 1969. In 1970 he was promoted to
district sales manager in San Francisco and
O'Connell
Mazza
was tagged district manager in L.A. in 1972.
Mazza bec ente director, international marketing in 1974. a position he he
until he became marketing vice president. Don Grierson will be vice presid
of a &r for the new label. He has worked as director, merchandising and adv
tising for Capitol and was also national merchandising manager, havit
joined the firm in 1966. J.J. Jordan will be director, national promotion. H
spent the last year as Top 40 editor at Radio
& Records. Bill Straw will be director, business affairs. He has spent the past year as an
attorney in private practice and has previously been an attorney with Warner Bros.
and Capitol. All will be based in L.A. at Sunset Strip offices.
At Arista Records, New York, Donn Davenport named creative director. He was EsGrierson
Jordan
Bence Magazine's executive creative director.
Also at Arista, Kiki LaPorta appointed director. advertising and creative sere
ices administration. She was advertising manager at A &M Records.... Poly
doe, Inc.. New York, promotes Matt Parsons from director, r &b promotion t
vice president. r &b product.... Barbara J. Hams named manager of the Net
York office for ABC Records. She was East Coast director of artist relations
... David Porter promoted to vice president.
a &r talent for Stax Records. Memphis. He
was executive vice president in charge of
production.... Mark Cooper joins Motown
in Los Angeles as national AOR promotion
director. He was program director of K WSTFM in Los Angeles.... Peter Mensch joins
Phonogram, New York, as head of its new
wave label, Dip Records. He did national
Davenport
Straw
secondaries promotion for Elektra /Asylum.
... Mike Gaffney has left Pickwick Distributing. Atlanta, to return to Min
neapolis, where he is seeking employment. He was sales manager of the iode
pendent label distributorship in Atlanta. Jim Scheuchl, veteran rack executive
with Pickwick, Dallas. has left that post.... Lary Blackwell named Souther
regional sales manager for Springboard Distributing Corp.. based in Atlanta
He had been a salesman for the company....
At Polydor Records, New York, Andrea
Canis is promoted to national secondaries
promotion manager. She was a promotion

tfr-

getting a lot of returns on records
with the open -up packaging. Those
things cause the majority of our returns."
Larry Ruegemer of Lieberman
Enterprises. Minneapolis. and Don
Buchanan of City One -Stop, Los
Angeles. note that defectives come

CAMPUS
CLASSICAL
COUNTRY

Vic Faraci becomes executive vice president. John
"Jack" O'Connell
comes senior vice president, finance, and Stan Harris
is now vice preside
administration for WEA respectively, basing in Los
Angeles. Faraci is a C
cago native who has been with WEA since its inception, joining
as a regio
branch manager in the Windy City in 1971. Three and a
half years later he
appointed vice president and director of
marketing for WEA, headquartered in Burbank. Before joining WEA, Farad had been
vice president and general manager of M.S.
Distributing and Musical Isle in Chicago.
O'Connell, a CPA. has been with WEA for
three years as a vice president and chief financial officer. He was formerly a vice president and controller for CBS Records in Ncw
Faraci
Harris
York, previously a corporate director of financial planning for NBC, and also been associated with
CBS -TV, Alexand
Grant & Co. and Arthur Young & Co. Harris has been assistant
to the pre
dent for four years. Prior to joining WEA, he had been vice president
of A
America, Ltd. and before that, vice president of the
Markman Co.
Jim Mana will be. president and chief operating officer for EMI Amers
the new label of Capitol Industries -EMI, Inc.

18,20
22

86
88
93

... Tim Pritchett

appointed
Southeastern regional country marketing
coordinator.

manager for CBS Records. Nashville....
Mike Kosser has joined Ovation Records' i
Nashville office as director of publishing....
Pritchett
Parsons
Gale Hughes now national promotions director for Gusto -Starday Records in Nashville while Sally Waters joins the la
bel as his assistant.... Phonogranr/Mercary has named Tom Marietta South'
ern California regional promotion manager. He was handling local promotiod
in the arch. Moving into the slot vacated by Marietta is Don Stowne, formerly
with Liftsong Records. Phonogram announces two other local appointments:
Bob Destocki in Chicago and Doc Remer in Cleveland.... CBS Recorde
names Yolanda Mejia artist development manager, San Francisco marketing
area. She was a branch promotion secretary there.... Ken Harvey appointed
Midwest sales manager for Peter Pan Records, Chicago. He toiled in the sales
division of Columbia Records.... At ABC Records, New York, Marion Soar erdein promoted from East Coast press manager to East Coast publicity director. Named as press manager is Caroline Prutzman, former tour publicist....
Heather Connor promoted to executive assistant for the National Music Publishers' Assn., New York. She was secretary to the president.... Bert Holman
joins Monarch Entertainment. the West Orange, N.J., management firm, as director of management activities. He'll continue to manage a number of acts....
Hedy Jackson now doing national secondary LP promotion for RSO in Lus
HarAngeles. She previously worked with Island Records in Los Angeles
i-Continued on page 72)
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Kenny Loggins' new single is a hit for the holidays and all the days to come.
It's from the soon- to -be- platinum album-of the same name.
On Columbia Records.
d by Plu' Ramone and Bob James
Go{;yCiBL'ta:!
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DEFECTIVE DISKS A PROBLEM

N.Y. Retailers Agree: Jimmy's
Lovvballing Gave Them Education
By ED

NEW YORK -Price cutting
wars that rocked the metroarca retail market over the past 21/2 years
were a positive, even educational
experience.
That's the consensus of a panel
of major New York retailers,
which met Monday (5) in the first
gathering of survivors since
Jimmy's and its parent company.

Sutton Distributors, filed for
Chapter XI bankruptcy status last
sommer.

Complaints regarding defective
record albums also dgminated the
discussion. held as part of the B'nai
B'rith music and performing arts
lodge meeting at Manhattan's Sutton Place Synagogue.

SALES

ó

HOLIDAY SPECIAL -David Soul, mimist Lorene Yarnell, Engelbert
Humperdinck, host Mac Davis and mimist Robe
Shields on the set of the recent "Mac Davis
Believe In Christmas" NBC -TV special.

The retailers agreed the holiday
sales period was being severely disrupted by customer returns of defective product. with Sy Bondy of
Bondy's Record Shop estimating
that defectives now constitute as
much as 15% of his record shipments.

Prime difficulty with the disks.
according to Bondy, lies in the out ermost'h inch which is often of uneven quality. causing the records to
skip, particularly when played on
sensitive equipment.

Though the retailers were reluctant to lay the blame on specific
record companies, Bondy pointed
out that smaller labels were rarely
the culprits. All agreed that this
year's unusually heavy pressing
activity was a factor in the apparent increase of defective product.
On hand for the two-hour panel
discussion, in addition to Bondy,
were Ben Karol of King Karol's;
Jay Sonin, Record Hunter; Roy
Imber, Times Square /Record
World Stores; and Joe Saccone of

KELLEHER

Spin -A -Rama Records. The panel
was moderated by Herb Goldfarb,
president of Herb Goldfarb Associates.
The gathering drew an estimated 150 representatives of man-

ufacturers, distributors, wholesalers and one -stops.

"Jimmy's made us do our homework," asserted Imber, who credits
the erstwhile lowballing retail
chain with providing the impetus
for long -time Ncw York retailers to
adopt new business methods in order to maintain a share of the market as the Jimmy's operation continued to snowball.
"At my stores." said Imber, "we
decided to take a more aggressive
stance. That meant making our operation more economical and cutting down the cost of our inventory. It wasn't easy but we turned it
into a positive experience. We lost
markup but we came out ahead"
His remarks were echoed by Sonin, who termed the price wars
"good for Record Hunter business," and by Bondy who remarked: "Jimmy's taught us volume. Buy heavy, sell heavy. It was
a valuable lesson."

Spin- A- Rama's Joe Saccone
took advantage of the occassion to
announce the imminent revival of
the Record Dealers Assn., the co-

alition of independent New York
dealers which existed from 1957 to
1972.

Said Saccone: "The small retailers are at the bottom rung of the
ladder. We need an organization
to achieve better buying power
and a greater advertising share, as
well as to monitor new developments in the retailing business."
A similar attempt to breathe life

into the association, spearheaded
by Sy Bondy, floundered last
spring during the heyday of the
Jimmy's expansion.
According to Bondy, the new organization would concentrate primarily on coordination of advertising rather than stressing group
buying,

At

a

preliminary meeting,

scheduled for the first week in January, it will be determined whether
to retain the coalition's old name
or choose a new one. Saccone, who
is likely to be the chairman of the
association, has set 50 stares as a
membership goal for the organization's first year of operation.
Among other topics touched on
by the retailer's panel was the ef-

of continuous advertising of
discount product on the record
fect

buying public.
While there was general agreement that 52 weeks of sales per
year tends to confuse the customer,
it was pointed out by the Record
Hunter's Jay Sonin that such discount barrages at least make the
potential buyer aware of new releases.

"Whenever Goody's or Korvettes runs an ad." he commented,
"we sell more of those particular
records."
The panel also discussed the
wisdom of an industry policy that
retails brand new product at a discount price and only later raises it
to list, rather than the other way
around as in virtually every other
industry.
"We have no choice," explained
Ben Karol. "Blame the discount
department stores that try to bring
people into the stores with record
sales so they can sell them other
merchandise."

NARM Packaging Meet Produces Call For Research
NEW YORK -The need for an
industrywide research test on new
prerecorded tape packaging and
merchandising is the consensus of
the first packaging meeting held un-

derNARM auspices

here last week.

"We had some extremely constructive dialog in the 31 hours between rackjobbers and retailers on
one side, and manufacturers and
packagers on the other." notes Joe
Cohen, NARM executive vice president who chaired the Dec. 6 session.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The group of 25 representing all
elements of the industry including
market research -felt that some
change was necessary from existing
merchandising methods. "It doesn't
necessarily have to be just the package" he observes. "How we merchandise tape is just as important."
Agreement on maintaining momentum of the meeting was unanimous, and NARM is preparing a
summary of the key ideas and concepts for distribution to the industry

by the first

of the year, Cohen prom -

Ist`5.

"We have to find out more about
who buys the tape and why they
buy, and then determine that if a
new package is in order, how best tu
test alternatives.
"One option is an industrywide
market research study to determine
the best way to satisfy consumer
needs. It can test at the retail point of
purchase various packages or mer.
(Continued do page 72)

Produced by Frank Wilson for
Spec -o -Lite Productions

On Warner Bros. records & tapes

Direction: Marshall Brevetz

currently assaulting the southeastern and eastern shores
of the United States. Prepare to be invaded by The Mighty Army.
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Exec Sees Peak Earnings
From Records, Electronics

son. It may he necessary for some
dealers to give "gift certificates" in-

records and tapes, solid -state electronic products and electronic service are the areas in which peak earnings are expected by RCA Corp. this

stead of recorders, until the supply
can catch up with the demand, the
RCA chief executive observed.

and chief executive
office Edgar Griffiths told a Dec.
meeting of the Financial Analysts of
year. president

I

Philadelphia.
RCA Records had been headed
for the "best year in ¡LS history' even
before the death of Elvis Presley, he
noted. Since then, the demand for
Presley records has been "unbelievable. At one tine. in addition to running its own plant at capacity, RCA
had 22 independent companies
pressing records and still couldn't
keep up with the incoming Presley
orders."
As for the demand for RCA's
Matsushita -built
two /four -hour
videotape recorders now being
heavily advertised and promoted.
Griffiths said there is "no way" for
the demand to he satisfied during
the current Christmas shopping sea-

'

Although NBC is one of the "few
soft spots" in RCA's diversified electronics organization. Griffiths maintained that RCA has enough things
going for it to produce record earnings this year.

Earnings in 1977. he said. "unquestionably" will set a new record,
of "well over $200 million. as
against the $177 million in 1976 on

of $5.3 billion.
His optimism that RCA is beginning to stir in earnest once again, he
said, comes from the fact that third
quarter earnings are up 88% to 82
cents a share. setting a record for the
third quarter in a row: and the fact
that the third quarter was the ninth
sales

year -to -year earnings gain in a row.
Also proof that RCA is cooling
out ails "big sleep," which has been

nightmare for investors. is the tact
that RCA earnings were up 60% last
year to $2.30 a share; the quarterly
dividend was raised for the first time
since 1968 from 25 to 30 cents a
share with the May payment; and
that RCA's stock. around $28 on the
New York Exchange. is now triple
the low of around S9 in 1974.

Griffiths assured the financial
analysts here that RCA has been
lopping off all slow- growth operations. The company's biggest profit
center and chief money tnaker remains its subsidiary NBC broadcasting division.
He said the network has undergone a major management shakeup
of the executive suite and below,
with 300 let go in a hid to increase

profits and hang onto its number
two spot in network ratings after
ABC. A key goal. he said, would be
to reduce the margin between NBC's
profits and the S50 million a year
earned by CBS.

Aggressive Signings May Be Slowed To Develop Acts
NEW YORK -CBS Records,
which in the last two years has
signed and broken a significant
number of new artists. may soon
signings and concentrate on its large roster of middle
level acts. indicates Walter Yetnikoff, president of the CBS Records
Group.
"We have had an aggressive artist
signing campaign recently. and
think we will cool it a little because
we have lots of artists on the middle
ground who are about to break. and
we should concentrate on them and
not sign as many new artists as we
ease up on its new

1

ROMAN KOZAK

have done," says Yetnikoff: "Not
that we won't sign artists whom we

believe itt."
He says his job is to provide direction and strategy to the company, to
make suggestions, to decide on major signings (and veto some), to be a
"walking commercial for thc company." and to "open up the financial
gates" and "call people in the company" for artists he especially believes in.
He says the marketing plans for
artists are the domain of Bruce Lundvall, president or the CBS Records

Division.
Greater responsibilities delegated
to a strong middle management staff
are also cited by Lundvall as elements that account for CBS' ability
to break new artists.

Next time you

pick

a

tune,

pick us.
Sudden

Rua

Music

PUBLISHERS

750 Kappock Street
Riverdale, NY 10463

Ncw artists whom CBS has broken in the past two years. according
to the label, include: Deniece Williams, Elvis Costello. Al DiMeola,
Boston, Southside Johnny & the Asbury Jukes, Valerie Carter, Libby
Titus, Crawler, Jane Olivor, Mar lena Shaw, Meat Loaf, Starcastle,
George Duke, Ted Nugent, Heat wave, Wild Cherry, Ram Jam,
Mothers Finest, Karla BonotT, Eddie Palmieri, Nona Hendryx, Wet
Willie, Walter Egan, Lee Dudek,
Lake, Pockets, Cheap Trick and, on
the Associated Labels, Teddy Pendergrass, Kansas and Bobby Borcher.
CBS says that artists from other
labels whom it has taken to new
heights since they have been signed
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in the last two years include James
Taylor, Bob James, Bill Withers,
Eric Gale, the Jacksons, Patti Labelle, Billy Cobham, Tyrone Davis,
Johnnie Taylor, Freddie Hubbard,
George Duke, Heart. the Emotions,
Burton Cummings. Joan Baez, Engelbert Humperdinck, Tom Jones.
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Charlie Daniels, Willie Nelson.
Dexter Gordon, Rick Nelson and,
on Associated Labels, Lou Rawls,
Muddy Waters and the Isiey Brothers.

Lundvall says that at CBS they listen to all the unsolicited tapes from
struggling artists. and while obviously material brought by managers and lawyers with a good track
record is given greater credence.
Boston, for instance, came in the
mail totally unsolicited.
He says that when CBS makes a

commitment for an artist it is for an
album deal. usually for two LPs. He
says it is unusual for an act to want
to leave after a first album because
of poor sales. What does happen
more often, Lundvall says, is that despite early low sales, if CBS believes
in the artist it will stick to that artist
"until success is achieved." In this
case he cites Boz Scaggs, Dave Mason and

Billy

Joel.
A brand new act, a rock band for
example. will cost on an average
about S200,000 in recording, tour
support and marketing. says Lund-

vall, before any profits start corning back. So you have to "sell a
couple of thousand units before you
start making a dime."
"And normally that will not happen. at least on the first album." continues Lundvall. What it does is it
sets up a base level of acceptance by
the audience on which the record
company can build. "If you sell
100,000 units you are doing well indeed on a first album." he adds.
After the first album. CBS looks at
the overall radio, critic and audience response and the initial sales
level, and if it is not good. the company studies to see if perhaps the initial push on the artist was in the
wrong direction.
As far as polling the public or passive research. Lundvall says that it is
a difficult thing to do on a new act. It
is possible, however, on an act that
sells several hundred thousands of
units.

"We do

a

lot of research and we
(Continued on page 93)
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ABC Restructuring Yields
Broadening Product Push
LOS ANGELES -A move is underway to broaden every area of
ABC Records. This comes on the
heels of the now completed internal
restructuring of the company, according to label president Steve Diener,
At the core of ABC's aggressive
posture is its "Display It Again Sam"
theme. The program, initiated about
a month ago as a Christmas season
merchandising tool to retailers, has
met with such success the firm will
tailor the theme for other areas, says

Diener.

"The first extension next year will
be to plug 'Display It Again Sam'
into our distributors as well as retailers," says Diener.
The initial program was designed
to give retailers a direct line to the
manufacturer for display materials
and discuss his personal situation.
Diener, who has manned the telephones. says dealers are generally
enthused to be able to go directly to
the manufacturer. "They are talking
about displays, certain trends happening in their particular stores. certain types of display materials which
they feel are being used and those
not being used, and they are also
telling us'of some of their problems
and even offering suggestions as to
how their problems can be solved."
The firm is also getting more involved with its artists, according to
Diener. "We have been trimming
down our roster (about 40%) in order to concentrate on certain acts.
"However, in the non -pop areas
such as jazz and gospel, we intend to
expand substantially. In recent
months we have been living on our
catalog sales so we're going to begin
signing new gospel and jazz acts in
1978."
As to the firm's releases, according
to Diener. ABC will now release ap-

proximately half the LPs monthly
that it released last year. "That's basically the key: we'll be able to give
the product all of our concentration
and attention"
At the same time, the label 1.11LInning a major jaez repackaging on
Impulse during the first three
months of 1978.
"Mark Meyerson (vice president.
a &r) is well versed in jazz and on a
project -by- project basis is seeking
outside consultants in jazz," he says
The some attention will also he
given to gospel, says Diener.

Gates Scores Film
LOS ANGELES- -David Gates'
Elektra single "The Goodbye Girl"
is the title song of Neil Simon's new
film starring Marsha Mason and
Richard Dreyfuss. It is the first time
Gates has been commissioned to
write a film theme. though he scored
a film before he hit with Bread.

NBC -TV ADDS
MORE ELVIS
NEW YORK -The latest addition
to network television's plethora of
upcoming musical programs is
NBC -TV's 90- minute special
pegged to the late Elvis Presley's
43rd birthday set for airing Jan. 8.
Taping in Nashville at Opryland
studios begins soon under the direction of producer Joe Cates. The
show features interviews with Nash villians who had worked with Presley. Other interviews will be done in
Hollywood with actors and directors
who worked on the late singer's
films.

It's always Chic to be Number One.
3635

Chic's smash single, "DANCE, DANCE, DANCE (Yowsah,
Yowsah, Yowsah) "has been Number One on the disco
charts for eight weeks. And bulletted across the
board -R&B and Pop.
Look around for the hottest dance album you've
ever heard. When you find it, you've found Chic.

On Atlantic Records and Tapes.
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Awards Show -How Henry & Ehrlich Wrapped It

LOS ANGELES -As the closing
theme music tòr the "Billboard No.
Music Awards" NBC telecast conducted by music director Bill Conti
1

swelled and faded. Sunday (I 1) and
the winners strolled out of Santa

Monica Civic Auditorium, there
were two men who could only feel
an enormous relief -Bob Henry and
Ken Ehrlich.
Henn was the shows co- producer
and director. Ehrlich was co-producer on the Burt Sugarman production hosted by Kris Kristofferson
and the Bee Gees.
Their week previous to the two hour special that was shown literally
around the world via copies of the
videotape of the live show flown out
immediately to Europe. Australia.
Japan and other countries was a hectic one for both men.
Sugarman's staff of about 25 was
augmented to about 75. counting the
audio and video staffs of NBC -TV.
In addition. there were 50 per-

formers and presenters on the
show -all leading recording artists
and stars. They came under the aegis
of Ehrlich and Henry at various
times during the week and more and
more as the week went by and the intensity increased up to 6 p.m. (Los
Angeles time) when the show went
on the or live to the East Coast.
For several weeks. preparations
had been taking place. One wall of a
special office on the 14th floor down
the hallway from the Sugarman office was literally covered with index
cards. all color -coded to represent
names of presenters, performers.
hosts and commercial segments.
Within these codes. the name of
presenters and performers who'd
been offered exposure on the show
were written in huge red letters with
a marker. As different people confirmed their appearance for the
show. a new card went up on the
wall and this time their name was

tore a show the hours become ungodly. You have no time for anything
else. But if you can do a presentation
like this all other tv shows are easier
to do."
The script was written long before
Wednesday. "You do a show like
this one in segments and, based on
experience. we have a pretty good
idea that from the host's introduction of the winner to when the winner accepts his or her award takes
about 21/2 minutes. So, we figure we
have half an hour of total time devoted to awards. We try and estimate
the length of the performances, hut
on Saturday we timed them and
then cut back or fleshed out as necessary."
As early as Monday (51. all of the

technical people from NBC -TV and
the unit manager and the set designer moved into the Santa Monica
Civic Auditorium to physically begin putting it all together, setting up
lights and audio equipment.
Wednesday, things began cracking in earnest. At noon. Ehrlich and
Henry met with Kristofferson to go
over his part. Then, at 7:30 p.nt..
Henry and Ehrlich went to NBC -TV
to put the final louches on the
graphics that were prerecorded -the
Goddard Lieberson tribute segment
in New York, the opening and closing titles, the slides and pictures employed to flesh out the show. In all.
15 different things that required five
hours of editing.
Thursday at 10 a.m., Henry and
Ehrlich ntet Sammy Cahn and Paul
Williams at Cahn's house to work on

By CLAUDE HALL
being done. At 6:30 p.m.. Henry and
Ehrlich dashed back to the auditorium to be on hand there.

Friday. Henry and Ehrlich
showed up at 9 a.m. at the auditorium. At I p.m., Patti Page. Frankie
Laine and Teresa Brewer appeared

hearse their parts. This continued on

fore

a.m. and held the first ru
through with u many people as th

through Saturday.
At 3 p.m. Friday. there was a facilities check. This was the first time
that Ehrlich and Henry were able to
take a good kook at the set, the lights
and the other facilities. At 7 p.m.,

could muster. This was basically fo
Kristofferson, the Bec Gees and th
various presenters. At 2 p.m.. the
blocked out the performance sog
monts. Meanwhile, some pedpt
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Bulboard Los Angeles photos by Sam Emerson

Planning Time: Bob Henry, coproducer /director, left, Ken Ehrlich, coproducer and Tisha Fein,
special features director,
view the cards listing category finalists and those acts who will perform on the NBC.TV
program in the show's
offices.

written with a black marker.
We probably went through 15
major revisions. too, on the structure
of the show;" Ehrlich says.
By Wednesday (7), just five days
before the show, the structure of the
show was about 85% firm.
We were past the period of being
frantic. The closer you get to the actual show. the greater the calm. Your
momentum carries you through. If
you've provided the proper input, if
you have all of the pieces in place.
you have the luxury then of fleshing
up the show.
And the major difference between this business and any other
business is that in the last week be-

OUR BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY
HOLIDAY SEASON TO ALL OF
OUR FRIENDS WHO GIVE US SO
MUCH ENJOYMENT THROUGHOUT
THE YEAR

Debbi Genovese, the show's talent coordinator, and Ken Ehrlich map out the

category finalists.

their parts. At I p.m., they went to
the Santa Monica Civic to check
progress there. then to their office at
9000 Sunset Blvd. to meet with the
Bee Gees and brief them. Meanwhile, final script changes were

run- through with a rehearsal
pianist. Meanwhile, throughout the
to do a

day, the 30 -piece orchestra had been
rehearsing at TTG Studios, Holly-

wood, and various performers
dropped by at different times to re-

John Kerwin, associate producer, works on the seating arrangements for the
show's black tie audience at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium with Barbara
Roche, left, audience coordinator and Tisha Fein.
they arrived at TTG Studios to hear
the "play on" music for the different
categories of awards. At I p.m.. the
Four Preps appeared to rehearse for
a full hour with the full orchestra.
Saturday, Ehrlich and Henry arrived at the Santa Monica Civic beI

BARNEY & MITZI ALES
PAUL ANKA
TONY & SANDY BENNETT
MILTON BERLE
BEACH BOYS
CHICAGO
PAUL & ANN DREW
MARVIN GAYE
BERRY GORDY
ELTON JOHN
TOMMY LEE JONES
GLADYS KNIGHT
PEGGY LEE
LIZA MINNELLI
DAN PETRIE
SMOKEY ROBINSON
DIANA ROSS
BARBRA STREISAND
FRANKIE VALLI
STEVIE WONDER

DIANE SCHOENITH
GROSSE POINTE
&

including Wayne Newton. Glen
Campbell and George Benson.
At 7 p.m. Saturday. the orchestra
appeared at the auditorium and for
the first time the musicians and performers got together onstage so that
camera shots could be worked out.
Ehrlich and Henry con through the
program from top to bottom to a
chronological order.
"The show was in Bob's and my
head. That was the first time we had
the chance to try to communicate
completely what we had in mind to
all of the performers and the technicians in order to achieve a reality."
Ehrlich says.
Saturday night's work ended past
I

I

p.m.

Sunday, activities got underway
again about 10 a.m. when the first of
two complete run -throughs started.
The second run -through was from

SINCERELY

TOM

were still rehearsing at TTG Studios.

Lieberson Segment: Leonard Bernstein, right, and Paul Simon confer in the
New York taping studio with Mrs. Goddard Lieberson.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Composer Marvin Hamlisch works
out his songs for the Lieberson tribute segment with Paul Simon.

1:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. A meal break
was held from 4-5 p.m. Then, at 5
p.m. everyone got dressed.
The auditorium began to fill up.
At 6 p.m.. Henry nodded his head
in the control room in an NBC van
ouLsidc the auditorium and the show
hit the air.

3

26

337

132

Monterey Peninsula Artists

Big Sur
San Luis Obispo
Los
Angeles

www.americanradiohistory.com
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General News

Industry Lamenting Death Of LP `Father' Goldmark
ROMAN KOZAK
contribution to music and the record
business is vast and enduring.
knew him for years as a brilliant innovator who was as deeply human
By

NI \\ PORK -The

record industry. hit -,y so many deaths in recent
months. had a new cause for grief
with the news that Dr. Peter Gold mark. father of the LP record. was
t

killed in an automobile accident
Wednesday (14). He was 71.
Gotdmark's team developed the
LP in 1948 when he was director of
engineering research and development at CBS. Goldmark was also involved in the development of color
television and the videocassette.

"Dr. Goldmark's tragic death
profound shock to all
who knew him. His remarkable contribution to the advancement of
comes as

a

century scientific progress," commented William Paley. chairman of
CBS Inc.

Bill Gallagher,

a

former top exec-

utive at CBS Records and now president of Audiofidelity. said that
Goldmark "was one of the imaginative geniuses of our time. Considering that LPs are now 80% of our
business, if Edison was the one who
invented the phonograph, then
Goldmark was the one who made
our industry what it is today."
Clive Davis. past president of
CBS Records. said that "Goldmark's

electronic technology assures his
being placed in the annuals of 20th

CONCERT
PROGRAMS
Posters,
Financial Reports,
Brochures
and other
on time quality
job printing.
By the Printing Division of

Billboard Pubilcatlons, Inc.
2193 Patterson Street

Cincinnati. Ohio 45214
513/341-4450

Famous Shot: Dr. Peter Goldmark
stands with his handful of LPs in
comparison to an equivalent stack
of 78s in famous 1949 photo.

1

as he was

album

is

owed to

munications, a subsidiary of Warner
Communications. In 1975 he bought
out Warner's share to make Gold-

eluding the National Medal of Sti
ence which he received from Presi
dent Carter two weeks ago.

farsighted. Everytime an
played, a silent tribute is

him"

"This was certainly a most untimely death that deprived not only
the industry, but also the country
and the world of a fertile. imaginative and innovative brain which already was responsible for great electronic advancements and held out
such promise for further advancements in the future" echoed Henry
Brief of the RIAA. "As far as the industry is concerned, everytime
somebody looks at an LP. it is a constant reminder of this man's contributions."
According to police the auto accident took place at the Hutchinson
River Parkway in suburban Westchester County. Goldmark was
thrown from his car and was killed
instantly. A driver in the second tar
involved in the collision was slightly
hurt.
Born in Budapest Dec. 2. 1906.
Goldmark studied in Berlin and
moved to the U.S. in 1933. Three
years later he was hired by the Columbia Broadcasting System as its
chief television engineer. a post he
held until 1944 when he was named
director of engineering research and
development. In 1950 he was made
vice president in charge of engineering. and in 1954 he was named president of CBS Laboratories.
After retiring in December 1972.
Goldmark started Goldmark Corn-

Presidential Salute: Dr. Peter Goldmark is seen in this recent photo presenting the first LP to President Carter. Carter awarded him the National Science
Medal at the White House. Man behind the President is not identified.
mark Communications a wholly owned company.
Other inventions by Goldmark
and his colleagues at CBS included
the sapphire stylus to replace the
steel tip used to play 78s, a vinyl
plastic that replaced shellac for records, a lightweight tone arm. an improved phonograph and a smoother
turntable.
Goldmark had more than 170 pat -.
ents in his name and was the
recipient of numerous awards. in-

At the tin, ,4 his death he was
working to the field of satellite communications and a music learning
system which allows students to
learn music while playing along
with a prerecorded tape.
"As I look back, I think my contributions were, somewhat ironically.
not so much in invention itself or in
innovation (a word I prefer because
it means putting an invention to
work), but in its gadfly impact on in(Continued on page 771

After 5 years
in Oxford Street,
chrysalis' London office
has finally gone
round the bend...
www.americanradiohistory.com

SIDE EFFECT IS
COIN' BANANAS

414'iv

Io
s°tits.

The highly- spirited musical personalities of
Augie Johnson, Sylvia St. James. Louie
Patton, and Greg Matta shine throughout
with unrelenting, positive power!
Side Effect is equally at home with
just about any style or groove... Like
smooth, pop- flavored tunes, such as
"Open Up Your Heart" and "Private World;'
or the brilliant new version of the Lambert,
Hendricks & Ross classic, "Cloudburst:'
"Keep On Keepin' On" is the solid sequel to
their smash, "Keep That Same Old Feeling;'
and they've got a strong entry in the soul
ballad category with "Watching Life :' The uptempo "Never Be the Same" is a perfect
showcase for Sylvia, the "Queen" of Side
Effect; and be sure to get with the laid -back
good feelings of "Mr. Monday," or the rhythmic
appeal of ''Back in Time;' or the energetic
disco sounds of "Goin' Bananas" and
"It's All in Your Mind;' or...

Side Effect "Goin'Bananas"
F-953]
o

ÿ

ON

Produced by Wayne Henderson for
At -Home Productions ...All good music starts at home.

FANTASY RECORDS AND CRT TAPES

FG2T
......-n
F.x,taW

Coming in early 1978 from At -Home Productions on Fantasy Records: The new album by PLEASURE
Coming in early 1978 from At -Home Records: Debut albums by FIVE SPECIAL and TH E BOPPERS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Europadisk Makes Plating Waves

HEADQUARTERS IN NIGERIA

Record Shack Eyes
One-Stop In Africa

Offers Audiophile Quality With Advanced Swedish Gear
By

NEW YORK -The expansion of
the premium -priced direct -disk and
audiophile recording market, coupled with better playback equipment that brings out the "worst" in
the typical U.S.-produced LP. has
brought what' is claimed as the first
European state -of- the -ár plating facility to America.
Asserting that the weakest link in
the LP chain today is the plating
process. Europadisk Plating Co. has
been operating here since September. using the most advanced equipment available from Europafilm of
Sweden. acknowledged as one of the
best worldwide suppliers.

Wanted
SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
and

DISTRIBUTORS
for

RECORDS & TAPES

IMPORTED
FROM BRAZIL
Exclusive territories
available. Send resume.

Brasilla Records
& Tapes Corp.

2g W. 469) St., New

York

N.Y. 1003E

STEPHEN TRAIMAN

Our goal is to encourage producers to get involved with plating as
they did with mastering a few years
ago," says Jim Shelton, the firm's
youthful president. They have to
realize that no matter how good the
master tape or lacquer. the quality of
a finished disk can be affected to a
considerable degree by the plating."
Acknowledging that there are
some fine plating companies in the
U.S.- Mastercraft. Audio Matrix
and Tracy -Val in this area alone
Shelton maintains that plating is an
area where very few "are trying to do
the best that can be done.
Most operations are oriented to
speed and price;' he claims. They
work with pressing plant people who
are basically under pressure from
their clients to keep costs down."
In the business for 20 years. including helping launch Masterdisk
Corp. here as manager its first three
years. Shelton believes there's a lot
more interest in quality today.
"Lower-priced equipment gives better performances and unfortunately
emphasizes the poor quality of
many recordings." he says.
He frankly acknowledges that
equipment is only part of the answer, with all the machinery imported from Europafilm and several
pieces custom- tailored to the firm's
compact but efficient Manhattan location.
Included are two pre -plate stations that can supply 20 to 30 highspeed plating positions, with two

-

now installed:

a

three -in -one spray

gun claimed unique in the U.S. for
mixing the silvering solution on the
lacquer surface: a special S6.000
face -polishing unit to remove the
"horns" formed as the stylus cuts
into the lacquer that impede vinyl
flow; a 55,000 hydraulic center punch press with Nikon microscope
for that critical step, and a $1.200
circular edge cutter for triming the
stampers (from which LPs are pro-

By

equipment here -providing quality
and quickness, or 30 minutes per
side compared to up to an hour or
more at a typical operation, he says.
"We've made some mistakes:"
Shelton is quick to admit. "but were
learning fast." He and partner
Christian Lach, who handles the
business side with his American Express Bank background, already
have done work for such labels as
Direct Disc. New World, Desmar,
Vox, Nonesuch and Musical Herit-

- Record Shack
Corp., a major national one -stop.
will open the -first American -owned
one -stop facility in Africa during the
latter part of next year.
The firm is currently conducting a
feasibility study in the area, and according to James O'Rourke, director
of international operations for the
firm, at the end of the study a final
decision will be made as to the size
of the facility. and the cash outlay
that will go into constructing, stocking and staffing it.
Headquarters of the branch operation will be in Lagos, Nigeria. with
subdistributorships in other friendly
African countries.
O'Rourke admits that his firm's
major concern at this time is the
problem of currency transfers out of
the African continent.
However. according to Aleke Kanonu, the Nigerian national with
four record retail shops in Nigeria,
who has been designated by the
company to head the one -stop, Nigerian government officials have already given the green light to the
project. and have assured that no
obstacles will be placed in Record
Shack's way. provided that the company agrees to hire and train natives
to do the job.
Kanonu states that Record Shack
has already met part of this stipulaNEW YORK

duced).
Special care -that takes time -is
the second ingredient, with Shelton
pointing to several proprietary areas
such as the mixing of silvering solution: laying down the initial layer of
nickel (pre-plating) on both the "father" and "mother" at low- current
density and low temperature to get
the finest grain possible to minimize
surface noise. and forming the stamp ers at a maximum 350 amperes -as
much as 100 higher than most

"

age.

(Continued on page 72)

RADCLIFFE JOE
lion by hiring him to head the open
ation.

Kanonu feels that the Recor
Shack decision marks a major

breakthrough for American -based
music industry interests which he
charges have traditionally avoided
working directly with African busi
nessmen, choosing instead a' work
through licensing agreements with
European -based record labels.
Kanonu states that this practice
has resulted in a time lag for the
arrival of "hit" records in Africa. and
has in turn resulted in much
black marketing of products and the resultant crackdown on currency
transfers by various African governments.

Kanonu points out that with the
increasing exposure of Africans to
American entertainers and their
recordings, Africa is emerging as a
strong market for music record sales,
He sees the need for modem recording studios and record pressing
plants. and reveals that Record
Shack, after carefully monitoring response to its initial investment in the
area, would most likely expand the
scope of its involvement in the African music market.

Kanonu

is also hoping that
Record Shack's venture will encourage American record labels to look
(Conrinued on page 761)

...to 12 Stratford Place,
LondonWiN 9AF.
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As from December 12 Chrysalis Records will be at
12 Stratford Place, London W1N 9AF
Telephone: 01-408 2355
Telex: 21753 Cables: Chrysalis London W-1
t

Cbrgsalis
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Rick Danko. The name is familiar. And his voice is unmistakable. The
incomparable singer and bassist from The Band has brought together old
friends and special guest artists to record the most exciting music of his
career. His own. Rick Danko's new album marks the beginning of a whole
new chapter in a great American tradition.

"The songs on Danko's debut album capture the apocalyptic mysticism that
was at the heart of The Band's greatest music as well as anything the old group
has done in years. Danko co- wrote' This Wheel's On Fire' with Bob Dylan, and
the best material here is worthy of comparison with that masterpiece."
Rtkkwel1 New Yid; Time% II II 7'
"Rick Danko:'
Everything that came before was leading up to this.
On Arista Records and Tapes.
MISTA
AB 4141

"National Breakouts " -Billboard

-

"Most Added " Record World
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Radio Gears Up For Christmas & New Year's
Comm:led Jrom page I

laughs. "We're going to wait until it's
in the top 10 with a bullet.

"Truthfully.

haven't heard that
much Christmas music this year.
Not even on MOR stations- which
historically have always started
I

playing Christmas music after
Thanksgiving. Maybe Christmas
music isn't relevant for 1977. Bing
Crosby and Elvis Presley. Well obviously play those.
"Otherwise. well probably go to
the old standards on Christmas

Day."
But at presstime KFRC was planning to broadcast a 64 -hour "Evolution Of Rock" documentary in segments of six hours a day starting
Dec. 19 -23, laying off Dec. 24 -25,
then returning to the documentary
on Dec. 26.

On New Year's Eve, the Top 40
station will broadcast a four or five hourspecial music countdown of the
top hits prepared by the station. It'll
be repeated on New Years Day
noon -4 p.m.
Beautiful music stations such as
KJOl in Los Angeles, which uses the
Schulke Radio Productions syndicated music service, are already
broadcasting Christmas music spo-

radically. And many radio syndicators have specialized programming
available for the holidays.
Watermark Inc., Los Angeles. will
have an eight -hour countdown show
hosted by Casey Kasem called The

Top 100" running on most of its 450
stations that carry the regular weekly
"American Top 40" three -hour
show. reports Chuck Olsen, vice
president.
Lee Bayley, operations director
for Drake -Chenault Enterprises, Los
Angeles, has three different versions
of a 24 -hour feature called The Best
of 77." The contemporary music version of the countdown of best 100
tunes is hosted by Billy Moore, the
country version by Bob Kingsley.
the soul version by Don Mack. It'll
air on a total of 130 stations.
Ron Jacobs, morning air personality at KKUA in Honolulu, says
hell have a lot of good Hawaiian
Christmas music to choose from.

And the station is encouraging listeners to buy its "Homegrown 11"
record of local artists to give as a
Christmas gift to friends.
As for New Years Day, Jacobs
says he's going to stay home and
watch football on television while
the station broadcasts Casey Kasems The Top 100" syndicated
countdown show.
Holiday music?

"That 'a real good question;' says
Gary Firth, program director of
KRIZ in Phoenix. We are looking

into

program called 'Paradise Rising' syndicated by Brown
Bag Productions of Denver. Our sister station in Denver, KXKX, is running it. Its a 48 -hour special, the
mythical concert approach, and we
may run it over Christmas. If not
then maybe well play Christmas
music, starting to weave it in on Saturday (10), going to two or three an
hour at the most. As for New Year's,
we have our own countdown of the
77 top hits of the year. The station
did the top 76 hits last year."
Roger Ashby, a member of the
a special

programming department at
CHUM in Toronto, says of Christmas programming on his station,
"there will be very little" As for Ncw
Year's Eve. the station is putting together a top 100 countdown show.
"Four songs, at the moment, could
end up number one -'Hotel California,' 'You Light Up My Life,' You
Make Me Feel Like Dancing; or
'Tonight's The Night'." In past

years, this was a produced show that
was syndicated throughout Canada.
This year the station decided to not
bother syndicating it and it will be
aired live.
Gene Rump, program director of

KAKE

Wichita, Kan., says his
station will air a 12 -hour Christmas
program that we taped six years
ago. I was personally sick of working
on Christmas Day every year and
in

thought that my disk jockeys
shouldn't have to work either. So, we
did a show to broadcast every year
that features Gene Autry singing
'Rudolph. The Rednosed Reindeer'
and all of the Christmas goodies. loll
be aired twice -noon through midnight on Christmas Eve, then imme-

diately rerun. We get a couple of college kids to run the tape.'

Prior to Christmas, KAKE was
working in two Christmas songs per
disk jockey show. This week, it's one
Christmas tune per hour. On Tuesday (20), two per hour. These replace oldies in the rotation pattern.
Bobby Rich, program director of
B -100 in San Diego, says he's playing nothing for Christmas. "I don't
think anything has been turned out
the past couple of years worth playing. I think we only played a total of
seven songs last year and I reconsidered and found only two I wanted to
play this year.
"Phil Spectors Christmas LP is
still good and 'Merry Christmas
Darling' by the Carpenters is one of
the best all -around Christmas songs
I've ever heard. But it seems that
with everyone else trying to find
Christmas music to play, and having
to stretch to find something to play,
we may play nothing and be the alternative in the market."

-100, otherwise known as
KFMB -FM, plans a "12 Nights Of
Music" promotion whereby 9 -11
p.m. each night the disk jockeys will
sing an intro based on the "Twelve
Days Of Christmas" and each night
would feature a different superstar
B

artist.
A contest,

as

yet undecided,

would present a listener each
night
with a cassette of the show as a
gift.
Rich says he got the idea from
record promotion executive
Billy
Brill.

On New Year's Eve, the station
will have a commercial -free disco
type show starting at 8 p.m. that just
features music segued. Party noises
will be splashed in occasionally and
occasionally the voice of one of the
disk jockeys will come in and welcome everyone to a happy New
Year.
Scott St. James, program director
of KKSS in St. Louis, says he hasn't
thought as far ahead as Christmas,
but he was now compiling Christmas music.
"As for New Year's Eve, I've sent
a guy out to buy a couple of
Guy

Lombardo records," he says.
WTRY, Troy, N.Y., will weave in
a few Christmas tunes about a week
before Christmas and will play
Christmas music alone 6 p.m.
Christmas Eve to noon Christmas

Day.
Program director Dan Martin
says: "We used to start playing
Christmas music two or three weeks
before Christmas, but kept getting
complaints from listeners. So, we'll
probably hold at two an hour up until Christmas Eve" On New Year's
Eve, the station will not only play

Record Acts Line Up For TV
Continued from page

3

Years Of Country Music" promises
to be an unprecedented event for the

networks.

Taping for the monster special begins Jan. 2 in Nashville. NBC says
the show is set for Jan. 22 viewing in
an 8 -1I p.m. time slot. Joe Cates is
executive producer. Chet Hagan is
producing.
Roy Clark, Glen Campbell and
Dolly Parton will each host an hour
of the show. Guest stars will include
Johnny Cash, Loretta Lynn and the
first appearance in 15 years of Gene
Autry.
Others firmed for the show include Roy Acuff, Crystal Gayle.

Charlie Rich, Tammy Wynette,
George Jones, Bill Monroe, the Earl
Scruggs Revue, Chet Atkins, Ronnie
Milsap, Larry Gadin, Merle Haggard and the Bob Wills Band,
Freddy Fender, Donna Fargo, Kitty
Wells, Minnie Pearl. Ernest Tubb,
the Carter Family, Danny Davis,
Mel Tiflis, Doug Kershaw, the Statter Brothers, the Oak Ridge Boys
and the Grand Ole Opry's Stoney
Mountain Cloggers.
The NBC show comes hard on the
heels of a prior announcement by
ABC -TV regarding its 90- minute
"Alan King Goes To Nashville,"
which will also feature a sizable
lineup of country stars. (Billboard,
Nov. 26, 1977).

Vox Jox
HALL

By CLAUDE

LOS ANGELES -Jay Hoffer, after more than 17 years with Hercules
Broadcasting and a good many of
those years at their

Specially Sound Effects Records

Volumes of Authentic Sound
Effects attractively packaged in
color -coded albums help you
offer a complete service for the
audiophile. Buy direct from the
manufacturer who pioneered
Sound Effects on records. Send
for catalog and price information
listing these and 15 other Specialty records such as "Silent
Movie Music. "Calliope," "Carousel," -Music Box," and more.
Write to:
18

Thomas J. Valentino Inc.
Dept

B

Weyl 46th SI.. NY. NY 10036
or call (212) 246 -4675

151

KRAK country

music station in Sacramento, left the
operation last week. Hoffer has an
excellent reputation in radio and
country music and, in fact, is the author of several books on all aspects
of radio, incluing a good book on
production. The station is doing well
financially. Perhaps some radio station that is not doing so well would
like to take advantage of Hoffcr's expertise in programming and /or
management. His phone number is
916- 485 -8011 and his address is:
1243 Gary Way, Carmichael, Calif.
95608.

*

*

*

"The Dr. Demento Show" hosted
by Barry Hansen, heard on KMET
in Los Angeles on Sunday evenings
for several years. will now be syndicated by Westwood One a Los Angeles radio syndication firm headed
by Norman Pattiz. Pattiz expects a
mid -February start date. Hansens
program was previously in syndication by another Los Angeles firm.

the Watermark special by Casey
Ka
sem, but also countdown
the big
records of the market.
WKQX in Chicago, according
program director Bill Hennes, wt
play no Christmas music and
wi
probably do a countdown show
o
hit records in 1977 on New
Year'
Eve or Day. He says he was
askin
listeners to send in their vote for the
top LP of the year.
The station will tabulate the votes
and play the top 20 albums, in thei
entirety. Each of 101 listeners will
get the complete set of the top
20 LPs
via a contest.
As for country- formated WMAQ;
which Hennes alsp programs. its
now playing Christmas songs once
every four hours. Two weeks before
Christmas, this ratio will go to one
every other hour. On Monday (19),
the station will be increased
to two
per hour, essentially one religious
and one holiday in nature. Four an
hour will be played Christmas Eve.
Christmas Day, about two an hour.
Then hell probably come up with
some kind of country music countdown on New Year's Eve.
WCHS in Charleston, W.Va., says
program director Mike McVay, is
playing two Christmas cuts an hour
now and the week before Christmas
will go to three an hour. Monday
( Continued on page 38)

Ted Marvelle, newsman, is looking for work: 707 -442 -7129.
.

KWKH, 50,000-watt country music station in Shreveport, is

looking
for a 7- midnight personality. Talk to
John Cassidy.... Sue O'Neal claims
that "as Cleveland's shortest DJ, it
was a natural to play Steve Martin's
'Let's Get Small' cut and invite everyone to get small with me every
morning. "Were also featuring listeners tall person jokes." O'Neal
does 6-10 a.m. on WGCL in Cleveland and sent me a large button promoting her show.

*

*

*

Andy Schwab reports he has been
named program and music director
of KLOA in Ridgecrest, Calif., and
has moved the station toward a progressive MOR format, which "goes
straight rock when the sun goes
down." Lineup now features Bob
Pinney 6 -noon. Andy Schwab noon -6
p.m.. Michael J. Hollenhauer 6 -midnight. plus weekend personalities
Chuck Williams and Don Weston,

*

*

KKSS in St. Louis

*
is

looking for a

www.americanradiohistory.com

production director who can also
do a weekend air shift. Call program
director Scott St. James, 314 -2315577.... Bob Lynch, program director of WTKO in Ithaca, N.Y., notes:
"Boy, have we got a real name /air
name for you! Our afternoon jock
uses Don Harvey on the air. His real
name is Leslie Ford Osterhoudt, Try
singing that a cappella! Since I was
named director of programming
recently. there have been some
changes here at WTKO. Our morning show 6 -9 a.m. is still handled by
J. J. Regan along with Boscoe Bleenerman, Audrey Backbiter, the Little
Magic Story Elf, and the rest of his
repertory. Regan. by the way, is our
station manager. Steve Morris handles mid -days 9 a.m.-2 p.m.; production manager Don Harvey does afternoons 2 -6 p.m.. followed by music
director Pete King 6 -9 p.m. Billy
Williams works late evenings 9 p.m:
2 a.m.. followed by Debbie Cook on
all nights. Rich Yelen handles weekend work.
*

*

*

Chuck Vincent. alias Chuck Kingston, alias Johnny O'Shea, writes: "1
iC ìinunarrl an page 7,7

ABC's Perry Como Christmas
show, taped in London, bows
Wednesday (14) with Petula Clark,
Leo Sayer, John Curry and Gemma
Craven as guests.
The same network is presenting
"Cindy;' a black version of the Cinderella fable, sometime in January
although a date had not been firmed
by presstimé. Charlaine Woodard
stars. ABC also offers a repeat of
John Denver's Rocky Mountain
Christmas special with Steve Martin
and Olivia Newton -John as guests.
Date isn't firm, the network says.
Dick Clark's "The American Music Awards" are set for ABC Jan. 16
from Hollywood with David Soul.
Glen Campbell, Ben Vereen, Natalie Cole and Barry Manilow.
Awards are being made on the basis
of a random mail ballot sampling of
15,000 persons across the nation
with nominees in 15 musical categories. Three finalists will be selected and a second mailing made to
ascertain the winners.
Film and tape footage from Paul
McCartney and Wings' 1976 world
tour is now being edited in London
for a forthcoming ABC special also.
but the network says it may not be
aired until after January.
ABC also plans future shows starring Captain & Trouille, Elton John,
Olivia Newton -John, John Denver,
the Osmond Brothers, Carpenters,
Cher, Ben Vereen and Barry Mani low. No guests have been announced. Most tapings arc in Hollywood for release "sometime before
May," an ABC spokesman says.
CBS -TV isn't lagging behind either. In addition to previously announced Gene Kelly and Johnny
Cash specials. the network plans
specials featuring Liberace, Natalie
Cole. Shirley MacLaine, Mitzi Gaynor, Linda Ronstadt, the annual
Grammy awards and specials tied to
Variety magazine and CBS' own
50th anniversary will also feature
recording artists.
No details are available on the
CBS shows regarding 'producers,
guests or production schedules.

Sama?ha Sang.
We're her Private Stock.
had to happen The most talked about young
singer on three continents has captivated America with her sensational single. "Emotion"
written by Barry and Robin Gibb. Samantha
Sang has freshness. great style and infinite

She chose Private Stock Records because we are
very special reserve of record industry pro-

She

fessionals. We know how to generate worldwide excitement for our artists. Were a close -

working team that provides the highly
creative and personalized support every
artist's career deserves. Something's happening at Pnvate Stock and its our artists'

variety. A seasoned professional ready for
the international stardom she deserves

Were pleased to release the first
Samantha Sang album early next year
PI IVA.TE

S

Our artists also star on QtT Tapes.
OCr.:,'ECOPDS. UL '14 40 West 57th Street. New York,

N

V

10019
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WROK- Rockford

*NOE-Id+Pl.

PAUL
30

The

0

(Allanhc)

SANTA ESMERALOA -Oont Let Me Be

ChamPlons(E1eAlra)

BABYS

SIMON-SIrpSlldinAway(Calumb,a)

-Isn't

It Time

(Chrysalis)

(Elektr4)

16 10

0.

Northeast Region

AO 24

C

TOP ADD ONS

MRCS-Girls' School (Capitol)
BILLY10E1.-lust TheWay
(Columbia)

(Atlantic)

Alne(RSO)

You Are

DAVE MASON

BEE GEES -Stang Aloe (RSO)

18

0.

-We lust Doagree

D

*

MM.-Peoria

PRIME MOVERS
RANDY NEWMAII -91or1 People (W 8

(D)
KANSAS -Point

LED -Back In

0l Know Return (Kushner)

WFGARRETT- Runaround

ROD STEWART -You're ln My Heart

20

LYNYRDSITYNYRD- What's Your Name
(MCA)

,

(W8.)

-Here

BREAKOUTS:

O.

CHIC

You Come Aga in

*

-Cane Sd ken.

BILLY

NEIL DIAMONO-Desnee

)Ilia -lust

(AEU)

(Columbia)

(W

BOB WELCH

-Sentimental

Lady (Capitol)

QUEEN -Wetre The Chempions(Ele Atra!

To

QUEEN -Weke

IUOK- SLLaés
JOHN OfNYER -Hew Can! Leave You Again

D

T

BABY$ -Isn't It Time (Chrysalis) 13.8

Champions (El ektra)

he

CHIC- Dance. Dance. Dance (Atlanta)

QUEEN
13

-We Are

The

BFE

BEE GEES- St4pnkire(RSO)

(W.8.118 -15

RATER-Baby Come Back (RSO)34.26

ELVIS

NDL

Mid -Atlantic Region

OAN

ROD

0*

STUART-To Lire

LTD- 8ackln

Love

ln My

Heart(W.B.)

DAN

MNMT

When We Touch

D

(2015 Century)

Puyi -lobo

111106 -Fwrous Minds (SOW Cdy

LTD

-Back

*

PAM

DM Hall -Sometimes When

(kW)

D

(Ala)
0411S-1 Co Gary ((WO
Away

DOLLY PARTON
(RCA)

We Touch

Don'(Let Me

Be

SAMANTHA SBNG- Emotion(Private
Stock)

You Come Aga in

+ RANDY NEWMAN -Short People (W.B.(29-

Kansas City

(A

HIGH MERCY- You Call Turn Me OH In
The lit addle 01 Turning Me On (Gordy)

JOHNNYRIVERS- Cunous Minds(Soul
City)

QUEEN -We Are The
28 IS

0*

KBEQ- ILweasCNy
NEIL OIAMOND- Desuee(Columbia)
DAN

HILL- Sometimes When

We Touch

(20th Century)

5

ELYISPRESLE -My Way

(90(2820

Cky

10HNDENVER-Hen

WIT ORCH.- Twn

(U.A /let)

21

%oltone

*

Can

leave You Again

To

G

(AAM)24-I

RRE- Serpentee

Fue

QUEEN -We Are

VAN MORRISON -Moon Dance (W

BOB WELCH -Sentimentallady(Capitol)
12.2

STILLWATER -Mind

B

)

117

Sad Away (AGM)

RANDY NEWMAN- Shen t People (W 8

-Washingt

on

D

BAT CITY ROLLERS

-ihe Way

l

Feel Tonight

(Arista)
To

Stone

Bender(Capricorn)I5

ROD STEWART -You're In My Heart lW B.)

2316

RANDY NEWMAN -Short People (W. B.) 20

.

FQ

Far

---

-

(trrsla)

WFGMREIT- Runaround Sue (Atlanta)

'Feel T°nighl

16 12

WBZFM- Boston

DAN HILL -Some Imes When We Touch
(

*

BEE

20th Century)

KENDAIIS- Heaveas
( Ovatan) 22.11

Just ASin Away

ANDY 61118-Love Is Thicker Than Water
(950) 9-4

GEES- Slayrn Alive (RSO)

BLUE OYSTER CULT -Go. ng Through the

Motion (Columba)
NONE

SHAUN CASSIDY- 090 Deana (Warner

/

00)22.18

Behead

WINGS-Girls' School (Capitol)

LTD

-Back

Heart (W.8.1

MY

nit

ELVIS PRESLEY -My Way (RCA)

*

I0á

WHHY- Montgomery
JOHNNY RIVERS- Curous Mind (Soul

CO)

U TLERWER BAND -Nappy Anniversary

Way You Ale

(Capitol)

In Love Again

(AIM) 2010

*

DM

401- Sometimes When

We Touch

(20th Cenlury)26. I6
We Touch

ROD STEWART- You're In My Heart

(WB.l

10.5

CITYROLLRS-

NEIL DIAMOND

The Way

I

Feel Tonight

KMT -little Rock

-Desiree (Columba)A0.23

RONNIEMILSAP -What

A

BAY Cm ROLLERS -The Way

l

feel Tonight

(Arista)

Di)(erence(RCA)

100

WILLIE- Street Caner Serenade
(Epa)
WET

LTD -Back In

love Again(AAM) 21.13

b

WRIZ- KnmeBN

(RCA) 14.7

0*

-Sanwa

STEWART -You're In My Heart (W B.)

PLAYER-Baby Come Back (ßS0)

DOLLYPMTON -Here You Come Again

Pinata

I16

0*

NERDMMOND- Desiree (Columbia)

(VI .B.)

D.

LTD -Back In love Again (AOM) 20 15

DONNA SUMMER-I Feel lave

(Casablanca)

PM-Charleston
SAN0AESMERAIDA-OonOLelMeBe
Mounderslood (Casablanca)
DAN

HNL- Sametrmes When WeTouch

_

WINGS -Gals' School (Capitol)
DONNA SUMMER-I Lore You

(20th Century)

(Casablanca)

ROD SEEWART-You're In My Heart (W 8.)

808 WELCH-Se nl,menlab

198

188

* QUEEN-We life

The

Champions(EleAlea)

BEEGEES -Srapn Alive (RS

16

RANDY NEWMAN-Short People (W.B.)H8-

POCKETS -Come Go With Me

17

3126
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(Capitol

MOTHER'S FINEST-Thank You For The
Lore (Epic)
JOHN PIT RIYERS -Cur ous Mind (Soul Cit y)

WETWIWE -Stieel Caner Serenade

(Columbia)

The Way You Am

LTD -Back In Love

Again(AAM) 20-

ROD S0EWMT -Yoúre In My

II

Hei,'(WEI)

DOLLY PARTON -Here You Come Again

)

ell B.)23-

BIU.YIOEL -lust
(Columbia)

2417

WORD- Sparlanba

RANDY NEWMAN-Short People

PLAYER-Baby Come Back (RS0) 19.7

Lady

0*

(ACA) 12.5

2820

NUL DIAMDAD- Desiree (Columbia)

O. CHIC -Dance, Dance. Dance (Atlantic)

ROOSTEWART- You're In

(Arista)

Love(AAM)

W508- Fayette 00

WEH- Narldh

18 13

WTOB-WmslpnSalem

12

BAY CITY ROLLERS -11íe Way

Feel Tonight

3124

SAMANTHA SANG-Emotion(

111508

-I Co Crazy (Bang)

(Arista)

(AGM)

DOLLY PARTON -Here You Come Again

BAY

(Eleklra)

GEES- Stayrn Alme (RSO)

Stock)

PAUL DAVIS

(20th Century)

83

(W8.)

Stak)

NONE

(U.A. 41e1)H8 16

he Champions

ROD STEWART -You're In

)29-

21

WPGC

0*

-Atlanta

BEE

SAMANTHA SANS- EmoBon(Private

NEIL DIAMOND- Desiree(Columbia) 1915

ELECTNLCUGHTORCH: Yusn

-Come

(Prink

BAY CTTY ROLLERS- The Way

DANNILL- Sometimes When

10

23 16

WNKO- Boston

GEES- Slam' Alive (RSO)

(Columba) HB

17 11

W EON

Easy (Asylum)

visa-Birmingham

I RRE- Serpentine Fun

BIUTIOEL -lust The
(Colombo) 26 14

SHUN-Ftun (Mercury)
T

SD

SAMANTHA SANG -Emotion
Stock) 25 19

*WO -RaN Bh

BILLT10EL -lust The Way You tre
(Columbia) 29.16

RODSTEWART -Yoúre In My Head
I

Tonight

GEES-St aym' Ave (RSO)

LINDARONSTADT -It's

HIGH INERGY-You Cant Turn Me OH In
The Middle 01 Turning Me On (Gordy)

GEES- Stay.n Alive (RSO)

CON FUNK

BEE

-Doll

NBL DAMONO-Desiree (Columbia)

(Mercwy)

PETER FRAMPTON- Tried To

St one

Cm ROLLERS -The Way l Feel
(Msla) 20 14
BAY

NAYS- Charlene

GEES- Slap, Mrve(RS0)

BEE

(Columba)
ORCH.-Turn

29-

(RCA) 13.9

W88Q-Augusta

WILLYIOEL -lust The Way You Are

ELECTRIC UGHT
(U A /1N)

)

16

EBBS PRESLEY-My Way (RCA)

14

NEIL DIAMOND-Desiree

WIFlFM- Philadelphia

WBBF- Rochester

STTX -Come Sail Away

(RCA)
BEE

WINGS -Gil Is' School (Capitol) 21.16

Ianlu)38

PETER FRAM PTON -Tried To Love

ELECTRIC

IOHNWIWAMS -Theme From "Close
Encounters 01 The 3rd Kind" (triste)

STYX

RMOTNEWMAN- Short People (W.B.)25.

KILLS -Rapid

SANIAESMEAALDA -Don' t Lei Me 8e
Misunderstood (Casablanca) 22.12

Dance (At

Let Me Ba
SANTAESMERALDA
Misunderstood (Casablanca) 12.6

(Columbia)

Inspiration(Kdob)

*

Breakdown (Sheller)

(Epic)

3826

(W13

13,

DONNYAMARIE OSMOND -You're My Soul

24

WETWIWE- Street Caner Serenade

CHEECH A CHONG -810M On (Ode)

e.

RIYRS- CunousMmds(Soul

EARTH, WIND

CON FUNK SHUN -Hun

NONE

TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREMERS-

NEIL DIAMOND- Desiree (Columbia)

Champion (EkkIra)

NEWMAN-Shat People

20

Misunderstood (Casablanca)

BEE

WIID- Phiadelphia

WYSL -Butalo

RANDY

*APE -Jacksonville

(MHWND23
BILLY10EL -lust The Way You Are
(Columbia) 24.17

*

LINDARONSTADT -11's So Easy (Asylum)
22.12

243(WZGC- FM)-kIMda

21

RANDYNEWMM -Short People RE 8.)

Thicker Than Water

-Daytona Beach

JOHNNY
Clay)

NEIL DIAMOND -Desasee (Columbia) 30.17

WEM- Philadelphia

-Here

Mnd
FRAMPTON -it od To Lae

SANTA ESMERALDA- Oonl1el Me Be

28

Misunderstood (Casablanca)

(201hCemury)26-18

Mort

A

SANTA ESMERALDA-

Me

MnundefT1. (Casablanca)

18

D.

Is

NEIL DIAMOND- Desiree (Columbia)

W91.1- Atlanta
BEE GEES -Stann

STIR -Come Sa

You Are

GEES-Stavin' Alive (RSO)

LITTLE RIVEN8MD -Happy Anniversary
(Capitol)

0*

DAN- Peg(ABC)

-Bufale

6188-Love

(RSO)

20

WMF)

BREAKOUTS

DAN- Peg (ABE)

WILT JOEL-lust TheWay
(Columbia) 22.14

CHB-

-,-

-Snort People (W B.)

ANDY

CHIC-Dance. Dane

Mt -lust The Way You Are (Ctlumbal

ID) SANTA ESMUMIDA -Dont tel

PETON

PLAYER-Baby Come Back (RSO)15-4

WKBRY

0*

1014IMY RIVERS -Curious

I

SAMANTHASANG- Emahon(Priole
Stork)

*

PO- Lakeland

Pwoge (W 8.1

SANTAESMERALDA -Dori) Let Me Be
Misunderstood (Casablanca) 18.10

RANDY NEWMAN

STEELY

I(WMM -Shod

smear -yoù re In Alt Heart (W B )
Mal 1041.-lot Ih Way You We (Columba,

BEEGEES- SIayln Alive (11501

KSTP- Mmeapolh

I

Back In

18 14

NEIL DIAMOND- Oesuee(Columba)

PRIME MOVERS
RANDY

ln Love Aga in(AOM) 25-12

-

(W B

(RSO)

(Spring)

BILLY JOEL -lust The wayyou Are

R00

STEELY

-Baby Come Back (RS0123,9

BA875- IsaIItTime(Chrysa1o)22 -I

Love 8y Monday

In

511

(Gordy) 2517

MIWE JACKSON -If You're Not

(Capitol)

BREAKOUTS.

GEES- Sla yin' Alive (RSO)

-kepi

Bad

Came

n

NEOW- Chattanooga

(Columbia) 32

(MA)

BEE

WIRY

PLAYER

HIGHINRGY -You Cant Turn Me

NONE

BEE

400 SIDOST -Mouse In My Head
0111

*

STYX -Come Sad Away

0

HILL- Sometimes

(Columbia)

LITTLE RIVER BAND -Happy Anniversary

Ans.

*PER -Albany

DOLLYPMTON -Here You Come Again

KIMB- Mimeapofis

MMES TAYLOR -Your Smiting Face

(Capitol)

DIAION®-D!.rte ICáumMal
all-Snmer.me: when We Touch (Mt,
an,un,

1

Again(PAM) 23-15

1810

(RCA)10I2

*IND A ARE -Serpentine fase

SAMMYHAGAR-You Make Me Crary

Alrre rRSO

PRIME MOVERS

SMIANTIM SANG, mdron (Prre+le 1LOB
M0 C0f0 ROLIEAS -Ine Way Feel IMuenl

PLAYER -Baby Come Back (RS0128.21

Easy (Asylum)

EARTH,

NEIL DIAMOND -Oesrree (Columbia)

EARTH,WINDA ARE -Serpentine Fire
(Columbia)

WQ

(Casablanca)

Manes

So

-Baby Come Back (RS0)18.6

The Al id d)e 01 Tut ning Me 0

1

UNDARONSTADT -R's

PLATER

81105 (WBIWIM)- Orlando

TOP ADD ONS.

lore You

DON NASUMM ER-

PRßIEY-MyWay(RCA)

*MPS- Memphis

994 -NwTed

SAMANRMSANG- Emolan(Prnale
Stock) 3528
KIOA -Des

Fun

f1Ei- arn

81

MY

ELVIS PRESLEY-My Way (RCA) 17.9

di

(RCA)

REEIW00D MAC -You Make lov,n

ROD 0IOWART -Youie In My Heart
26-16

JOHNNYRIVERS- Cunous Minds (Soul
City)

A00 ONS

TOP

Champ.ons(Elekira)

(Mao.)

JOHNWILIMMS -Close Encounters O111w
3rd kind Theme (k.sta)

(Columbia) 37 26

Southeast Region

GEES- Slayrn' Alive (R50)

BEE

PLAYER-Baby Come Back (RSO)

COMMODORES -10o Hot To Trot

Stak)

Leave You Again

(RS0193

WHBQ- Memphis

SAMANTHA SANG-Emotion (Private

(RCA)

Stone

(UA /let)20-11

PLATER -Baby Come Bach

WLOE- Orlieda

ern' Nive (RS0)

1

124

20

RANDY NEWMAN-Short People (W 0.111

JOHN DENVER -How Can

-Ne Yak

WABC

ROO STEWART -You ie In My Heart ('w
8

4

BILLY10EL -lust The Way You Are
(Columbia) 22.15

GEES-St

Sue(Allanhcl

HILL- Sometimes When Weloucn
(20th Century)

kC.8, THE SUNSHINE BAND- Boogie
Shoes(TN)(LP)

IFGAARETT- RunarounctSue(Atlantic)
132

*RCC- Bridgeport

2712

DAN

LE

17 11

ELVIS PRESLET-My Way (RCA)

CHIC -Dance. Dance. Dance (Atlanta) 30

RANDY NEWMAN -Short People (W.B.) 29.

Stock)

8.112

LEIF GARRETT- Runaround

(Columbia)

Stone

To

SAMANTHA SANG-Emotion (Private

BEE

way you Ale

Mnundentaad (Casablanca)

FIECTIRCUGHTORCH- Turn

NEWMAN-Shat People

(201h Century)

EMOTIONS -Don't Ask My Neighbors

ORCH: Tan

e

_

HILL- Sometimes WhenWe Touch

Y.100(WHYT.FM) -Mewl

WRVQ-Richmond

(AMAN)

(Clumbn
(0) SANTAESMEAMOA -Dun l let Me&
The

Be

Fit

WMM- Na0M10e

EMOTONS -Don't Ask My Neighbors

WINGS -Gals' Schorf (Cag101) 21.16

-Dance. Dance, Dance (Atlantic)

RANDY
S1Ya

Loua

*

ROD STEWMT -You're In My Heart (W.B.)

25 19

KM-FM -St.

lel Me

ESMERALDA-Don't

GEES- Stayln'AIne1RS0)

SHAUNCASSIDT -I(ey Deane (Warner
Curb) 23 16

18

IoMy Heart (W-8.)

137

STYE -Come Sad Away

14

(Cdumb,4)14

ELECTRIC LIGHT
(U A /let)

*PRO-FM- Providence

19 13

D

Mnuneentood(Casablanca)

(RCA)22 15

PLATO -&by Come 8.11NS01

SIMON- Shp Sheol' Away (Columbia)

SANTA

13

DOLLY PARTON

law 1/43111(MM)

lanhc)

Sue (AI

ROI- Runaround Sue (Atlantic)

%Love (AAM)

EMTH,WINDAFIRE- SerpentoM
Columb.,) 32.22

RANDYNEWMAN -Shoe People (W.B.)

WLEE- Richmond

I

LEIF CAR

13

18 Id

ODYSSEY -Native New Yorker (RCA)

BEE

LINDA RONSTADT-Blue Bayou (Asylum)

GEES- Slayinkne(RS0)

ROD STEWART- You're

*PRO (AM)- Providence

0

NIGHINERGY -YOU Cant Turn Me ON In
The M )dd)e 01 Turning Ike
On (Gordy)

WMlo (96X) -Miami

ODYSSEY -Native New York er(RCA)HB.23

(Columbia) 23.19

-Dance. Gance. Dana (Athnhc)
QUEEN -We Ne The CNmpoo ([Naha,

01 CHIC

PETER FRAMPTON- Time

DAN
BEE

ESMERALDA-&éllet Me&

Misunderstood(Casablanu)

(

BILLTIOLL -lust TheWay Tooke
(Columbia)

LINDARONSTADT -blue Bayou (Asylum)

SHAONCPSSIDY -Hey Deana (War ner;

PAUL

WYRE- Annapolo.

104

ELVISPR6tEY -My Way(RCA)33
Curb)20

HIC -Dance. Dance. Dance

*

NIAC- Nashville

MAYR -Baby Come Back (RS0(26-13

BAY CITY ROLLERS-The Way !Feel Tonight
(Arista) 17.12

BEE GEES -Stavin

IVORY-Milwaukee

You Are

(9CÁ)14.9

WORC- Hertloed

ROD STEWART-YouielnMy Heart (W.B.)

-Mom,

SANTA

DOLLY PARTON -Here You Come Again

53

ODYSSEY -Native New Yorker (RCA) 12.10

Do

O

(Columbia)

RANDY NEWMAN -Short People (W.B.)

21 13

IUDYCOLLINS -Send In The Clowns

19

PAUL DAVIS-I Co Crecy (Bang)

(EVISPRESLEY -My Way (RCA)

Misunderstood (Casablanca)

WORM

BILLTIOEE- lustlheWay

Ploylisk Prime Movers

(12/8/ 77)

WCAO- Baltimore

BILLYIOEL -lust TheWay Youke
(Columbia)

NEIL DIAMOND -Desiree (Columbia)

lE1FGARRETT -Runaround Sue

QUEEN-WeAre

WVBF -FM- Boston

Pbylist Top Add Ons

(Epd)25IT
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PRESLEY-My Wag (RCA) 17.11
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WET WILLIE
MANORISMS

including:
Rainman /Street Comer Serenade
Make You Feel Love Again/Don't Turn Me Away
Let It Shine

"Street Corner Serenade" is
one of the fastest -moving
singles in the country...
picking up major new Top -40
stations every day.

"Manoiisms" is red hot.
Its on every FM rock
station in the country.
And it's soaring up the
album charts.

DON'T LOSE A DROP OF THE WET WILLIE ACTION.
STOCK UP ON THE ALBUM "MANORISMS" AND THE SINGLE "STREET CORNER
SERENADE" NOW. ON EPIC RECORDS.
Wet Willie on tour:
18,
12

The Bottom Line, New York, N.Y. 12/20-21, Paradise Room, Boston, Mass.

38, Jackson, Miss.

12/29, Montgomery, Ala.

12/30, Huntsville, Ala.

12/26, Mobile, Ala.
12/31, Birmingham, Ala.

' Còpÿrigh[ed material
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Radio-TV Programming

KYA In S.F. Overhauled
SAN FRANCISCO-King Broadcasting. new owner of KYA AM-FM here. is restaffing the two
facilities and rebuilding both operations in a determined move to bring
them hack to some semblance of
former glories.
The FM side has never been much
ofa factor in the market. But the AM
station. 5.000 watts days, 1,000 watts
nights at 1260 on the dial. has
achieved considerable success in
past years.

Bill Drake once programmed the
station, as did Johnny Holliday.
Then Drake later consulted KFRC
in the market and knocked off KYA.
Dick Starr. when he programmed
KYA, did fairly well against KFRC,
beating it in perhaps a time period
or two now and then. Essentially,
however. KFRC has dominated
rock radio in the market for several
years.

Allan Mason. new program director of both KYA -AM and KYA FM. says new transmitters and studios will be installed in the "near fu
turn." Both stations have already
been re- formatted with new staff
lineups.

KYA -FM

was too pre- teen -oriented, Mason says. playing Kiss and
the Bay City Rollers. "We've moved

the demographics up a little to 1834." Mason says.
The station is not only using Jack
McCoy's RAM research system. but
doing its own in the market. Pat
Evans of WDRQ, Detroit. has been
hired as research director. The air
staff features Randy Haines from
KNUS in Dallas 6-10 a.m. on both

AM and FM. The AM staff follows
with music director Steve Jordon IO
a.m. -2 p.m.. Citizen Bill from KING
in Seattle 2 -6 p.m., Christopher
Lance from KCBQ in San Diego 6IO p.m.. Jack Bryan 10 p.m.-2 a.m..
and Michael O'Connor 2 -6 a.m.
O'Connor. Bryan, and Jordon were
previously with the station under old
Avco owners.
The FM side is called progressive
Top 40. It was previously a loose alhum rock format," says Mason.
"Through our research. we're able to
orient it toward an 18 -24 demographic target_ We're playing the Bee
Gees. for instance. and they're never

historically been considered an FM

act."

The staff features Quincy McCoy
from Y -IOOin Miami 10 a.m.-2 p.m.,
Joel Michales from KYTE in Portland, Ore.. 2 -6 p.m., Bill Minkler
from KGB in San Diego 6 -10 p.m.,
Candy Chamberlain 10 pm..-2 a.m..
and automation from 2-6 a.m. Only
Chamberlain was previously with
the FM station.

learning experience was provided
here at Casa Sirena Hotel Nov. 30Dec. 3 by Burns Media Consultants.

programming consulting firm
based in Los Angeles. as songwriter
Peter McCann told almost 60 persons how to write a song and demon-

strated the differences between
and a potential hit.

a

hit

Additionally. management and
news consultant Norm Woodruff
discussed inter -office communi-

Benny Goodman Hops Over
Hurdles On PBS Special

LOS ANGELES -He had a few
hurdles to jump. but Benny Good man's prime time caper provided 60
enthralling minutes of eminently Itstenable music and Benny himself,
now 68, plainly enjoyed the session.
The audio was disgraceful. Never
in his almost 60 years of performing
have Goodman. his clarinet and his
musicians -been served so poorly
soundwise. There was neither blend

CLAUDE HALL
OXNARD, Calif. -A valuable
worked stations
By

a

Currently, Jordon is music director for both stations, though Mason
believes he may eventually hire
someone to handle the music for the
FM operation.

TELEVISION REVIEW

"Benny Goodman: In Concert At
Wolf Trap," Dec. 6 on PBS network.
One hour. Ruth Leon, executive producer; Stan Latham, director: Sam
Cardwell, audio engineer. Produced
at WETA, Washington, D.C.

Burns Mini- Clinic
Provides `Valuable'
Learning Experience

of instruments nor sections through-

out the eight -tune stanza. An unbilled lead alto saxophonist commanded more mike presence than
Benny himself. That was hurdle
number one.
The Goodman band, obviously
underrehearsed. came off as a far cry
from the wondrously efficient and
musical machine Goodman captained in the 1930s and 1940s.
Trumpet soloists were simply incapable of blowing up the hurricanes
their predecessors (Berigan, Elman.
James, Williams, et al.) conceived so
spiritedly. The drummer lacked

(Continued on page 38)

cations, as Jim Loupas discussed engineering problems on a non- technical level and Sylvia Clark talked
about music blending and the "texture" of music in radio programming.
Guiding the intensified, casual
mini -conference were George and
Judy Burns of Burns Media Consultants. But speakers also included
Nick Anthony. president of Computer Broadcast Sérvices in Los Angeles. and Tom Rounds, president of
Watermark Inc., Los Angeles.
To illustrate the type of audience,
one saw John Lund, program director of WISN in Milwaukee, there.
along with Mack Allen. national
program director for the Sonderling
chain of stations: Jay Tractman.
who operates a humor service for air
personalities. and Walt "Baby"
Love, an air personality who has

New York.

such as WXLO in

Woodruff, like most of the other
speakers, worked on a one -on -one
basis with the people attending. Discussions were frank and to the point.
"Research can he a valuable tool in
determining some ideas of what
could be done in radio." said Woodruff, but added that "too many radio
stations think it's gospel and change
everything. Radio 'stations tend to
panic and change the format and
fire all of the personalities. Well,
while research can be a valuable
tool, you shouldn't allow it to program the station." And the same
thing applies to ratings surveys. he
said.

"Intelligent programming. I think,
dictates that you make changes more

slowly."
Burns, in his opening comments,
talked of the need for more serious
study of radio impact. "The turnover
ratio is simply the come divided by
the average quarterhour in a given
time period. If I get a ratio of 20 -to -1
and my opponent gets 12 -to -I, he is
doing a better job in keeping his audience listening longer."
But Burns then harked back to a
Golden West Broadcasters' study
which dealt in impact and referred
then to the use of that study by
(Continued on page 26)
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(by Billy Hayes and Jay Johnson)

TRULY A CHRISTMAS STANDARD

TWO GREAT NEW RECORDINGS FOR 1977
MERLE HAGGARD
FREDDY FENDER

MCA
ABC /DOT

MCA -2314
DO -2101

CHOICE CHRISTMAS PROGRAMMING
THROUGH THE YEARS THESE FINE ARTISTS
HAVE RECORDED OUTSTANDING VERSIONS
OF BLUE CHRISTMAS.

BILL ANDERSON
FRANKIE AVALON
CHET ATKINS
BEACH BOYS
RAY BLOCK SINGERS
THE BLENDERS
BOOKER T. AND THE MG'S
PAT BOONE
DAVID BRIGGS
THE BROWNS featuring
JIM ED BROWN
GLEN CAMPBELL
ACE CANNON
WOLF CARTER
JOHNNY CASH
DANNY DAVIS

JIMMY DAVIS
JIMMY DEAN
DOTTIE DILLARD AND
JACK SHOOK
BILL DOGGETT
BILLY ECKSTINE
ESQUIVAL
PETE FOUNTAIN
JACKIE GLEASON
BONNIE GUITAR
FREDDIE HART

STONEWALL JACKSON
BRENDA LEE
LENNON SISTERS
LIVING GUITARS
LIVING STRINGS

LIVING VOICES
LORETTA LYNN
MAGIC ORGAN
DEAN MARTIN
JOHNNY MATHIS
CHARLIE MC COY
CATHERINE MC KINNON
THE MIDNIGHT
STRING QUARTET
RUSS MORGAN
THE OSMONDS
WAYNE NEWTON
THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY
PAUL & PAULA
WEBB PIERCE
THE PLATTERS

ELVIS PRESLEY
CURT RAMSEY'S
CHAMPAGNE QUINTET
JIM REEVES
DEAN ROBINSON
JIMMIE RODGERS
DOUG ROE
BOBBY SHERMAN
SHARPS AND FLATS
SHORTY K BETTY
KEELY SMITH
HANK SNOW
THE STONEMANS
HANK THOMPSON
JOHNNY TILLOTSON
THE TRAILBLAZERS

AND DONT FORGET THE ELVIS CLASSIC!!
Bibo Music Publishers, Inc., 100 Wilshire

ERNEST TUBB
DON TWEEDY
JERRY VALE
BOBBY VEE
VENTURES
KITTY WELLS
DOTTIE WEST
ROY WIGGINS
WILLIS SISTERS
HUGO WINTERHALTER
HERSHEL WITT
TAMMY WYNETTE
FRANK YANKOVIC

Boulevard, Suite 700, Santa Monica, California 90401

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Holland and Mike Curb and Michael Lloyd for Kolob Production

Donny and Marie's new album
is a "Winning Combination."
On Polydor Records and Tapes.
Featuring the smash single
"(You're My) Soul and Inspiration."
x=46 Billboard *<63 Cashbox
x°70 Record World
*

lm,w,°är°e'

1441.1arw.cke

DOMVYin
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Winning Combination

F

eal u,es

'Can't

Do

Without You;

(You're My) Soul & Inspiration'
We're A Winning Combination

I
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Vox Jox
Continued from page 16
read your report on women in
broadcasting with great interest and
I feel personally that this relates to
my own situation in a roundabout
way. 1 happen to be a minority.
black. oddly enough in contemporary country radio, WMZQ, Washington. D.C. My airshift is 7 -midnight.
think though I'm not sure, that I
may be the only black country air
personality in a major market. Certainly. I'm one of only two or three.
"My background, of course. is
varied. I have extensive experience
in Top 40 and only two soul music
stations. one of which was automated. I know there are other black
disk jockeys whose careers parallel
my own and I think we and anyone
else in broadcasting would be interested in knowing what were up to
nationwide in general market ra1

dio."

r

Marty Sullivan

r

now operations
manager of KRMD in Shreveport.
Tom Phifer is program director. Ron
Scott is music director of the 24hour country music station. ...
American Broadcast Registry Inc..
San Jose, has introduced a computerized employment matching service. There is a one -time registration
charge for each potential employee
and a one -time fee for employers determined by market size. Call 408984-2929 for details.
is

r

r

Bill Taylor, former morning personality at KFOX in Long Beach.
Calif., is scouting for work: 213 -9905205. He does about 60 famous
voices, plus characterizations. Has
performed in nightclubs from the
Chez Paree in Chicago to Fazio's in
Milwaukee. Was production director at several stations. His experi-
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_HOT 100
101

-CAME

WITH ME,

GO

Pockets, Columbia

310632
-BELLE, Al Green, Hi 7505
103 -WHATS YOUR NAME, WHATS YOUR NUM102

Andrea

BER,

True

Connection, Ouddah

582
104 -BOP GUN, Parliament, Casablanca 900
105 -SAN FRANCISCO, YOU'VE GOT ME, Village

People, Casablanca 896
106 -JUST FOR YOUR LOVE, Memphis Horns,
11004

RCA

107 -NEVER HAD

A

A8M

LOVE, Pablo Cruise,

1999
FIRE, T Connection, Dash 5041 UK)
-EAST
109
BOUND 8 DOWN, Jerry Reed, RCA
108

-ON

11056
110 -BABY BLUE, Chilliwack, Mushroom 7028

BubblingUnderThe

Top LPs
201 -MEMPHIS HORNS, Get Up 8 Dance, RCA
AC21 2198

202 -STYX, Equinox, ACM SP 4559
203- TANGERINE DREAM, Live,

Virgin/Epic

35014
204 -BRAND

X,
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Passport

9824
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205- SAI50UL

ORCHESTRA, Christmas Follies,

Salsoul 550)
206 -BONEY

M,

love

For
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Sale,

SD

19145
207 -THE OSMONDS, Greatest Hits, Polydur PD

29005
208 -POINTER SISTERS, Having
Thumb OT 6023 (ABC)

209- 1ACKIE

A

Patty, Blue

De SHANNON, You're The Only
Dancer, Amherst 1010
210 -RICHARD HELL
THE VOIDOIDS, Blank
Generation, Sire SR 6037 (WO)

i

WIND in
in
Chicago. WRIT
Milwaukee. and
KRLD in Dallas.
Staff at
WMAY, country music station in
Springfield. III., includes general
manager Tom Kushah. program director Mike Carta, music director
One -Eyed Jack.
ence includes air work at
.

r

r

r

Jody Brewer has been named music director for KRME in Hondo,
Tex. He was formerly the director of
the Texas Gold, a western band....
Rocky Bridges of WWRL in New
York was on hand Dec. 9 at the Memorial Baptist Church in New York
to present an award to the Empress
Of Song, Hazel Manley, on behalf of
her help for the Children's Hope In

Learning And Development Head
Start Program.

r

r

Jimmy Rabbitt, air personality on
KROQ in Los Angeles, had an operation fora dislocated shoulder. Rabbitt is gaining ground in the area, especially at places like the Palomino
Club. as a singer. I still consider him
one of the best air personalities in
the business. Kevin McKeown has
been named general manager at
KROQ- AM -FM: he'd been operations manager.... Just received a
jar of homemade jalapcno jelly from
Carole and Dick Starr. Seems that
the daring and dauntless duo were
over at Dolly and Toby Arnold's
house for dinner and got some. You
eat it with cream cheese and crackers. I'm going to save this jar for
Christmas. Barbara Louise Schwartz
Hall, my wife. and I always have a
few friends over on Christmas Day.
They'd love some real Texas jelly.
Thanks. Carole and Dolly.

r

r

The Source for the fall of 1977 will
out for New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles and San Francisco on or
about Jan. 16. One of the facts that
Source, a superb audience ratings
survey. also tabulates in relationship
with radio stations in those markets
is the number of albums and tapes
purchased annually by the listeners
for each station. In effect. this survey
will show which radio stations reall9
influence record sales. Credit cards
be

of listeners. movie attendance
habits, weekly amount spent on groceries. new and used autos. and wine
are also among the correlations
Source discovers. The Source also
provides qualitative data such as income, occupation, etc., of listeners. If
you're in one of those markets and
not a subscriber, you'd better hurry
and call Ed Poole, vice president of
sales, prior to Dec. 30 because the
rates go up after that date.
#
r
Edward Anderson Wheeler, president and founder of WEAW and
WOJO in Evanston. 111.. died Nov.
25 at Evanston Hospital. He was 55.

r

r

WBT, Charlotte. is looking for a
production person who can also do
on -air work. Tape and resume to
program director Andy Bickel. ...
Kevin Stern, music director at
KCSN, FM community sponsored
station located in Los Angeles, has
added a 6 -9 a.m. Sunday jazz show
hosted by Kevin Scullin. The first
hour is devoted to exposing new jazz
releases.... Archie Rothman, director of programming and production
for the Ohio School of Broadcast
Technique. Cleveland. will do an I I
p.m. Sunday night series "On Location" over WMMS. Cleveland. One
of his shows is devoted to Elvis Presley and on Oct. 30 the show will be
devoted to the original playing of
"War Of The Worlds" featuring Orson Welles.

Just received a birth announcement (it was very late in getting out)
that is so historic, I'm just glad to get
one at all. Trenton Jeffrey
McLendon was horn June 8 to Beth
and Bart McLendon. Grandfather is
Gordon McLendon and old man
Bart McLendon is the great grandfather. Needless to say, the radio dynasty of the McLendons rolls on.

r

r

Johnny Donovan has signed a new
three -year contract at WABC. He
was hired away from the old WORFM a few years ago. ... Jack Michaels, program director at WEIR in
Weirton, W.Va.. pleas for better rock
record service. "Please remember us,
the little people.' Prior to joining
WEIR, Michaels worked at WCRO
in Johnstown, Pa.. as music director.
Says he would be more than happy
to talk to record promotion people
about music: 304 -723 -1430. Air staff
at the station features Jack Michaels
-9 a.m.,

Jeff Davis

a.m. -2 p.m.,
Bob Stevens 2 -7 p.m., Jim Judge 7
p.m. -2 a.m.. with Ed Stroud and
Frank Vincent on weekends.
r it
5

9

r

At KBRS in Springdale; Ark..
which is now playing adult contemporary music, the staff features
Frank Reeves from sign on until I
p.m.. Mark Self -5 p.m., Chuck
Bushong 5 -9 p.m.. and T. Michael
Stevens 9- midnight. Weekenders include James Shields, Rocky Williams and Ginger Howard. Carla
Roderizue is program director. Self
adds: "P.S. We are having some
trouble getting records from record
companies."
1

r

r

Mark Wainwright has joined
WIRL in Peoria, Ill.. from WDON
in Wheaton. Md. So the lineup now
reads: Robyn Weaver 5 -9 5.m., Bill
McClugage 9 -II a.m., Wayne R.
Miller 11 a.m. -3 p.m., Lee Malcolm
3-7 p.m., Mark Wainwright 7 -midnight. and Howard Taylor midnight 5 a.m.... Jerry Lembo, Fairview.
NJ., wants to know how to locate
"The Music Director," a programming list for MOR stations. Write
Budd Clain. The Music Director,"
Box 103, Indian Orchard. Mass.
01051. for details.
#

#

*

Joe Niagara pioneer rock disk
jockey in Philadelphia who was a
fixture at WIBG, has signed with
WPEN, Philadelphia, for an afternoon show from 2 to 6 p.m.. five
days a week. In recent years, he has

freelancing. serving
recording consultant. and
been

as

a

as

a

"golden oldies" deejay at discotheques in the area.

Bill Neil, who doubled as a performer at WBZ, Boston. has joined
WIP. Philadelphia. taking the 1-to-4
p.m. slot held by Bill St. James, who
moved to WNEW, WIP's sister Metromedia station in New York City.
#

r

r

Mike Purcell is moving into the
all -night slot at KGEM in Boise and
the station will start a trucker show.
It's already a 24 -hour country music
operation. Besides the radio show,
during the time the record is spinning music for truckers, Mike will be
on a CB unit talking to truckers personally. ... Nelson Guyette, formerly of WFBL in Syracuse. N.Y., is
now doing the afternoon drive show
in WNYR in Rochester, N.Y.

r
The Music Director. Box !03, Indian Orchard. Mass. 01151. now has
a Christmas music package of 95
songs available for purchase on reel to-reel tape. Contact Budd Clain for
a list and details.... C. David Ham-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Ilion, the new program director at
KAAY in Little Rock, Ark., reports
that he's taken on consultingservices
from Jack McCoy and DPS, and engineer Jim Loupas. He's also killed
the 10-year -old "Beaker Street" al-

bum show and reduced the spot load
12 minutes. The new air personality lineup features Ray Lincoln
from KLAZ m the city 6 -10 a.m.,
Jack Randall 10 a.m.-2 p.m.. Joe
James 2 -6 p.m.. Mark Zintell 6 -10
p.m.. Scott Fisher IO p.m.-2 a.m..
Don Payne 2 -6 p.m.
#
Ford Colley is the new music director of WIND in Chicago; he'll
also do weekend air work; Colley
previously worked at WLUP in Chicago, but had been out of work the
to

r

r

months.... Billy "Batman"
Manders has joined KNDE in Sacpast few

ramento. Calif. He'd been on KE-R
in Bakersfield, Calif.
Jo
Benedict, formerly program dir
of WVIP in Mt. Kisco, N.Y., h
joined Radio Arts. Los Angeles,
program manager of the radio sy
dication firm.
.

r

r

Dave Williams has joined the talent lineup at CKGM in Montreal,
Canada. He'll do 2 -6 p.m. weekends; he'd been with CHUM-AM in
Toronto. The air personality lineu
at CKGM nosy features Ralph Lock
wood 6 -10 a.m., Robert G. Hall I
a.m. -I p.m.. Rob Christie -4 p.m
Mike Cooper 4 -8 p.m.. Marc Den
8- midnight. Danny Bartel all night,
Scott O'Brien in swing, and Dave
Williams and Greg Stewart on weekI

ends.

Burns Mini- Clinic
Continued ¡rem page 24

WBEN in Buffalo to swamp comp:
tition on the street in advertising
time buys.
Peter McCann, 20th Century Records artist, said he can't tell anyone
how to be creative. "Every football
play designed in the locker room is
designed to goal! the way, but rarely
does."
However, with what he thought
were 20.000 songwriters in Los Angeles as competition, he had taken
the shortest route possible to success.
A hit song usually has this structure,
he said: Verse, chorus, verse, chorus,
bridge, chorus. Songs which are too
short or too long don't seem to become hits. He works with a stopwatch.

"Assuming you have written a
strong melody and a lyric that says
something everyone can relate to
and says it in a more interesting way
than the next guy, the chorus has to
be the main element of the song -the
central idea.
"The verses of the songs are only
to enhance or explain the chorus or
make it clearer. The bridge is to sum
the song up."
The chorus has to be very musical
or catchy, he said.
Two other elements in a song that
are important -he said there are
about 15 or 16 elements to a song
that have to be taken into consideration-is the introduction; this is to
prepare the listeners for what they're
about to hear.
One of the most important elements of a song, usually overlooked
by many writers, is the transition
from verse to chorus, McCann said.
And he demonstrated not only from
his own material but also "Baby,
Come Back" by the Players and "It's

Always Love" by Karla Bonoff.
which he thought was a hit song
e4en if not a hit record.
Jim Loupas, a consulting engineer
operating out of Indiana, said one of
the main reasons for the need for
better AM radio signals today is that
people hear on a "comparative"
basis. With modem high fidelity
record equipment and FM radio, the
listener can compare the AM sounds
which were once acceptable and
find them not so acceptable anymore.

"Cost effectiveness" manufacturing techniques have hurt the AM
receiver, especially the smaller units.
He's worried that the same thing
might happen to FM receivers at the
manufacturing level and told the audience they should "raise hell" to
stop the destruction of FM quality.
"Cost effectiveness" manufacturing
techniques "have already got the TV
set sounding like a telephone."

Loupas also got into fatigue factors in radio -"the only thing to do
with AM is make it as good cosmetically as possible" -and the fact that
many FM radio stations are tending
to sound, acoustically. like AM stations "which is criminal."
"Eighty-five percent of FM stations today, because of intermodulation distortion, are not
broadcasting in true stereo. he says.
Rick Scany, program director of
KGI L in Los Angeles. showed a film
of old time radio. John Lund, program director of WISN in Milwaukee, played a videocassette of
several TV spots promoting radio
stations.
Ron Nickell of TM Programming,
Dallas, talked about the use of automation equipment today and Andy
McClure of Schafer Electronics was
on hand to explain anything Nickell
couldn't answer about a demonstration of a new CTR screen readout of
a playlist controlled by a computer
brain.
The music controller micro processor unit, made by Schafer. was
said to retail for $15,000 -to- 517.000,
depending on the setup of the radio
station. Up to 10.000 events can be
stored in the unit.
Sylvia Clark delved into the nitty

gritty aspects of radio programming.
Her biggest complaint was about the
"poorly trained disk jockeys" of today who have crackerjack voices
and can do good production, but
have no idea of how to put music together.
Bums Media Consultants intends
to conduct several more of these
mini -clinics in the next year in different parts of the U.S.

Consulting Firm
Opens In St. Joe
ST. JOSEPH. Mo. -A firm specializing in consulting locally-produced automated radio stations has
been set up here by Mark Mathew
Mark Mathew Media Enterprises.

-

Mathew, a veteran of automated
radio at KGRC in Hannibal, Mo.,
one of the early non -syndicated
automated stations as far back as
1968, will advise on format design.
use of automation equipment for the
format, preparation of the format
and system operations manual.
training of the station staff

Set Easter Special
LOS ANGELES -Leo Sayer and
Leslie Uggants will guest on "Julie
Andrews ... One Step Into Spring,"
a CBS -TV Easter special net to air
March 23. Bob Banner' is executive
producer; Steve Pouliot is producer.
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Vox lox
Continued from page in
read your report on women in
broadcasting with great interest and
I feel personally that this relates to
my own situation in a roundabout
way. I happen to be a minority,
black, oddly enough in contemporary country radio. WMZQ, Washington, D.C. My airshift is 7 -midnight.
think though I'm not sure, that I
may be the only black country air
personality in a major market. Certainly, I'm one of only two or three.
"My background. of course. is
varied. I have extensive experience
in Top 40 and only two soul music
stations, one of which was automated. I know there are other black
disk jockeys whose careers parallel
my own and I think we and anyone
else in broadcasting would be interested in knowing what were up to
nationwide in general market ra1

dio."
*

*

Marty Sullivan

*

now operations
manager of KRMD in Shreveport.
Tom Phifer is program director. Ron
Scott is music director of the 24hour country music station. ...
American Broadcast Registry Inc..
is

San Jose. has introduced

computerized employment matching service. There is a one -time registration
charge for each potential employee
and a one -time fee for employers determined by market size. Call 408984 -2929 for details.
*
*
a

Bill Taylor, former morning personality at KFOX in Long Beach.
Calif.. is scouting for work: 213 -9905205. He does about 60 famous
voices, plus characterizations. Has
performed in nightclubs from the
Chez Parce in Chicago to Fazio's in
Milwaukee. Was production director at several stations. His experi-
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DOWN, Jerry Reed, RCA

once includes air work at

Chicago, WRIT in Milwaukee, and
KRLD in Dallas.
Staff at
WMAY, country music station in
.

Springfield. Ill.. includes general
manager Tom Kushak, program director Mike Carta. music director
One -Eyed Jack.
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*
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Jody Brewer has been named music director for KRME in Hondo,
Tex. He was formerly the director of
the Texas Gold, a western band....
Rocky Bridges of WWRL in New
York was on hand Dec. 9 at the Memorial Baptist Church in New York
to present an award to the Empress
Of Song, Hazel Manley, on behalf of
her help for the Children's Hope In
Learning And Development Head
Start Program.

*

*

*

Jimmy Rabbit,, air personality on
KROQ in Los Angeles. had an operation for a dislocated shoulder. Babbitt is gaining ground in the area. especially at places like the Palomino
Club, as a singer. I still consider him
one of the best air personalities in
the business. Kevin McKeown has
been named general manager at
KROQ- AM -FM: he'd been operations manager.... Just received a
jar of homemade jalapenojelly from
Carole and Dick Starr. Seems that
the daring and dauntless duo were
over at Dolly and Toby Arnold's
house for dinner and got some. You
eat it with cream cheese and crackers. I'm going to save this jar for
Christmas. Barbara Louise Schwartz
Hall, my wife, and I always have a
few friends over on Christmas Day.
They'd love some real Texas jelly.
Thanks, Carole and Dolly.

*

*

*

The Source for the fall of 1977 will
be out for New York. Chicago. Los
Angeles and San Francisco on or
about Jan. 16. One of the facts that
Source, a superb audience ratings
survey, also tabulates in relationship
with radio stations in those markets
is the number of albums and tapes
purchased annually by the listeners
for each station. In effect, this survey
will show which radio stations really,
influence record sales. Credit cards

of listeners, movie attendance
habits, weekly amount spent on groceries, new and used autos. and wine
are also among the correlations
Source discovers. The Source also
provides qualitative data such as income, occupation, etc., of listeners. If
you're in one of those markets and
not a subscriber, you'd better hurry
and call Ed Poole, vice president of
sales. prior to Dec. 30 because the
rates go up after that date.

*
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*

*

Edward Anderson Wheeler, president and founder of WEAW and
WOJO in Evanston, III., died Nov.
25 at Evanston Hospital. He was 55.

*

*

*

WET, Charlotte, is looking for a
production person who can also do
on -air work. Tape and resume to
program director Andy Bickel....
Kevin Stern, music director at
KCSN. FM community sponsored
station located in Los Angeles. has
added a 6 -9 a.m. Sunday jazz show
hosted by Kevin Scullin. The first
hour is devoted to exposing newjazz
releases.... Archie Rothman, director of programming and production
for the Ohio School of Broadcast
Technique. Cleveland. will do an 11
p.m. Sunday night series "On Location" over WMMS, Cleveland. One
of his shows is devoted to Elvis Presley and on Oct. 30 the show will be
devoted to the original playing of

"War Of The Worlds" featuring Orson Welles.

Just received a birth announcement (it was very late in getting out)
that is so historic, I'm just glad to get
one at all. Trenton Jeffrey
McLendon was born June 8 to Beth
and Bart McLendon. Grandfather is
Gordon McLendon and old man
Bart McLendon is the great grandfather. Needless to say, the radio dynasty of the McLendons rolls on.
*

*

*

Johnny Donovan has signed a new
three -year contract at WABC. He
was hired away from the old WORFM a few years ago.... Jack Michaels, program director at WEIR in
Weirton, W.Va., pleas for better rock
record service. "Please remember us,
the little people." Prior to joining
WEIR, Michaels worked at WCRO
in Johnstown, Pa., as music director.
Says he would be more than happy
to talk to record promotion people
about music: 304 -723 -1430. Air staff
at the station features Jack Michaels
5 -9 a.m.. Jeff Davis 9 a.m. -2 p.m.,
Bob Stevens 2 -7 p.m., Jim Judge 7
p.m. -2 a.m.. with Ed Stroud and
Frank Vincent on weekends.
*

*

*

At KBRS in Springdale: Ark.,
which is now playing adult contemporary music. the staff features
Frank Reeves from sign on until I
p.m., Mark Self -5 p.m., Chuck
Bushong 5 -9 p.m.. and T. Michael
Stevens 9- midnight. Weekenders include James Shields, Rocky Williams and Ginger Howard. Carla
Roderizue is program director. Self
adds: "P.S. We are having some
trouble getting records from record
companies."
1

ilion, the new program
KAAY in Little Rock, A
that he's taken on consul
from Jack McCoy and D
gineer Jim Loupas. He
the 10- year -old "Beaker
bum show and reduced t
to 12 minutes. The new
ality lineup features R
from KLAZ ìn the city
Jack Randall IO a.m. ;
James 2 -6 p.m.. Mark
p.m.. Scott Fisher 10
Don Payne 2 -6 p.m.

*

*

*

Ford Colley is the net
rector of WIND in Ch
also do weekend air w
previously worked at WI
cago, but had been out
past few months.... Bill

Menders has joined KN

Burns
Continued from page

2

W BEN in Buffalo to swa
tition on the street in

time buys.
Peter McCann, 20th G
ords artist, said he can't
how to be creative. "Evi
play designed in the loc
designed to go all the wa,
does."
However. with what
were 20,000 songwriters
geles as competition, he
the shortest route possibl
A hit song usually has th
he said: Verse, chorus, vc
bridge, chorus. Songs wi
short or too long don't
come hits. He works w
watch.
"Assuming you have
strong melody and a lyr
something everyone ca;
and says it in a more interesting way
than the next guy. the chorus has to
be the main element of the song -the
central idea.
"The verses of the songs are only
to enhance or explain the chorus or
make it clearer. The bridge is to sum
the song up."
The chorus has to be very musical
or catchy, he said.
Two other elements in a song that
are important -he said there are
about 15 or 16 elements to a song
that have to be taken into consideration-is the introduction: this is to
prepare the listeners for what they're
about to hear.
One of the most important elements of a song, usually overlooked
by many writers, is the transition
from verse to chorus. McCann said.
And he demonstrated not only from
his own material but also "Baby,
Come Back" by the Players and 'It's
Always Love" by Karla Bonoff,
which he thought was a hit song
even if not a hit record.
Jim Loupas, a consulting engineer
operating out of Indiana, said one of
the main reasons for the need for
better AM radio signals today is that
people hear on a "comparative"
basis. With modem high fidelity
record equipment and FM radio, the
listener can compare the AM sounds
which were once acceptable and
find them not so acceptable anymore.
t

Mark Wainwright
WIRL in

has

joined

in Wheaton, Md. So the lineup now
reads: Robyn Weaver 5 -9 a.m., Bill
McClugage 9 -II a.m., Wayne R.

Miller

I I

a.m. -3 p.m.. Lee Malcolm

Mark Wainwright 7 -midnight, and Howard Taylor midnight -

3

-7 p.m..

a.m....

Jerry Lembo, Fairview.
NJ.. wants to know how to locate
"The Music Director." a programming list for MOR stations. Write
Budd Claire, "The Music Director."
Box 103. Indian Orchard, Mass.
01051, for details.
5

*

*

*

Joe Niagara pioneer rock disk
jockey in Philadelphia who was a
Fixture at WIBG, has signed with

WPEN, Philadelphia. for an afternoon show from 2 to 6 p.m., five
days a week. In recent years. he has
been freelancing, serving as a
recording consultant, and as a
"golden oldies" deejay at discotheques in the area.
Bill Neil, who doubled as a performer at WBZ, Boston, has joined
WIP. Philadelphia. taking the 1-to-4
p.m. slot held by Bill St. James, who
moved to WNEW, WIP's sister Metromedia station in New York City.
*

*

*

Mike Purcell is moving into the
all -night slot at KGEM in Boise and
the station will start a trucker show.
24 -hour country music
operation. Besides the radio show,
during the time the record is spinning music for truckers, Mike will be
on a CB unit talking to truckers per-

It's already

a

sonally. ... Nelson Guyette, formerly of WFBL in Syracuse. N.Y., is
now doing the afternoon drive show
in WNYR in Rochester, N.Y.

*

*

The Music Director. Box 103, Indian Orchard. Mass.01151, now has
a Christmas music package of 95
songs available for purchase on reel to-reel tape. Contact Budd Clain for
a list and details.... C. David Hamwww.americanradiohistory.com

"Cost effectiveness" manufacturing techniques have hurt the AM
receiver, especially the smaller units.
He's worried that the same thing
might happen to FM receivers at the
manufacturing level and told the audience they should "raise hell" to
stop the destruction of FM quality.

"Cost effectiveness" manufacturing
techniques "have already got the TV
set sounding like a telephone."

cousin

answer about

demonstration of a new CTR screen readout of
a playlist controlled by a computer
brain.
The music controller micro processor unit. made by Schafer, was
said to retail for S15.000- to- 517,000.
depending on the setup of the radio
station. Up to 10,000 events can be
stored in the unit.
Sylvia Clark delved into the nitty
gritty aspects of radio programming.
Her biggest complaint was about the
"poorly trained disk jockeys" of today who have crackerjack voices
and can do good production. but
have no idea of how to put music together.
Burns Media Consultants intends
to conduct several more of these
mini -clinics in the next year in different parts of the U.S.
t

a

Consulting Firm
Opens In St. Joe
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. -A firm specializing in consulting locally-pro-

duced automated radio stations has
been set up here by Mark Mathew
Mark Mathew Media Enterprises.
Mathew, a veteran of automated
radio at KGRC in Hannibal, Mo.,
one of the early non -syndicated
automated stations as far back as
1968. will advise on format design.

-

use

of automation equipment for the

format, preparation of the format
and system operations manual.
training of the station staff.

Set Easter Special
LOS ANGELES -Leo Sayer and
Leslie Uggams will guest on "Julie
Andrews ... One Step Into Spring."
a CBS -TV Easter special set to air
March 23. Bob Banner is executive
producer: Steve Pouliot is producer.

L
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medîasound

devotion to artistry and professionalism has been
characteristic of Mediasound's approach to recording since its
owners and founders began searching Loran appropriate site for
a big league. state of.theart studio back in 1968. Owners John
Roberts and Joel Rosenman pounded the pavement for a year
before they found the Manhattan Baptist Church, a multi storied
structure tucked inside a larger building off Eighth Avenue and
57th Street, as centrally located as a building can be in
Manhattan.
"It really was adivine' space so we grabbed it," Rosenman
Construction began early in 1969.
Thebuildmg was carefully designed according to plans and
specifications supervised by Harry Hirsch, who had come over
from JAC Recording.
The goal at Mediasound was to construct the best available
recording setup in the best space. Others involved in the early
days included Bob Walters. Walters and Hirsch both now operate
studios of their own.
Rosenman was no stranger to recording studios. He was a
working musician, heading a popular folk group called the
Princeton Trio when he and Roberts decided to expand H rsch's
original eight-track concept into a 24 track marvel.
Roberts and Rosenman had earlier experience financing Brian
DePalma'sfirst movie. "Greetings," an antiwar spoof starring
then unknown Robert Di Niro, and they were prepared to raise the
necessary capital to put Mediasound into the ranks of the top
studios upon its completion.
We approached it carefully," Rosenman recalls. "And we
decided that there really wasn't much sense in building a four or
eight track studio. There was a lot of competition among that class
of studio but we discovered there was room at the top for a really
superb new facility, run by people who respected music.
"We upped the original budget from $100.000 to $700.000."
he recalls, "and assembled a top staff, which we still have. We've
upgraded our equipment right along to keep pace with the
generational changes."
"Joel is a perfectionist where recording is concerned," Roberts
saysof his partner. "That kind of attitude is the best to have in
this business."
Roberts oversees the financial end of the studio, while
Rosenman concentrates on the studios' daily operation.
"We like the kind of problems a recording studio presents,"
Roberts notes.
One problem that isn't tolerated is "down time." Mediasound
employs a technical and administrative slat of 45 that f unctions
likea tight knit unit around the clock to keep the machines
operating.
The planning that went into the new Neve consoles is a good
example of the staff working together on things." Roberts points
out. "We hold frequent meetings here, among maintenance
people, among engineers and administrative staff.
"When you're dealing with the top artists and top producers of
the day, faced with meeting the demands they have, you must
consider every element important," Rosenman believes.
"The atmosphere here, the fact it's a former church, combined
with professionalism and technical perfection, make this an
unusual situation for a big city studio," he says.
-Our clients appreciate our reliability and our ability to handle
different music, from rock and pop to classical."
"It's a friendly place, staffed with professionals," Roberts
A

concludes.

Fred Christie is Mediasound's Chief of Engineers, a sort of
fatherly funnel for the ideas and design innovations generated by
the studio's eight engineers. Christie is a 26 year veteran of the
studio industry, having cone to Mediasound after working at
some of New York's prestigious older studios and the NBC-TV

network.
Referring to Mediasound's Studio A, Christie says it's "a
tremendous room, it's what you look for in a recording
environment." Sweeping his hand toward the 40,-foot ceilings, he
describes "how the large volume of air, and the ambience created
by the roomsdesign make it a naturally 'live' room for
instruments. With the proper equipment you then isolate and
control the vocal tracks to achieve a perfect reproduction."
Studios A and B feature the latest Neve consoles. customized to
meet the demands of Mediasound, and MCI recorders. All Mediasound studios have three echo chambers each and an array of
electronic "goodies" such as digital delays. harmonizers.
equalizers, phasers and noise reduction devices.
The Neve consoles are a subject of admiration at Mediasound.
and the painstaking British craftsmanship is credited with the
lack of downtime due to mechanical failure at Mediasound.
"We found a lot of consoles were overly complicated for what
they had to do," Christie explains. "There was a hodgepodge of
buttons and knobs that weren't always necessary. Neve's design
is much cleaner and it has a tremendous reputation for
excellence.
"Engineers have always admired British design since the early
days of electronics, " Christie notes. "It's always a thrill lust to see
how beautifully they do the wiring, the pride in workmanship they
have.

"It's

an uncomplicated, uncluttered design, a more traditional
you
design
could say, and it gives you extremely clean sound, a
real purity of sound, especially at the top end." he says.
The customized elements include stereo 'Q' systems and faster
means of getting into the mixing mode. but the total effect of the
control room setup is to render perfect reproduction on anything
from electronic heavy metal rock to a 60-piece music comedy
orchestra. from a choir to the finicky demands of producers who
want disco sounds, to vocalists of the calibre of Frank Sinatra.
Eight maintenance engineers work around the clock to make
sure the equipment is in top form at all times.
"The machines are cooking all the time around here." Christie
says. "And they like it because they don't like shocks. they don't
like being turned on and oft all the time. They're really like
humans. Nowadays they can even do some of your thinking for
you, he adds. referring to the automated API console found in
thestudto called "The Lounge," another one of the fabled

Mediasound chambers.
While Mediasound's Studio A is the most architecturally
flamboyant, and the scene of many hit sessions. the other studios
have their own personal allure. Studio B is known as "the hit
room" because so many top tunes have been cut there, and The
Lounge(formerly the engineers' lounge) is a favorite of many pop
producers for its unique qualities and atmosphere. Studio C has
been totally renovated and will be used for vocal and instrumental
overdubbing as well as 24 track mixing.
Engineer Ray Janos is in charge of Mediasound's disk
mastering department and its direct-to-disk recording facilities,
which enables the live session to be translated directly to the
mastering room. Some of Mediasound's recent direct -to -disk
recordings have involved jazz artists Walt Dickerson, Dick Hyman
and Cedar Walton.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Owners John Roberts and Joel Rosenman had barely begun to
enjoy the success of Mediasound in 1969 when they were asked to
finance and build another studio complex in Woodstock, N.Y.
"We weren't thrilled with the prospect of doing another studio
right away but the proposal included an idea for a huge opening
day celebration involving a lot of big stars and the next thing you
know we were thinking along the lines of a festival," Roberts
recalls.
The idea was to finance it through ticket sales and sell the
record and film rights.
What they didn't count on was how many people would turn out
for the affair, known hereafter simply as Woodstock.
"We ultimately lost a fortune, changing sites, providing food
and helicopters and all the bills and lawsuits that resulted :'
Roberts says. "But we've paid for the entire episode through the
movie and through the book."
The book itself is another story. "Young Men With Unlimited
Capital" is the title, taken from an ad Roberts and Rosenman
placed in the Wall Street Journal long ago in order to attract ideas
for a proposed television series.
"We never got around to doing the series, which was to be about
two young men engaged in different adventures each week,"
Rosenman says.
"We really became the sort of characters we had envisioned
he adds. "Operating a recording studio on the scale of
Mediasound provides us with plenty of creative challenge."

21

1.

perfection and a "divine"
atmosphere may be enough to ensure a studio's reputation in the
top ranks, but the staff -from mail room to engineers and
administrative personnel-must match the overall operation in
proficiency.
Mediasound is unique in that the staff is involved in a
continuing training program. where all hands have a chance to
familiarize themselves with all aspects of the operation. Such on
thejob training has earned several staff producers and engineers
gold album credits. Beyond that, it has added an element to
Mediasound that General Manager Susan Planer calls "a family
atmosphere."
This sort of camaraderie pays offin the pressured environment
that often occurs when the tape starts spinning.
"Everyone is trained particularly to our systems," Planer
explains. 'And we think that reduces foul ups. One of the big
points here is service. We knock ourselves out for a client. whether
he's spending $100 or $1.000."
The atmosphere at Mediasound may also be due to the
'
woman's touch that is part of Mediasound's tradition. -We were
one of the first studios to hire women," Planer notes. Today seven
women are employed at Mediasound in key positions.
Production Manager Vivian Delugg is one. She credits
Mediasound's ability to get things done smoothly to a certain
"sensibility" she attributes to a woman's presence.
Delugg is no stranger to recording studios. even when she isn't
making sure things get done on time at Mediasound. Her
husband, Michael Delugg, rs an independent producer and
An emphasis on technical

brand new subsidiary of Mediasound, a full
production company that takes advantage of Mediasound's
facilities and its position as a meeting ground for talent,
technicians and producers. Expo Records' first project is a joint
venture, with TWM Management Services. Ltd.. to produce a new
group. Taxi, with Genya Raven, (producer of the Dead Boys.
among others), as the lead vocalist For the group's debut album
(which includes some of Genya's own songs) she is coproducing
with Harvey Goldberg. a summa cum laude graduate of
Mediasound's apprentice system.
Vocalist songwriter Marc Allen Trujillo. a star in his own right
via the cabaret circtiit, is coproducing some sides with Michael
Delugg. Peter Dean, vocalist extraordinaire, ukulele player, bon
vivant and musical uncle to Johanna, Carly and Lucy Simon. has
also joined Expo. Also on Expo's roster is Lincoln Clapp, an
exciting young Singer /Songwriter.
"We're not a label." stresses artist relations director Judy Hart.
"We're a production company. or sometimes a coproduction
company. We make masters to be sold to record companies. We
also have publishing operation which serves as a direct conduit
from songwriter to the producers who make things happen in this
business. When we hear a song that we are crazy about. we know
where to go to place it successfully; therefore, we are constantly
on the lookout for excellent songwriters and new talent."
Expo is John Roberts, President: Joel Rosenman, Director;
Susan Planer. General Manager: and Judy Hart. Director of Artist
Relations.
Expo includes the Stockwood and Pexo publishing companies,
and is located next door to Mediasound at 313 West 57 St., N.Y.,
N Y. (212) 7573005 or (2121765 4700.
Expo Records is

a

engineer
her women at Mediasound include Comptroller Marie
Detsante; Engineers Trudy Schroeder, Liz Saron, Ramona
Janquitto. and Judy Hart. Director of Artist Relations for Expo
Records.

Joel Rosenman, President

Mediasound
2. Vivian Delugg, Mediasound

Production Manager
3. John Roberts, Executive

Vice President Media sound
4. Susan Planer, Vice President.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Mediasound
StudioA
Fred Christie, Chief Recording
Engineer
Hank Meyer, Production
Department
Marc Allen Trujillo, Singers
Songwriter
CharlieCalello, Producer/
Arranger: Engelbert
Humperdinck, MAM Records;
Joel Diamond, Producer
Dick Hyman, Pianist, Peter Dean,
Singer /Producer
Lincoln Clapp, Singer/
Songwriter. Expo Records
Liz Saron and Ramona Janquitto,
Media sound Engineers
Muppets (Muppets characters
1971. 1978 Muppets, Inc.)

14, Taxi
15. Judy Hart, Director of

Artist

Relations, Expo Records
16. Jay Chattaway. Producer/
Arranger, Columbia Records,
Studio A

Photographs by
Judy Angelo Cowen, Lone Cowen
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Photographs

media's own

111C-111

by-

Judy Angelo Cowen. Bobby Bank, Lone Cowen. Jody

Caraagia.
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Studio A
Joe Jorgensen, Chief Engineer,
Tappan Zee Records
3. Ernie and Bert ihhippeO chnecteis
1.

2.

1971. 1978 Muppets Inc

4. Ron Dante, Producer /Singer
5. Godfrey Diamond, Mediasound

Senior Engineer Judy Hart, Expo
Records; Michael Delugg,
Independent Engineer
6. Harvey Goldberg. Mediasound
Senior Engineer
7. "Riff Raft. Island Records Bob
Margouleff (left), Producer
8. Jay Chattaway, Producer/
Arranger. Columbia Records
9. Godfrey Diamond, Mediasound
Senior Engineer. Michael
Barbiero. Mediasound Engineer

'

10. StudioA

Humperdinck, MAM
Records Artist
John Roberts, executive vice
President. Mediasound
Kim Llorente. Mediasound
Receptionist
Nancy Sinatra, Private Stock
Artist
Gordon Elliott and Hank Meyer.
Production Department
Connie Francis, Artist. Polydor

11. Engelbert
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Records
17.

CharlieCalello.Producer/
Arranger

18. Joel Rosenman, President.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

mediasound311

Mediasound
Linda November, Singer
Millie Jackson. Producer and
Spring Records Artist
Joe Beck. Producer /Arranger/
Musician
Andrea True, Artist, Buddah
Records
Michael Delugg. Independent
Engineer /Producer; Marc Allen
Trujillo, Singer /Songwriter;
Trudy Schroeder, Media sound
Engineer
Alison Steele, WNEW FM; Elliot
Hubbard, WartokeConcern. Inc.;
Genya Ravan, Lead Singer,
-Taxi"; Mrs. David Janssen
Steve Khan, Artist, Columbia
Records
SteveGadd, Drummer
Mark Colby, Artist, Tappan Zee
Records
Phyllis Hyman, artist. Buddah
Records

West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 765 -4700
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Mediasound -Neve.
What a combination!
44 inputs/32 tracks.
The 44 inputs/32 tracks headline only starts to tell the story. Mediasound
installed two Neve Custom Consoles recently; two of the most
comprehensive music recording consoles ever installed in any studio in
the world. Neve is proud to have worked with Mediasound on this
project. Our sincere appreciation goes to Joel Rosenman and John
Roberts for choosing Neve, and many thanks to Fred Porter and Fred
Christie for putting up with some of Barry Roche's crazy ideas, which in
the end turned into two of the finest recording consoles in the world.
Neve loves you, Mediasound!
Rupert Neve Incorporated. Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel. Connecticut
06801 Tel: (203) 744 -6230, Telex: 969638
Rupert Neve Incorporated. Suite 609, 6255 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. California
90028 Tel: (213) 465 -4822
Rupert Neve of Canada, Ltd., 2717 Rena Road, Mallon Ontario L4T 381.
Canada Tel: 1416) 677 -6611
Rupert Neve S. Company Ltd.. Cambridge House, Me!bourn, Royston. Hertfordshire, SG8 6AU England. Tel
(0763) 60776
Rupert Neve GmbH, 6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse 114 West
Germany. TeL (06151) 81764
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Mediasound's
Hit List
According To
Billboard's
Hot 100 And
Top LP Charts

°

1976 -1977

OP LPs

Barry Manilow

"Trying To Get The Feeling"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
David Ruffin
"Who Am I"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Lou Reed

"Coney Island Baby''
Producers: Lou Reed and Godfrey Diamond
Lonnie Liston Smith & The Cosmic Echoes
"Reflections Of A Golden Dream"
Producers: Bob Thiele and Lonnie Liston Smith
David Ruffin
"Everything's Coming Up Love"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Barry Manilow
"This One's For You"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
Engelbert Humperdinck
"After The Lovin' "
Producers: Joel Diamond and Charlie Calello
Kool & The Gang
"Love And Understanding"
Producers: Ron Bell and Kool & The Gang
Barry Manilow

"Live"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
Eric Gale

"Ginsing Woman"

er"

Producer: Bob James

Fatback Band
"NYC NYUSA"
Producer. Bill Curtis
Maynard Ferguson

"Conquistador"
Producer: Jay Chattaway
Kenny Nolan

"Kenny Nolan"
Producers: Charlie Calello and Kenny Nolan
John Miles

"Stranger In The City"
Producer. Rupert Holmes

Idris Muhammad
"Turn This Mutha Out"
Producer: David Matthews
Lonnie Liston Smith

"Live"
Producer. Bob Thiele

Stuff

"More Stuff"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
David Ruffin
"In My Stride"
Producers: Kipps and McCoy
Carol Douglas

"Full Bloom"
Producer: Eddie O'Loughlin

1976 -1977 TOP SINGLES
Barry Manilow
"I Write The Songs"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
David Ruffin
"Walk Away From Love"
Producers Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Stylistics
"Funky Weekend"
Producers. Hugo and Luigi
Crown Heights Affair
"Every Beat Of My Heart"
Producer: Frieda Nerangis
Stylistics
"You Are So Beautiful"
Producers: Hugo and Luigi
Barry Manilow
"Tryin' To Get The Feeling Again"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
David Ruffin
Heavy Love"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Kool & The Gang
"Love And Understanding (Come Together)"
Producers: Ron Bell and Kool & The Gang
B.C. Generation

"Street Talk"
Producers: Bob Crewe and Jerry Wexler
Melba Moore

"This

Is

It"

Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Crown Heights Affair
"Foxy Lady"
Producer Frieda Nerangis
David Ruffin
"Everything's Coming Up Love"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy
Lady Flash

"Street Singin' "
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
Van McCoy

"Party"
Producers: Charles hippo and Van McCoy
Barry Manilow
"This One's For You"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante

Engelbert Humperdinck

" After The Lovin' "
Producers: Joel Diamond and Charlie Calello
Kenny Nolan
"I Like Dreamin'"
Producers: Charlie Calello and Kenny Nolan
Barry Manilow
"Weekend In New England"
Producers: Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
Jimmy Castor Bunch
"Space Age"
Producer: John Pruitt
Fatback Band

"Double Dutch"
Producer: Bill Curtis
Maynard Ferguson
"Gonna Fly Now (Theme From Rocky)"
Producer: Jay Chattaway
James Darren
"You Take My Heart Away"
Producer: Joel Diamond
John Miles

"Slow Down"
Producer: Rupert Holmes
Barry Manilow
"Looks Like We Made It"
Producers. Barry Manilow and Ron Dante
Kenny Nolan
"Love's Grown Deep"
Producers: Kenny Nolan and Charlie Calello
ZZ Hill
"Love Is So Good When You're Stealing It"
Producer Bert DeCoteaux
Marlena Shaw
"Go Away Little Boy"
Producer. Bert DeCoteaux
David Ruffin
"Just Let Me Hold You For A Night"
Producers: Charles Kipps and Van McCoy

Idris Muhammad
"Turn This Mutha Out"
Producer. David Matthews
Barry Manilow
"Daybreak"
Producers. Barry Manilow and Ron Dante

Bob Haggart, Bass Player
2. Ray Janos, Mediasound Disc Cutting
3. Fred Porter, Director of Technical Services;
1.

s

dip.

>r

4.
5.

6.

7.

At Direction:

&

Lee Lebowitz
Editorial Direction: Earl Paige. Dick Nusser. Jim McCullough (Consultant)
Coordination: Judy Han. Mediasound

Godfrey Diamond, Mediasound Senior Engineer;
Bert DeCoteaux, Producer. Columbia Records;
Alec Head, Mediasound Senior Engineer;
Earl Williams. Disc Cutting
Gary Klein. Producer
Marie Delsante, Mediasound Comptroller
Bob James, Composer /Arranger /Producer/
Musician
Lillian Hood, Production Department; Priscilla
Marrero, Executive Assistant; Jimmy Biondolillo,
Charles Calello Productions; Gordon Elliott.
Production Department
Bill Stein. Michael Barbiero. Mediasound Engineera
Photos. Judy Angelo Cowen. Tom Currÿ. and others

www.americanradiohistory.com

Audiotechniques and MCI
are proud to have played
a part in the Mediasound
expansion program. Our
congratulations to Joel &
John for a job well done.

Congratulations to
I

CURTULTIUS TU

from your full line Distributor of

THE ENTIRE

Your
New Studio is
Beautiful!

Mediasound

MEDIASOUNDEXPO
RECORDS FAMILY

Cassettes and
Reel -to -Reel Tape

FUR1N8f
HIGH -SPEED DUPLICATION BULK CASSETTES

111H GENYA ßGVAN.

Unlabeled

Y- series TDK

cassettes

for

high -speed duplication and industrial

Superb performance in an,economlcal
package for extra -long runs -even at
speeds up to 120 cps.
MK- MAXELL- CAPITOL -3M -AMPEX -BASE & COLUMBIA
LACQUER DISC
EVEREADY BATTERIES
use

W\Y YAI\JY
EURE FI/.\PPY

U

REELS

BOXES
VIDEO TAPE 8 CASSETTES

SUCC[SSFULL

TRANSCO PRODUCTS CORP.
Elizabeth Avenue
Linden, New Jersey 07036

609 West

YEARS

(201) 862 -0030

a101.

40a5d101

Manufacturers of
Master Recording Blanks

&

BROADCAST CARTRIDGES
MAGNETIC FILM
16 Full Coat
35 Full Coat
35 Striped
MAGNETIC FILM LEADER
NORTRONICS VIDEO & AUDIO HEADS
& ACCESSORIES

71144

rfud& Sate4
1370 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10019
212 -581 -6950

1WM

Management Services
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Seehowbígyou can grow
on a steady diet of Scotch.
Media Sound's new and expanded facilities nark a
success story that has made them one of the top recording studios
in New York City.
Media Sound may have started recording on a shoestring,
but as soon as they could, they switched to Scotch' " Brand Recording
Tape. Because like so many other studios across the country, Media
Sound maintains its reputation for quality by recording on Scotch.
It takes more than tape to make it in the recording business.
It takes good equipment and talented, hard working people. But
we
like to think that a daily dosage of Scotch helped make
Media Sound's climb just a little easier.

[Ti

Media Sound, cheers!

"Scotch" Recording 1ipe
"Scotch" is

a

registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, MN 55101 © 1975, 3M Company

Con9ratulcifions
MEDIASOUND

Here's to our
continued
relationship

JUST SUNSHINE, INC.

.,..-v,1írt

billboard
Where Sound Business
and Creativity Come Together
www.americanradiohistory.com

The Mediasound Family

the
people
who
make
mediasound

Recording Engineers:

Fred Christie, Chief Recording Engineer: Michael Barbiero. Michael Brauer, Godfrey
Liz
Diamond, Doug Epstein, Harvey Goldberg. Alec Head, Ramona Janquitto,
Saron. Trudy Schroeder. Phil Shrago. Bill Stein.

Disc Cutting:

Janos and Earl Williams.

Ray

Maintenance Engineers:

Lincoln
Fred Porter, Director of Technical Services; Chuck Ange. Carl Casella,
Morley. Bob
Clapp. Don Cuminale, Glen Govier, Steve Lisi, Mark Milchman, Mike
Shuster. Ben Taylor.

Production:

Meyer.
Vivien Delugg, Production Manager: Gordon Elliott, Lillian Hood, Hank

Accounting:

Hopkins,
Marie Delsante. Comptroller; Pam Bassero. Gus Danenberg. Floretta
Sheila Hopkins

Support Staff:

Carl

Steve Bramberg, Operations Manager; Priscilla Marrero. Executive Assistant,
Beatty, Suzanne Buckley, Tom Curry, Joseph Fiore, Willie Hollingsworth, Tommy
Jahelka, Carpenter, Bob Livingston, Kim.Llorente, Tom Milmore, Adam Morrison,
Richard Remp, Davino Richardson, John Richello.

Protection and Morale:
Jimmy Biondolillo

The Bottom Line:

Joel Rosenman, John Roberts, Susan Planer

The Founding Fathers
Harry Hirsch,

Bob Walters, William Roberts, John Roberts, Joel Rosenman

Kissing Cousins

Don Berman, Tony Bongiovi, Jerry Block, Bob Clearmountain, Michael Delugg, Ed
Evans, Alan Franklin, Leonard Franklin, Jack Gillen, Elliot Grey, Bob Halsall, Alex
Jaffe. Ron Johnson, Joe Jorgensen, Roger Rhodes. Harold Rosenblum, John
Rotondi, Michael Rudell. Ron St. Germain, Mike Santimauro, Ed Stasium, Alan
Varner, Maurice Wasserman.

And Some Very Special Friends Over The Years
A & M

Records

Adam VIII Ltd
Atlantic Records
Allman, Stoller & Weiss
Amy Dee Music
April Blackwood Muso
Stan Appelbaum
Argon Productions
Arisla Records
Arcola

HAPPY HOLIDAYS &
BEST WISHES FOR 1978

Herb Alpert
Ashford & Simpson
Frankie Avalon
Average White Band
Charles Aznavour
Gato Barbier
Count Baso
Ted Bates Agnecy

victor Benedetto
Benton & Bowles
King Biscuit
Big Tree
Brook Benton
B

C

Generation

Boston
Teresa Brewer
Brownsville Station
Cousin Brucie
Roy Buchanan
Sudden Records
CAM
CBS-Tv

(212) 7654700

Bob Garrett
Gloria Gaynor
Goryan Productions
Billy Granam
Baby Grand
Greenfield Associates
Greengrass Enterprises
Grey Advertising
M & L Records
George Harrison
Richte Havens
Joey Heaiherton
Jlmi Hendrix
Jim Henson Associates
ZZ MAI

Rupert Holmes
Engelbert Humperdmck
Phyllis Hyman

Inlet-Office Productions
Isis

Island Records
Billy Jackson

David Essex
Fame All Stars
Fatback Band
Dr.

NET

Records
Casablanca
Charles Calello Productions
Glen Campbell
Capitol Records
Harry Chapin
Cn idren's Television Workshop
Citadel
Stanley Clarke
Climax Blues Band
Mark Colby
Judy Collins
Columbia Records
Contempo Communications
Larry Coryeli
Cressida Productions
Bob Crewe
Crown Heights Affair
Dance Theatre of Harlem
Ron Dante
Dalmation Advertising
Peter Dean
Ben DeGateaux
Gregg Diamond
Diamond Touch Productions
Delete Records
Alan Douglas
Carol Douglas
Doyle, Dane & Bernbach
Ebonite Records
Gordon Edwards
Duke Ellington
The Entertainment Company
Epc Records

311 West 57th Street. New York. N.Y. 10019

Eric Gale

Millie Jackson
Mick Jagger
Bob James
Thelma Jones
Jonlco Music
Just Sunshine
Keishval Enterprises
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Steve Khan
Ben E King
Charlie Krpps
Gary Klein
Gladys Knight & The Pips
KoKo Records
Kool & the Gang
Richard Landis
Lester Rado Corp
Ron Lockhart Productions
London Records
MAM Artists, Inc.
MBA Musk
MGM Records
Van McCoy
Donna McDaniel
Macy s of Navy York
Barry Mannow
Herbe Mann
Al Martino
Bob Margouterf
Dave Mason
Melanie
Bette McSer
Mrdsong Records
John Miles
Millenium Records
The Millington Sisters
Liza Minnelli
Ivan Mogull
Monmouth- Evergreen Records
Motown
Melba Moore
NBC Television

CTI

mediasound

George Fisholt
Connie Francis
Frankenstein Productions
Arelha Franklin

Feelgood

Jeff Fenholt

Maynard Ferguson

Peter Nero
New York Ddb

The Nobles

Kenny Nolan
Jane Olrvd
Clyde Otis
Ovation Enterprises
Robert Palmer
Paradise Records
John Phillips
Phonogram- Mercury Records
Pickwick InterneIlona!
Last Poets
Polydor Records
Gary Portland
Private Stock Records
John Pruitt
RCA Records
Rado Band of Amen.
The Ramones
Genya Raven & Taxi
Lou Reed
Vivian Reed
Keith Richard
What?
Roulette Records
David Ruffin
Todd Rundgren
SSC &e
Salsoul Records
Leo Sayer
Helen Schneider
Score Productions
Scott- Textor
Marlena Shaw
Rosalyn Sheppard
Joe Sicurella P. Assoc.
Jon Silberman
Sher Blue Records
Tony SAvaster
Frank Sinatra
Nancy Sinatra
Joe Simon
Sire Records
Sister Sledge

Lonnie Liston Smith
soltones
Sparks
Spring Records
Cat Stevens
Ettore Scatta
Strawbs
Barbra Streisand
Jud Strunk
Stull

Stylist.

TK Records
Talking Heads
Tappan Zee Records
J.

Waller Thompson

Lily Tornio
Trendsetters. Inc
Andrea True
Twentieth Century Records
The Tymes
United Artists
Frankie Valli
Warner Brothers Records
Widescreen Productions
Richard Williams Animation
Woahead Productions
Steure Wonder
Young & Rubrcam

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO THE VIRTUOSO PRODUCERS, ARRANGERS, AND
STUDIO MUSICIANS WHO HAVE GRACED MEDIASOUND WITH THEIR TALENT.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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'rogramming

Soft Rock `Merger
New
On
At LA's KGIL -AM-FM The
ChorIs

RxxA Singles Best Sellers

5

LOS ANGELES -KGIL -AM, the
king of the San Fernando Valley, is
switching formats Jan. I -though
program director Rick Scarry calls it
more of a merger than a format
change.
KGIL -AM will adopt the sanie
soil rock format of KGIL -FM. As
the result of a unique situation, except for the 6-10 a.m. slot when Dick
Whittington is on AM and Rick
Searcy on FM. the stations will simulcast; both are licensed to San
Fernando. a small community ensconced in the 3 million -plus market
that has long been called the "bedroom of Los Angeles" -the San Fernando Valley.
Tom Brown will follow Scarry on
the air until midnight. doing a nine hour shift courtesy of automation
equipment. Joe Medina will do the
all -night show until 6 a.m. Keri
Tombazian will do weekend work
and swing shifts. Johnny Darin and
Larry Van Nuvs. two well -known air
personalities in the market, will be
leaving.

The change is not a sudden one.
insists Scarry. "Quite honestly, I've
been phasing the music over to be
almost identical for somewhile and
no one has noticed. There's hardly
any difference. And one of the real
reasons were doing this change is to
make KGIL -AM a truly contemporary. MOR station.

"I'm not going

to stay away from
new records just because they're
new. but I won't play the numbers

game. woes compete against KW
and KTNQ."
The station has been simulcasting
at night and parts of Saturday and
Sunday; this was done without any
fanfare. Again, no one noticed.
But a major reason for the format
merges was a research project initiated about two months ago, says
Scanty. "It was a blind research campaign, meaning that the people did
not know who was behind the questions. We dealt with basically a 30plus audience."
I

t

The research results caused a
"rude awakening," Scarry says, "especially for someone like myself
who came from the personality era
of radio. We found that listeners
don't really know who the decjays
are, with the exception of the morning personality."
"That's the only time slot these
days in radio where a personality
can still be effective."
Another complaint which turned
up in the research was that most personalities talked too much without
saying anything and were usually
boring." So, KGIL is keeping a full
news department.
"And I dislike the term automated. Just say that well be prerecorded. day and date. It'll be our
own creation, not a syndicated service. And the format will be an interesting one."
KGBS and KNX -FM, two FM
stations in Los Angeles, are also using automation equipment in a similar fashion.

Radio Ready For Holidays
Continued from page 10
(19) it will increase to four Christmas tun es an hour. Christmas Eve,
hell increase the rotation to one evcry other record. At 8 p.m.. the station will go to holiday music only

through midnight Christmas night.
"White Christmas" is getting more
requests than usual. McVay says. As
for New Year's. he was kicking
around the idea of just playing "wintry songs through New Year's day."
Don Allen, program director of
KPEL in Lafayette. La., says the
MOR station will go solid Christmas
I V: weeks prior to Christmas. including airing dramas such as "Christmas Carol.' On New Year's Eve.
veteran air personality Ted Nabors
holds a simulated party from about
6 p.m. to midnight based on his own
collection of records.
KFAC, classical music station in
Los Angeles. will present an outdoor
holiday cultural fest Sunday (18) as
the finale of a drive for Christmas
toys for the Los Angeles Children's
Hospital and the Los Angeles Child
Guidance Clinic. The fest will featore the Ira Lee Singers with a melody of contemporary Christmas
tunes, the Premiere Chorale of Los
Angeles. the Music Center String
Quartet. and other acts. The fest will
he noon -5 p.m. in Prudential Square
on Wilshire Blvd.
Chuck Reynolds is staging a
"Christmas Ppem Festival" nightly
on his

7

p.m. show on

CHYR in

Windsor, Canada. Listeners can also
contribute poems to the show.
KPFK. the non -commercial station in Los Angeles. is holding an International Morrie Christmas Fair
Dec. 17 -24 at the Santa Monica Civis Auditorium. The fair will feature
not only music of all kinds. but arts
and crafts. Highlights of the enter tainment will be aired on the station.
KLAC, country music station in
Los Angeles. starts a series of hour
Christmas shows Tuesday -Saturday

(13 -24) featuring such acts as Eddy
Arnold, Johnny Cash. Pat Boone,
Buck Owens. and Bill Anderson.
Series is called "The Twelve Days Of
Christmas." The show, featuring 12
acts in all. will he rebroadcast for 12
consecutive hours starting at 4:30
p.m. Christmas Eve.

WHIO personalities in Dayton.
Ohio, are broadcasting from the
Winters Tower Lobby throughout
the Christmas season. with events
and holiday attractions built around
the remotes. Participating are Lou
Emm. Carl Day, and Jim Jones.
More than 600 AM and FM stations will broadcast the "Sound Of
'77" five- ho_uryear -end radio special
during the last week of December
and first week of January.
Based on the top selling sounds of
the year as documented by the Bill board charts. the show is the initial

syndication venture of Billboard
Broadcasting Corp., a division of
Billboard Publications.
Produced in three separate for mats -rock, country and MOR -it
will feature excepts from leading
news events of the year, highlights of
major sports events and interviews
with leading recording artists -ineluding comments taped by Bing
Crosby just before his death. and a
brief salute to Elvis Presley.
Editors of Billboard will analyze
the trends in the entertainment

field- particularly

in records, tapes
and audio. while editors of Time will
review President Carter's first year
and look forward into 1978.
Program host is Mark Damon. radio personality on Nashville's
WLAC. "Sound Of '77" is sponsored
by Discwasher record care products.
with 40 one- minute availabilities
over the course of the five hours for
each station that signed up for the
show at $25. Many are slotting it the
week between Christmas and New
Year's. with others running it New
Year's Eve.

Marilyn Scott
"God Only Knows"
This is the latest in

-*

string of hits which are
cover versions of mid-'60s Beach Boys' classics.

storedin a tetnevalsysttem, or haném
inany form or by anpublicationecúunic
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a

3

HEAVEN ON THE 7TH FLOOR -Paul

Nicholas -RSO 878 (Polydor)

4

Thomas' "Don't Worry Baby' and Leif Garrett's
" Surfin' U.SA." have all made the Top 40

WE'RE ALL ALONE -Rita Coolidge
A&M 1965

5

HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE
Gees

"God Only Knows" was originally the (bp side
of "Wouldn't It Be Nice;' a lop 10 hit for the
Beach Boys in September 1966. Scott's upbeat,
rOb /disco rendition of the Brian Wilson compo

backup singer on every
Tower of Power album since "Back To Oakland"

STAR WARS -Meco- Millennium
604 (Casablanca)

7

BLUE BAYOU -Linda Ronstadt
Asylum 45431

8

backup singer for New

Riders of the Purple Sage, and she went on the
road with the group IV, years ago. le 1975 she

toured cross-country with the play, "Selma,"
based on the late Dr. Martin Luther King and
civil rights movement.

On the credit side, the old maestro
allowed nothing to perturb him. He
was looney- gooney all the way, smiling, weaving, making jovial announcements and appearing far
more personable. warm and show manly than he ever did when his
swing band reigned as the numero
uno attraction in all pop music -and
a big attraction on disks as well.

"Let's Dance" was the starter, a
bright and brief Weber theme which
has served Benny well since 1934.
"King Porter Stomp," "When Your
Lover Has Gone" and "Sing, Sing,
Sing" comprised the full orchestra
menu; a makeshift quintet scored
well with "Avalon" and ''Here's
That Rainy Day" and in a move
which niust have shocked a legion of
inveterate BG supporters. Benny
turned to a rousing dixieland version of "That's Aplenty" with an ad
hoc octet to close his portion of the
hour.

With Morton Gould conducting.
Benny assisted Patricia Prattis -Jennings, pianist Stith the Pittsburgh
Symphony, in a dreadfully pretentious and horrendously balanced
"Rhapsody in Blue." It wasn't
Goodman's fault. He played the
Gershwin intro well. But Gould and
the young lady never got together.
nor did the musicians.

Still and all it was a joyous hour.
one that put time -tested jazz in
prime time. And it proved once
again how Brobdingnagian Goodman is as a musician. His gifts merit
more than an occasional view on the
tube.
DAVE DEXTER JR.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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26
27

28

Columbia 310630

11

HERE YOU COME AGAIN -Dolly

31

12

SWINGTOWN -Steve Mdter,
Capitol 4496

32

13

YOUR SMILING FACE -James

33

MY WAY -Elvis Presley, RCA 11165
HEY DEANNIE -Shaun Cassidy.

34

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER -Carly
Simon -Electra 45413

35

SHE DID IT -Ere Carmen,

-K.C. & the
Sunshine Band -TK 1023
GIRLS SCHOOL Wings,
Capitol 4504
KEEP IT COMING

-

Taylor, Columbia 3.10602

14

15
16

18

20

Warner /Curb 8488
SENTIMENTAL LADY -Bob Welch
Capitol 4479
ISN'T IT TIME- BabysChrysalis 2173
BABY COME BACK -Player.
RSO 879
YOU MAKE LOVIN' FUN -Fleetwood
Mac -Warner Bros. 8483
SEND IN THE CLOWNS -Judy
Collins- Elektra 45253

-

-

-Barry Mandan
Arista 273
BRICK HOUSE- Commodores.
Motown 1425
THAT'S ROCK -N -ROLL -Shaun
Cassidy -Warner /Curb 8423
DAY BREAK

Parton, RCA 11123

Arista 0266
36

YOU'RE IN MY HEART -Rod
Stewart. Warner Bros. 8475
JUST REMEMBER LOVE YOU

37

I

Firetall, Atlantic 3420
ON AND ON- Stephen Bishop ABC 12260

38

-

39

HELP IS ON THE WAY -Little River
Band, Capitol 4428

40

RUNAROUND SUE -Led Garrett,
Atlantic 3440

Rack LP Best Sellers
Copyright 1877, Billboard Publications. Inc No part oI thin pubiieat,ue may be reproducee
stored in a'enteral system, or transmitted, In any forma by any means,
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verve, guts and enthusiasm. Yet
these sad deficiencies were overcome. to a degree, by a superb solo
guitarist and pianist (John Bunch ?),
And to cap it off, Goodman's reed
failed him repeatedly in the early
portion of the telecast. For Benny to
squeak on a solo is like Abdul -Jabbar missing a stuff. It simply isn't
done -but it happened this night.

16102 (Atlantic)
I FEEL LOVE -Donna
Summer
Casablanca 884
SHE'S NOT THERE -Santana,
Columbia 310616
SUP SLIDIN' AWAY -Paul Simon,

30

PBS Special
Irni ¡iiti:t'

-

BOOGIE NIGHTS-HeatwaveEpic 850370

19

( uniiri:i J

GONE TOO FAR -England Dan &
John Ford Coley -Big Tree

1977

10

17

Goodman On

25

A &M

29

Based ie Los Angeles, Scott is managed by

Spunk Productions, (213) 4648341

CALLING OCCUPANTS OF
INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
Carpenlers -A &M 1978

-

BABY, WHAT A BIG SURPRISE Chicago-

Tree debut single, arranged by David Pasch and

a

24

IT'S SO EASY -Linda Ronstadt,
Asylum 45438

9

in

coproduced by Bobby Torres, session conga
player, and Leanne Meyers. coprincipal of Im.
age Marketing and Media.

COME SAIL AWAY -Styx,

Columbia 3.10620

a

1974. The Bay Area group's lamed horn sec
tion reciprocates here by playing on Scott's Big

-RSO 882

23

-Bee

6

silion comes on the heels of covers of the song
by such top MOR acts as Neil Diamond, Glen
Campbell and the Captain & Tennitle.

Scott has also been

12/5/77

As Of

Compiled from selected rackjobbers by the Record
Market Research Dept. of Billboard,
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Debby
21
HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY-The
Boone, Warner /Curb 8446
Kendells- Ovation 1103
2
DON'T IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES
22
WE JUST DISAGREE
-Dave
BLUE -Crystal Gayle -United
Mason -Columbia 3.10575
Artists 1016

Since 1915, Johnny Rivers' "Help Me Rhonda,'
Todd Rundgren's "Good Vibrations," 8.1.

Scott. 27, has been

er

As Of

12/5/77

Compiled from selected rackjubbers by the Record Market Research Dept. of Billboard.
RUMOURS -Fleetwood Mac
21
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE -Rita
Warner Bros BSK 3010
Coolidge -A &M SP 4616
ALIVE II- Kiss -NBLP 7076
2
22
LIVE- Commodores -Motown M9
894 A2
3
SIMPLE DREAMS -Linda
Ronstadt -Asylum 6E-104
23 HOTEL CALIFORNIA- EaglesAsylum 7E -1084
4
SHAUN CASSIDY -Shaun Cassidy
Warner /Curb BS 3067
24 POINT OF KNOW RETURN
Kansas, Kirshner
5
BORN LATE -Shaun Cassidy.
JZ 34929 (EPic)
Warner /Curb BSK 3126
25 LIVE- Foghat, Bearsville
6
STAR WARS /SOUNDTRACK -20th
ARK 6971 (WB)
Century 21 541
26 LOVE SONGS -The Beatles. Capitol
7
ELVIS IN CONCERT -Elvis Presley
SKBL 11711
APL2 2587
27
BOSTON -Epic PE 34188
8
BOOK OF DREAMS -Steve Miller
28 THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971.
Band -Capitol SO 11630
1975- Eagles- Asylum 7E1052
9
GREATEST HITS VOLUME II -Elton
29 GREATEST HITS -Bay City Rollers.
John -MCA 3027
Arista AR 4158
10
FOREIGNER -Foreigner- Atlantic
30 WE MUST BELIEVE IN MAGIC
SD 18215
Crystal Gayle -U.A. UA.LA771G
11
LIVE -Barry Manilow- Arista
31
LET'S GET SMALL -Steve Martin.
AL 8500
Wainer Bros. BSK 3090
12
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE -Debby
32
OUT OF THE BLUE -Electric Light
Boone- Warner.Curb WAS 8455
Orchestra, Jet JTLA 823
13
GREATEST HITS -Olivia Newton.
(United Artist)
John, MCA 3028
33
GREATEST HITS -Linda Ronstadt
14
MOODY BLUE -Elvis Presley -RCA
Asylum 7E-1092

-

1

...

-

-

-

-

-

AFL

12428

15

MERRY CHRISTMAS -Bing Crosby,
MCA 15024

16

YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE

-

Soundtrack- Arista AB 4158
17

THE

GRAND ILLUSION -Styx,

SP

ELVIS SINGS "THE WONDERFUL
WORLD OF CHRISTMAS " -Elvis
Presley, RCA LSP4579

35

MA-Steely

36

CHICAGO RI- Chicago -Columbia
JC 34860
PART 3 -K.C. & The Sunshine
Band -TK 605
CAT SCRATCH FEVER -Ted
Nugent -Epic PE 34700
FOOT LOOSE & FANCY FREE -Rod
Stewart-Warner Bros. BSK 3092
HOW GREAT THOU ART -Elvis
Presley, RCA LSP 3758

A &M

4637

18

STREET SURVIVORS- Lynyrd

19

Skynyrd, MCA 3029
I'M GLAD YOUR HERE WITH ME
TONIGHT -Neil Diamond,
Columbia JC 34900

20

34

ELVIS' GOLDEN RECORDS -Elvis
Presley -RCA LSP.1707

37
38
39

40

Dan -ABC AB 1006

Passport And Import Parley
NEW YORK- Passport and Import Records, divisions ofJEM Records, a major importer of rock product here, is hosting its first annual
distributor's convention Jan. 11-12.
The parley, to be held in South
Plainfield, N.J., will bring independent distributors from around the
country together with representa-

tices

of Arista Records, which

dis-

tributes Passport Records and GRT
Tapes.

The two -day session will feature
audio /visual presentations of marketing plans for forthcoming Passport and Import product. and will
feature a live show of Passport artists.
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lighting system, and plans to begin
regular use of a revolving stage
when possible.

Burwell, who comes to the Halsey
company with seven years of sound
and lighting experience for acs such
as Leon Russell. Richie Furay, Way Ion Jennings. Jessi Colter and Roger
McGuinn, notes that production of
(Continued on page 63)

Under Tamer, Naseef worked as a
consultant with Lenny Martin.
former Hotel Sahara entertainment
director; Detroit producer Gerald
Graham and Mitch DcWood in. a
team effort to turn the theatre
around financially.
Both Martin and Graham were
victims of a management cutback
several months ago while DCWood
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pan of the proceeds going to Manhattan's Washington Heights-West
Harlem -Inwood Mental Health
Council. The cost of admission includes dinner.
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KPFK. the non -commercial station in Los Angeles. is holding an International Merrie Christmas Fair
Dec. 17 -24 at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium. The fair will feature
not only music of all kinds. but arts
and crafts. Highlights of the entertainment will be aired on the station.
KLAC, country music station in
Los Angeles, starts a series of hour
Christmas shows Tuesday- Saturday

orwar. into
Program host is Mark Damon. radio personality on Nashville's
WLAC. "Sound Of '77" is sponsored
an

oo

by Discwashcr record care products.
with 40 one -minute availabilities
over the course of the five hours for
each station that signed up for the
show at $25. Many are slotting it the
week between Christmas and New
Year's, with others running it New
Year's Eve.

Goodman's fault. He played the
Gershwin intro well. But Gould and
the young lady never got together.
nor did the musicians.

Still and all it was a joyous hour.
one that put time -tested jazz in
prime time. And it proved once
again how Brobdingnagian Goodman is as a musician. His gifts merit
more than an occasional view on the
tube.
DAVE DEXTER JR.
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Passport And Import Parley
NEW YORK- Passport and Import Records. divisions ofJEM Records, a major importer of rock product here. is hosting its liest annual
distributor's convention Jan. 11-12.
The parley, to be held in South

Plainfield. NJ., will bring independent distributors from around the
country together with representa-

tires of Arista Records. which distributes Passport Records and GRT
Tapes.

The two -day session will feature
audio /visual presentations of marketing plans for forthcoming Passport and Import product, and will
feature a live show of Passport artists.
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director of
hnical and creative
services for his Tulsa -based manage ment/booking firm.
Burwell. assisted by Sherman
Halsey. is in charge of sound and
lighting production for Halsey interests such as the "Tulsa Opry" and
the Tulsa International Country
Music Festival as well as various individual artist appearances.
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Under Tamer. Naseef worked as a

lighting system, and plans to begin
regular use of a revolving stage

consultant with Lenny Martin,

when possible.
Burwell who names to the Halsey
company with seven years of sound
and lighting experience for acts such
as Leon Russell, Richie Furay. Way Ion Jennings. Jessí Colter and Roger
McGuinn, notes that production of
(Continued an page 63/
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KPFK. the non-commercial station in Los Angeles. is holding an International Merl* Christmas Fair
Dec. 17-24 at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium. The fair will feature
not only music of all kinds, but arts
and crafts. Highlights of the entertainment will be aired on the station.
KLAC, country music station in
Los Angeles, starts a series of hour
Christmas shows Tuesday-Saturday

on orwa
o
Program host is Mark Damon. radio personality on Nashville's
W LAC. "Sound Df '77" is sponsored
by Discwasher record care products.
With 40 one-minute availabilities
over the course of the five hours for
each station that signed up for the
show at $25. Many are slotting it the
week between Christmas and New
Year's. with others running it New
Year's Eve.
an

Goodman's fault. lie played the
Gershwin intro well. But Gould and
the young lady never got together.
nor did the musicians.

Still and all it was a joyous hour,
one that put time-tested jazz in
prime time. And it proved once
again how Brobdingnagian Goodman is as a musician. His gifts merit
more than an occasional view on the
tube.
DAVE DEXTER JR.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Passport And Import Parley
NEW YORK-Passport and Import Records, divisions of JEM Records, a major importer of rock product here, is hosting its first annual
distributor's convention Jan. 11-12.
The parley, to be held in South
Plainfield, N.J., will bring independent distributors from around the
country together with representa-

tires of Arista Records. which ditributes Passport Records and ORT
Tapes.

The two-day session will feature
audio/visual presentations of marketing plans for forthcoming Passport and Import product, and will
feature a live show of Passport artists.

director of kchnicnl and creative
services for his Tulsa -baud management /booking firm.
Burwell, assisted by Sherman
Halsey, is in charge of sound and
lighting production for Halsey inter ests such as the "Tulsa Opry' and
the Tulsa International Country
Music Festival as well as various individual artist appearances.

lighting system, and plans to begin
regular use of a revolving stage
when possible.
Burwell. who comes to the Halsey
company with seven years of sound
and lighting experience for acts such
as Leon Russell, Rtchìe Furay, WayIon Jennings, Jessi Colter and Roger
McGuinn. notes that production of
(Contained on page 63)

Under Tamer. Naseef worked as a
consultant with Lenny Martin,
former Hotel Sahara entertainment
director: Detroit producer Gerald
Graham and Mitch DeWood in a
team effort to turn the theatre
around financially.
Both Martin and Graham were
victims of a management cutback
several months ago while DeWood
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by Exuma (Tony McKay), and is
presented in the format of a popular
Bahamian. post -Christmas carnival.
Admission is S15 per person. with
part of the proceeds going to Manhattan's Washington Heights -West

HarlemInwood Mental Health
Council. The cost of admission includes dinner.
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lion in Los Angeles. is holding an International Merrie Christmas Fair
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Gershwin intro well. But Gould and
the young lady never got together,
nor did the musicians.

Still and all it was a joyous hour.
one that put lime -rested jazz in
prime time. And it proved once
again how Brobdingnagian Goodman is as a musician, His gifts merit
more than an occasional view on the
tube.
DAVE DEXTER JR.
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Passport And Import Parley
NEW YORK -Passport and Import Records, divisions of JEM Records, a major importer of rock product here. is hosting its first annual
distributors convention Jan. 11 -12.
The parley. to be held in South

Plainfield. NJ., will bring independent distributors from around the
country together with representa-

tives of Arista Records, which distributes Passport Records and ORT
Tapes.
The two -day session will feature

audio /visual presenwtions of marketing plans for forthcoming
will
port and Import product, and

P'

feature
ists.

a

artlive show of Passport

TaIenl
LOS ANGELES -The concert
promotion business within the Latin
music industry here has seen a year
of unprecedented changes.
While. the foundations of previ.
ously well -entrenched events have
begun crumbling, new promoters
are bringing new acts to new venues
which in the near future apparently
will include the prestigious Greek
Theatre.
Once the exclusive domain of
Mexican promoters who presented
predominantly Mexican acts to the
majority Mexican public. Los Angeles is becoming an ever more profitable arena for Latin acts from
other countries. especially Spain.
These acts also appeal to segments
of the Latin public whose origins are
traced to Central and South America. the Caribbean and Spain itself.
Two separate developments in the
past year in this concert promotion
arena serve as clear indications of
the changing trends.
One was the solo concert of Spanish singer Julio Iglesias. who despite
several years of prime popularity as
a Latin artist around the world, appeared for the first time recently in
Los Angeles at the Shrine Audito-

rium.
That show, the first of its kind in
the sense that it featured a solo artist
in concert- was a soldout event, surprising even some of its own promoters who grossed a reported S62,000
on the event.

The other harbinger of change in
the field has been the declining popularity over the past year or more of

L.A. Opens Doors For
By

the

traditional Mexican

shoves

dubbed " caravanas."
The shows arc structured as traveling vaudeville -styled affairs that
feature 10 to I S of Mexicoi s top mu
sic names. mostly singers in the
ranchera genre. Staged twice a year
in April and October. the caravans
hit the road in the U.S. at a merciless
pace for a full month, covering 20 to
25 cities. sometimes doing up to
three shows in one day in adjacent

Approximately

NEW

recording group First Choice will
do a six- nation Christmas tour of Africa as part of that country's ongoing
drive to promote closer cultural ties.
especially through music. with the
U.S. and other Western countries.
The First Choice tour is the latest
in a series of African concerts produced by Mamadou Artistes Productions, and the forerunner of a
broader plan to stage annual jazz
and pop music festivals in various
African countries, according to Mamadou Johnny Secka. head of the
company.
The series has, so far. featured
such major U.S. recording acts as
Stevie Wonder and the Jacksons and
more recently. Island Records reggae artist, Jah Malla. The 1969 historical Soul To Soul tour, featuring
various top name recording acts. was
also part of the series. The highlights
of that our were later released in
this country as a movie.
First Choice's tour will take the
.ell -girl group and 15 backup musi-

ment.
But so discouraging has the public
response to these events been over
the past year. Arnulfo Delgado. who
could he crowned the king of the
caravans without dissent. declares:
"If something doesn't happen. if
things don't begin to pick up, were
going to come to the day when this
business simply ceases to function."
Delgado who has been caravan ing for eight of his 18 years in concert promotions. estimates he lost
$10.00(1 to $15.000 on the show held
at the Los Angeles Sports Arena as
part of his caravan lour last May.

ment/booking firm.
Burwell, assisted by Sherman
Halsey. is in charge of sound and
lighting production for Halsey interests

the

'Tulsa Opry" and
Tulsa international Country

such as the

Music Festival as well as various individual artist appearances.

which holds nearly three times as
many people. That in itself was an
indication to some observers that the
faith behind the caravans was eroding

w

Amulfo Delgado: king of the Latin
music caravans looks to the future.
Says Delgado. "I did okay at the
Shrine, but that's only because it cost
less. There was much less overhead."
Shrine officials report that the October caravan drew 2.800 people.
This. despite the fact that the show
featured many of the top -selling

CONCERT PROMOTER TO NORTHERN NEVADA

clans to Senegal. Gabon. Gambia
and the Ivory Coast. The group will
perform at least two concerts in each
country over the two week period of
its visit. The tour is being sponsored
in cooperation with Senegal's Dept.
of Tourism, member states of the Organization of African Unity and Pan

American World Airways.
It is Seckas hope that the concert
tours and the planned festivals will
play a major role in helping to develop "a vast new market for live
performances and recorded music
sales.' Secka theorizes that with a
population of more than 500 million
potential record buyers, Africa
could revolutionize the music industry's sales and marketing picture.
It is also Scckas expectations that
the continuing flow of Western muwill
sic artists through his country
create such a demand for recorded
product that the current market
price of about SI5 for a single LP
would be brought down to more affordable levels.

By PAT NELSON

making concentrated and unprecedented efforts in the country music
field to improve sound and lighting
systems for the acts on their rosters.
Jim Halsey has appointed Bob
Burwell to the newly created post of
director of (Crchnical and creative
services for his Tulsa -based manage-

Los Angeles. it was staged at the
6.000 -scat Shrine Auditorium instead of the traditional Sports Arena

years ago, the
caravan -type entertainment for the
Los Angeles Mexican community
was the only form of live entertain-

Try Sound, Lighting Upgrading
NASHVILLE -Two agencies are

When his October show came to

10

RADCLIFFE JOE

Mind

AGUSTIN GUR'LA

towns.

African Trek For First Choice Band
YORK -Gold

can talent. again mostly small
groups. for weekend dances at 29
different Latin ballrooms across the
country. (He owns the popular Aragon Ballroom in Chicago.( And as a
topper. he stages a yearly Mexican
show. "El Festival Mexicano."
recording unitts in this area includwhich features 15 lop artists in coning Juan Gabriel and Chelo, the
cert at Madison Square Garden in
reigning male and female stars.
New York.
The significance of the contrast
With fingers in so many concert
between this caravan and the sold pies, Delgado says a conservative esout Iglesias show only weeks earlier
timate of his gross earnings per year
was not lost on observers who, it not
is at least $II) million. The Hollyalready reading the writing on the
wood Palladium gigs alone bring
wall, were at least beginning to look
he says.
fork. Delgado has set up several cor- him a 5500.000 yearly gross,
and the Million Dollar Theater afporations on both sides of the border
fairs are good for another million.
which include, in the U.S., EspecataSurprisingly. he reports that his
culos Del Rey. La Empresa Dc Los
small weekly ballroom dances yield
Grandes Especataculos, and Pro the bulk of his business, though a
duciones DD. The latter a partnerrecently launched film production
ship with another major promotion
firm is becoming an increasingly imfigure here, Tony De Marco.
portant profit center. He has proAside from the caravans, Delgado
duced three films iodate. all musiclaims to hold an exclusive five -year
cals. all featuring the popular
contrail with the Hollywood PallaMexican ranchera singer Yolanda
dium where he books Mexican
Del Rio.
groups (known as conjuntos in the
The most popular of these. "La
Latin business) for an average of 14
Hija De Nadie" which yielded an aldance /shows per year.
bum of the same name. has been
In partnership with De Marc, he
playing around the greater Los Anholds a 10 -year exclusive contract to
geles area for a couple of months
hook live talent at the Million Dollar
grossed
Theater in downtown Los Angeles where it has reportedly
about $350.000 in gross ticket sales,
where the pair stage monthly variDelgado says.
ety /shows of singers. dancers,
So even if the caravans disappear
hands. comedians and the like that
from the concert scene here (a
run for 10 -day stretches and change
(Continued on page 83)
once a month. (These have also bc-

Worldwide Latin Talent

IX NATIONS BOOKED

By

come known as caravans, though
they are not road shows.)
Apart from that. he books Mexi-

The second firm. the Lavender
investiBlake Agency here began
apgating sound system feasibilities
with Edproximately one year ago
with the firm.
die Rhines, an agent
which has
heading up the division
complete
expanded to include a
to begin
lighting system. and plans
of a revolving stage

regular use

when passible.
Halsey
Burwell, who comes to the sound
of
company with seven years
for acts such
and lighting experience
Richie Foray. Way as Leon Russell.
and Roger
Ion Jennings. Jessi Colter
production
McGuinn. notes that
of
on page 63)

(Continued
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Naseef Quits At Vegas Aladdin
By

LAS VEGAS -Aladdin rock concert promoter Gary Naseef tendered
his resignation effective Wednesday
(7) at the hotel over an apparent
contract dispute.
"I gave the hotel my resignation
more than two weeks ago and
haven't heard which way they're
(the hotel) going to go," says Naseef.
"I'm going ahead with projects in
Northern Nevada right now."
According to Bob Brackett, Aladdin publicity director, Naseef was in
Reno coordinating a booking of
Blue Oyster Cult and Black Oak as
an independent promoter at Reno's
7.000 :seat Centennial Coliseum.
James Tamer, the hotel's executive producer. was unavailable for
comment. Naseef. who worked
closely with his boss, Tamer. reportedly wanted improvements in his
personal contract.
Both Naseef and Tamer have
been credited with turning around
the unsuccessful. sporadic show policy at the Aladdin.
A hotel source close to the situation claims advances have already
been made to a Los Angeles-based
rock concert booking firm to take
over the helm of the theatre.
Naseef joined the Aladdin booking team last December to solve the

unsettled entertainment policy,
which at limes saw the $10 million,
7.500-seat theatre at capacity and
then near empty depending on the

aci

Under Tamer, Naseef worked

as a

consultant with Lenny Martin.

former Hotel Sahara entertainment
director; Detroit producer Gerald
Graham and Mitch DCWood in a
team effort to turn the theatre
around financially.
Both Martin and Graham were
victims of a management cutback
several months ago while DeWood

www.americanradiohistory.com

HANFORD SEARL

was demoted to booking the small

casino lounge. In reality, the chemistry wasn't there." says Naseef.
The team- hooking effort replaced
original talent-buyer Stuart Allen.
who was ousted July 19. 1976. after
several poorly attended concerts.
Stuart now heads the show buying at
one of Puerto Rico's largest hotels.
The new concept initiated by the
three man 'cant showed strong results several months after inception.
with nine soldout concerts in mid August 1977. Those dates included
Alice Cooper, Fleetwood Mac, a
Frank Sinatra -Dean Martin benefit
and the Commodores -Emotions
concert.
"Because of our switch to advance
booking and ticket selling. a hotel

N.Y. Concert

For Bahamian
NEW YORK -Bahamian recording artist, Exuma, will perform a
shortened version of his much acclaimed musical "Junkanoo
Drums," at a party -type concert, to
be held at Lc Jardin disco in the
Diplomat Hotel here, Friday ( 16).
"Junkanoo Drums." presented at
Lincoln Center last summer. emphasizes African culture. and is
presented to a series of theatrical
sketches utilizing more than 40
dancers. singers and musicians.
Original music with Afro-West
Indian themes and musical forms is
by Exuma (Tony McKay). and is
presented in the format of a popular
Bahamian, post-Christmas carnival.
Admission is $15 per person, with
part of the proceeds going to Manhattan's Washington Heights -West

Harlem- Inwood Mental Health
Council. The cost of admission includes dinner.

first on such a scale. we did $4 million. or $10.1 per person from January to Aug. 16," claims Naseef. "We
have that needed cash flow now"
Naseef, who first booked rock
shows with Martin at the Sahara in
1973, notes the weekly printing of
10,000 postcards of the theatre advertising acts also helped put the operation in the black.
His personal. up-front dealings
with groups reluctant to play Vegas.
his intimate handling of their hotel
stay and knowledge of the soft rock
concert market were all strong assets,
says Nancy Engler. Naseefs assistant.
Par of the new approach by Naseef to the hotel booking policies in(Continued on page 46)
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BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF

FUN PRODUCTIONS

Firm To
Promote 5 -Day
Concert Series
L.A.

J

Special Selection
for Billboard Readers
A

By JEAN

LOS ANGELES -Fun Productions. a top rock -oriented concen
promotion firm here. is promoting
five concerts over live consecutive
nights at the 3,000 -seat Santa Mon-

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC Rev., Enlg. Ed.
by Sidney Shemel and M. William Krasllovsky. Generous
and lucid examination of the new Copyright Act.Includes
everything you wanted to know about recording contracts, labor agreements. taxation, firm names and
trademarks. and royalties, all in understandable terms.
612 pp 6 x 9» Charts. BIbI. Index $16.95

ica Civic

The concert concept of five consecutive evenings of shows. a first for
the firm as well as the auditorium. is
designed to celebrate Fun Productions fifth year in the concen promotion business.
"If this venture is successful," says
Bill Gerber, associate director of the
firm, we may attempt two weeks instead of five days. I believe this concept will work if we keep the acts diverse enough.
"Los Angeles is so large. with so
many people with different musical
tastes, it would be easy- to run shows
for two weeks. The advantages are in
advertising and promotion, plus we
make money."
He adds that the multiple shows
will also serve as a marketing tool for
future concerts at the Civic Auditonum.
The concerts set for Dec. 27 -31
featuring Tower Of Power. Chuck
Berry. Mink DeVille. Johnny Guitar
Watson and Jim Bailey will be
geared to different markets with tailored promotional campaigns, says
Gerber.
With Tower Of Power and Johnny
Guitar Watson. the firm is going

THIS BUSINESS OF RADIO PROGRAMMING
by Claude and Barbara Hall An inside look at radio
programming, broadcasting management, and the people who have left their imprint on the industry. Explores
the background of programming. research. promotion.
production. engineenng. statistics. broadcasting
schools. ratings. salaries. lob hunting. and the controversial topic of payola. Plus a collection of "no- holdsbarred" interviews with key people in radio. 360 pp. 6 X
914 Glossary Index. $15.95

CUVE: Inside the Record Business
by Clive Davis with James Willwerth. Davis, the most
celebrated executive in the recording industry covers his
years at Columbia Records Discusses his relations with
the various artists he signed and guided: and details.
"the heaviest talent- raiding campaign ever conducted."
the bitter struggle to launch hit singles. career planning
and relations with Columbia's middle-of-the-road artists
300 pp 6V4

x 9451. 19 B &W

Auditorium.

photos $8.95

THE DEEJAYS
by Arnold Passman The first full story of the tribal
chieftans who manipulate -possibly create -popular
taste with every spin of the turntable. Well -known deelays like B. Mitchell Reed. Cousin Brucie. Dick Biondi.
and Alan Freed discuss their jobs. bosses, trends. tunes
frustrations and triumphs 320 pp 5Vx x 815 Index. $6.95

DANCING ON THE SEATS
by Andrew H Meyer A comprehensive guide to every
aspect of producing rock concerts on the college campus. With clarity and insight. the techniques of choosing
and negotiating with artists. their agents and managers
are revealed 96 pp 5th x 814 $6 95
The New York Times
GREAT SONGS OF THE SIXTIES
Edited by Milton Okun. Intro. by Tom Wicker Eighty-two
songs that ignited a generation Arranged for voice
piano. and guitar 328 pp. 93 x 12» BSA, photos

with KUTE -FM. an r &b LP-oriented outlet with 60- second spots.
The spots will be divided in two
parts to sell both acts.
For new wave act Mink DeVille,
its going to KWST, a progressive

$17.50

RECORDS IN REVIEW 1975 and 1976 Editions
In each of thtese convenient volumes are hundreds of
record reviews which appeared in High Fidelity magazine in 1974 and 1975 -classical and semiclassical
exclusively The reviews are organized alphabetically by
composer and further categories Each book has an
index of all performers reviewed in previous years. plus
performers mentioned in the texts Each volume: 500 pp.

station- Chuck Berry is being advertised on KRLA, with an oldies format. and the firm is still seeking a
compatible outlet for Jim Bailey.
Fun Productions is also advertising
in local newspapers.
Gerber claims acts for these five
shows are receiving double the
amount of advertising usually allotted an act.
"What's special in our advertising
campaign is that we're using a lot of
money. With Watson. instead of getting 55.000 m advertising. hell receive $10.000 because its being put
together with Tower Of Power. The
entire event will cost in excess of
525.000 in advertising," says Gerber.
The firm, which promotes concerts ranging from hard rock to jazz,
claims to have set an all -time record
for shows at the Santa Monica Civic.
From Oct. 1976 to Oct. 1977. we

51x855.514.95

THE ROCKIN' 50's
by Arnold Shaw. Discusses the transition from the "Hit
Parade' generation of singers. musicians. and songwnters to Rock and Flop 269 pp. 6 x 9 30 8 &W illus.
Discography Index Selected Bibl. $8 95

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT!
ti
The Personal Choices of America's Folk Singers
Collected and arranged by Milton Okun. This remarkable ;_
collection of the favorite ballads of America's most distinguished folk artists includes a beef analysis and
critique of each artist 241 pp 8% x 111/4 B &W photos
$8.95
THE VAUDEVILLIANS
by Bid Smith. In vivid. show business language, 31 headliners recall the era when vaudeville was at its peak. Bill
Smith. newspaperman and critic. knew these performers
personalty Stars like Milton Bede, George Bums, George
Jessel and Rudy Valle discuss their troubles and triumphs in those early years 278 pp. 6Va x 9%. 95 photos
Index Glossary. $9.95

Jan. 14 Set
For Daniels
MAIL TO

BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF, 2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214
Please send me the books listed below
understand that they may be returned within 10 days
of receipt for full credit or refund if am riot
satisfied with my purchase.
I

I

enclose payment S
applicable sales tax in the states of N.Y.,
including
Ohio.
Calif Tenn.. Mass.. N.J

NASHVILLE -The Charlie Daniels Band's fourth annual "Volunteer Jam"

for staring

Nashville's Municipal Auditorium Jan.
is set

at

14.

The popular musical event drew a
sellout crowd of more than 1.000
last year as the crowd was treated to
performances by a host of entertainers including Willie Nelson, the Outlaws. Tanya Tucker and the Marshall Tucker Band. among others.
We never advertise who will be
there. other than the Daniels Band,"
Daniels says, "because we don't
know until the day of the show, or
until they walk onstage."
1

O CUVE INSIDE THE RECORD BUSINESS 58.95
O THE DEEJAYS 57 95
O DANCING ON THE SEATS $6.95
O GREAT SONGS OF THE SIXTIES-S17 50
O RECORDS IN REVIEW 1975 $14 95
RECORDS IN REVIEW 1976 514 95
O THE ROCKIN' 50 -s S8 95
O SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT S8 95
O THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC 516 95
O THIS BUSINESS OF RADIO PROGRAMMING S15 95
O THE VAUDEVIUJANS S9 95
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71P

SIGNATURE
2194
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WILLIAMS

grossed $600.000 there.- claimsGerber. The firm promotes apptei.
mately 50 shows annually on the
West Coast. he adds.

Gerber feels that bringing in
Mink DeVille will go a long way in
also establishing the auditoriumar
new wave hall.
"! am all for new wave acts brin.
featured regularly at the Santa Monica Civic.
would love to hadlinc
the Ramones there.
"1 feel the problem with some nes
was-c acts is that in Los Angeles the..
prefer to play nightclubs. They sec
to be afraid of the larger audit,.
riums. I don't feel there's a lot nc
confidence at the booking end."
Gerber.
1

For its five anniversary shows, Ili,
firm has scaled its tickets at $75,
and $8_50. Gerber indicates sped.,
guest acts will also be onhand.
He explains that tickets are going
extremely well -the first day the,
went on sale. Tower Of Power sold
11$

of

its house.

Punk To
Ring In
New '78

ROMAN KOZAK
NEW YORK -Patti Smith will be
bringing in the new year in high
By

punk style when she performs with
Richard Hall at the new CBGB Second Ave. Theatre.
The theatre itself will open to the
public Dec. 27 with Talking Had
and, tentatively. Elvis Costello. The
will be followed the next night bs
the Dictators and the Dead Boys before a three -night stint by Smith and
Hell.
The 1.700 -capacity theatre, formerly the Anderson Theatre. is being organized by Hilly Kristal, owner of CBGB, the dub termed as the
-

"birthplace of punk."
In addition to presenting shows.
the theatre will feature a new waic
record section, a boutique for punk
clothing and a newsstand for punk
publications. Kristal says that everything will not be ready when the
theatre itself opens. but should be
ready soon. Kristal says: "We will
tacky as possible."
The opening of the theatre only a
few blocks from the CBGB dub
keep it

as

means the club itself will be able to
go back to presenting unknown

bands. Kristal claims that with the
growing punk scene. there is no
room for all the bands who want to
play there. or for all the fans who
want to get in.
He notes that he will charge $7.50
for shows where there are three acts
playing and $6.50 when there arc
only two. Beer will be sold at the
theatre.
In the future Kristal hopes to feature reggae as well as punk in the
theatre. something already being
done in the CBGB club.
An attempt last summer by another firm to establish a punk showTheatre
case theatre at the Elgin
ended in failure with numerous disputes with the acts and complaints
by the neighbors about the noise

DICK WARE
1586 weeks on the charts and still

KANSAS

CIT'Y'S

From all your friends in the territory

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CELEBRATES 10TH ANNIVERSARY

Giles Band Controls Own Career
ANGELES-The Giles

LOS

Band is celebrating its 10th anniversary with no personnel changes.
But there is a new direction for the
six -man Atlantic group. It has taken
complete charge of its career from
dealing with its label, to checking on
its product at the retail level, to producing and managing itself, according to Peter Wolf, lead vocalist for
the group.

By JEAN WILLIAMS
Cosy Houston we sort of modeled
Ale; the Ray Charles -Raclettes. using a call and response theme." says

Wolf.

Wolf notes that there were several
risks involved in the recording of
"Monkey Island."
"First of all we're a band that
spends the most of our time louring

and we're able to maintain our momentum by continually playing in

These

"Monkey Island." "This album is
more biographical," says Wolf. "For
the first time we use background
voices and strings."
Cissy Houston, the Brecker Broth-

Luther and Vandross all accompany the Giles Band on "Monkey Island." "On some of the cuts with
ers.
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different markets. But we will not go
into any market more than three
times a year." says Wolf.
He adds that the LP, which took
nine months to complete. had an
open budget front Atlantic. "That
was another risk," says Wolf.
The band is now also involved in
the price of its concert tickets. "We
try to have some control over ticket
prices, working closely with our
booking agency Premier Talent.
"We lind out what the average
ticket price is in a particular market.

then we check to sec if there's a superstar group appearing in town.
We then find out what its ticket price
is." Wolf continues. "If there's a
lesser known group appearing in
town, we check to see what its ticket
price is and we come up with what
we feel is a fair rate between the two.

"We do this because there have
been times we have gone into a market and were embarrassed at the
ticket prices; they were outrageously

high."
The group feels "Monkey Island"
will broaden its audience. Says Justman: "When we first started, we appealed to a college age audience. As
we began to gain popularity by touring with contemporary rock bands.
our audience changed to a much
younger crowd.
"We feel this LP will hold our
young audience btu we will also recapture the older group because
there's something in this LP for both
audiences."
According to Steve Rosenthal. Atlantic West Coast promo rep. the label is working at the retail level in
supporting the band's 10th anniver-

z

"If they're

sary.

"We have put large 10th anniversary signs in retail shops, with catalog product displays of the group
built around the signs. In some
stores the display takes an entire
wall," says Rosenthal, adding that
WEA helped to develop the retail
programs.
Some of the markets where the
displays have been built include
Boston. New York, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Seattle. Detroit. Phila-

delphia. Cleveland and Cincinnati.
"We constantly go to retail shops
ourselves," says Wolf. "When we're
appearing in a town, we go to as
many shops as possible or if there's a
large chain such as Tower on the
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IO

eluded the signing of rock acts prior
to and exclusive of their playing the
Southern California market. That
policy has been in effect for a

BLUE BAYOU
Linda Roestadl. Asylum 05431 (Acuff Rose. 13611)
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY
Paul Simon. Columbia 3.10630 (Paul Simon, BMI)
MY WAY
Elva Presley, RCA 11165 (Spank', BMI)

YOUR SMILING FACE
lames Taylor. Columbia
WE'RE ALL ALONE

18

3

8

7

3

10602 (Country Road, BMI)

1965 (8az Scaggs, ASCAP)

YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE
Debbie Boone. Wisner Brothers 8446 (Big Hill. ASCAP)

15

GETTIN' READY FOR LOVE
Diana Ross, Motown 1427 (Braintree /Snow /GMdés Gold. BM))
DESIREE
Neil Diamond. Columbia 310657 (Slonebridge. ASCAP).
STILL THE LOVIN' IS FUN

408)7 (Home Sweet

Home, BMI)

SENTIMENTAL LADY

14

Bob Welch, Capitol 4479 (Warner

13

12

12

10

19

6

17

18

34

3

Bros. ASCAP)
BABY, WHAT A BIG SURPRISE
Chicago, Columbia 3-10620 (Polish Prince. ASCAP)
GONE TOO FAR
England Dan d John ford Coley, Atlantic 16102 (Dawnbrake, /Cold
THE NEXT HUNDRED YEARS
W

15

12

20

10

LM, BMI)

Martino Capitol 4508 (Silver Blue, ASCAP)

DON'T R MAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE
Crystal Cayle, United Artists 1016 (United Artists, ASCAP)
EMOTION
Samantha Sang,

Pestle

Stock 45178 (Barry Gigg/Flamm/Stigwond. BMI).

DAYBREAK
Barry MaullSw, Arista 0273 (Kamokoti /Angeldust BMI)
SEND IN THE CLOWNS
Judy

and Bagdad room, are in progress.

In conjunction with Martin. Naseef brought such acts as Kiss, Sly
Stone, Average White Band and
Graham Central Station to the Sahara's 5,000- capacity Space Center
convention facility.

28

8

BABY COME BACK
Player, RSO 879 (Poydor)

21

6

DON'T LET THE FLAME BURN OUT
lackrr De Shannon, Amherst 725 (Hahvd1 /Plain and Simple. ASCAP)

25

7

AS
Stevie Wonder. Tamia 4231 (Motown) (Iobele /B(ack Bull. ASCAP)

36

4

SHORT PEOPLE
Randy Newma, Warner Bros

1

LADY LOVE
Lou Rawls, Philadelphia lnternational

27

7

THE WAY I FEEL TONIGHT
Bay City Rollers. Arista 272 (Rosewater /Careers. BMI)

8

-3634 (CBS). (Mighty three. BMI)

YOU'RE MY SOUL AND INSPIRATION
Donny d Marie Osmond, PWydar 14439 (Screen Gems-EMI, BMI)
WE JUST DISAGREE
Dave Mason, Columbia 310575 (Manitowoc, BMq

26

JAZZ SERIES
FOR N.Y.'s
FISHER HALL

8492 (Hightree. BMq

46

31

YOU'RE IN MY HEART
Rod Stewart. Warner Bros. 8075 (Rica. ASCAP)

33

4

21

19

39

/

33

24

23

34

30

5

SWEET MUSIC MAN
Kenny Rogers. United Artists 1095 (Jolly Rogers. ASCAP)

35

41

3

25th OF LAST DECEMBER

JUST REMEMBER I LOVE YOU
Foetal'. Atlantic 3420 (Stephen Wk. BMI)
LOVE IS THICKER THAN WATER
Arty Gibb. RSO 883 (Sl,gwood.Mdy Gibb /loye/Hugh d Barbara Grbb
Un,chappel, BMI)

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER
Carly Simon, Elektra 45413 (United Artists, ASCAP/Unart. BMI)

Roberta Flack. Atlantic 3441 (Sky Forest. BMq

Cubistic is a newly formed concert
promotion firm established by L.
Bruce Hopewell and William Underwood, which will endeavor to
present great jazz artists of the '40s
and '50s along with major contemporary jazzmen.
According to company reps in future months it will present such artists as Bob James, Eric Gale. Noel
Pointer, Teruo Nakamura. Chico
Hamilton, Hubert Laws, Ron Carter, Dizzy Gillespie. Max Roach and
others.

36

47

3

NEVER MY LOVE
Aldus, Brothers. Sudden 587 (Not listed).

37

38

5

IT'S SO EASY
Linda Roosted!, Asylum 05438 (MP). Communications, BMq

38

23

6

MY FAIR SHARE
Seals d Crofts. Warner Bros. 8405, (Warner Bros.
ASCAP/Warner-Tamerlane, BMI)

39

32

7

YOU MAKE LOVIN' FUN
Fleetwood Mac, Warner Bros. 8483 (Gem Too, BMI)

40
41

42

3

42

29

Sinatra and Bob Hope
monial /benefit concert honoring local police chief Bob White, Dec.
at the Convention Center.
The event also featured comedian
Don Rickles, singer Robin Wilson
and Pat Rizzo, who conducted the
orchestra.
hosted a testiI

CAPAC /ASCAP/Algee.

RUN TO ME

43

40
37

CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT
Copenters, AMA 1978 (Klaatans, /Walbeck, ASCAP)
GO CRAZY
Paul Davis. Bang 733 (Web IV) (Web IV.

I

11

45

PALM SPRINGS. Calif. -Frank

www.americanradiohistory.com

SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH
Dan Hill, 20th Century 2355 (Mctauley/Walbeck,

flower. United Artists 1092 (Casserole /Front Wheel, BMq.

44

Sinatra & Others
Fete Police Chief

Iran 4

HOW CAN I LEAVE YOU AGAIN
!olio Denver, RCA 11036 (Cherry Lane. ASCAP)
JUST THE WAY YOU ARE
Billy Joel, Columbia 3 10646 (loelsongs. 1H1)

B1. Thomas. MCA

month.
Meanwhile, Naseef is credited
with saving the failing Bagdad
Theatre, an 850 -capacity refurbished room. His first three bookings put the facility in the black.
from Blood, Sweat & Tears with
Minnie Riperton, Frankie Valli &
the Four Seasons with Roberta
Flack to current show Gabe Kaplan
and Anne Murray.
An 580.000 dressing room improvement is underway at the Bagdad as well as redesigning the stage
apron. Sound system alterañons, for
both the Performing Arts Theatre

compikd

140W DEEP IS YOUR LOVE
Bee Gees, RSO 882 (Polydoe)
(SUtwood /Unrchappell, BMI)
HERE Y011 COME AGAIN
Dolly Parton, RCA 11123

ll

43

singles

Artist, Label d Number (Dist. Labe» (Publisher,
Licensee)

Rita Coolidge. AAM
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having any problems at
all, we call WEA. On the other hand,
if everything is well in a market, we
call WEA because we feel it should
be aware of that too."
While ontour the J. Giles Band is
collecting material for its 10th LP.
with plans to begin working on the
album following its tour.

NEW YORK -A concert Monday
(19) featuring Ray Charles and Milt
Jackson at Avery Fisher Hall is the
first of a "Living Legends In Music"
series promoted by Cubistic Produc-

No 0.111M INS public

best selling middleol.the -road
radio station air play listed in rank order.

Aladdin Hotel

The band. managed for six years
by Dee Anthony, who manages Peter Frampton and others. took over
the management of its own career a
year ago.
"Dec taught us how to manage the small things that we needed to
I
know and he continues to he sup: ponive," says Seth lustman, another
;
group member.
"Each man has a job within the
: group." injects Wolf. adding. "the
only problem we might have is time
to do everything because we now
have to tend mall the small details."
The group. which is currently on a
tour that will take it through the end
of the year, produced its first LP
"Monkey Island." its ninth on Atlantic.
According to Wolf, "Monkey Island" has taken the group in a new
musical direction. We have maintained our early rock. rockabilly.
r &b and jazz roots with our emphasis going to r &b." says Wolf.
"We have always kept our LPs
fairly traditional and clean. There
was never a great technical use of the
studio, trying to be as pure as possible." he adds.
The group added new elements to

s
IM

Naseef Resigns
At the Vegas

Giles Band: in studio recording "Monkey Island."

12

Csvyr.ynt 1977 s
boaro Pubhcatono li.r

LisIenin

West Coast or the Strawberry chain
in New York, we invite the managers
or owners to the show.
"We try to stay in close contact
with these retailers because we're interested in knowing if they have our
product or if they're having problems getting it.

Continued from page

Bdlhoan) SPECIAL SURVEY For Week
Ending

46

BMq

THE HAPPY GIRLS
Helen Reddy, Capital 4487 (Alma /Irving, ASCAP/Buggnlugs. BMI)

UNTIL NOW
Bobby Avon, First Artists 41000 (Phnnogram)
(Colgems #MVfirst Artists, ASCAP)

48

2

GOODBYE GIRL

Died Gates. Elektra 45450 (Warner Brothers.
47

1:=10

ASCAP)

RS

JUST ANOTHER NEW YEAR'S EVE
Barry Mandow, Arista II (Not fated)

CHANGES IN LATITUDES, CHANGES IN ATTITUDES
Timmy tullell. ABC /Doi 12305 (Coral Reeler /Outer Banks, BALI)

48

35

13

49

49

5

WHAT A NIGHT
km tones, Epic 85(468 (Al Gallico/Algee. BMI)

50

50

1

RUNAROUND SUE
teif Garrett, Atlantic 3440 (Rust/Schwartz. ASCAP)

RH,

An individual with the highest principles and values

STEVE WOLF
Los Angeles Radio Stations
93-KHJ
K-100 FM
KLOS FM
94 FM

TEN Q

K/WEST FM

San Bernardino /Redlands Radio Stations
KOLA FM
KCAL FM

San Diego Radio Stations
KGB
KCBQ
B -100 FM

Los Angeles Philharmonic Association/
Hollywood Bowl

Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles
Convention and Performing Arts Center,
San Diego
San Diego Sports Arena
Arranged through radio station
KOLA and Good Times Productions/
San Bernardino.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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PETER FRAMPTON:
Rock's `One-Man' Band
He Writes, Plays, Produces All His LPs;
`Sgt. Pepper' Film Expands His Horizons

P

e

o

is persona

I

studio proper?
He parries that he plays his guitar in
the
control room with his amplifier outside in the
studio. Why does he do this? "I can hear the
music the way it sounds on the record" is his
answer/ explanation.
Peter has literally taken the do- it- yourself
concept home with him. He is having built a
mobile recording studio truck which will fol.
low him when necessary.
In his spacious Bel -Air digs he has con
verted one of the bedrooms into a sound
room with all sorts of expensive equipment
filling up all the space, except for one small
bed. And in the room adjacent to that he's got
his drum kit all miked up and the room made
as lively as possible to capture a live sound.
Home to Peter is Mt. Kisco, N.Y., in West-

By Eliot Tiegel
eter Frampton is heading

toward becoming

si.

continually emerges.
Peter admits that had his "Frampton
Comes Alive" LP (his fifth LP released
in
1975) not been successful, funds had
been
allocated to hire a producer for the next
LP
which turned out to be "I'm In You."
Recording an LP on location, Peter polo
out doesn't really need someone's creative
a &r direction. There are some goofs
on the
live LP which were left intact, like some parts
of his piano playing "didn't come through on
the tape, some backing harmonies weren't
there" and some guitar mistakes were left in,
"The one time find a producer would
helpful," Peter says, "is when I'm not in the
booth." Why would he be in the booth when
he should be playing his instrument in the

a

one -man band on
He is already his
own producer, writes
d sings his own songs
ys electric and acoustic
ad guitar, piano. organ.
ynthesizer and bass on

'

ings.

Now he is thinking about playing
all the instruments on an upcoming album or
perhaps at least on one side of the LP.
The 27.year old superstar of pop music is
entranced with the idea of doing everything
himself, a feat he is quick to point out has
been done by other pop musicians. notably
his friend Stevie Wonder.
But don't hold your breath and
wait eagerly for Peter's all encompassing LP to come out within the
next few weeks. He is presently
in the thick of starring in the

film, "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band," and there
are a couple of tracks from
his smash A &M LP "I'm In
You
which are being released as singles which

should hold back the
need for any new Frampton LP for
some time.
Nonetheless, having been the producer of all his six A &M LPs, having written
the majority of the tunes on these packages
and having played multiple instruments on
several of the LPs. Frampton enjoys the freedom of being able to do everything himself
since his status in life allows him to pick and
choose what he wants to do musically.
Peter envisions having all the musical parts
on one half of an LP and on the other side a
band of name musicians. "I've talked to
Tower of Power about using its brass section," he says poolside in his rented Bel -Air
home while he is residing in Los Angeles during the filming of the movie. And Graham
Nash, Stephen Stills and David Crosby have
all told me they'd like to sing with me."
Obviously Peter's position in show business is like a magnet drawing his contemporaries to his beckon call. He's even been discussing with George Martin, "Sgt. Pepper's"
musical director, the possibility of working on
an LP with him.
Martin, who gained international renown
for producing all the Beatles EMI hits would
become the first producer ever used by
Frampton on a recording since he left
Humble Pie in 1970 and went out on his own
with his own group.
The fact that Peter -who had not yet tasted
the overpowering success which he presently
possesses -began his solo career as a disk
star without a producer to guide him, generally runs against the grain of what usually
happens.
But Peter claims there is no conflict between him writing his own songs, recording
his own music and being his own producer
the person whose subjective opinions are often required when guidance is needed.
There are some simple reasons, Peter
clearly points out. why his new career has
been devoid of a producer.
For one thing, he has worked on records
with Glyn Johns and several other engineers
and he learned the technical side of record
making. On both Humble Pie and the group
which preceeded it, the Herd, there were producers and according to Peter: "What they
did didn't entail that much to me, so de-

-

I

Peter Frampton: in a jolly
mood over his new disk ideas
and his "Sgt. Pepper" film
debut.

.4,4.,.%
cided to do it all

myself."
Now that may seem
like a brash statement for a young chap to
make, but consider this: Frampton had an
early inclination for things electronic as a
child in England (even to plugging his guitar
into his family's radio set and driving everyone to points of discomfort).
In 1966 he was experimenting with recording sound on sound and "looking to see how
things were done in the recording studios. So
became a studio buff."
He was 18 when he formed Humble Pie
with Steve Marriot, having already been playing for the public four years. There has always
been a fascination and capability to handle
electronics, England's present most popular
export to the U.S. concedes.
This ease with electronics carries over into
Peter's capability for understanding the electronics of the recording process and how it all
relates to getting the sound of instruments
down on tape.
"It's incredible how quick you can play different instruments on the same song," he
says, the sun filling his handsome face, his
long blonde hair dangling uncombed.
One of the beauties of playing all the
parts- drums, bass, keyboards, guitars, vocals-is "you don't wait for anyone, you just
do it." And that speeds up the process, in Peter's opinion. "You also play what you want to
play. Being limited on certain instruments actually helps you because you won't overplay."
I

Doing everything yourself, Peter believes, is "like disappearing
into your own painting."
If there is any justification in his
mind for being his own producer
for example, there is the case of Peter having written, produced. played
on and mixed down "Show Me The
Way," the single which became his first
American hit. That tune and "Baby Love
Your Way" (his second U.S. single hit) were
originally released in 1974 and flopped. They
became hits upon being rereleased the next
I

year.

"It's hard not

to be cocky," he says, a
broad grin cracking his face, "when you wrote
it. recorded it and mixed it :'

The guitar is Peter's key instrument.
"That's my love and there will always be guitar solos on my records."
There was a period between the demise of
Humble Pie in 1970 and the formation of his
own group in early 1971 when he had some
time and was able to play on other people's
record dates. That was lots of tun, he concedes. noting the role then was to "just do
what you think they'd like you to do on their
music. It's a very enjoyable position to be in.
One senses a bit of an underlying fear
about what the wrong producer can do to an
album in chatting with Peter about the subject long enough. There is a danger in signing
on a producer who eventually "doesn't make
you sound like you," Peter says in a mocking

www.americanradiohistory.com

chester County outside New York City. This is
the country to him and he emphasizes that
with his mobile truck he can record inside his
house.
The equipment in the house which will be
moved to the mobile van includes a Studer 30
i.p.s. ' á inch stereo tape machine and a 3M
24 -track recorder. There's also an AKG echo
chamber in his California abode.
Peter says when he's not using the van he'll
farm it out to other artists for live albums.
The van should be completed sometime while
Peter is on a three month vacation following
the completion of the movie sometime in January. It'll be his first three months off in four
years.
"I'm a great believer there's no real reason
why in the country have to deaden any room
or play softly. If like the sound of a piano in
the living room, I'll bring in a mike and
record. did 'I'm In You' in Mt. Kisco. That's
I

I

I

lines- "How's that for walking into
situation ?" he jibes.

a

beautiful

Everything is either physical movement or
musical. He and the Bee Gees spent two days
recording songs in a studio for the plot in the
movie. Actor Donald Pleasence is the head of
BD Records. who sits in the "box" as Peter
calls the control room.
Peter can draw a comparison between film
making, records and personal appearances.
"Films are very noninstant," he says.
"whereas playing live is instant. Recording is
halfway between the two unless its live.
In recording you have to think about the
audience and how it'll pick up on certain
things. With records its like building a house,
each stage is ready for the next stage. Coming to the decision about whether you have
the proper take for that track is probably the
hardest decision one has to make.

Peter inspects the equipment in his own in-house
recording studio in photos
below.

"Per

forming live
is

basically

person got to Peter, he says, and the star's 49
ego took over. "Someone pulled the cap off
and the kids went berserk." To Peter's obvious delight. public recognition.
He's since lost "Keep On Farming" and
now wears a cap which proclaims "GMC

Trucks."
Peter says he'd love to put on a phony mustache. and a baseball cap and play in Southem California bars where no one would know
who he is. But one wonders how long his ego
would allow him to go unrecognized.
Peter's status as a multi -faceted musician
"makes you go a little crazy." He describes
himself as "an overnight sensation after IO
years."
"I'm In You" really started the craziness
off, he says, not the live LP which was a record
shattering unit worldwide with an estimated
eight million units sold.
"It didn't hit me until one year alter
'Frampton Comes Alive,' " he says. "It wasn't
until took time off and then came back to
performing that realized what was going on.
went on the road after being off seven
months and the road was so different than
had remembered it. had to have a policeman on the floor, we had to take the entire
floor in a hotel, was being rushed out the
back way of places. It was a little too much for
I

I

I

I

I

little Peter."
Once success comes there is the pressure
to find new things to expand one's horizon,
Peter says, so that one doesn't get locked into
place. "The clue to keeping going is to remain
sane," he emphasizes.
"There are too many people in this town
who have gone over the edge. You can get
drawn into the drug scene, never got heavily
involved in it. would never take heroin or
LSD.... started to drink heavily this year.
had to stop, just slipped right into it for three
months. started drinking brandy very heavily.... became a nasty person."
Wouldn't those close to you tell you a personality change had occurred? No, Peter an.
swers, adding: "When you're in this position
no one tells you you're upsetting them :'
Brandy was provided in the dressing rooms
at his concerts. The riders to his contract with
special requirements, he says in a mocking
manner, "were very thick :'
Now that things are under control, Peter
would like to write a movie score and record
more works by other people. He has only recorded four tunes by other authors for his six
LPs. They are "(I'm A) Road Runner" by Holland-Dozier- Holland; "Signed, Sealed. DelivBred (I'm Yours)" by Syreeta Wright. Lee Garrett, Lula Mae Hardaway and Stevie Wonder;
"I Believe (When Fall In Love With You It Will
Be Forever)" by Yvonne Wright and Stevie
Wonder and "Jumping Jack Flash" by Mick
Jagger and Keith Richards.
He says he'd also like to work with Stevie
Wonder who appears on "I'm In You" playing
harmonica on "Rocky's Hot Club." Says Pe.
ter: "I'd like to learn something and play it for
him.'
In addition to Wonder, other name acts
who have guested on his LPs include Ringo
Starr and Billy Preston (on the "Wind Of
Change" LP).
In terms of his lyric writing, Peter says his
words are not meant to make any statements
ala Jackson Browne, Randy Newman or Joni
Mitchell. As for his guitar playing, he's a
"rhythm merchant." "I'm not a finger picking acoustic player. Leo Kottke is a finger
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

all

the

things

we've learned watching
other groups and listening to Dee.
He told me one important thing: not to turn
my back on the audience."
Peter also says that he was initially a shy
person onstage. That had to change. Now he
is more outgoing and aggressive onstage.
Now he projects to make everyone think
he's talking and singing to them. Peter says
he prefers playing before large crowds, ex
plaining the creative thrust thusly: "The more
people, the more unreal it is and it's easier for
me."
When he came off a seven month layoff period in between his fifth and sixth LPs he
played for 90,000 people at a stadium in
Philadelphia. He recalls being uncomfort
able. "I didn't even hear the people," he says.
"I came oft stage and said to Dee: 'What am
doing wrong ?' And he said to me, 'You're
doing fine; they're screaming for you.' "
When he did a Mike Douglas television shot
to sing "I'm In You" before a studio audience
of around 300 people. he says "I was scared
still, but was fine as soon as stopped my
hand shaking."
Peter says pacing is the most important
thing in a stage presentation. "You've got to
be up in stages. You can't go bang, bang.
bang. The audience will get tired before your
finale. The audience can get worn out before
your best number."
Peter does a three -hour concert, split in
two halfs with between 8.11 tunes in the first
segment and 12 in the closing end. One tune,
"Do You Feel Like We Do," is 20 minutes long
and gives his sidemen a chance to stretch (or
rock) out. They include Stanley Sheldon on
bass and Joe Vitalie on drums and flute.
When on the road there are around 20.25
people in the entourage. Two semi -trailors
cart all the sound, lighting and equipment.
. Being a superstar has its natural problems.
"It's a military operation to go to the movies." he admits. Right now Peter has had
enough of concertizing. "I couldn't go on the
road right now." he suggests. "I need to do
things and go places which are not involved
with traveling on planes, seeing airports and
hotel rooms.
"I can hardly go out of my hotel room. do
put a baseball cap on and so long as the hair
is hidden nobody knows me."
Peter relates an incidence in Kansas in
which he had picked up a cap with the expression "Keep On Farming" and he was wearing
it as he stride out from a concert venue with
two roadies. As he walked down the ramp no
one in the waiting crowd made any indica.
tions they were about to be faced by the famous pop star. Suddenly being just another
I

I

Peter explains his musical presence outside his Bel Air home's swimming pool.
where the piano track was cut. played to a
'rhythm ace and took the tape to the studio
and added the other instruments.
"When I'm at home I'll use the equipment
to record with." Peter says he recently wrote
(live new songs and needed to put them down
on tape right away. When he's writing he has
a cassette player going so he captures those
early inspirations. "I can't tell you how many
songs I've lost because didn't have a cassette player around."
'
Peter says he's been writing songs since he
was a young kid and the process of creating
words and music is not a problem.
He wrote "I'm In You" in 11/2 hours, coming
up with the melody' hour before he started
in on the lyrics. One and ahalf hours after he
wrote the tune he had it recorded. Recalling
that project he says: "All had was 'I don't
are where I go when I'm with you.' The
hrases came out of nowhere."
The movie in which he plays the character
f Billy Shears. should help his stage act, Pe.
er feels. When you have to be romantic in
runt of 30 cold technicians. it puts the presure on you to act believable, Peter explains.
nd that training will enable him to act more
I

I

I

naturally and dramatically onstage before
concert audiences, he believes.
How did he come to film acting? "Dee (An.
thony, his manager) gave me my Master
charge and said, 'How'd you like to be Billy
Shears in 'Sgt. Peppers ?' said, 'Yes' but the
Mastercharge was more imminent. thought
it'd be nice to try and see what I'd be like.
"My role is the grandson of the original Sgt.
Pepper," Peter explains in glowing detail inside his bedroom turned into a studio control
room. "And when he dies, in his will he gives
his magic instruments to the town of Heartland and he gives me the gold staff which is
the Sgt. Pepper logo and it's magic.
"My job is to form a new Sgt. Pepper band
and to use the magic instruments. They will
create harmony and love in the world.
"A villain steals the instruments and the
rest of the film is finding the instruments and
making records. am the super white. angelic
hero," Peter says, checkling at his own comedic description. "The Bee Gees are my band
and I'm the lead singer most of the time."
Since the movie has no dialog, Frampton's
initial test as an actor is tree of the pressure
of truthfully and meaningfully intrepreting
-

I

I

I
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I

I

picker."
As tar as songwriting goes, the melody always comes first. Is there a compulsion to
write regularly? "I can go three to six weeks
without writing and in three weeks can write
two albums if have to. I'm the lazy writer. On
my report card it always said: "only does what
I

required."
"The other day had this new pair of head.
phones which Stevie Wonder introduced me
to which has a built -in mike.
wrote eight
songs after using them. The key feature?
"You hear yourself speak so you can balance
your voice with any instrument you're playing."
Peter says four of those eight songs are
worth working on. He did them in 11/2 hours.
is

I

he says.

Lyrics are a reflection of "what I'm going
through. They're usually very personal. try
to make it personal but it's what we've all
been through like a love affair gone bad.
" 'I'm In You' came in 20 minutes. When
that happens it's really enjoyable. was thinkam.
ing of how happy Penny McCall and
She's my girl friend."
I

I

I

(Continued on page
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Campus

Talent

EYES NECAA CONVENTION

Talent

Cap Focus On
College Stations
By

coordinator.
She indicates the label's involvement with campus is now probably
as great as it's ever been and continuing to evolve.
"When I arrived at Capitol," says
Peters. "we were servicing approximately 105 stations and now we are
up to 130 colleges."
Peters indicates that stations have
been serviced since August with
Capitol album product. Normally
stations are not serviced with singles.
"Our criteria for servicing." adds
Peters, "arc stations listed by Walrus
(the publication) and to other colleges we offer LPs at cost, SI.25 per
disk and normally even the smallest
O colleges can afford that"
á "Peters emphasizes that she has
p been opening up the lines of comet munication between colleges and
Capitol even more with letters and
m survey material.
Surveys taken by Capitol indicate
what
at
albums as well as tracks are
being played. and provide informalion which is later channeled into the
bc label's marketing and sales divisions
at label headquarters in Hollywood.
g
"For example," continues Peters,
"we've involved college radio staaitions with our recent jazz sampler
3 LP which includes cuts by our jazz
artists.
"We surveyed every station and
asked them if they were interested in
it and most said they were. We also
coordinate with our sales force to
gauge what type of influence college
radio is having on stores in proximity to colleges.
"Lt's a little early to gauge the reaction to the jazz sampler campaign." she continues, "but these
types of surveys are helpful."
Peters also indicates that the label
LDS'

Music Slide
Show Free

NEW YORK -A 13- minute slide
show with a narrative track designed
to acquaint music education students with the diversity of the music
industry is being offered free to colleges under a special grant from the
National Assn. of Music Merchants.
Developed by the American Music Conference in response to
requests from college educators, the
slide presentation features a look at
school music programs, a brief review of the industry, suggests
sources of information and explains
how music retailers relate to the educational process.
A brochure detailing "You And
The Music Business." and an appli-

cation for screening

is available
1,000 Skokie

front the organization.
Blvd -, Wilmette, Ill. 60091. Wherever possible, a local retailer or man-

ufacturer's

representative

will

present the slide film. which is also
being made available for purchase
by other interested parties.

will respond "as much

a

will become more
involved with college tour coordination in the fall as the label views
campus exposure as being instrumental in building and keeping an

"That amount of exposure has
kept that band healthy." says Garfield.
According to Peters, one of the
most recent Capitol releases proving
to be extremely popular at the
campus level is Gentle Giant which
could result in that group's touring

Backed

by

$6.50.5150

$115,260

13,082

$15038.50

$104,321'

12.665

$7.5058.50

$102,988

5

JETHRO TULL-Cross Country Concerts, Civic Center,
Hartford, Conn Nov. 28

11,820

06

5008 50

$95,398'

BLUE OYSTER CULT /BLACK OAK ARKANSAS/
MOTORS -Wolf 8 Rissmiller, Arena, long Beach.

11,767

$6.50-OB.50

595216

11,108

$6.7538

$89,438

10,931

$6.5058 50

Against Me." The highlight of the set was a powerlul version of the T-Bone Walker standard.
"Starry Monday," which featured some stun
ring guitar work Dom Johnny Jones

11,931

$6

Call.,

Alter a IO minute break Albert King and his
line young five piece band came roaring onstage
to deliver a smoking 45 minute song set King
performed a balanced mix of older songs like

"I'll
Bad

Play The Blues For You" and "Born Under A
Sign.' with newer songs like "Cadillac As

instances.
"We are getting more involved at
the campus level," asserts Garfield,"
and it's a situation that's really

Concerts,

11

Site For Attractions

as he followed the lead of the

major rock and other campus musical attractions because it did not
have a facility large enough to take
in enough money to pay the high talent costs, will soon be in the position
to bring back major attractions to its

Like Bland, Waters also stuck to standards
like "Hooch,e Coochie Man" and "Baby Please

first two acts and

stayed the audience.

Don't Go" The six-song, 35.minute set was
closed by a funky version of "Kansas City" dur
mg which Waters was pined by his protage
Johnny Winter
B B.
a hot

sion al the old Louis Jordan

a

is

not enough lust to sing
a

few pictures on

a

a

couple of screens.

(Continued on page 6/)
www.americanradiohistory.com

$000

50

580273

$7.50

$63,245

17

WAYLON JEJININGS /LESSI COLTER- Feyline
Presents Inc. /Celebration Prod.. Dome, Univ. Cedar
Falls, Iowa, Dec. 2

8.917

S5.50.0750

$63,067

18

ROD STEWART /AIR SUPPLY

7,019

$7.50.38.50

$59,644

9.230

064650

$56,968

7,244

$7.5058

$55,191'

EARTH, WIND

i

-Lewis

29

FlRE/DENIECE WIWAMS/
Grey Prod., Vets. Mem. Col
3

STYX/UFO -Gull Artists, Civic Center, Lakeland,
Fla. Dec 3

-Avalon Attractions/

Stone City Attractions. loe Freeman Col., San

Antonio, Texas, Dec
19

20

2

CHARLIE DANIELS BAND/WET WIWE /PURE
PRAIRIE LEAGUE -Electric Factory Concerts,

Riverfront Col

Cincinnati. Ohio. Dec

2

BLUE OYSTER CULT /BUCK OAK ARKANSAS- Avalon

Attractions, Swing Aud., San Bernardino, Calif., Dec.
3

21

22

GINO VANNEW /RAMSEY LEWIS
Cobo Arena. Detroit. Mich., Dec

6,307

07

5058.50

$53,159

6,446

$6.5058.90

$51,472

7,039

56 50-57.50

$51,419

6,900

$15.320

$150,420'

11,859

07.5058 50

$93,550

ROBIN TROWER -Bill Graham, Wmterfand. San
Francisco. Calif., Dec, 2, 3 (2)

9,050

06.5037.50

$72,359

BOB SEGER a THE SILVER BULLET BAND /NICK

8.400

$7 50 -$8 50

$69,788'

4.496

56.5047.50

$32,675

KANSAS- Landmark Prod
Nov

23

-Brass Ring Prod..
1

Arena, Milwaukee, Wisc.,

28

RATION IENNINGS /IESSI COLTER /HANK
WIWAMS IR.- Feyline Presents Inc Dane Country
Col.. Madison, Wisc., Dec.
.

1

Auditoriums (Under 6,000)
1

BETTE MIDLER -Bill Graham, Bimbo's, San

Frencisw, Calif., Nov. 29 thru Dec. 4 (12)
2

CHICAGO -Bill Graham, Col.. Oakland. Calif., Dec.

1

JAMESON -Don Law. Music Hall. Boston. Mass..
Dec
5

2, 3

(2)

JERRY GARCIA BAND -Don Law. Orpheum Theatre.

Boston, Mass.. Dec.

2

(2)

$32,230'

6

STATLER BROS. /TAMMY WYNETTEINARVEI FELTSEntam. Civic Center, Huntington. W. V3., Dec. 3

4.901

$547

7

JOAN ARMATRADING/DANNY PECK-John Bauer

3,772

$7.50$8.50

$31,257

Theatre,

3,933

05.5051.50

$27,764'

IEANLUC PONTY -Fun Prod Civic Aud., Santa

2.864

$7.50

$21,480

Concerts. Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, B.C., Nov.
30 (2)
8

STYX /RAM LAM

Atlanta,
9

Ga

-Alex Cooley Inc.,

Fox

Nov. 30

Monica, Cali!.. Dec.

I

10

JEAN.LUC PONTY- Friedman 8 Jonslon, Paramount
Theatre. Oakland. Cald.. Dec 3

2,883

$648

$21,164'

11

BILLY JOEL -Don Law, Orpheum, Boston, Mass

2,793

$7.50

$20,948'

2,499

$6,17

$17,958

3,000

55.5046.50

2.681

56 $7

12

3

NEW RIDERS /DAVID BROMBERG- Reggae Ltd

Opera House. SI

KINKS /ARTFUL DODGER- Banzmi Bros
Mem Aud, Un,v Lowell, Mass, Dec.4

14

DOLLY PARTON /IOHN

Inc

,

Kiel

Louis, Mo., Dec. 4

13

I

this he added a plug for Budweiser beer,
for whom he u national spokesman and whose

OB

8,770

as

To

584,700

SUPPLY- Avalon Attractions/
Beaver Prod.. Myriad. Oklahoma City, Okla., Nov. 30

-Avalon Attractions/
Contemporary/Chris Fritz Prod., Kemper Arena,

Dec

"Tobacco Road" and "Love Is A Hurting
Thing," and such newer material as "See You
When
Gel There," and "Groovy People."

$7.50

$68,173'

135 minutes.
Rawls performed some of his older hits, such

11,800

$0$7

Rawls and MFSB, that played behind him,

Performed 21 songs (including a number of
medleys) on the show's opening night Nov. 23.
With intermission the entire show went on for

$84,863

10,244

It seems

few songs and to (lash

-Schon Prod Aud.. Omaha, Neb..

Phoenix, Ariz.. Dec.

That should be more than enough. but if you
have to be the complete entertainer

$637

078,510'

no denying the beauty of his voice

are doing two weeks on Broadway alone, you

12.549

2

$5.5$7.50

4

Secondly, he is immensely likeable. Standing
onstage, he is, as they say in Italy, "simpatico."

Set Enterprises, Vets

Jacksonville, Fla.. Dec.

KISS /DETECTIVE

POCKETS

must be noted first that no matter what

There

-let

STYX /UFO /RAM JAM

11,490

14

Mark Hellinger Theatre, New York

got some of the best pipes in the business

Dec. 4

Kansas City. Mo,. Nov

ROBERT FORD JR.

criticism there may be of Rawls, two things
about him are undeniable First, the man has

586,767

06.507

3

It

5007 50

587,673'

10,703

but unfortunately it did not come oft since by
the time 'ling finished his set it was already

LOU RAWLS

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 30

ROD STEWART /AIR SUPPLY

and "coin Down Slow."
B.B. King said that he would have liked for
everyone on the bill to loin him for a lam session

midnight

PALMER -Cross Country

13

About midway through the set things tapered off

slightly as King became a bd verbose. But it
picked up at the end when the guitarist and his
seven piece band were joined by Bobby Blue
Bland fora riveting medley of early hits including "Outskirts Of Town," "Its My Own fault"

75

4

10,100

splendid ver-

hit "Caldonia"

Dec.

KISS /DETECTIVE -Star Dale Prod, Dane County
Col
Madison, Wisc.. Dec 3

King's one hour. nine song set got off to

start too as he opened with

San Diego, Calif

12

15

Pa,- Lehigh
Univ. which dropped its bookings of
13ETHLEHEM,

WIWAMS -Lewis

Nov 30

Following another short intermission and two
fine numbers by his six- piece band, Muddy Wa
fers took the stage to treat the crowd to one of
his finest sets in this area in recedt years.
Waters seemed much more animated than he
had been in his last few New York appearances

Center,

WAYLON IENNINGS /JESSI COLTER- Contemporary/
Chris Fritz Prod, /Feyline Presents, Kemper Arena.

Mem Col

back for an encore

Lehigh To Have New

Col

Kansas City, Mo

gel' the crowd called the leffhanded guitarist

evolving in itself."

i

EMERSON, LAKE

8

sembly Line."
Everyone in the crowd, which was mostly
older blacks and young whiles, seemed to love
King and after a hot version of "Sweet Little An

Spats Arena

Grey Prod

IO

CIVIC

Paul,

Dec. 2

EARTH, WIND 8 FlRE /DENIECE

7

9

Arena. St

EARTH, WIND 8 FlRE /DENIECE WILLIAMS/
POCKETS -Westcoast Attractions, Civic Center, St.
Paul, Minn., Nov 29

6

Let Your Friends Turn You

1

TOLL- Rullino 8 Vaughn,
Providence, R.I., Dec. 4

a

Foil" and "Don't

Dec

JETHRO

nered crowd with classic tunes like "I Pity The

partment services approximately
200 college publications around the
country with material on Capitol
artists and makes albums available
on a request basis except in certain

LOS ANGELES -Chrysalis has
officially opened new offices in the
Galleria Building in New York.
Headquartered in the offices are
East Coast artist development. publicity, promotion, and a &r personnel, as well as Chrysalis Music Inc.,
the firm's publishing division.

16,000

Colo

KISS /DETECTIVE -Schon Prod
Minn., Dec 2

4

professional 11-piece band
Bland enthralled the enthusiastic and well man

campuses also.
Garfield adds that his press de-

Chrysalis In N.Y.

$121,937

3

Bland got things started promptly with a
masterful 30.minute, nine-song set. While Bland
s nol the flamboyant showman he once was. his
voice is still strong and he can work an audience
the way a sculptor works clay

According to Bruce Garfield. director, press and artist relations, the
Pousette -Dart Band played 51 colleges in 1977.

066038.80

2

game.

act healthy.

14,735

Denver,

outfits in horn all over. The SRO crowd was not
diasppo,nted as it got a chance to see lour of the
best showmen of all lime at the lop of their

Price

20,000)

POCKETS-Lewis Grey Prod., McNichols Arena,

The four giants of the blues got together Oct.
28 fora once in a lifetime show that brought

Peters adds she

To

EARTH, WIND 8 FlRE /DENIECE WILLIAMS/

1

Ticket

Sales

Arenas (6,000

Radio City Music Hall, N.Y.

station.

NEW YORK -Fairfield Univ. in
Connecticut has added a two -hour
weekly program of reggae music to
its WVCK format. Aired Thursday
from 6 -8 p.m., show is hosted by
Burt Kearns, who says he's interested in hearing from all reggae labels. domestic and foreign.

DENOTES SELLOUT PfRfnRMAN

B.B. KING
MUDDY WATERS
ALBERT KING
BOBBY BLUE BLAND

on Triumvirate. Bio material as well
as giveaway albums were sent to the

'royal
Ticket

ARTIST -Promoter, Facility, Dates

three Lune encore, which in
cluded The Beatles' "Got To Get You Into My
Life" and "II You Leave Me Now." JOE X. PRICE

possible"

Air Reggae Music

Dub...,

whistling and applause. the crowd reacting
to the closing number, "25 Or 6 To 4;' brought
mg.

to station requests and as one example cites a station in Lexington,
Va., which indicated via phone call
it wanted to do a 90- minute special

student body of 3,000.
Ground was broken this week for
a new S3.7 million athletic and convocation center which will have a
permanent arm -chair seating of
6,000.
The new campus building will be
used for both college and community events, including commencements, concerts, theatrical productions, major lectures and spectator
sports. There will be a 20,000 square
foot lobby and guest passageway
areas, portable stage. support facilities and storage areas. Lighting will
he at a level for color television productions. The facility will be open
house for concert promoters.

Copyngnt 1977. 13,nbuar0 Pubhcabons. Inc No par, of in,, pubcar4n may be
reproouc,.t
a reineval system,
or Iransm,nea, ,n any form or by
any means e,eclron,c mecnan.c.ii
phdocopy,ng, recoromg, Of oiherw6e, wnnoul
tM prior women pet müs,On of the

sus. on

Continued from page 50
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Top Boxoffice

In Action

JIM McCULLAUGH

LOS ANGELES -Capitol Records is placing greater focus on its
college involvement in terms of radio. press and artist touring and intends making major showcase at the
upcoming NECAA national convention Feb. 22 -26 in Ncw Orleans
with artist Norton Buffalo.
Three months ago Carol Peters
joined as assistant to Ray Tusken,
the label's national AOR promotion

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY For Week
Ending

/Univ.

McEUEN- Feyline Presents

Municipal Aud, Wichita Falls, Texas, Dec

4

$17,500''
$17,450'

SPOTLIGHT ON THE

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

DISCOVERING A FERTILE
MUSIC MARKETPLACE
www.americanradiohistory.com

Jo

bL
Concert

To

Con?nv

all of our friends ..
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A MARKET PREPARES TO
BREAK WIDE OPEN

Pacific
Northwest

areas in the country. While fiercely competitive, perhaps no
other radio market in the U.S. is as closely attuned to its audience as the Northwest.
The area is also perhaps the most aggressive and fertile
record retailing market in the U.S. Per capita. Northwest residents may purchase more vinyl than any other region and
market volume on the West Coast is second only to Southern

By JIM McCULLAUGH

...

ber!!!
Tim
The pacific Northwest -like some great and powerful pine
which dwarfs all with its staggering natural beauty -is toppling hard and fast into mainstream musical consciousness.
Always a fertile breeding ground for local talent that smol
dered sporadically into national prominence (Kingsmen, Paul
Revere & the Raiders), the areas spanning Washington. Oregon. Montana, Idaho and
Western Canada have made

quantum music industry

California.
Another indication of the increased activity and spirit in the e
m
market is the emergence of the Great Northwest Music Corn.
pang, a new label spear- g.
headed by Lou Lavinthal, n"
Stan Jaffe and Jerry Dennon with headquarters at
the ABC Records & Tape
Sales facilities in Seattle.
"We wanted to be an independent record production company," says Den
non, "trying to find talent
and get them in the studio
and get involved in all aspects of their careers. The
record business has become so big, competitive
and prolific that it doesn't
malter anymore where you
are located. We felt we
would rather be our own la
bel and have control over
the destiny of our projects.
We intend to be a full-fledged record company using independent distribution. And our scope is national although we
will be paying attention to artists both outside and inside the o
region. We feel very strongly ñ
that there's a lot of talent here
m
that's going untapped.
Two recent releases include m

ii

leaps on all levels in the past
few years and show no signs
of slowing down.
Its status as a major mustcal market is unfolding.
The amount of superlative
local talent -both native
born and bred as well as an

Thom Bell and Elton John with plaques commemorating their collaboration on an upcoming album at a recent party inside
Seattle's Kaye -Smith Studios. Sandwiched
between the producer and English superstar
are JoDee Omer, manager of Mighty Three
Music 'Thom Bell Productions, and Melinda
Britt, operations manager at Kaye. Smith.
It was a long. hard climb but Heart (right), a
native Northwest group, skyrocketed to international attention with its first album
"Dreamboat Annie" and now records for
CBS Portrait.

influx from elsewhere -is
mushrooming with creative
energy.
The towering success of
Heart, their genius now un-

deniable, is perhaps only the
tip of a native artist iceberg.
Arista's shrewd president.
Clive Davis, always searching
Thom Hulett (left) heads up
for creative drumfires, made
Concerts West, a major nahis first trip to the area
tional promotion firm which
recently and came away with
makes its headquarters in
Striker, a Seattle-based rock
Seattle.
band primed for a January
debut album.
It's a sate bet that executives of other labels. both large and
small, have their eyes focusing Northwestward.
Top name producers have begun to headquarter in the
market like Thom Bell, who has established a West Coast base
tor Mighty Three Music /Thom Bell Productions in Seattle with
offices at Kaye-Smith Studios.
Bell, who has produced such artists as Dionne Warwick,
Johnny Mathis. the O'Jays, M.F.S.B. and the Spinners, is well
known for his collaborations with Kenny Gamble and Leon
Huff and their contributions to the historic "Philadelphia
Sound."
And Bell, who jets back and forth between the Northwest
and Philadelphia, is convinced that the area is still only at the
threshold of a massive creative explosion.
In one of the most intriguing producer/ artist liaisons in re
cent memory, Bell is producing Elton John At Kaye -Smith. the
result of which will be available in an early 1978 album. The
mere presence of the English superstar recording in the
Northwest has caused an unprecedented electricity in the
market.
Another top producer also living and working in the Seattle
area is Mike Flicker who skyrocketed to national attention as
Heart's studio mentor.
"My prime reason for being here," says the one time Mush.
room executive who is also producing Wendy Waldman's up
coming LP in Seattle. "is the environment. can't think of any
other place where would rather live or work. get inspired
just listening to what has to be the most progressive radio in
the country."
The recording studio scene, a relative vacuum up until a few
years ago, has swelled with new and upgraded facilities in
Seattle, Portland, Eugene, Vancouver, Montana and elsewhere. And these studios are hardly the tour or eight track
"garage" variety but increasingly state ofthe -art 16 and
24 -track complexes boasting high caliber engineering and
production. They, in themselves, are having an enormous
stimulus on the entire music scene.
The number of live concerts held in the Northwest in both major and secondary as well as
campus markets is astounding consid
eying the size and population of the
region. It's reflective of the strong
support the populace gives to this
type of entertainment and it's
also propelling a thriving tavern
and nightclub environment.
Both national and regional
promoters and booking agents
have found a flourishing and
competitive home.
And the region has its share
of top facilities such as the
Seattle Kingdome and the historic Seattle and Portland Paramount Theatres which have mushroomed into major concert venues.
The radio market is now receiving the
national attention industry observers feel it deserves as one of the most progressive and important breakout

i.._.1®rim!

"The History

The Seattle Kingdome (above) houses more than football
and baseball. It's turned into one of the premier concert
showcases in the country.
View of the historic Portland Paramount. The chain also

owns the Seattle Paramount,

a

premier concert theatre.

I

I

windmill perched atop the Millennium record store
above) in Portland provides electricity which runs the outlet's turntables.
At right, a recent one -day Portland downtown "neighborhood fair" sponsored by radio station KGW and its tv and
FM affiliates drew some 150,000 participants. Discussing
plans for future fairs are KGW program director Mike Phillips (left) and Glynn Shannon, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. dee¡ay.
The Little Mountain Sound Company in Vancouver has become a prime recording studio in the Pacific Northwest.
Can-Base Studios, the home of Mushroom Records, which
saw international success with Heart.
A

Of

I'

Northwest

Rock," a compendium of acts
that include the Kingsmen, the
Frantics, Dave Lewis, the Sonics,
Ian Whitcomb. Don & the Good
times, the Bards, the Springfield
Rifle and Sir Raleigh & the Coupons with liner notes covering
the region's musical genesis.
Another volume is scheduled for
1978.
Another release is the "Elvis
Tapes," a 1957 interview with
the late superstar taped in Vancouver,
Albums released in 1977 include Don Brown, Jeff Adern,
Ian Whitcomb, the Brothers Four and Danny O'Keefe on Great
Northwest's First American mainstream pop label; Gate
mouth Brown, Family Lotus and Stephen Whynott on its Music Is Medicine esoteric label; and the New Deal Rhythm Band
on the Picadilly label.
Gil Bateman heads First
American while Joe Triscan
heads Music Is Medicine.
Another indication of the increasing maturity of the Northwest is the amount of concentrated professionalism being
given to artist management, a
key to any successful artist.
One recent example is Seattle
based Beaux Arts, also a concert
promoter, headed up by John
Strewn, -Jim Wald and Nils and
Diana Von Veh, who provide a
"full service" professional management. production and promotion company.
In addition to managing
Striker, Beaux Arts also represents Ian Matthews, David Surkamp, Bill
Lamb, Skyboys and Epicentre.
"This area has been rampant with talent."
says Diana Von Veh, "that for years have left
this market and gone to a Los Angeles. But
that's changing and the market is coming
into its own on all levels. It's fresh and untapped and the entire Pacific Northwest is going to mushroom enormously. It's hard keeping your perspective being in New York or Los
Angeles. The rest of the country is not in that
space. The Northwest has a way of putting
you in touch with the microcosms of the coun-

try "

Meadowlark Ventures has also sprouted as
a creative artist management company
(Continued on page PN -11)
www.americanradiohistory.com
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REGIONAL CLUBS SPRING
UP ALL OVER
By GEORGE ARTHUR

Dancing at Up The Down Staircase in Portland
(left).
Seattle Coliseum (below).
Aquarius Club (circle).

The Pacific Northwest is replete with outstanding concert
facilities as well as venues and clubs which not only showcase

national talent but provide key exposure avenues for the bountiful
supply of native artists.
Major facilities in Port
land include the Memorial
Coliseum, the Paramount
Theatre with a seating capacity of 3,036 (owned
and operated by the

In the area

Seattle based West Coast
Theatre Corporation) and
the Portland Civic Auditorium. In Eugene There's
McArthur Court while Medford. Ore.. has the National Guard
Armory.
In Spokane, Wash., there's the Spokane Coliseum, the Spokane Opera House & Convention House, as well as the Spo.
kane Riverpark Center.
Vancouver boasts the Pacific Coliseum Exhibition Park, the
Queen Elizabeth Theatre as well as the Orpheum Theatre with
the Victoria Memorial Arena in Victoria, B.C.
Major nightspots in Portland include Bob Moore's Euphoria
Tavern with a 300 capacity with Moore opening another larger
facility in the city. Acts that have recently played this premier
club include Bonnie Rartt. Tom Waits, Leon Redbone, Rick
Nelson, Dr. Hook and Jimmy Reed.
Among other tavern and lounges in and around the Port
land area are Buzzard's Roost, Claudia's Tavern. Depot Tay.
ern, Hano's, Harpo's, Hobbit. Hops and Barley. Ken's Afterglow, Kid's 'N' I, Peanut Farm, the Ramp, Longbranch Water
Hole, White Eagle Cafe and Lounge. Bogarts Joint, Old Town
Strutters Hall, Yurs Restaurant and Lounge, Gassy Jacks.
Keyhole. Rays Helm, Sams Billiars, Shire Inn, Wreck of the
Hesperus, Faucent, Flight 181 /Ritz Disco. Last Hurrah, Old
Main Tavern, Riddles, Turquoise Room, Up The Down Staircase. Kingston Coffee Shop, Buffalo Head and the Red Baron
Steak House.
The Hayloft in Vancouver, Wash., is another popular talent
nightspot.

Steve Lyons, music director at Earthquake Ethels Disco.

Earthquake Ethel's has emerged as a prime disco in the
Portland area attracting huge crowds.
Three nightspots in the Vancouver market include the
Hyatt Regency Ballroom, Oil Can Harry's Entertainment Complex and Pharoah's.
The Univ. of Montana in Missoula copromotes concerts by
major acts such as Marshall Tucker (U.M. record audience
8.100), Fleetwood Mac, Chicago and Giles. Elvin Bishop has a
big following in the area, as do the Doobie Bros. and various
Southern boogie-rock bands. Says Chris Roberts of Meadowlark Ventures in Missoula, "Southern country-rock does well

SLC

To all the artists who recorded our tunes in 1977:
Archie Bell & The Drells
Brenda & The Tabulations
Jean Carn
Norman Connors
Dee Dee Sharp Gamble
Thelma Houston
Freddie Hubbard
Phyllis Hyman
Elton John
Johnny Mathis
Randy Meisner
Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes
M.F.S.B.
Mighty Clouds of Joy
New Birth

O'Jays
Sharon Paige
Billy Paul
Teddy Pendergrass
People's Choice
Persuaders
The Pips
Arthur Prysock
Lou Rawls
Marlena Shaw
Spinners
Ringo Starr
Gabor Szabo
Stanley Turrentine
Trammps
Dexter Wansel

Thank you from Mighty Three Music.
We all look forward to an even greater year in 1978.

"YOU'LL NEVER FORGET OUR TUNES"
2212 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98121 (206) 682 -5278
309 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 (215) 546 -3510
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because its a
lot like the music created
locally." In Billings, where
the major rooms are at
Grandmas, rock and
country-rock are featured.
In Bozeman, with one big
rock room, Waylon Jennings has recently been a
top draw.
Missoula has two
"Showcase" type rooms
Sunday's disco.
(and also 12 other hoe talent clubs, are supported
by the 65,000 area population). The first,
Top Hat. is billed as
"the Northwest's newest showcase." and features occasional
name artists such as the Amazing Rhythm
Aces or Elvin
Bishop (who stopped in during a tour to play for free),
as well
as top regional bands. Says Roberts, who
books the Top Hat,
-The club has a consistent house clientele and is usually at
least half lull Monday through Saturday." He
tries to book
original and more esoteric music into the club. which has had
a range of talent from country to rock and
even jazz.
A few blocks away is the Park Hotel, "The
Park" or what is
know locally, says Doug Brown, principal in Good Music,
a major booking agency in the area with a branch in Seattle, "the
Northwest's No. 1 dive." Boogie rock is the rule in this establishment.
The top regional band playing Montana is generally acclaimed to be Mission Mountain Wood Band, which plays a
gamut from country rock to bluegrass. Other important
bands are Shadow from Seattle. Wheattield from Eugene,
Ore., T. Gosney of Austin, Tex. and the Roto Wonder Band, a
Los Angeles group.
The University of California at Davis in Northern California
is constructing the Wreck Hall which promises
to be a main
concert venue. When finished it will have a capacity of over
10,000 according to Jim Werthman of the college's entertainment board.
Werthman also stresses that the school is interested in
solid
tions with promoters and booking agents.
The new facility is being built entirely on donations from the
community and alumni.
"We want to make it a major stop on a tour," points out
Werthman, "and within a 45. minute driving radius from Davis
there are approximately one million people to draw on."
It's interesting that in 1854, when Seattle was just a settlement in the midst of the Pacific Northwest wilderness. Yes.
ler's Hall -a dining hall for a sawmill crew -was presenting
traveling shows, lecturers and musical programs. Seattle's
citizens have always been great show -goers and that tradition
is more alive today than ever.
Area promoters and audiences are served by a variety of
venues; theatrical houses put to rock and pop uses and publicly -owned and operated auditoriums are among the busiest
such facilities in the U.S.
The history of nightlife in the city -clubs. performance
showcases and today's discos -is more mixed. Washington
state liquor regulations for many years placed severe limitations on such operations. Recent changes in those regulations. and the rapidly.expanding public appetite for night.
life, promise changes in the near future.
The city's first planned -from- the -floor -up disco (The Space
Place) has just opened. One of the city's classic movie palaces.
The Music Hall, is being turned into a dinner theater with
plans for both dramatic and musical presentations at what
will become Jack McGovern's Music Hall. The need for a suitable music showcase is a concern which is often discussed in
Seattle's music community.
Some historians maintain that vaudeville died in Seattle
(The Pantages circuit, headquartered here, continued two -aday presentations at its flagship house into the 1950s), but
regardless, it is true that the city has a number of fine old theatrical houses. Two of them. the Paramount Northwest and
the Moore Egyptian, have played important roles in the city's
music life.
The Paramount Northwest, operated by the Seattle -based
West Coast Theater Corporation. has a capacity of 2,976. One
of the last great vaudeville palaces built, in 1929, it has been a
concert venue since the beginning of this decade.
It's a fine house in which to see a performance (both sight
lines and acoustics are excellent) and it's an unusual weekend
in which at least one concert isn't staged there.
One of Seattle's finest old legit houses is the Moore Egyp
tian, built in 1905 as The Moore Theater. Currently a foreign
and art film house, it also hosts touring stage productions and
musical events.
The Moore's management, having last year restored the
theater, does not book rock acts; the Paramount's beat'up in.
tenor is testimony to the validity of its concern. But jazz and
pop are still at home in the Moore's 1,500 capacity audito.
rium.
(Continued on page PN -18)

"Thanks To A Very Special Label
For Signing A Very Special Band!!"

STRIKER
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ARISTA

RECORDS

COMING IN JANUARY

ßeoux Arts Associates
MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION AND PROMOTION
representing:

STRIKER
(ON ARISTA RECORDS)

IAN MATTHEWS
DAVID SURKAMP
SKYBOYS
JOHN STRAWN / JAMES WALD / NILS VON VEH
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For its size, geographical posture and population, the Pa
cific Northwest has one of the most active and competitive
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concert promotion environments perhaps anywhere in the
country. The volume of shows presented is almost staggering.
Traditionally, English rock bands would (and still do) fly the
polar route from London to kick off a tour in Vancouver B C
or Seattle before heading out to other markets and the area
has gained a reputation for that.
Any number of British -and even American acts -have
done that including the likes of the Rolling Stones, Rod Stewart, Paul McCartney & Wings and Led Zeppelin, although concell promoters feel the area is increasingly more viable as an
ending or even an inbetween stop on a tour.
One outstanding feature of the area which more fully documents the intense amount of live talent showcasing is the fact
that an unusually high number of promoters coexist successfully, albeit competitively, in the marketplace.
Promoters in the Seattle area include Albatross Productions, John Bauer Concert Co., Beaux Arts Associates, Concerts West, Garrett Attractions, Northwest Releasing, Jack
Roberts, Bill Markham and Associates and Sterling Recrea.
hon.

Promoters in Portland include Double Tee Productions, Ce.
lebrity Attractions, Phil Downing & Associates, and Roy Jay
Enterprises.
In addition to promoting acts in Washington and Oregon.
many promoters extend their activities to include Western
Canada, Montana, Idaho, Alaska, Hawaii and Arizona and,
again exhibiting a spirit of cooperation, will team up with a
rival to put on a show.
Concert promoters point to professionally run facilities, excellent security personnel, reasonable ticket pricing struo
tures, progressive radio, and a very high demand among the
populous to see all kinds of live talent as contributing to the
healthy promotion scene.
In the main, rock 'n' roll draws the most revenue but the ave

Greg Lee and Dave Leiken (right) owner of Double Tee Promotion, Portland.

Nils Von Veh, Diana Von Veh and John Strawn, shown
lett to
right, of Beaux Arts Associates, a Seattle -based concert
pro.
moting, production, management and promotion firm,
huddle
together developing album art ideas for group Striker.

Palmer, Ted Nugent, Grateful Dead. Crosby, Stills
& Nash and
others. Territories Bauer covers are Western Canada,
Washington, Oregon, Hawaii, Idaho and Montana.
"The market here is good and growing," he notes.
"and
think the Portland, Vancouver and Seattle coliseums are
the
best I've seen in the country. They are professional and
run as
businesses."
Advertising plays a major role in Bauer's promotions with
him adding, "I think we spend more money
on advertising
than anyone. The two areas we won't cut back on are
advertising and security."
Bauer is especially proud of "Catch A Rising Star,"
a concept he helped engineer in late 1976 in conjunction with radio
stations, venue operators and record labels.
The idea was to charge $1 admission to put on an act
that
was in its beginning career stages to expose them.
"Now it costs money to do that," points out Bauer, "but we
felt it was important and we have been instrumental in expos
mg acts like Robert Palmer, Brian Ferry and 38 Special.
Seattle and the Northwest is becoming an important breakout
market and don't think too many towns can boast the kind
of innovative activity we have here. The dollar concept has and
is being adopted in other areas around the country. It works."
Bauer will round out the year with such acts as Aerosmith,
Jean -Luc Ponty, Kansas and Dolly Parton.
Concerts West, a national firm, is headquartered in Seattle
and has promoted the likes of Paul McCartney, Led Zeppelin
and Elvis Presley around the country.
Thom Hulett of Concerts West notes, "The Northwest is
one of the better markets. Even though it's isolated somewhat, bands like to play four or five dates here.
"I think we've got some high caliber facilities in the area like
the Vancouver Coliseum, the Portland Coliseum. and the
Seattle Coliseum. don't know of an act that's walked out of
those places unhappy.
"One factor that contributes to a healthy picture is that the
security is highly professional and that makes it a lot easier."
Hulett also cites the progressive radio stations in the North
west which have helped break many acts indicating a high de.
gree of diverse music interest among the population.
He agrees that the Northwest is a kickoff spot on the circuit.
"Over the years a lot of attractions have started here," he
states, "Bad Company started in Portland and Led Zeppelin
has begun tours here.
Hulett also points out that when Paul McCartney & Wings
toured last year, the Kingdome in Seattle "was the only stadium date he agreed to play in the U.S.
"One of the attractions also." he adds, "is that most buildings in the area go festival seating and many acts approve of
that. Ticket prices average about $7.50, even major ones, but
there are occasions when they might go as high as $10. When
Elton John played Seattle ticket prices were $8.50. For some
acts we are promoting this fall like Chicago and the Beach
Boys the ticket scale will be $7 while Steve Miller will be
I

John W. Nyberg (left) and Paul M. Barbarus, co- owners of promoting firm Far West Entertainment, go over ideas for an upcoming event.
nues for pop. MOR, country rock, country and jazz are gaining

strength.
Another factor adding to the professionalism of the concert
promotion scene is the multi-faceted structure of some pro
moters -such as a Beaux Arts Associates or an Albatross Productions -who manage or who are involved in production,
thus giving them additional insight into promoting.
John Bauer, John Bauer Concert Co., figures he will do in
the neighborhood of 200 shows in 1977 with his main empha-

I

sis on rock.

Acts he's promoted in the Northwest include Kansas,
Jethro Tull, Peter Frampton, Joan Baez, Emerson, Lake &

THANKS SEATTLE

I

for Uncovering Me!

$7.50."
The highlight of 1977 for Concerts West, according to Hulett, was Led Zeppelin's July 17 date at the Seattle Kingdome.
Seats were $10 and sold out within a week.
Ken Kinnear, who manages Heart, also operates a successful concert promoting company called Albatross Productions
and has been a promoter in the area for six years.
Kinnear figures he'll do roughly 50-60 shows in the Northwest in 1977.

JFØtIEIIIC MOTI

"My focus," he states, "is mostly rock, jazz and AOR but
do more rock 'n' roll than anything else. It's become a real
competitive market, much more so than when started. When
first began it was just Concerts West, Northwest Releasing
and myself."
Albatross promotes in the eight Northwestern states as well
as Western Canada.
"I think per capita Seattle has more concerts than any
where else. There's a hell of a lot going on, and look at all the
concert promoters who co -exist here."
Among the acts that Albatross has done in the Northwest
are Rush, Randy Newman. Steve Goodman. the Doobie Brothers, Firefall, Jesse Winchester, Phoebe Snow, Herbie Hancock, Hall & Oates and Neil Sedaka as well as Heart.
Kinnear also adds that he is the only promoter with an of
Lice in Vancouver and finds it "easy" to promote in Western
I

I

-
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608 19th AVE, SEATTLE, WA. 98112
(206) 937 -1985

Canada.

Another successful Seattle based promoter is Beaux Arts

www.americanradiohistory.com

ssoaa es. a promo ertmanagemen company w is i as put
on Lou Reed. Martin Mull. Michael Franks, Keith Jarrett. and
Paul Horn in 1977 and in tandem with Portland's Double Tee
Productions has promoted ELO in Phoenix. Al Stewart in Cor
vallis. George Benson in Eugene. as well as Bonnie Radt.
Muddy Waters, Commander Cody, New Riders 01 The Purple
Sage. Harry Chapin, David Bromberg and Doc Watson,
Pnncipals in the company are John Strawn. Jim Wald and
Nils and Diana Von Veh, The firm was actually started as a
production /management vehicle for Striker. an act Beaux
Arts is developing, and recently inked to a major Arista contract.
Says Nils Von Veh, "It's good to have been a promoter and
to have promoted because it makes you a lot more aware of
what happens when a band comes in and does a show You
get a lot better educated. A lot of managers don't understand
the pressures of a promoter. And a lot of promoters don't understand the pressures a band faces, We understand both
sides and we look at the concert promoting side as a tool to
expand our capabilities as managers."
Adds Diana Von Veh, "All the major concert promoters here
are doing something. You take a look at the agenda and it's
packed. But that doesn't mean you just turn the crank and
expect to get it done. It does require a lot of work and dedication. When we did Lou Reed, for example, people said it will
never happen. But we had a number of windows put up and
did extensive radio coverage. And we did quite well.
"Certain acts are easy to sell and everyone knows who they
are. But tor other acts you have to go out and do a number
and that's what we try to do."
Von Veh also footnotes that concert attendees in the Northwest are loyal and will remember an act. If a major name puts
on a poor show, his next appearance In the city may be met by
a mediocre turnout. At the same time, audiences are appre
ciative of outstanding shows, even by new artists. Ted Nugent
and Al Stewart being good examples of that, both of whom
were selling out in the Northwest before anywhere else.
Oldest concert promoter in the area is Northwest Releasing,
in existence 25 years, and Jerry Lonn says, "We promote everything but hard rock and do pop, folk, jazz, country, ballets.
and symphonies."
The company promotes as far away as Alaska and Hawaii in
addition to Northwestern states and Western Canada.
Among the acts Northwest Releasing has promoted are Lou
Rawls, Carlos Montoya, Guy Lombardo, Shirley Bassey, Gordon Lightfoot, Captain & Tennille, Ray Charles, Judy Collins,
Tony Bennett, Carole King. and Preservation Hall Jazz Band.
"I guess we'll do in the neighborhood of 70 attractions in
1977 that encompasses some 275 performances," observes
Lonn.
"This is an extremely healthy market for concert promoters," adds Lonn who believes that the Northwest is not only a
starting point for tours but an ending and inbetween point as
well.
"I think people have more leisure time. Salaries are up and
both young and older people are spending their money on live
entertainment. Even during the Boeing Corp. layoffs, business was good. It's even better today."
Lonn also observes that one repertoire of music that is weak
in the Northwest is black music.

"There's a relatively small black community in both Seattle
and Portland," he says, "and clubs. for example, just can't
support national acts. Groups like the Commodores and the
Emotions have never played Seattle but there think it's a
case of those types of acts asking for too much money. They
are not going to come for $5.000. Not when they get $25.000
in New York or Chicago. think what this area needs is a good
r &b promoter. R &B seems to be a last minute type of show
here." Lonn also indicates the college market is extremely
good and active over Washington and Oregon.
Dave Leiken with Double Tee Productions headquarters out
of Portland and like Ken Kinnear and Beaux Arts is a pro
moterimanager. He manages Fantasy. a jazz funk black act
on Fantasy. some of whose members are from Portland origiI
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nally.
Leiken, who started as a promoter in 1972, figures he will
do in the neighborhood of 70.100 shows in 1977 in the North
west and has done the likes of the Doobie Brothers, Grateful
Dead, Rush /UFO (in conjunction with Albatross). the Tubes.
Commander Cody and David Bromberg, Bonnie Raitt and
Jimmy Buffett and ELO in Phoenix.
Prime venues in Portland says Leiken are the Portland Coliseum and Paramount Theatre.
For the Portland market. Leiken indicates that the best
draws are rock and pop such as with a Fleetwood Mac but
"some acts do disproportionately well here. For example.
Jimmy Buffett owns this town. He could fill the Coliseum easily and the last time he was here-he did phenomenally well.
"Ticket pricing in Portland averages about 57.50.58.50 at
the Coliseum with an occasional $10 tag. Oct. 4 Rod Stewart
played the Coliseum with a $10 high.
"I don't think ticket prices are quite as high yet as they are
in Seattle. Fleetwood Mac got $10 but not every act is going to
do that here." He agrees that because of the small black population of approximately 20.000. soul and r &b do not do well.
"Some group has to break the ice," says Leiken.
"There are other groups," adds Leiken, "like an Earth.
Wind & Fire who come in and not only work the major cities in
the Northwest but the smaller cities as well. That goes a long
way to build an act also and perpetuate a following and record
sales.
Leiken says that one of the biggest headaches he's experiencing as a concert promoter today is the skyrocketing cost of
sound and lighting equipment. although he does acknowledge the professionalism of those types of Northwest firms in
the area, and what he terms "backstage gratuities."
(Continued on page PN22)
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COMPETI1ÌVE CRUNCH IN
A SOFTER SOUNIJ MARKET
Washington And Oregon
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Hard and fast format lines. except in a few instances. no
longer arbitrarily dictate station programming in the Pacific
Northwest. A flexibility in interpretation blurs the borderlines
and crossover has become the rule rather than the exception.
Rating specialists, for example, have long had KJR and
KING in a seemingly never -ending see-saw battle for Top 40
leadership in the Seattle marketing area. Yet each places a
different stress on programming and shares, to
some degree, a market
that fluctuates back and
forth between Top 40 and
best

ences are fluctuating rapidly as an upsurge of music awareness and appreciation sweeps the region.
Radio stations are perplexed and somewhat uncertain because they're doing their homework too well. Audience research is becoming a highly sophisticated tool and radio pro
grammers today are finding out more about their listeners'
tastes than ever before. "The refining of scientific research
techniques is the most significant development in Northwest
radio," says KAYO's Mike Peyton. "Any station that's going to
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swer at the ready. "Yes,
very competitive. The
manager Steve West: "We
Vancouver area is not like
really don't look on KING
a major American market
as competition. What
such as Los Angeles
we're looking at is probwhere
a station with 5%
i.
ably the lower demograof
the audience can be
phics of such MOR stathe
top station. In Van.
tions as KVI, KOMO and
couver
you need 7% just
KIRO.
KZOK's big painting in downtown Seattle.
Chris Adams, program director of KWJJ (PortCFUN's Bob Magee in Vancouver.
to
be in the running."
Country oriented staland's top rated country station), left, talks with
There
are 13 significant
tions, too, are straying from the strict format corral. Chris
Bob McNab, midday announcer (at controls)
radio stations operating in this uppermost portion of the
Pa.
Adams, operations manager for the top-rated country station
and Steve Glass, the station's afternoon
cifsc Northwest and struggling for their 7% of a listening
auKWJJ in Portland, sees a gravitation of country to what is genpersonality.
dience in excess of one million potential listeners. Also taking
erally classified Top 40. Old rock, too, he notes, sort of blends
a bite out of this million plus isCKDA (the one significant
sta.
in with country and. as a consequence. his station is begin
cut it better get into research and learn how to use it," he adtion based in Victoria on Vancouver Island), the several lesser
ning to dip into the AOR field. In Seattle KAYO has been strivvises. Practically all area stations are doing lust that.
stations. and, of course, American AM, FM and cable radio.
mg energetically to change its image from a "hillbilly" station
The struggle, not only to prosper but to survive. is crucial in
Radio programmers generally agree that the market is comto a "radio station that plays country music." says program
the Northwest region. Competition for the radio dollar is inpetitive. Though AM and FM has its special problems here, if
director Mike Peyton. The station, he says, plays crossover
tense. In the Seattle marketing area (comprising King, Snoanything is apparent it is that among the best established stafrequently and "tries to stay mainstream."
homish and Pierce counties, roughly Everett to Tacoma and
tions there is still some breathing room even in an area that is
It's difficult to draw strict, closely defined lines these days.
serving an over-12 adult audience of a little over 2 million)
supposed to be choked.
most radio people agree. The format is important. it appears.
there were, at the last count, 48 signals. Portland. with half
Only one country station. CKWX, wields any real influence
only as a general guideline. Take, for example, KVI -AM which
the Seattle area population, has 28 signals, and Eugene.
in the lower mainland though the Langley based CJJC gives
is listed MOR in the Seattle market. "Actually," says program
serving an area of about 400.000 persons, has 13 commercial
the "Supercountry" station competitive opposition.
director Michael O'Shea, "KVI-AM has settled into a niche disstations. KVI's O'Shea calls the region a radio smorgasbord.
Of the prominent MOR AM stations, CHQM woos listeners
tinctly its own somewhere between KOMO (MOR) and KJR
Yet, because competition is intense and everybody's pitchwith a soft and gentle music format which is flexible enough to
(Top 40)." Other program directors, both in Seattle and Port
ing for the advertising dollar, area businesses get swept along
accommodate jazz which occasionally veers into the area of
land, note that hard and fast format lines can't be strictly apin the excitement. "Commercial customers who never
progressive music. CJOR is known as the "Hockey Nut Staplied to them. Music classifications are difficult to regiment in
thought much about radio before are beginning to compare
tion" because of its extensive coverage of the Vancouver Cathe Pacific Northwest because audience tastes and prefer(Continued on page PN -1I)
nucks of the National Hockey League. As a result. play -by -play
announcer Jim Robson is one of the best known media personalities in and around Vancouver. Hockey. and the coverage given to sports in general. is all a part of a format that is
heavily into talk and more talk.
New Westminster's CKNW combines easy listening music
with an emphasis on news and personality. CKNW is the news
leader undisputedly as their sticker promotion proclaims.
Which leaves two Vancouver -based contemporary music
stations on the AM band and two on FM embroiled in a battle
for their magical 7% territorial imperative.
On tops C-FUN, a station owned by Toronto based CHUM
radio. C -FUN became the No. 1 station (with a penetration
well into Washington State) in mid -1975 and has stayed there
with a commanding lead. C -FUN dominates in nearly all the
demographic breakdowns and has the most listeners overall.
C-FUN's Program Director is Chuck McCoy, who five years
ago inherited a radio station in ruins. By initiating fresh policies and injecting a contender's spirit into his personnel, he
has brought the station to the top.
Calling it a contemporary music station (as opposed to a
A Documentary Interview
traditional Top 40 or rock station), McCoy maintains a tight
playlist of 34 records and adds between 0 and 5 new record( "ELVIS TAPES" ALBUM COVER(
ings a week based on what tìpsheets, personal polls, teleThe Great Northwest Music Co. = 4005
phone requests. album sales and instinct tell him. C -FUN is
Distributed by FIRST AMERICAN
credited with breaking Chilliwack's "Dreams Dreams
Records and these quality distributors:
Dreams" album which is gold in Canada, and had a hand in
breaking Heart as well as Little River Band's "Help Is On The
ALTA /Phoenix
Way."
Besides the consistency of C -FUN's programming, which is
M.S. /Los Angeles
what McCoy believes is the key to his station's success, is the
aggressive approach to promotion that C -FUN has taken and
M.S. /San Francisco
leads the way in. Hourly giveaways of albums and concert tickSOUND /Denver
ets, cash prizes. the introduction of the window sticker. and
television advertising has given C -FUN a high public profile to
SCHWARTZ BROTHERS /Washington. D.C.
complement its bright, live -wire sound.
PICKWICK /Atlanta
Having accomplished this much, McCoy is resigning his position to take up a new challenge. Replacing him will be well
PICKWICK /Miami
known Canadian announcer, Daryl Burlingham, who will have
a number of eyes upon him when he arrives to take over in
ALL SOUTH /New Orleans
December.
ARC -JAY -KAY /Detroit
As an alternative to beating C -FUN at its own game, CKLG.
AM, the station that once epitomized Vancouver Top 40 radio,
PICKWICK /Minneapolis
has aimed itself at an older, more sophisticated audience by
PICKWICK /St. Louis
ALTA /Salt Lake City
introducing a softer sound, an easy listening slant that can accommodate crossover country and MOR hits as easily as it can
RECORD PEOPLE /New York
NYLEN /Honolulu
today's gentler pop-rock. CKLG is anticipating the aging of the
PICKWICK /Dallas
post-war babies and is intending to be where they tread.
M.S. /Chicago
And still there is an essential difference between an MOR
H.W. DAILY /Houston
SUPREME /Cincinnati
station such as CKNW or its FM sister CFMI and CKLG
Whereas CFMI -FM, the frontrunner in the "soft rock for
SOUND /Seattle
Also Available On GRT Tapes.
adults" category, is credited with influencing the release of
as a
Ol via Newton-John's "Don't Cry For Me Argentina"
b
single, CKLG-AM broke Supertramp's "Give A Little Bit"
(Continued on page PN -1!)
MOR. Says KJR program
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"Is this a competitive
market ?" asks Roy Hennessy, program director
of CKLG-FM, with the an-
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MAJOR AGENCIES

WITH SECONDARY MARKET DATES

THROUGHOUT THE WEST
Our Inside knowledge of this market can fill out your tours.

NATIONAL ACT BUYING SERVICE
FOR COLLEGES AND PROMOTERS
Rely on our experience and reputation to assist you in getting the acts you wont.

GMA

IS THE NO.1 TALENT AGENCY
IN THE NORTHERN WEST

And you con bet we didn't build that kind of business overnight.
P.S. We're looking for a headliner.

MOUNTAIN STATES:

EOM

w

The Good Music Agency

P.O. Box 4067
Missoula. MT 59806
406 728 -5520
HEAD OFFICE

WEST COAST:
P.O. Box 2327
Seattle. WA 98111
206'662 -0124

MIDWEST:
P.O. Box 480
Moorhead. MN 56560
218/276 -8080

BROWN. BRIAN MNAFF. RANDY ERWIN. GREG BROOKS, MIME MASER. JOHN CROSSNO. RON BRIRD.
AGENTS SERVING YOU: DOUG
OTTO WYDOGEN. RICH SCHULTZE. KEITH MILLER
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Sound Market
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Washington And Oregon

Forging ahead in AOR popularity in the
Seattle area is KZOK
which has been broadcasting for about
31/4 years as an FM
sta
lion and only recently (Sept. 15) started an AM
auxiliary Programs on the two stations are simulcast
about 55% of the 24
hour broadcast day. Program director Norm
Gregory notes
that competition between AOR and the Top
40 is keen in the
area. "We dominate in the 1824 age brackets
and are pretty
close in the 18 -34 range," he claims.
Top country station KAYO places heavy
stress on identi.
fying with its listeners with a strong personality
thrust. Mike
Peyton and Robin Sherwood are probably
the station's best
known broadcasters, "Radio success," Peyton
says, "hinges
on three things -right people, right
music and the right pro.
motion." KAYO has had a severe signal problem
due to the
fact that its ground system is cluttered with
adjacent build.
ings. New property has been purchased, however,
and the
station will be moved (pending approval) to
a site in Bellvue
lust east of Lake Washington. The new tower
site, Peyton
says, will improve the KAYO signal some
30 %.
A leading contender for country audiences
in the Seattle
area is KMPS, but KMO in Tacoma is pushing hard
for a big
slice of the market. "We play a lot of the old
country and not
as many crossovers as some of the other
country stations,"
says KMO owner- manager, Jim Blaine. The proximity
of the
greater Seattle area doesn't bother Blaine in the
least. "As a
matter of fact, we're getting better ratings than
many of them
in their own market," he says. What helps
somewhat is that
KMO's tower is located about halfway between
Seattle and Ta
coma.
KIXI AM -FM is listed as the Seattle area's top beautiful
music station but, here again, the designation
doesn't tell the
whole story. KIXI, says program director Bob bridle. is
a little
different in that it's between MOR and background music.
Programs are simulcast 50% of the time. Second rated
BM
station in Seattle is KSEA.
.

(unturned front page PN -S
ratings and to shop for radio exposure," says KOMO's Larry
Nelson. "The aroused awareness creates a healthy environment for all radio in the Northwest and it certainly spurs every
station along the line to strive for better ratings," he observes.
The general Top 40 format guideline, given its many ramifications and fluctuations, seems dominant at the moment in
the Northwest region.
The two King Broadcasting stations, KGW in Portland and
KING in Seattle, keep fairly well within their Top 40 formats.
The trend is away from hard sound to softening, says Mike
Phillips. KGW program director. This trend is probably more
dominant in the Portland area than nationally because of the
area's more easygoing life style. he observes. KING goes in
heavily for contemporary music (also softening down somewhat) with classical being featured by its FM outlet. reports
Bob Conrad, program director. Programs are not simulcast.
The King Broadcasting FM station in Portland is KINK -FM
which is housed in the same building as KGW but operates as
a completely independent station. KINK -FM, which started in
1968 as Portland's first FM rock station, ranks number two in
the AOR rating for the area though. according to manager
Jack McGowan, it no longer goes for hardstream. "We play
contemporary type songs and lean heavily to the jazz and folk
flavors," McGowan says. Bluegrass. too. he notes, is strong in
his format.
Leading the AOR parade in Portland is KGON -FM which
took on Lee's Superstar format the first of the year and. according to Jim Robinson, program director, rode it to a 50%
listener increase as a result. "We're going into the second
book with Lee now and hope to increase even more," Robinson says. The service is provided by Kent Burkhart/Lee
Abrams & Associates which has some 40 radio station clients
around the country. -We try to give our listeners progressive
FM and consider ourselves an extension of Top 40," Robinson
says. He sees people trying to get away from the Top 40 if they
can "find something palatable" and hopes to provide that
plateau of escape.
No. in MOR in the Portland area is KXL -AM which has kept
pretty much the same format for the past 17 years. "We're
( actually a foreground adult music station with emphasis on
) good listening, says program director Larry Roberts. For example, he points out. the station plays the Captain and Ten
?
nille. Crystal Gayle, Kenny Nolan. Helen Reddy and Debbie
Boone along with Andy Williams, Steve Lawrence, Engelbert
Humperdinck and similar stars. KXL -FM was split from the
ò AM station in May and programmed for
beautiful music. The
1

-

KXL AM and FM prides itself on a "good listening format."
Its AM station is tops in MOR; its FM affiliate specializes in
beautiful music. Here program director Larry Roberts, left,
talks with announcers Don Butler (seated) and Howard Huntley.

AM broadcasts from 6 a.m. to sunset while the FM station is
on the air 24 hours a day. Programs before the split were simulcast. They no longer are. KXL-FM is the only live FM
station in the area.

Progressive rock, blues and jazz dominate the programming at KVAN -AM. -'Portlanders are more aware and more responsive to new music than are people in any other market in
the Northwest," believes KVAN program director Bob Ancheta. The station is moving to a new facility in Vancouver,
Wash. (target date was Nov. 11) across the river from its longtime location in North Portland. With the move, KVAN goes to
a 24.hour schedule. Up till now it has broadcast 6
a.m. till sunset. The station's new equipment, Ancheta says. has been designed for immediate transition from present technology to
AM stereo as soon as the latter is perfected.
KUPL-FM is the No. 1 beautiful music station in the Portland market. Both it and its counterpart, KUPL-AM, are fully
automated and operate 24 hours a day. General manager is
Bob Oxarart.
Leading country station in the area is KWJJ. with KRDR
ranking second. Other stations in the Portland marketing
area that help share the spotlight are KPAM-FM (Top 40),
KQFM (BM). and KEX (MOR).

Seattle's ranking MOR station is KOMO which recently celebrated its 50th anniversary under the same ownership. "Our
format is more conservative than that of KVI (leading Seattle
contender for MOR dominance)," says Larry Nelson. KOMO
program director. "We still play a tot of instrumentals and artists like Perry Como." he explains. The emphasis is on popular
and familiar music.

The only soul station in the Pacific Northwest is KYAC which
is now strictly AM, having disposed of its FM station in
Febru-

ary. Current concentration in programming is on contemporary jazz which is enjoying a lively renaissance in
Seattle. "No

other station in the region does jazz so heavily and it's working," says program director Robert L. Scott. The station, he
says. now ranks in the top 15 in the area market. a respectable lump from the 22nd place spot it occupied just six
months ago. Inasmuch as Seattle's black population is about
2% of the total. Scott sees his audience broadening generally.
KYAC has been limited to daytime broadcasting but is going

to

a

24 -hour schedule

Newest station in Seattle is KYYX. owned by Pat O'Day who
served for years as program director and later as general
manager of KJR. An FM station, it is making a bid for the Top
40 market. Most observers, however, feel it's too early to
make a judgement on its impact.
Portland newcomers are KYTE and KMJK (the former AMFM, the latter FM) but, as is the case with Seattle's KYYX, the
jury on them is still out.
KZEL, a progressive 100,000.watt FM station in Eugene
has. in the words of Stan Garrett. program director, "been
doing AOR longer than it has been called that." Rated No. 1 in
the format in the area, the station won Billboard station of the
year awards for FM markets under a million in 1975 and in
1976. Those same years Garrett won the Billboard Program
Director of the Year awards and announcer Jamie Denlinger
was tagged Billboard Personality of the Year in 1975. The station covers Western Oregon and wields a commercial advantage because of the strength of its signal.

format in Eugene is KBDF -AM. -Our appealto the audience," says program director Scott Bronson.
"is that we're consistent and the listener always knows what
to expect." Respect for listeners is one of the strong points of
the station, Bronson says. "Listeners respond to a mature
presentation of contemporary music :' he notes. "Just because they like this type of music is no sign they're immature
and this is the philosophy we attempt to articulate."
KEED -AM is No. in country in the Eugene area. Playlist includes half oldies, half current," reports program director
Tom Edwards. The station. he says, departs occasionally from
the format with crossover into selected rock hits.
Other stations making strong moves in market penetration
No.

1

in the Top 40

1

in the Eugene area include KUGN (MOR), KPNW. and KASH.

The general consensus throughout the radio broadcasting
industry in the Pacific Northwest is that FM is making substantial inroads into AM dominance. As yet, it has not reached
the parity level, although it is getting there. The hilly areas in
major population centers, particularly Seattle, hurt FM reception. Despite what it has to overcome, however. FM today
serves 34.8% of the Northwest radio audience, a remarkable
gain over its 18.8% share of the market registered in an October- November 1973 survey. "An 85% increase in less than
four years isn't bad." observes Larry Roberts of KXL. Mike
Phillips of KGW agrees that FM is making substantial inroads.
but he sees an eventual leveling off period -at what point.
he's not sure. He and other radio people in the region feel that
the development of AM stereo may dull the impact of FM.
With a general softening of music sounds throughout the
region, it is evident that punk rocks not getting much of a
play on Northwest radio stations. Most program directors feel
that it hasn't the broad appeal to generate impact. Larry Roberts of KXL calls it the "hula hoop of the 70s" and his designation elicits general agreement. "After all, there will never be
another Beatles," says KAYO's Mike Peyton.
All in all, radio is alive and healthy, both economically and
artistically, in the Pacific Northwest. And it looks as if it's going to stay that way.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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based in Missoula. Mont.. an area that many residents also
point to as a progressive, cultural island.
Meadowlark Ventures was formed, according to the firm's
Chns Roberts, in a pioneer effort to present to others what he

considers the fine quality of the Northwest's native music.
-I think we are one of the few agencies." says Roberts,
that stresses quality of original material. We try to pick a
new, unique and original band. We are not interested in copy
bands. Its a pioneering effort but the region has an
enormous number of talented people who are on that plateau. think we are also seeing an influx from outside the region as artistic people are searching for a natural environ-

Come to Bear Creek for recording that combines
country comforts with city convenience. Brand -new
MCI 16-track. Quad -8 console, ATR -100, and all the
out -board gear, plus overnight quarters, home
cooking, horses, and a Northwest rural setting just
minutes from downtown Seattle. Complete
production services are also available. Now
accepting bookings. Call Joe Hadlock at
206/485 -1791.

I

ment."

The region is also a home to top notch sound and lighting
firms, professional and consumer audio manufacturers, musical instrument makers and marketers. as well as related

equipment manufacturers.
Display Equipment Manufacturing Company is based in
Seattle with a modern 55,000 square foot facility. The corn
pany makes over a 100 varieties of record, tape and music
book fixtures. display tables, patented carousel LP counter
orowsers and display cases, with distribution of its products
nationwide.
The company also custom designs fixtures as well as provides department design and layout services. Jerry Schoeler is
the general manager.
Portland is also the home base of Northwest Sound which
provides sound reinforcement systems to touring artists and
has provided systems for such acts as the Eagles, Neil Young,
Joni Mitchell, Stephen Stills, Boz Scaggs, David Crosby and
Graham Nash.
The company. according to Bob Sterne, president, also in,
tends concentrating on expanding its manufacturing of
sound reinforcement related equipment.
"Everything from mike stands, to speaker enclosures. to
power amps, as well as whole systems," explains Sterne who
first got involved in business back in 1969.
Northwest Sound has just finished Steve Miller, Tom Jones
and Crosby, Stills & Nash tours and Sterne adds that his firm
specializes in sound equipment for more vocally oriented

N

acts.

Norlin Industries, the largest U.S. manufacturer and dis.
tributor of musical instruments, handling such lines as Gib.
son guitars and Moog synthesizers. maintains an artist relations office in Portland. headed up by Jay "Buck" Munger.
Munger states Portland is the -prototype city for musical insstrument development."

Sound Market
Vancouver

m

Continued from page PN.8
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adding the album cut to its playlist upon the release of the Supertramp LP, "Even In The Quietest Moments." CKLG is in a
time of transition, straddling a youth market and ground al
ready broken by CFMI.
There is no denying that AM radio still dominates in this re
gion but stations CFMI and CKLG -FM (or FM.99 as the station
would prefer to be known) can foresee the day that FM will
stand on its own.
Both stations are owned by the better established AM stations. CKNW and the Moffat owned CKLG respectively. and
until recently had second class citizen status.
But that attitude is changing as the ratings show FM is pen
etrating the AM market. Such CFMI productions as the daily
"Discurnentary," a musical profile with interviews of major
pop artists. and a flexible, balanced sot t.rock playlist have established for the New Westminster station an identity of its

o

own.

What prevents CFMI (and FM -99 and all the minor FM stafions) from posing a serious threat to AM is the unique signal
problem caused by the West Coast topography that affects lis-

tener convenience. What prevents FM radio from competing
as an American station might are the regulations imposed by
the CRTC that dictate a 25% proportion of FM's time on the
air be spent on information or foreground programming. And,
of course, Canadian Content rulings impose their own restriclions.
Since the regulations were introduced last year. FM has had
to find a way to either work with or work around the CRTC and
most stations are stickhandling.
FM -99's ratings slipped badly while trying to find both a
popular musical blend and programming that lived up to the
FM regulations, but the heartening recovery the station
showed in the summer ratings has given Moffat Broadcasting
the confidence to go ahead with what Roy Hennessy believes
will one day make FM.99 the radio power in the market.
Besides stepping up its community involvement, the station has invested in an extensive advertising campaign that
will establish its identity as album oriented soft rock FM. At
this moment work has begun on a complete rebuilding of the
FM.99 facilities. The plans for a completely re equipped FM99 will make the station one of the two or three best in Cam
ada. A year from now, when the work is expected to be finished, FM.99 will be ready to make its next significant step: a
complete split from the building it currently shares with

6313 Maltby Road

Woodinville, Washington 98072
206/485 -1791

CKLG.

And when that day comes, the meaning it will hold for all
radio in this part of the Pacific Northwest won't be lost on any
one.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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STATE OF THE ART STUDIOS

EMERGING

Pacific
Northwest

dude the Spinners, Johnny Mathis, Bette Midler, Tower
Of
Power, Norton Buffalo, Brothers Four, BTO
and Danny

O'Keefe.
"Since the beginning of this year," notes Melinda
Britt,
Kaye Smith operations manager, "we have been
extra'
ordinarily busy, with solid bookings well into upcomin

Engineer Jim Bredouw inside the control room of Jim Wolf's
Music Farm studio in Seattle pauses to take a call during a mix.
down session.
Barn in scenic, farm -like surrounding boasts a 16 -track record.
ing studio owned and operated by Manny and Joe Hadlock (insert). Called Bear Creek, it's located in suburban Woodenville,

outside of Seattle.
The Pacific Northwest now boasts a swelling recording studio scene thriving not only from local music production and
national /local commercial work but from what appears to be
a growing influx of international talent as well.
Any number of studios have sprung up in recent years with
more on the way. And recording studios are not merely pitch.
ing prospective clients with thoughts about experiencing the
natural beauty of the area. There's that to offer, but Northwest
facilities also possess a high degree of topnotch sophistication
and personnel.
Several successful producers live and work in the Seattle
area such as Thom Bell, who's produced the Spinners. and
Mike Flicker who's produced Heart, while Steve Miller is near
completing a state of the art 24 -track studio of his own in
Southern Oregon for his own productions.
Premier in the Seattle area is Kaye -Smith which was opened
G
cc in 1973 by Lester Smith and Danny Kaye with an original emphases by Smith to make it a multimedia production house.
Admittedly maintaining a "low profile" until now, the West.
la
lake facility with its two 24 -track rooms (with a third on the
m way) has mushroomed into a hotbed of music recording and
many in the Seattle area credit Kaye -Smith with providing the
initial recording studio emphasis in the market.

Richard Keefer and wife Donna -Alexa pause at the console in
the studio they own and operate, Seattle -West. Sea -West also
offers a remote unit to the area.

Thom Bell now headquarters his Mighty Three production
activities out of an office in Kaye Smith and does a great deal
of his work there.
In one of the most interesting producer /artist combinations in recent years, Bell is producing Elton John at the studios for an upcoming LP scheduled for release in early 1978.
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"You think of it like this: at first you do two sold out shows in Vancouver, you've got 12,000 people
the first night. Seattle's sold out; Spokane, Washington is sold out; Portland's sold out. So the first
four dates of the tour I played to more people than
I've ever played to before. So I figure that anybody
that carne after that is a bonus."
THE BEGINNING OF THE ENDLESS TOUR
VANCOUVER .............. JULY 9. 1977 .... .............SO1 DOI
SEATTLE ....................... JULY
SPOKANE ............._.._._ JULY
PORTLAND.
JULY

10.

II.

1977.

1977
12, 1977

........_

SOLDOL

I-

t

.....SOLDUI:J
.......... SOLDOUT

........

-2 SHOWS

I

them.

LEO SAYER
Rolling Stone -Nov.

SALMON SUITES

DAVID LEIKEN

Plesuite,

PORTLAND, OREGON

CARL PENNINGTON

17, 1977

97205 (503) 221 -0288

GREG LEE

MANAGEMENT: DAVID LEIKEN (503)

221 -0288
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months :'
Britt believes that a key to Kaye Smith's success has
been
the establishment of close relations between managers
and
a &r executives at various labels as well as "word
of mouth."
The studio also places a high degree of emphasis on
professionalism.
Kaye -Smith is also equipped to handle video and film
pro)
ects with many projects already under its belt.
"Management companies have been coming to us," adds
Britt, "and possibly Los Angeles is becoming a distracting
place to record which has an effect on creativity. We are
lust
seeing a lot more activity in this market for recording :'
Another thriving recording studio in Seattlie is Seattle.West,
better known as Sea -West, run by Rick and Donna Keefer.
In addition to two 16 -track rooms with a new custom
board
providing 32.track input, Sea-West, which opened in 1970
as
an 8.track house, also boasts the Explorer Location Recording
Truck which "is the only local professional remote unit in the
area," according to Keefer.
The truck has cut such acts as BTO, Bob Seger, Johnny
Mathis, Heart and Foreigner. Keefer, who is also an engineer
producer, adds that the truck is also a fully equipped mobile
home with refrigerator, bed, bathroom, closed circuit tv and
other features.
"We have been very busy." states Keefer, "and although remote dates have a tendency to go in spurts, we did 15 shows
in August :'
Sea -West has a wide range of clients including some Thom
Bell projects, commercial work and spoken word productions.
Recently the studio hosted science fiction author Frank Herbert (who makes his home in the Northwest) for a Caedmon
Records project called "The Sand Worms Of Dune," excerpts
from his best selling trilogy.
Keefer also has his record label called Sea -West which is "a
vehicle for release of masters of local artists on a regional and
hopefully national level. The label is a little dormant right now
because of all the recording activity we've got going on but we
plan to produce projects again shortly. Right now business
here is very good because of all the activity on a local level and
also what
ness."
Mike Flicker produced the upcoming Wendy Waldman LP at
Sea-West.
One of the newest studios in the Seattle area is Bear Creek
Recording, situated on a farm site in Woodenville, some thirty
minutes from downtown and owned by Joe and Manny Had.
lock.
The Hadlocks have converted a barn into a fully equipped
state of the art 16.track studio which features a Quad 8 board
recently obtained from the Village Recorder in Los Angeles.
When the time is appropriate, Hadlock indicates. the facility
may go 24- track.
The environmental recording studio will also have accommodations for artists and Hadlock points out, "We are interested in the local market which is very strong but we also have
an eye on national acts and think we will get our fair share of

DOUBLE TEE PROMOTIONS INC.
712 SW

Kaye -Smith was also the site of Heart's "Little
Queen" al
bum, a large portion of Steve Miller's "Fly Like An
Eagle"
as well as mixing of Miller's "Book Of Dreams" album L
and
other artists who have worked on various projects
there in

FantasY

The Hadlocks, under the aegis of Hadlock Productions, are
responsible for an extensive amount of commercial work for
the Ranier Beer Co.. as well as other firms, with some commercials winning them international awards.
But Hadlock is also a musician and sees the studio as a vehicle for producing his own material as well as that of the local
artists he has established rapport with. He also feels that the
new facility will do much to stimulate local musicians to stay
and create in the area.
Another indicator of the Seattle area's buzzing studio scene
is Larry Ray who is building a new 24 -track facility in suburban
Bellvue.
For the past year Ray has been operating Cinema Sound.
involved in audio /visual projects as well as tape duplicating.
but now he wants to resurrect Tumbleweed Productions
which he originally founded with Eagles producer Bill

Szymcyk.
A label veteran, Ray is having Kent Duncan of Los Angeles'
Sierra Audio design and build the facility scheduled to be operational in 1978.
Bob Holden, of Holden, Hamilton & Roberts, a 16 -track facility which does music recording and commercials, indicates
his business has been plus.
"The market for recording is getting a lot better. No doubt
about it," observes Holden.
One other 24.track facility is Captain Audio's Music Farm
run by Jim Wolf who also has his own small record label called
Wolfe Records for local talent heo's produced.
The studio's Jim Bredouw comments, "The whole recording scene is amazing here. There's an awful lot of energy beginning to develop." Wolf produced an act several years ago
called Brownsmith which was the first time a locally produced
and funded LP went on a national label, Capitol.
"I think studios here," adds Bredouw, "are ail integral part
(Continued on page PN -19)
in developing local bands."
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BIGHORN
CHILD (Ariel)
CHINOOK (Claridge)
JEFFREY COMANOR (Epic)
CROWN
EPICENTRE
GABRIEL (ABC)
JANIS
JR. CADILLAC (Great Northwest)
MAGI (Claridge)
ORANGE ROZE
PAPAYA
RIMFIRE

MERRILEE RUSH (United
SHAKER
SITYANNE
THE STATICS
STRIKER (Arista)
THIN RED LINE
TOULOUSE

Artists)

PAUL BARBARUS & JOHN NYBERG
DENNIS CALDIROLA, DOUG BOAD, ROB WARD
110 BOYLSTON AVENUE EAST, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98102, (206) 324 -6750
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COMPETITION HEATS UP
RETAIL SCENE

Pacific
Northwest

Washington And Oregon
By KEN FITZGERALD

music industry merchandising explosion is
shaking the Pacific Northwest all the way from the
California border to the tip of Alaska.
"It is probably one of the most aggressive
record markets in the country right now insofar as
growth is concerned," observes Al Bergamo, CBS
branch manager headquartered in Seattle. The region's market volume, according to Bergamo, has
surpassed that of San Francisco and now ranks
second on the West Coast. The heavy upsurge, he says. has
happened in the past year, mostly in the last six months. Be,
S gamo sees a continuation of rapid growth throughout the renext four or five years with a gradual tapering off
8 gion over the
period to follow. The Pacific Northwest will never surpass Cali.
a fornia, he concedes, because there just aren't enough people
but, he contends, the region is destined to play a much
greater music merchandising role than ever before.
Bergamo's evaluation of the Northwest music industry is
echoed by Jack Shue, WEA's district manager, also headquar
tered in Seattle. Shue terms the region's record merchandis.
ing tempo "phenomenal" and predicts it will continue to accelerate. People in the area are exceptionally music conscious,
he notes, and this fuels a demand that keeps every facet of
the industry on Its toes.
Some 200 miles to the south, the Portland marketing area
is experiencing much of the same. Everybody's Records, a
chain of six stores (two in Portland and one each in Corvallis,
Eugene, Seattle and Bellvue) is contemplating its biggest year
yet with the close of '77 and, based on current trends, pre.
dicts an even greater record in 1978. "September was an in
credible month," says Bob Cael, manager of Downpour Distri.
buting. Ltd., a onestop subdistributing firm set up to handle
the needs of Everybody's Records. The current problem. acIX cording to Cael. is keeping supply in step with demand. "We
used to receive shipments within three or four days of the or
mder," he explains. "Now the probable lapse is a week to 10
A

Outside of Peaches store in Seattle. Ron Newark
of Jukebox Records & Tapes admires the jukebox
in the Tacoma area store that symbolizes the
store's name.
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Vancouver
By TOM HARRISON

Just as radio is a tight squeeze at the
top where so many stations are fighting
for so few listeners. Vancouver record retailers are involved in campaigns to
reach a market that is not a great record
buying market, and one that is also rec.
ognized as the most competitive in Canada.

ro
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Complicating matters is a shaky econ.
omy which has dramatically altered the
retail record picture.
..rThe last year has seen the virtual passrrc...,
ing of the independent record distribu.
Display in A&A Record Store, Vancouver (left).
tor in British Columbia. After more than
25 years in record distribution, Taylor, Pearson and
Crystalship claims to be the largest mass record sales emCarson
packed in its operation at midyear, thereby giving in to what
porium in the Northwest. Between its Portland and Eugene
appears to have been the inevitable.
stores it stocks 180,000 titles. Another store is being opened
In the past 18 months several of T.P.C.'s major lines began
in Portland.
to realign themselves with other companies. thus crippling
a
and the consumer, he says, are becoming more aware of pro.
hurting company. Casablanca left for Polydor. Mushroom,
motions and advertising and this is reflected in the stepped
Quality, and Motown went to A &M by an agreement which has
up effort by manufacturers to add to their sales staffs in the
the A &M label distributing the three other labels in B.C. and
region. "The record business is good." Hedeman says. "but,"
Alberta.
he adds, "it hasn't even begun to peak."
Similarly, Emerson Sales, the last remaining independent
The proliferation of new stores throughout the Pacific
distributor, has had little left to it now that GRT of Canada has
Northwest region, plus the accelerated activity of firms alestablished itself independently and placed a branch office in
ready entrenched in the market. is eloquent backup to the op.
Vancouver.
timism being expressed by music industry leaders.
Emerson, which carries Fantasy, Disneyland and several
Probably the biggest impact of new blood transfusion was
lesser known lines. as well as being the home of One.Stop
the recent invasion of the Seattle area by two of California's
Records, a supplier of singles, is now something of a survivor
giant chains- Peaches and Tower. Peaches shook the tranin a city where record warehouses are few,
days."
quility of the Seattle area to its roots when it threw open the
Among the labels, only RCA maintains a large warehouse,
The region is becoming a much more sophisticated market.
doors of its 13.000 square -foot store in the University district
while WEA keeps a small -sized warehouse to provide the min.
believes Langdon Hedemann, owner of the big Portland.
in September. Tower, also California-based, has opened two
imum service of its 20 -plus lines.
based onestop, Raintree Distributing, Inc. Both the retailer
The other labels maintain branch offices with warehouses
(Connnued on page PN -191
situated either in Calgary or in Eastern Canada.
The problems these distant warehouses
for
and sales representative alike are obvious but exorbitant labor costs, strikes, and the high rents rule out maintaining
warehouses on the coast.
The state of the economy has also changed the nature of
the downtown Vancouver retail record situation.
Most of the records sold in Vancouver are sold within a
radius of a few blocks where the largest stores and the major
chains are concentrated. At the best of times. sale prices are
extremely low -$3.99 to $5.49 from an average $7.98 list
price -in a province that has one of the highest costs of living
in Canada. Money is tight and retailers are being forced to sell
themselves cheaply to get what money there is. Though costs
have soared, record prices haven't.
Christmas buying will help most stores get over the lull
they've experienced this autumn. Most stores in the downtown area have increased their sales over last year, but managers agree that for the good of the whole retail scene prices
will have to go up and the heavy discounting that goes on here
MOTOWN
must become more realistic.
Here also is a catch. A & B Sound by far and away leads in
both record and stereo equipment sales, and, in fact. is the
biggest single merchant of stereo equipment in Canada. The
store is also noted for its full catalog of records and tapes and
REcORDS
has more or less set the pace for discount records in downtown Vancouver.
Most stores can match the prices, and they do; few, with the
exception of Millers and Kelly's 540 Granville Store, can look
to hardware for their profits. Those who can't are caught in a
bind.
The A & A Records downtown store is a full catalog tape and
record outlet that relies on imaginative use of its vast floor
space and longer business hours to lure customers away from
Fantasy
those stores which use records as loss leaders for their sound
equipment.
Like Sam's Records (a franchise of the Toronto-based Sam
The Record Man) A & A can't afford to sell as much for as low
PRIVATE STOCK
as A &B Sound can. though as a regular necessity it will resort
RKORDS. LTD.
to selling top LPs at below cost.
Kelly's 949 Granville Store is one of the few in the nationwide chain that is not a franchised outfit. It too is a full catalog
store, but unlike the others in this congested downtown area,
sales are slipping.
Bob Bell, who manages the store. says. "The Vancouver
music business has been reduced to the flogging of Top 40
album titles at below cost prices while catalog titles remain at
normal prices. The industry attitude is that it's all potatoes."
Bell blames B.C.'s shaky economy for bringing sales down.
-The last two months have been deathly." he says. "I've
never known it to be this bad."
Under these circumstances it is significant that the stores
which have shown the biggest growth in the last year have
(Continued on page PN -/8)
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1977 CONCERT TOURS: Eagles - March
Eagles (Europe) -April, May
Crosby,
Dan Fogelberg -June, July, August

-

Tom Jones
April
Stills & Nash June
Eagles- June, July
Boz Scaggs
July.
July, August
Steve Miller Band
August
Tom Jones
Steve Miller
September, October
Band -October, November
Crosby, Stills & Nash - October,
November.

-

-

-

WE FOLLOW
SOME TOUGH ACTS
When today's supergroups are on tour, they want their act the
best they can make it: every night, in every city. That's why so
many count on the production services of Northwest Sound.
Consistent high performance in sound and lights, from clubs
to coliseums.
Call us. Our experience
makes it easy on you.

NORTHWEST
SOUND
NHS

P.O. Box 3586

the sound of experience

Portland, Oregon 97208 (503) 223 -1924
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WE SPECIALIZE
IN UNIQUE
ORIGINAL TALENT
ARTISTIC QUALITY

INA LAND

OF CREATIVE

OPPORTUNITY

EXCLUSIVELY

BOOKING

MISSOULA, MONTANA
THE NORTHWEST'S
NEWEST
SHOWCASE
Richard Fulton- Proprietor
Chris Roberts -Agent
P.O. Box 7218
Missoula, Montana

(406) 728-2180

The Seattle Center, a legacy of the city's 1962 Century
21
exposition and site of the Space Needle. is also the location
of
three important and active venues: the Coliseum
(capacity
15.000), the Arena (6.400) and the Opera House
(3,100).
Located a short distance from downtown, and linked
with
the central business district by a unique passenger
monorail,
the Coliseum and the Arena each host 25 to
30 concerts a
year, in addition to a full slate of sports and
convention
events.
The Opera House, home base for Seattle's internationally
reputed opera company, does not present rock
shows. But
pop, country and classical concerts are frequent.
South of downtown Seattle is King County's massive cov
ered stadium, the Kingdome, which began
operation last
year To date, five rock events have been staged at the
75.000
capacity mega venue.
Inaugurating the Kingdome as a concert site was the June
10, 1977 appearance of Wings, produced
by Concerts West.
The show was a sellout and its audience was the
largest of the
Wings Over America tour.
Acoustical problems and conditions inseparable from
presenting music before such a huge audience have made the
dome somewhat controversial among the area's rock fans.
This year only two shows have been staged there;
Peter
Frampton, June 27, promoted by the John Bauer Concert
Co.,
and Led Zeppelin, presented by Concerts West on July 17.
Locally, the real success story has been Heart, a band with a
long past in the Northwest which has finally broken
into the
national and international spotlight. This has brought a
&r at
tention to the region and Arista is preparing to release an al-

bum from Striker, a hard-rocking band made up of musicians
long associated with strong regional groups such as
Child and

¡xi ¡Fiji
-4
o
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Shyanne.
The regional scene is split into various facets. with Top
40
bands such as Rail & Co. (high in local popularity polls), Clear
Logic and Chinook; boogie tavern bands such as Jr. Cadillac
and Wheatfield: funk-lounge acts like Epicentre and Bur.
gandy Express: Latin-jazz bands like Papaya and Upepo;
country rockers such as Lance Romance, Future Pastures
and
Slidin' Jake (just back from two years on the road with Doug
Kershaw): and even a few new wave bands.
Also there are some singers from other areas who have
found a home and good vibes in the Pacific Northwest, notably Ian Matthews, formerly of Fairport Convention and Kelly
Harland, a familiar voice in L.A. studios, backing people such
as Jennifer Warnes, Merry Clayton and Dennis Wilson.
Seattle's club and showcase range is less well-developed
than its concert house circuit. One local booker characterized
existing facilities as "barely adequate beer -bar operations, almost neighborhood taverns." Despite a broad range of hotel
and other lounges booking show bands and combos, the city
doesn't have, as he put it "an industry'oriented focal point."
Near the University of Washington, the Rainbow Tavern (a
beer and wine operation with a capacity of 200) has recently
embarked on a policy of presenting well-known recording and
touring acts. Recent attractions have included The Persua
sions. John Hammond, Clifton Chenier and the Nevelle Broth.

40- oriented in their music programming,
and there's even
"country disco" which has met with some
success.

Sundays, located near the Seattle
Center in a converter
church, The Golden Tides, Emmett's
in the neighboring city o
Bellevue and the recently -opened Vancouver's
Discovery, or
Seattle's Lake Union, cater to a middle
class, racially mixer
clientel. Their music, according to Bush,
is a mix of pop, To
40 and disco.

Retail Scene
Vancouver
Continued froni page PN -I6
been the small retailers offering specialized
service. The best
examples of these are Grennan's,
a flourishing store oper.
acing without competition in the shopping
area of Richmond,
a suburb of Vancouver; as well
as Treacher's, which specializes in country music; Quintessence,
an aggressive shop with
an amazing variety of imports; and the biggest
success story,
Magic Flute, specialist in classical music
and a mail order serv.
ice with

clientele all over North America.
Albums, as usual, constitute the bulk of
sales as heavy discounting of LPs has devastated singles sales.
Only tour rack
jobbers carry singles and two of these services
are based in
Calgary, Alberta, where they are out of contact
with the local
singles situation. Eight -track tape sales are
steady but there is
a noticeable trend upward in
cassette sales. Accessories. especially record brushes, sell well and nearly all
stores carry a
modest array of accessories.
One very encouraging note for Vancouver's bustling record.
ing scene is the close cooperation of both retail
outlets and
such radio stations as CFMI.FM, FM.99, CKLG and
C.FUN in
supporting not only Vancouver's many name acts which in.
dude Trooper, BTO, Heart, Prism, Bim, the Hometown Band,
Valdy, Sweeney Todd. Chilliwack, Foreman Young
Band. Doucette and Terry and Susan Jacks but also artists such as Airborne, Donn Tarris and the Rocket Norton Band which has in
dependently produced. manufactured and distributed
records.
It is a difficult time for Vancouver's record retailers. Costs
spiral but such is the nature of the game that record prices
have remained stable, perhaps for too long. An inevitable and
sharp rise in price will be a blow to Vancouver's pampered
consumers who've rarely been called upon to pay a list price,
and whose pocketbook is heavily taxed already. It is some
thing they will have to get used to just as retailers in the thick
of one of North America's most competitive retail markets are
realizing that Vancouver can be the cheapest place on the
West Coast to buy records no more.

Music is our only business.
Warehouse Records & Tapes

ers.

North of the city is the Aquarius Tavern, a World War It era
"roadhouse" which has been part of Northwest rock since the
19505. when it was a teen-age nightspot called Parkers Ballroom. Its capacity of near 1,000 makes it possible to present
area rock acts on a steady basis as well as an occasional touring artist.
In downtown Seattle, the Trojan Horse, a restaurant with
hard liquor operation, frequently presents nightclub and
Vegas -style acts. Performers who have appeared there in the
recent past include Ray Charles, James Brown and Bobby
Bland.
Two entertainment districts merit attention; Pioneer
Square and the "airport strip." There are a half-dozen or so
entertainment spots in the Pioneer Square district, the central business district of turn-of.the-century Seattle which has
undergone a massive restoration. Taverns like the Central
and the Bombay Bicycle Shop present rock and jazz most
weekends. The "airport strip" is the highway adjacent to
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. In the past five years it
has developed into a major lounge and restaurant area. Live
entertainment in a variety of categories flourishes there and
there are two discos in the area, Gregory's and one at the Airport Hilton Hotel.
Also near the strip is "The Place :' a new 1.050-plus capac
ity tavern with announced plans to feature recording groups.
Other, smaller clubs which present music on a regular basis
include the AdLib tavern, in suburban Kent and Pier 70 on
Seattle's waterfront. The G -Note tavern (capacity 275) has
featured both rock and country talent, including most
recently Vassar Clements.
Seattle area discos share some characteristics, and many of
the problems. of operations in other parts of the country.
Again, the state's liquor regulations present obstacles. Liquor
laws have brought about a number of "teenage" discos in
suburban communities (21 is the legal drinking age) and one
private club, the Monastery, which caters to under'21 gays.
According to John Bush of the Seattle Disco Pool (which he
estimates services about 40% of the area discos), area musical tastes also present some challenges.
"Here," Bush notes, "disco is still a way of presenting music, not a distinctive style. Audiences here won't be dictated
to. Some items high on the national charts don't even get initial exposure here." Many of the operations are rock or Top
www.americanradiohistory.com

Wholesale Only

Specialists in K -Tel
8

Track Tape Re -pack 8 Tracks
Cassettes LP Records
Children's LP and Cassettes

Selections ranging from
Country and Rock
to Easy Listening.
Memories of Elvis recorded
for those of us who will
never let him die.

Warehouse Records & Tapes
115 S.E. 9th

Portland, Ore. 97214
503/231 -6511
503/232 -3616

tudios Emerge

City Studios in Olympia, while Jerry Merritt and Gary Riesland
run Ghost Town Recording Studios. a 16-track facility in Ya-

Conunued from page PN l0
Rick Fisher runs Rain Studios in Seattle which he opened in
facility.
r -tuber 1974 as an 8-track
In addition to doing commercial work. Rain also caters to
al talent and Fisher remarks, The town is reacting positr
ply and becoming much more cosmopolitan in terms of

-cording."
Audio Recording Inc. is another 8track facility which also
,ces commercial work and local music talent.
Oregon has its thriving studios milieu. Portland leads the
ay with Recording Associates, Rex Recording and Spectrum.
Recording Associates is a major 16 track facility special.
ing in music production, commercials. narration and tape
uplication.
Owner Jay Webster says he. too. "is interested in attracting
atonal talent to record." One regional group called Oregon,
progressive jau band on Vanguard, has been cutting at
ecording Associates.
In addition. the studio also offers classes in recording sta.
io techniques to build an education link among local musians. artists and recording enthusiasts. Classes are taught by
oger Cota and range from basic principles to state of the art
ecording techniques.
Other major facilities in Portland are Rex Recording, a 16ack house, and Spectrum. also a 16- tracker.
Outside of Portland, Raspberry Recording is a 16-track
..m in Eugene and the studio's Rob Perkins indicates they
re contemplating going 24 or even 32-track in the future with
estlake equipment.
Raspberry has a Spectrasonics mixing console and ancillary
.uipment and is fully equipped for 16 -track recording and
uxdown.
Towards the coast near Coos Bay and outside of a town
acted Allegany is another 16- tracker called Tioga Recording
wned and run by Roger Flanagan and his son Jim and Arnie
..man. Tioga's clientele comprises bands from Oregon,
ashington, California and Idaho.
Gene Breeden runs Ripcord Recording in Vancouver,
ash.. which is a 16 -track facility. The room caters mostly to
ountry and gospel and recently hosted jazz musician Jeff
orber with the album released on New York's Intercity Re
ids.
Open only a year, Bitter Root Recording has become a ma16 -track facility in Montana operating out of Missoula.
The studio's Randy Rand indicates he believes the facility,
ich is catering to the increasing demand by local musicians
d bands to record, is the only 164rack music studio beeen Seattle and the Dakotas.
Back in the Washington area, Allen Giles operates Capitol
-

r

kima.
Puget Sound Recording is a 4 tracker in Tacoma.
Valtron offers 4 track services in Helena, Mont.. while Atronics Studios is located in Boise, Idaho
For those artists and producers who want to cross the bur
der into Western Canada to cut. Vancouver offers a growing
number of facilities.
Premier in that market is 24 track Little Mountain Sound
Co.. which also has ils own record label called Panda Records
and an affiliated publishing arm called Rare Bear.
Other studios include Can-Base, Total Sounds West (formerly Timbre Sound), Sculptures In Sounds and Pinewood.
Curt Blood, operating out of Eugene, Ore.. along with
John Harney, has begun McKenzie Bridge Productions. a
production /recording association
They have converted a 1977, 27 foot Winnebago into a
16 -track mobile recording rig with 26 inputs.
McKenzie Bridge has established a working relationship
with Seattle's Holden, Hamilton and Roberts studios. which
can offer clients the truck while Blood's production company
can offer the Seattle studio's facilities

Retail Scene
Washington And Oregon
Continued Jrum page
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the region -one in Seattle. the other in Tacoma. but
neither as large as the Peaches outlet.
Nothing indicates more conclusively the health of the Pacific Northwest market than the interest being shown by the
national chains, comments CBS's Al Bergamo. "This," he
says. "is the only area in the United States where you have a
Tower and a Peaches competing in a locally concentrated
stores

in

market."
The Peaches impact has been more dramatic to -date than
Tower's. In the first 30 days of operation the aggressive merchandiser saturated the area with a thousand radio spots,
plus heavy doses of print promotion and television coverage.
According to Peaches Seattle manager, Ben Daniels, the store
hosted some 10,050 visitors its first three days. Word has gotten around (with the help of the Peaches promotion department) that here is the most probable place to find a title if all
other sources are exhausted and Seattleites are coming in in
droves. The store selection runs the gamut from rock through
jazz to classical and, though located in the University district,
its appeal is regionwide. Although the full impact of Peaches
on the regionwide merchandising market is still a question

mark, stores in its immediate geographic area have felt the v
competition more than have those in other parts of the city.
Rita Hubert, manager of Music Street, reports a softening it:.
of sales but the softening. she concedes. started before the
Peaches opening. Competition is keen in the University distnct with 10 stores ranging the area, she points out. Hubert
blames part of the softening on price increases, but Tim
Jones of Discount Records. also in the University district,
feels that price escalation may be only a minor factor. -Certainly the impact of Peaches has had an effect," he says. "but
the effect is already beginning to wear off."
Jones. like other retailers in the Seattle area, welcomes stiff
competition like Peaches and Tower whose expenditure of
promotion dollars, they believe, will increase overall consumer awareness and demand for music products. "Besides," Jones says. "it's going to make everybody hustle
harder and, in the long run, that's going to be good for everybody."
A significant straw in the wind indicating the dynamics of
the Pacific Northwest music industry is seen in the emphasis
being placed on music merchandising by some of the area's
biggest mass merchandisers. Portland-based Fred Meyer, a
major grocery-hard goods -department store chain that blankets the Northwest (including Montana) from Northern Califorma to Alaska. is typical of what's happening in this all- inclusive consumer held. Fred Meyer, with 52 music departments
in 57 of its shopping -center type stores, is making a massive
bid for the music dollar. It has established its own subdistributing arm, Roundup Records. in Seattle and is aiming at lull
line record stores in many of its major outlets. Two have already been established, both in Seattle -one in the Beltvue
Fred Meyer center, the other a freestanding store in North
Seattle. The immediate goal is to update available products
with broader selections along the whole spectrum of demographics. "Fred Meyer, definitely, is making a major commitment to the music industry," says Roundup's Stan Jaffe.
The phenomenal growth of DJ's Sound City. a Seattle.
based chain with 18 stores in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and
Hawaii, is indicative of the healthy environment that has nurtured veterans of the region. DJ's started with a store in the
Seattle Southcenter shopping center in 1969 and has enjoyed
steady growth ever since. Three of its newest stores have just
opened -two in the Seattle area. one in Spokane. The chain,
according to co-owners Dick Justham and Don Jenne, will do
0
a little better than $6.5 million in sales this year. Last year's
volume was approximately $5 million. Stores are supplied (air n
freight to Hawaii) by the firm's own distributing facility, D.J.'s
One -Stop which maintains a 7500 square -foot warehouse at co
the Southcenter headquarters. All DJ's stores are located in
shopping centers and range in size from 1.500 to 3.500
square feet.
!Continued on page PN -?I j
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Booking agents are thriving and maturing In the Pacir,
Northwest. racking up substantial dollar volume in addition tc
increasing business' management expertise.
The geography boasts a good number of agents whose
competitive spirit. friendly camaraderie and sharp professionalism rivals that of their concert promoting cousins.
Successful agents in the market include Far West Entertain.
S
ment. Good Music Agency. Wm. Stephen & Associates. Don
Anderson Agency, UNICAM. Jack Belmont Agency. George
c`
Carlson & Associates, Garrett Attractions. Pacific Talent and
Vancouver. B.C. -based Bruce Allen Talent.
Says Jeffrey Beals. director of special projects for Wm
a
Stephen & Associates. This is a very active agency environment and there are quite a few good regional agences here

IN.....m

i

now.

°I think
wall

the booking agent's ongoing success in this market
be predicated on two things. First, the ability of an agency

to help negotiate a meaningful recording contract with a
client either in concert with a management company or else
unilaterally. And secondly. when and if that recording contract comes about. the booking and marketing of that act accordingly. think we will see more of that type of situation
I

o

Wm. Stephen & Associates has been in operation for seven
years and books throughout North America, Canada and the
Far East and expects to do in excess of S1 million in gross
bookings for 1977.
"Although we have a wide geographical area." adds Beals.
we have a strong regional base." Beals figures the firm will

book some 200 acts before the year is over and of that numthe agency represents 30 exclusively.
á ber"Our
primary market." emphasizes Beals. "is the rock and
m lounge market That's where our thrust is." But the
company
will be expanding its horizons in the future and will concenro trate more in the campus area. The firm already is a convent,: ton package specialists,.,
Beals also characterizes Vancouver as -'an incredible mar.

Jim Smith, who heads up the UNICAM booking
agency in
Seattle. checks a date on the phone.
ket for booking agents" due to the Canadians' high
degree of
spendable income. despite inflation. and the sophistication of
the nightclub environment.
The tavern circuit in such areas as Montana and Idaho has
become increasingly viable also. indicates Beats. because of
the lower legal dnnking ages in those markets.
He also claims the college market is hardly dying. as some
suggest. but rather has become much more diverse. now

booking all different types of music. dance. films, speakers
and other forms of entertainment in a horizontal form of expansion.
There has been a tendency for many acts to self -book.
notes Beals. but he describes that as a "two-edged sword" explaining that up until now the lack of good personal manage ment in the area forced self-bookings.
An agency is not always equipped to give every act its involved with the type of attention the act 'thinks' it deserves,"
he points out.
But that too. is changing. concludes Beals. as agents focus
on investing more time and expertise on clients they believe
strongly in.
Another potent agency in the Seattle area is Far West Enter-

Booking agent Andy Gilbert in his Portland Pacific
Talent office.

tainment. an eight- year -old firm founded and run by Paul
buns and John Nyberg.
"We started as a grass roots agency." says
Barbu
"booking one nighters and clubs on a Northwest reg
level. but we've expanded our reach into such
areas as Los An
geles. Phoenix and Oklahoma. We've attained a much
West Coast posture."
Characterizing itself as a -rock 'n' roil" agency. t
firm expects to do in the neighborhood of $1 -St 5 million
gross bookings in 1977 and handles 20-25
acts exclusively.
Far West also has a substantial campus and
secondary mar
ket focus and eventually wants to be in a
position where it
only books a select roster but is also able to provide as
management= business career direction for those acts
a

-

-

possible.

We want to be able to work closely with a

group." adds Ny
berg. "and handle them and manage them when they
as a national recording act. We are not merely interested
doing volume but maintaining a dose personal relation
with the act as well. That includes being more artistically in
volved.
(Comimaed on page PN -2Z
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The Proud Birth of a
New Record Company
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DON BROWN

album cover)

The artist: DON BROWN
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Gil Bateman, General Manager
Joe Triscari, Sales and Promotion Manager
725 South Fidalgo Street
Seattle, Wa. 98108
(206) 762 -5793
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725 South Fidalgo Street, Seattle, Washington 98108.
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Budget stores in the Puget Sound Area (they are owned by
Sanjay Music out of Denver) number 17. There are 24 overall
Washington, none in Oregon. The chain's stores in Wash.
gton, Idaho and Western Montana are supplied by Budget
apes & Records, a complete onestop headquartered in
attle and supervised by Michael Boyle. branch manager.
he warehouse comprises 6.500 square feet and stocks some
0,000 titles. Budget stores average 1.500 square feet.
Another distributor -owned chain is Music Menu with a store
Seattle, one in Tacoma, another in Spokane and two in An.
orage. The stores are managed by Mike Kedor who is ass
fed with the parent organization, World Record & Tapes.
c. of Seattle (formerly Tosh's One Stop).

outstanding success story in the Portland area is being
itten by Crystalship which started with an outlet in Eugene
0 years ago and in the fall of 1975 opened a 5,800 square
.t store in downtown Portland Crystalship has made a
rang impact on the market with unusual and sustained tv
S narrated by owner Ron Prmdle. Radio is used also, but
of as extensively. Between its two stores, Crystalship stocks
.me 180,000 titles and claims "the largest volume in the
orthwest." Steve Hibbard, Portland store manager, says a
ent questionnaire returned by 2.050 radio listeners disosed that 90% of those surveyed said they shopped record
ores on the basis of available selections. "That definitely
ives us an edge in this market," he says.
For What It's Worth, with four stores in Portland and one
h in Salem, Eugene and Yakima (some of them franchises)
.rries full catalog in all its stores, but emphasis is on rock 'n'
ill and contemporary jazz. The chain started business as a
oneer of hard rock 4i /2 years ago with a modest capital of
1.300. In its fiscal year just ended sales totaled $1.600,000.
year ago the firm set up its own warehouse. Worthwhile Dis.
ibuting, to service its own and franchised stores. The ware
Ouse comprises 1.200 square feet. The major owner of the
ration is Steve Smith and buyer for the firm is Tom John.
.n. Smith has a partner, John Gregos, who operates the Beadon franchise. Elimination of the need for excessive store space was accomplished in March with installation of an
M computer which increased turnover 80%, Smith says.
Billed as an "alternative store" and emphasizing environ
ntal and social concerns as part of the mainstream of mu
appreciation is Portland's unique Music Millennium. A mar distributor in Seattle terms the Portland firm "the most
novative and exciting record store in the entire Northwest."
ock 'n' roll, jazz, bluegrass, blues and similar type music
ps the demand at the store, says manager David Williams.
land, he observes, is a hard rock town, but the trend is
ward a toned -down variety. "Nicely produced music is get.
g more popular," he says, adding, "people want to listen to
e music. not to crash and boom." Dramatizing the store's
Iternative" philosophy is a windmill on top of the Mill
nium building. It generates the electricity used to run the
ore's turntables and a sign inside advises: "Music by Cour
sy of the Wind." Millennium claims the largest line of imrts on the West Coast, these fluctuating between 10% and
r% of the store's total volume.
Rock 'n' roll, as in most of the region's stores, is very heavy
t Everybody's Records, says Tom Keenan, manager of the
e -store operation. The significant trend, he believes, is the
ndancy of contemporary jazz which is being aided by an
creasing number of jazz concerts in major populatio-" -enrs, Disco records, he notes, got a big boost over the past tour
five months, but are now leveling off.
An

Jazz popularity is increasing at Seattle's Music Street, re
ports Rita Hubert, but rock 'n' roll, due to the proximity of the
Univ. of Washington campus still dominates Classical, how
ever, is doing well
Rock and folk music are leading contenders for the cus
turner's dollar at Discount Records, also in the university district. Jazz popularity, too, is increasing. Store manager Tim
Jones believes that the retailer is being hurt by -mass production and not enough promotion" by the manufacturers
"They give us unknowns and up the price." Jones complains
"It's hard to sell when the customer doesn't know the artist."
he adds. This complaint is being echoed, not only by retailers.
but by a lot of the distributors throughout the area.

Celebrating its first anniversary with a Halloween promo
Lion last month was Jukebox Records & Tapes, a 1.400
square -foot record store at Spanaway in the far south end of
Tacoma. Unlike most stores in the region, Jukebox does a re
spectable business in singles. these accounting for about 8%
of total sales. Souls popular here, too, outdistancing country
in demand, says co-owner Ron Newark. Being a new store.
volume was slow building up, but sales have accelerated over
the past three months. With 75% of its clientele under 27 (it's
a residential area with a lot of schools) major emphasis is on
mainstream rock.
All distributors in the Pacific Northwest region radiate opti
mism, but the onestops, in particular, feel that a reorientation
of sales activity is inevitable.
Raintree in Portland, which has 12,000 square feet of ware
house and has registered a 65% to 70% growth over the past
four years. makes no secret of its unhappiness with the escalation of "in-house" distributing facilities being set up by
chain retail operations. The ultimate outcome will be fewer
onestops, predicts Gary Marzoline. Raintree manager. "Ware
houses that just serve controlled retail outlets don't have to
hustle. They own the stores," he observes. Marzoline believes
that the pure onestop should enjoy a price advantage (such as
that provided by NCA) over wholesalers who just supply their
own stores.
To this "mhouse" warehouse distributors answer: "So
what! Why should we give someone else a higher price when
we can buy at his level ?"
Tom Choate of the Portland Record Onestop feels that his
type of operation will be around for a long time as a conven
fence, even for stores that warehouse their own products.
Choate, over the years, has inherited a major share of the regional juke box business and enjoys a good volume in singles
sales. Portland Record's warehouse comprises 5.000 square
feet of space.

Lieberman Enterprises Inc., a full service rackjobber, maintains its regional branch warehouse (5,000 square feet of
storage) in Portland. The branch services accounts in Oregon.
Washington, Idaho. Wyoming and Montana. Heaviest concentration at the moment is in Montana and Eastern Washington. -We're the new kid on the block and it takes a little
longer," explains branch manager Ron Peterson. "We do everything for the retailer but put the records in the rack and the
money in the till." Peterson says.
A major development in Seattle Sept. 16 was the purchase
of all distributing phases of ABC Record & Tape Sales Corporation except the rackjobbing business by Gull Industries.
ABC some 10 years ago had purchased C & C Distributing Co.
which started business in the Seattle area back in 1947. The
new firm set up by Gull is Sound Records & Tapes, Inc. with
R.A. Harlan serving as president. Harlan says major emphasis
of the firm will be on tapes which, he feels, have been
neglected in the region. The company has 26,000 square feet
;pace. plus 5.000 square feet of office area, and
of waret :
stocks some 5,000 titles.
ABC continues as a rackjobber with Bob Bianchi as manager. The firm occupies 18.000 square feet of warehouse

ac
'o
World Record & Tapes. a complete onestop. services
counts throughout Oregon, Washington. Idaho, Montana and
Alaska in addition to its own five Music Menu stores. The firm ti
occupies a quarter of a block (25,000 square feet) in Seattle.
Owner is Ray Watson. Mike Kedor, an associate of Watson's,
insees a serious situation developing in continued price
creases. "We're already encountering stiff consumer resistance to the new $7.985 and it could reach a point where the
customer says- "Halt! This has gone too damned far!"

HOLDEN. HAMILTON & ROBERTS

COMPLETE 16- 8 -4 -2 -1
TRACK FACILITIES
Auditronics Dolby
DBX EMT Echo Chambers
Baldwin Concert Grand

Scully

Hammond B3 Moog
Synthesizer
INTERNATIONAL AWARD -WINNING
PRODUCTION STAFF

Complete Record Production
Multi- Screen /A.V. Production
HIGH -SPEED TAPE DUPLICATION

Cassette

& Reel

to Reel

RIA Classes in

Modern Recording Technique.
16 -Track Mobile Available.

o
RECORDING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

HOLDEN, HAMILTON & ROBERTS, INC.
2227 North 56th

632 -8300

space.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA YOU'RE LOOKING GOOD
with the UC DAVIS RECREATION HALL
opening SPRING 1978
Multi- purpose facility for
concerts and special events
Capacity 7,000
9,000

+

Spring 1978

+

Fall 1978

20 minutes west of Sacramento with a potential

metropolitan audience of over 1,000,000

For booking, talent agencies contact
The Entertainment Board
Grant Riley (916)752 -2571
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Continued franc page PN -7
"Sometimes feel like I'm organizing a picnic," he says.
Like other promoters, Double Tee works in tandem with radio stations, print media. record retailers and other traditional types of advertising for its concerts but also makes an
attempt to get them on local television shows.
"There are several of that type in Portland," he adds, and
one is an evening magazine show where we got Janis Ian on,
for example, and really believe that helped sell the show out.
I've become a real believer in tv."
Jack Roberts is a top country promoter in the area based
out of Seattle and his territory extends through the Northwest
as well as all of Canada, doing not only concert dates but fair
dates as well.
Acts he's promoted this year include Merle Haggard, Char.
ley Pride, the Statler Brothers. Loretta Lynn, Conway Twitty.
Freddy Fender, C.W. McCall. Roy Orbison. Roy Clark, Mel Till's
E and Don Williams. He's also promoted Helen Reddy at fair dates.
°
The main country markets for promoting in the Northwest
á are Seattle. Portland and Spokane. indicates Roberts.
"It's been a little on the soft side for country," says Robo
erts. but there's been steady improvement. It's still an area
e that appeals to young adults and to older people but there is a
w certain degree of crossover. Waylon
Jennings is a good ex"' ample of that."
Lee Rogers. who along with Bill Markham spearheads Bill
Markham & Associates. a multi -sided management /promo.
Pion /production firm, feels the country potential is still untapped.
"I think country and country rock," says Rogers, can be as
strong here as it is in Nashville."
Rogers adds that the company is thinking about organizing
the largest country show ever to be held in the U.S. The event.
if held, would take place at the Seattle Kingdome
during
Country Music Week next fall and Rogers says he would like to
assemble such names as Johnny Cash, Roy Clark, Olivia Newton -John, John Denver, Emmylou Harris, Dolly Parton and
others.
Vicky Dura of Celebrity Attractions says she specializes in
classical and modern dance repertoire and will do in the
neighborhood of 35 shows in 1977 -mostly at the Seattle Civic Auditorium, the only hall really situated for that type of
ce
a talent" and an occasional act at the Portland Civic Center
a such as the Joffrey Ballet. She adds that the market for that
O type of talent is flourishing.
mJ
Friedman and Johnston. promoters based in San Francisco, have been successful promoting jazz concerts in the
m. Northwest and have presented such artists as Bob James,
Earl Klugh. George Benson, John Klemmer, the Crusaders.
Bill Withers and others.

-I think Seattle

one of the hottest jazz markets on the
West Coast," exclaims Joy Johnston, and
think jazz is a real
coastal phenomenon, both here and on the East Coast."
is

I

I
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Strong Regional Base
Continued from page PN 2(J
Towards the future, Far West wants to be
able to book
Northwest talent in the area as well as on the West
Coast; develop acts on a management level; and be
able bring in a new
acts that may already be on a label for area
exposure.
We believe in the Northwest, Its like a time
bomb getting
ready to explode," says Nyberg.
Far West has booked BTO and Heart and has
also booked
Big Horn. Child (Ariel). Chinook, Crown.
Epicentre, Gabriel
(ABC). Janis, Jeffery Comanor (Epic), Jr., Cadillac
(Great
Northwest Record Co.). Magi (Claridge). Papaya, Rush, Rim fire, Merilee Rush (United Artists). Shaker.
Shyanne, Striker
(Arista) and Thin Red Line.
Another powerful agency torce that has emerged in recent
years in the Northwest is Good Music Agency, founded
and
run by Doug Brown and partner Brian Knaff.
Brown figures GMA will do in the $3 -$4 million range in
gross bookings in 1977.

trying to be a comprehensive booking agency,"
states Brown, "while at the same time developing young
talent. As time goes by young talent is coming to us for production, management and career guidance."
The agency books rock. country and country
rock, lounge
and rock single and duos, show and 505. and also has heavy
a
We are

campus focus.
The agency has become so large and wide in
scope that offices were opened in Moorhead, Minn., which Knaff heads.
and in Seattle, which is run by Rich Schultz and Gail Pilon.
Brown headquarters himself out of the Missoula, Mont.,
home office and describes that market, because of
the Univ.
of Montana student body and the influx of young talent
there,
as a "cultural island," similar to Eugene.
GMA handles acts on both a national and regional level and
national touring acts include Mule, Roto the Wonder Band,
Mission Mountain Wood Band, Nina Kahle, Larry Raspberry

and the Highsteppers. Morningstar,
Texas, Flash Cadill.
Hasty Habit, Jade and Peter Rabbitt.

GMA also has a production /publishing
company call.
Good Music Productions /Starry.Eyed
Music and one of its a
Isis, Nina Kahle, has been signed
to a recording contract
RCA /Windsong with an
album due for 1978 release.
The Don Anderson Agency has
offices in Seattle, San Fra
cisco. Glendale. Calif., Atlanta and
Kansas City and Anderso
based out of the Bay Area office,
comments, "We are

a n
tional agency with a strong regional
orientation."
The agency wants to keep developing
its small act divisio
concert acts and one nighter division,
and its convention a
fair business.
"The Northwest has been a lucrative market
for us," sa
Anderson, "and it can be if you offer quality
entertainmen
You don't have the high degree
of talent saturation as you do
some major markets like Los Angeles and
you're not always co
peting with so many other different
forms of entertainmen
"Our goal in 1977 is $20 million in gross
bookings." e
phasizes Anderson.
The Jack Belmont Agency specializes
in Top 40 lounge ac
and covers the majority of the Northwest
territory.
"It's become a very competitive market," states Belmon
"and there are a lot of younger agencies cropping
up."
George Carlson is unique in that he specializes in
both m
sic attractions and lecturers, the latter,
he indicates, beco
ing increasingly more popular.
Carlson has booked Dr. Dean Brooks, the
superintendent
the Oregon State Hospital who played a similar
role in the fit
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest."
"He's in demand," states Carlson, "at mental health gat
erings and at colleges. believe we are the only
agency in th.
Northwest which specializes in both types of
attractions."
Andy Gilbert has been running a successful
booking agent
in Portland for three years called
Pacific Talent and Gilbe
says he is able to book into most of the major
clubs on th
Northwest circuit.
"It's a thriving market." says Gilbert, "and getting strong'
monetarily for bands. It's always been a healthy market
fo
live bands and now think even more
people are going out tL
see and hear music."
Jim Smith of UNICAM, operating out of Seattle, has
don
much to expand the campus market through his
bookin:
.

agency.

CREDITS
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P.20 Gilbert) and Grant Haller (p.3 Hulett. Kingdome: p 4 Coliseum,
Aquarius. Sunday's. p.6 & 14 all photos: p-lb Peaches. p.20 Smith).

With approximately 40 groups on its roster
UNICAM also
books clubs and its territory includes Oregon. Idaho, Montan:
and Canada, in addition to Washington.
Smith also manages a popular Northwest band called Hail
Co. and he, too. agrees the entire Northwest is "an extremelj
healthy market" for booking agents.
"Disco has done all right here," he notes. "but people ar
intensely involved with live entertainment."
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UNIVERSAI.
SOUNDS
UNLIMITED
HOME OF TOP NATIONAL
& INTERNATIONAL RADIO
PROGRAMMING
SYNDICATION

* DO YOU REMEMBER THESE?
(6 hour New Year's Special)

16 TRACK

MUSIC PRODUCTION
CO mm

-

For information write or call:
Universal Sounds Unlimited
P. O. Box 835

Deer Park, WA 99006
-509- 276 -2071
1

RC IA LS

NARRATION

custom tope duplication

entertainment guide for Oregon's
largest paid circulation weekly

5021 S.E. POWELL BOULEVARD PORTLAPD.OREQO1 97906
SOT- 777 -4691

"THE MYSTERIES

REVEALED"
(503) 777 -4622

OF RECORDING

For seminar information

-

* HISTORY IN AMERICA
THROUGH THE OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENCY
(3 hour 4th of July Special)
* THE KING IS DEAD
LONG
LIVE THE KING (Elvis Presley)
(5 hour Labor Day Special)
* STORIES FOR HALLOWEEN
(5 hour I Ialloween Special)
* RADIO'S CHRISTMAS PAST
(5 hour Christmas Special)

RECORDING

toll:

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS
SALES AND RENTAL

featuring record reviews,

TRADES

concert previews and
complete coverage of the
Northwest's entertainment
industry

CONSULTATION
SYSTEM DESIGN
AND

FABRICATION
OPERATION
AND
COMPLETE SERVICE

In addition to reaching our paid circulation,
Fresh Weekly is distributed free on Portland's
11 college campuses.

IoW

JAL

For more information, contact
Reynolds Manson

Willamette Week
Stark St., room 315
Portland, Ore. 97204

320 SW

(503) 243 -2122
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...and jingles
and sound tracks
and commercials
and concepts and...

The Little Mountain Sound Company Ltd, 201

W

7th. Ave.,Vancouver, B.C.V5Y1L9 (604) 873 -4711

THIS PICTURE SAYS BALL

Paul McCartney and Wings set an all -time
indoor concert record last year for attendance
(70.000), interest (30.000 sold first day), and
want
gate receipts (over $5 million). And we
to thank them for making it possible.

For more information, call E.O. Ted Bows field. Director, or Bill Sears, Manager -Sales &
Promotion, at 628 -DOME. Or write 201 South
King Street. Seattle, WA 98104.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE
KINGDOME

1977 KISS /AUCOIN MANAGEMENT INC.

c

$15.00

PER DOZEN

ACE

= 433

PAUL

= 436

PETER

= 435

POSTER SIZE
23x35

GENE

= 434

FOR INFORMATION CALL

ONE STOP POSTERS

TOLL FREE #800

421 -4199

2619 W. EXPOSITION BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA. 90018 (213) 733 -2101
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BUDGET TAPES
)/

/

' Denver-Based 80- Outlet

Web Boosts

Prerecorded, Blank And Accessories

GRIER LOWRY
KANSAS CI -Y. Mo. -- Budget Tapes & Records. an 8 -store
franchised and company owned chain system. has established a
solid sales position in Western and Midwest markets with a baBy

1

sic concept that includes:

Giving prerecorded 8 -track tapes and cassettes equal inventory and display status with LPs. Typical store inventories
include 3.500 LPs, 2.000 8- tracks and 2,000 casettes.
A successful "Bargain Of The Week" radio -promoted special on prerecorded and accessory items.
A concentrated bid for high -volume accessory business
with 12 -foot showcases devoted to blank audio and videotape.
disk and tape care products and racks and counter -top displays
in prized locations assigned to carrying cases.
A pricing structure which matches or edges under compe-

Mark Olson, who opened three of the four Kansas City Budget
Tapes & Records outlets. is framed between disk care accessooes, weekly disk /tape specials. wall of tape.

tition.
A formula designed to get lesser- known artists off the
launching pad by featuring their albums.
Headquartered in Denver, the seven- year -old firm recently
unveiled a store in Anchorage. Alaska. Phil Lasky is president
of the company which operates a substantial warehouse riperation in Denver that feeds stocks to the stores.
Only three outlets arc company- owned. two in Kansas Cites
Cr,nn,nn

MOBILE FIDELITY

IHF Atlanta

New Import' Entry For
Growing Hi Fi Disks

Show Adds

STEPHEN TRAIMAN
leases, offered under the tradeNEW YORK -Newest entry in
marked "Original Master Recordthe audiophile recording area that is
ings" banner, is $12.95 each,
rapidly expanding through a grow through hi fi stores. selected record
ßngnetwork of hi ft dealers and recshops and by direct mail.
ord /tape outlets with hardware deIncluded are the Mystic Moods
partments is the Mobile Fidelity
Orchestra featured in "Emotions,"
Sound Lab.
recorded live with sound environThe Los Angeles -based firm,
ments/effects; "Cosmic Force." conheaded by Brad Miller of Sutton temporary vocals balanced with inMiller Productions, has received test
strumental orchestrations: "Stormy
pressings front Europe of its first
Weekend," mood music scored to a
four releases -three featuring the
thunderstorm: and "The Power And
Mystic Moods Orchestra and the
By

other with unusual sound effects.

With discriminating listeners
complaining for years about the
poor, and now deteriorating. quality
of records made in this country. it's
our intention to provide the finest
pressings of superior master tapes,"
notes Gary Giorgi. national sales
manager and music director of
KHQ. Spokane. Wash.
"We're looking for producers of
high quality records. particularly in
Europe, who want access to the
American market;" he says. "Additionally, we'll consider a e- pressing
license of contemporary artists of
U.S. labels, that have 'audiophile'

.

standards."
Giorgi and Miller are especially
high on the transfer to vinyl that include, the half-speed lacquer -mastering techniques utilized at the NC
Cutting Center in Los Angeles. The
Mobile Fidelity lacquers for the initial four releases were cut by Stan
Ricker, chief engineer for the facility.
All plating and pressing is being
done in Europe where Miller considers the only superior facilities are
available, though he and Giorgi are
interested in the venture of Europadisk Plating Co. which just
opened in New York (see separate
story. this issue).
Also being utilized for the replication is the high -quality vinyl originally developed for CD-4 discrete
quadraphonic disks. The pressings
are claimed by Giorgi to offer excellent high frequency and transient information. deep and precise bass
clarity and "the most three- dimensional mid -range yet heard on records."
Suggested list of the initial re-

The Majesty," sound effects ranging
from dead silence to a steam locomotive and a thunderstorm.
Dealer net is S8.50 without discounts for each LP on 24 -unit assorted minimum order, with a 5`F
(Continued on page 56)

Dealer Meet
NEW YORK -The first IHF show
set for Atlanta's World Congress
Center May 19 -21 is planning 11 sessions in a concurrent dealers educational convention, according to Bob
Gur -Arie, IHF executive director.
Session topics are based on a recent survey of audio dealer preferences and needs. notes Allen Novick
of TEAL, chairman of the program
committee. Additionally, the Na-

tional Assn. of Retail Dealers of
America (NARDA) will conduct afternoon seminars on salesmanship
training. inventory control and
profit center and financial statement
analysis.

The educational program kicks
off Saturday (20) with three concur(Continued on page 54,

+'1
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eaiboara ahotos by Grier cowry
Blank audio and video tape share a 12 -foot glass showcase.

Featured here are 3M Scotch Beta -format videocassettes,
BASF and Maxell cassettes tied to radio recording promo.

CAMEO Links Key
Creative Audio Firms
Continued from page
A pro tem board of directors from
seven companies which include
AKG. BGW, dbx. MXR. Phase
Linear, Tapeo and TEAC Tascam
was appointed.
David Schulman of the Chicago
law firm of Schulman, Silverman &
Krieter. Ltd., was named pro tem executive director. Schulman has been
active in the audio industry for a
number of years.
Temporary headquarters will be
located at Suite 3501 LaSalle Plaza,
180 North LaSalle St., Chicago.
Another meeting of CAMEO is
slated to take place at the O'Hare
Hilton in Chicago on March 25
which will be open to all companies
interested in joining. according to
Schulman.
At that time a board of directors
will he formerly elected. a standing
committee will be named and by-

ZALKIND HOSTS KEY EXECS

Music Business On Vidtapes
NEW YORK -Videotape is the
medium and the message is music
Or to he more precise the 36 half
hour programs on "All About The
Music Business" will be "in the can"
this month and ready for distribution to the educational and entertainment markets soon.
As the second phase of Ron Zalkind's nonprofit Practical Learning
for the Arts Foundation (Billboard.
Sept. 17, 1977). the videotape series
fer muis designed as media support
sic business courses and as a valuable training tool for all elements of
the music industry.
Zalkind. who recently launched
busihis five -month series of music
Innms courses through the Zadoc
stitute for Practical Learning, has
the support of a number of labels
and other industry firms in getting
the videotape project off the ground.
a
More important. he has lined up
heavy list of "guest professors"Bruce
from Walter Yetnikoff and
MuLundvall of CBS to Chappell
and Marysic chief Irwin Robinson
beth Peters of the U.S. Copyright
key
Office -to cover virtually
er
facet of the recording, publishing.
-

management and other phases of
the industry.
Taped at the Temple Univ. Office
of TV Services in Philadelphia, the
black & white series makes good use
of camera interview techniques,
presenting the guest with host Zalkind, supported by simple but effective charts and graphs. with suitable
background music.
Total estimated production costs
are about 567.000. with the big ex-

VIDEOTAPE
COPYRIGHT
`TAX' URGED
WASHINGTON -Following an
radier study report on home videotaping that urged a tax on blank
tapes rather than hardware to raise
an international pool of revenues for

copyright owners. an international
copyright study group recommends
that individual member countries of
protection agreements enact laws
providing offsetting funds (see stony
starting on page one. continuing in
International section).

www.americanradiohistory.com
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of 50 boxed sets of the 36
programs on (i -inch U -Matit videocassettes -about $38.000. This is offpense that

set, in part. by nearly $30.000 in con-

number of labels
and other music firms including
ABC. A &M, CBS, Chrysalis. Life song, Ode. RCA, UA. Thom Bell.
Diskmakers and 507 Expon Corp.
A companion work -study book
includes a program outline and supplemental material in that area of interest as a definite aid in the learning
process. Zalkind notes.
Basic music industry data in the
"syllabus" includes record /tape
pricing structure and manufacturing
cut analysis. AFM union scale, concert production worksheet. main
contract points between author/
composer and music publisher.
RIAA charts on antipiracy statutes
and legal protection of recordings.
industry market shares, differences
in the copyright acts of 1909 and
1976. and sources of music publish-

tributions from

a

ing income.

Zalkind

his four principal
markets as the 455 accredited U.S.
sees

colleges of music: support facilities
(Continued on page 54)

laws and programs for the organiza-

tion will

approved.
"CAMEO will help fill an important statistical void that has existed
in the music industry." according to
Leslie B. Propp. president of the
be

Assistance with this story provided
by Stephen -Freiman in New York.

American Music Conference. who
attended the meeting and pledged
his support to the new group.
"This is particularly important
since this area is the fastest growing
segment of the music industry and
perhaps the most complex." Propp
adds.

Schulman characterizes those
firms wishing to become part of
CAMEO as those whose primary
function is the manufacture or distribution of products under their
own brand names sold through retail outlets anywhere irr the world.
CAMEO's specialized market interest, as defined by Schulman, is
that area which makes finished electronic products that are used by musicians and production people vocationally to produce creative and
original sound.
"It is," he continues. "an area that
is very difficult to define completely.
In fact, the difficulty in defining the

industry is one of the reasons
CAMEO was formed.
"Many manufacturers in this area
feel that they are a part of a new industry whichi requires its own trade
organization, even though it is still
not well understood. CAMEO, in
fact, fits very nicely between the
American Music Conference and
NAMM on the one hand and IHF
and AES on the other."
At the recent meeting it was also
decided to levy a $200 initiation fee
on incoming companies to help defray sian -up costs. At the upcoming
meeting a formal dues structure will
be approved.
In the interim. CAMEO intends
mounting an aggressive member-

ship campaign among all those companies which fall into the new
group's sphere of interest. The campaign will consist of direct mail and
telephone soliciting.
Associated memberships will also
be open to the industry press.
(Cunrinoed on page 54)

ape/Audio/Video
IHF Adds Dealer Confabs

Continued front page +3
rent sessions. "The Audio Store's
Profitability Challenge." "Showcasing Hi Fi Components To Increase
Sales' and "Innovations In Hi Fi
Technology." including presentations for amplifiers. cartridges,
record playing equipment. speakers,
tape decks and blank tape. and
tuners.
In addition

to the

NARDA seminar,

successful session at the October
IHF management seminar here.
Sunday sessions will cover successful dealer management- financial and inventory control. mastering store security, fixturing with
sales impact. and secrets of becom-

ing

by consumer economists and marketing experts, and a newspaper and
workshop conducted by the Newspaper Advertising Bureau.
Initial nailing of several thousand
surveys to hi fi dealers brought more
than 400 responses, with 71% of
those indicating they would attend
the IHF event. Gur -Arie notes.
Other registrations are coming in
from the first ads appearing in various audio trade papers.
More than 90 companies and a
dozen publications have now sent in
space applications, according to
Charles Snitow, whose exposition

afternoon

a top

Adds Distributors

NEW YORK -The record divi-

of Syntonic

Research Inc., producers of the "Environments" series,
has appointed two new distributors
to add to its 19 around the country.
They are Kinnara Distributing in

Chicago and Associated Distributors Inc. in Phoenix.

multi -store dealer; tomorrow's

hi fi customers, featuring projections

management retail panel will debate how
audio specialty and chain stores,
electronic chains, appliance retailers
and department stores plan to expand their sales despite increasing
competition and a changing consumer market -an update on the

sion

a

management firm is handling that
end of the event. Approximately
150,000 square feet of open exhibit
space is available.

that counts!

Cassettes and cartridges with good components are
what count in delivering true fidelity. Spring pads,
foam pads, full or flat shields, pins, windows and
rollers are precision engineered for top performance.
Overland Products...Quality Components For True Fidelity
In Cartridge And Cassette.
SPECIAL DESIGNS ON REQUEST

OVERLAND PRODUCTS
CIP

A

O. BOX 8

FREMONT, NEBRASKA 88025 U.S A
Telephone 402 -721 -7270

.
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STINKS

RIGHT? WRITE US ABOUT OUR ALL NEW
FREIGHT ALLOWANCE PROGRAM!
(Reps. Wanted)

u

i

such as libraries /media centers/
community arts councils; the entertainment industry- publishers, labels, booking agencies. television/
radio networks and /or stations -as a
training tool. and the general "mu-

sic- interested" audience, via cable
tv, UHF and education tv outlets.
He realizes the primary market
is
a large one. and will be starting
off

with

a series

of lecture /workshops

on weekends in the Northeast
early
next year. They will be self-pro-

moted, hopefully co-sponsored in
various campus markets with retailers who will get a work /study
book
free with a certain volume purchase
of the videotapes.
Support from the industry has
come recently with several benefit
workshops in Philadelphia -one by
Thom Bell who had a songwriters
session in October. and another by
Meco "Star Wars" producer Tony
Bongiovi on how to record hit records, the latter done partly at Sigma
Sound.
Zalkind is coming up with .a 15minute sample show that will include a description of the series and
its goals, and extracts from some of
the more interesting programs. Joe
Cohen, NARM executive vice president, confirms his interest in the
series. and hopes to preview it at an
upcoming regional meeting.

Phone: Area Code 919. 8674106

3.4% or

makers'

Management programs include
Dee Anthony (personal manager),
Frank Barsalona (booking agent).
Howard Stein (concert promoter),
Elliot Hoffman (entertainment lawyer), David Steinberg (contract negotiator). Ford Foundation's Richard Sheldon (foundation officer).
Other areas are covered by Susan
Starr (classical artist). Rogers &
Cowan's Carol Ross (p.r.), Bill hoard's Lee Zhito (trade publishing). Warner /Levinson's Larry Levinson (commercials' music), plus
panels with rock music artists and
performing rights societies (ASCAP.
BMI).
STEPHEN TRAIMAN

LOS ANGELES -Walter Welch.
curator of the Syracuse Univ. Audio
Archives and head of the Thomas A.
Edison Foundation Re- recording
Lab there, was honored by NARAS
recently with a special award for his
contributions to recorded sound.

www.americanradiohistory.com

194,000.

104. although it still accounts for
matt 50% of the market.

a

Mobile Fidelity
Continued from page 53
cash discount for prepayment an
freight paid on orders exceeding 4
units. Orders over 100 units get
a.
advertising allowance, with othe
promotional programs such as per
sonal appearances and clinics avail
able. Volume discount on over 2t
units shipped to one address is S8 ne
.

I

cost each.

Special demo offer on every ne
release initial order is one free dem
LP for 24 copies or more of any n
LP, two free demos for 48 copies o
more.
Miller has long Peen interested
recording natural sound environments and was one of the key figures
in development of discrete quad
as a
member of the National Quadraphonics Radio Committee. with a
number of Sutton -Miller releases offered in CD-4.
Giorgi has spent the past 20 years
in broadcasting, the last nine
at
KHQ, and has been a hi fi hobbiest
for some time. His own audiophile
home system is used to audition material for the MFSL catalog.
i

CAMEO Tie For `Creative' Firms

Continued from page 53
Comments Larry Blakely of dbx.
"We began talking at Dave Kelsey's
Audio Concepts in L.A. last April
prior to AES about it but we had
been feeling for some time that no
show really gave creative audio a
real identity. We really didn't fit
anywhere.
"It's something," he continues.
"which we needed as a group to get
some clout to go to these expo
groups and get a special section,
identity and exposure.

"About a month ago we had an
initial meeting with a good cross section of different types and sizes of

manufacturers in the entire creative
audio spectrum from stage to sound
reinforcement to semi -pro recording
to disco.

"I think

the growth of the market
will be directly related to educating
the dealer. the rep and through them
the consumer. I think the group reflects a tremendous amount of integ-

rity-

P/anstiehl is NEEDLES

Larry

Ballen (manufacturing), Record Hunter's Jay Sonin
(retailing), ABC's Steve Diener (international), RIAA counsel Jules
Yarnell (piracy). Vox's George Men delssohn (classical) and Jonathan
Dorn (studio musician).
In the publishing area are Aaron
Copland (composer), Bell (songwriter), Chappell's Robinson, Harry
Fox Agency's Al Berman (mechanical rights), Peters of the Copyright
Office. NMPA counsel Alan Shulman (copyright infringement). Controlled Sheet Music Service's Ron
Ravitz (print distribution).

S

Overall, the software sales share
has increased by 11.1%. compared to
the results of the prior survey conducted for the period from October
1975 -September 1976.
The rapidly increased share of
market for the Beta, VHS and VX2000 system machines has resulted
in the need for half -inch cassettes
reaching the level of 40 %, according
to the Japan Video Assn. At the
same time. the sales demand for i4inch U -Matie cassettes decreased by

Betancourt (promotion), Disk-

NARAS Cites Welch

6232 Bragg Blvd., P.O. Box 5866, Fayetteville, N.C. 28303

Total sales of the 16 member companies of the Japan Video Assn.
were up 45% to 55.655 million for
the periods October-December 1976
and January-June 1977, compared
to the distribution survey for the
same months the prior year.
Of total revenues, sales accounted
for 62.8% or $3.548 million, and
rentals for 6.5% or $368,000. Production of "software by order" sales represented 27.3% or $1.544 million.
while sales related to hardware were

Cashman (producers), Polydor's Lou
Simon (distribution), RCA's John

NC-30

Custom Case Mfg. Co., Inc.

TOKYO
with the steady
increase of half -inch Beta- format,
VHS and VX -2000 (Quasar) videocassette recorder salts. the sale and
rental of prerecorded cassettes is expanding its market share.

Continued from page 53

"We're offering the series to the
industry as a training tool, using
video -the most effective medium
today." Zalkind emphasizes. "We
won't give away the nights to showing the programs. but we are looking
to extend the reach of the subject
matter to as many interests as possible."
Programs will feature such
recording industry ligures as CBS'
Lundvall (major labels), Midsong's
Bob Reno (custom labels), Ode s
Lou Adler and Lifesong's Terry

It's what's inside

Japan Video Software Up
-Along

Music Business
In Vidtape Series

A

MORETS

PFANSTIEHL has the most complete line of replacement
phono needles
available from any one source -with EXTRA LONG MARKUPS
more
up -tD -date cross reference information
more sales aids and needle
merchandising helps to make your phono needle selling sin,
pier with LONGER PROFITS
and. Pfanstiehl offers a
liberal 100 °6 EXCHANGE PRIVILEGE so you never get
stuck with anything that doesn't sell in your area.

...

r

r

6--

You'll like doing business with PFANSTIEHL!

Paw:diem

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
TODAY ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

CHOOSE ANY COMBINATION
SPEED: 64:1 32:1 16:1
RUNNING MASTER: %ft %211 1"
with
single master
or
dual master
for instant
program change
ELECTRO SOUND
from

illId

uoror.nc cox/o..non

,)00.VFNUEOF TnE.vÑRi[.5
EWVO^+Nr,00rB
ONEI)sNNI
C.BIF UD,O4.TiC lElE+,ieO

O//Ka

CBIEUD OMiTIC

RUEfiC.piER

TEIEF aTDiBONF

JBL TO GO.
When you're on the road, you need all the
sound you can get.
With as little weight and bulk as possible.
Enter BL's very compact, very durable and very
high- performance traveling sound system. Three
tough little pieces of equipment that can put out
more sound than a truckload of ordinary gear.
The Ice Cube (also known as the 6233) is a
super -compact, high -power amplifier. With a
whisper -quiet thermally -controlled two -speed
fan. Its only 51 a" high and weighs just 35 lbs.
It delivers a clean 600 watts, 300 RMS per side
both channels driven into four ohms from 20 Hz

to 20 kHz. All with less than .05% T. H.D.
The Strongbox (also known as the 4682) is a
fully self -contained speaker system. Its King -Kongproof thermoplastic enclosure is its shipping
crate. Complete with built -in suspension holes
and carrying handles.
Inside are four 10 -inch extended -range speakers, a pair of high -frequency ring radiators and a
precise dividing network. All integrally engineered to handle the Ice Cube's amazing power output
beautifully and accurately.
Which all means. if you want the most sound
per pound. go with BBL.

UBIJ
GET IT ALL.

lames

B.

Division. 8500 Balboa Boulevard. Northridge. California 91329
Lansing Sound. Inc. Professional
Copyrighted material
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Tape, Accessories Boost `Budget' $$
Continued front page 53
and one in Albuquerque. Others arc
on franchised agreements which encompass a starting -out fee. a 50% advertising budget allocation and

considerations. Company
stores arc supplied exclusively from
other

the warehouse: franchisees make inventory fill -ins from their own resources. Stores order twice a week by
telephone using checklists provided
by the company -each includes a
section of new releases. The firm's
heaviest concentration is in Colorado and Seattle.
The four outlets in Kansas City
were among the earliest entries and a
store managed by Mark Olson. who
set up three of the locations in this
market, is a prototype of the others.
Demonstrated here is the company
formula for high -volume LP, tape

and accessory business.

"The words 'budget' and 'tape' in
our title are significant," says Olson.
"We will stock more prerecorded
tapes than your standard record
stores and we had substantial stocks
of cassettes long before the others.
We've built a marketing image for
having the hot LP sellers on tape and
cassette. When a Kansas or Chicago
title comes in, we'll order 20 on 8-

¢

track, 20 on cassettes and 40 on LP.
"As in prerecorded stuff. selectivity and competitive pricing are
doing the job for us on blank tape
and accessories." he adds. "You
don't find a few 'care' items and
blank tapes scattered around our
counter. We devote a 12-

Gcashwrap

4

foot showcase to blank tape. another
12 -foot case to disk and tape care
items. And we're on the same tight but- adequate margin on accessories
that we are on records."
A sampling of the pricing schedule shows 57.98 list LPs sale priced
at $4.77, $6.98 for $3.77 and prerecorded 8 -track and cassettes listing
for 57.98, for 54.99. regularly $5.99.
In blank audiotapc, Maxell's 90minute UD cassette is tagged at
$4.19: its budget Low Noise item.
$2.99. and its high -end UD -XL
series at $4.49.

The chain is just getting into
videotape. and has been featuring a
display of the new Scotch K -60
hour -long Beta- format cassettes. Olson sees video as one of the real
growth areas for the web.
"Our blank audio business got extra impetus when a couple of local
radio stations. KY102 and KWKI,
started playing complete sides of albums so listeners could record two
sides on 90- minute tapes," he notes.
"We tic in with signs and talk up this

programming with customers -it

doesn't really affect our sales at all.
"We go out on limbs and recommend specific blank tape for the customer's needs," the retailer explains,
"and we're strong on talking from
first -hand experience. I record a lot
of my own music and I don't hesitate
to tell a customer that I like Maxell."
(This exclusive report on Budget
Tapes do Records concludes next week
with a look at promotion. nterclmndisin and advertising.)

OPERA ODYSSEY -Philips and Odyssey Records,
San Francisco host opera luminaries
Montserrat Caballe and in
Carreras in a panoramic promotion that drew hundreds
of fans. Surrounding the singers are, from
left, Jim Van Pert
Odyssey; Harry Losk, national sales manager, Phonogram:
M. Scott Mampe, vice president, classical,
Richard Bullock, Odyssey; Larry Holmes, classical
Phonogram
buyer, Odyssey; George Steiner, regional
sales manager, Phon
gram; Jack Warfield, classical specialist, Phonodisc;
and Len Matson,

KKHI.

HNH OUTBURST
CHICAGO -HNH Records here
plans an increased number of releases covering

of repertoire for

a

broader spectrum
1978.

Harvey Neil Hunt, president, says
the year -old label will expand its release schedule through exploitation
of new licensing ties, the introduction of a budget line and with the dehut of the first recordings produced
by the company.

HNH in -house production

CASSETTES

HIGH OUTPUT LEVELS

cc

ai

w
U

was

launched this fall. with a series of
sessions held in London under producer Robert Angles. Executive producer is Hunt, who joined with Angles in decisions pairing available
artists with repertoire.
Taping for HNH were among
others, French pianist Cecile Ousset,
Scottish pianist Hamish Milne.

harpsichordist Kenneth Cooper,
and a nucleus of string players
recording under the monicker New
London Quintet. A dozen disks were

w

3

waxed in September and October.
One of the aims of the sessions,
says Hunt, was to expose repertoire
not available or underrepresented in

Chicago Label Issuing 12 LPs
In January; Budget Line Due

By ALAN PENCHANSKY
the catalog. and composers Suk.
Dohnanyi, Medtner, Roy Harris and
Block are among those featured.
Hunt says all 12 of the albums will
be. issued in January. along with a

group of titles obtained through licensing arrangements. EMI, Ensayo, Claves, Tudor, Phonoteam
(BASF). Harmonia Mundi (France)
and Lyrita are among the sources
from which Hunt now draws, in
many cases with a U.S. exclusive.
Other HNH innovations scheduled for the new year include release
of the label's first multi -disk sets and
introduction of a budget twofer
series to be called

HNH Select.
According to Hunt, HNH Select
will list at $9.98, and draw upon material "not strong enough" for a
single $7.98 disk. The twofers generally will contain older. previously
available recordings. However. production standards will be unchanged. and One art reproduction
covers will be used, as on Hunt's top
line.

Initial installment of the twofer
series will offer sets combining Sym-

Clossical Notes
Minnesota Orchestra recorded a profit of
$2.428 for 197677, the second consecutive
The

season it has operated in the black

Contrib

uting to the net gain was a record S2 million in
grants and contributions The orchestra's management was profiled in the October issue of
"Baron's" magazine.
Dutch conductor Bernard Haitink has been
appointed an honorary "Knight Commander of
the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire,"
by Queen Elizabeth Were he of British nation
aldy. Haitink would now be entitled to prefix his
name with "Sir " He has been principal conduc-
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Say You Saw It in Billboard

Reiner next year will celebrate their 25th season
together as duo recitalists. The two have recorded together for RCA and Mercury/Philips

copies of

the

Karalan/

tor of the London Philharmonic for a decade.

but will resign That post in 1979.

signed edition numbered

ieñoiá'

lamed recording of Mus
sorgsklrs "Pictures At An Exhibition." made

SINGLE AND BAND
ASSEMBLED
COMPONENTS FOR
CASSETTES
DIGITAL
CASSETTES AND
8 -TRACK
CARTRIDGES

Vwhnst Hmryh tapering and pianist Charles

Beethoven limited edition were presented to
trade and press as Christmas presents from
Deutsche Grammophon The label gave the

Raie

"1"

to Sam Goody in

recogindion of his pmneenng work in classical
retailing.
ALAN PENCHANSKY

German Teldec Now Pressing For Desmar
NEW YORK -Pressing for Des mar Records has been shifted
abroad to the facilities of Teldec.
Germany. and the label is advising
of its new "import" status in consumer ads.

While all Elesmar releases are
pressed abroad. the label says product it manufactures and disl,ibutes
on the International Piano Archives
label will continue to he manufactured domestically.
The first two Teldec- pressed disks
bowed in October: Frescobaldi keywww.americanradiohistory.com

London Quintet: Hamish Milne
plays Liszt Transcriptions: Ives Trio
and Roy Harris Trio. The New England Trio; J.C. Bach Quintets Op.
L New London Quintet.
1

with the Royal Philharmonic, will be released in
February on the Quintessence label David Amram's "Triple Concerto' Is scheduled to be rerssued by Flying Fish Records. the label's first
classical release

Early numbered

phonies One and Two of Elgar, sym
phonies of Arnold Bax and orchestral music of John Ireland. HNH
Select will bow in the spring. according to Hunt.
HNH's rust boxed sets. also in the
offing. will survey baroque literature, including recorder sonatas o
Marcello and harpsichord concertos
of Bach in scoring reconstructred for
original instruments.
Here is a list of HNH material
scheduled to be released in January:
Cecile Ousset plays Chopin. Bloch
Piano Quintet performed by the
New London Quintet, Elgar Piano
Quintet Op. 84 performed by the
New London Quintet. Medtner Piano Quintet and piano pieces performed by Malcolm Binas and New
London Quintet, Dohnanyi piano
pieces played by Howard Shelly.
Kenneth Gilbert harpsichord recital. Haydn and Mozart piano pieces
played by Hamish Milne.
Also: Dohnanyi Piano Quintet
Op. I and Serenade Op. 10. New
London Quintet: Suk Piano Quintet
Op. 8 and Dvorak Terzetto. New

hoard music recorded on instruments in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and "The
Stokowski String Sound," including

Vaughan Williams' "Tallis Fantasia" and Dvorak's "String Serenade." List price remains unchanged at $7.98.
Desmer. which will sticker releases with the import designation.
says it tried for a year to press the
two disks using domestic facilities,
but results did not prove to its satisfaction.

Rostropovich,
Nati Symphony
On Two Labels
WASHINGTON

-

Conductor

Mstislav Rostropovich's tenure as
music director of the National Symphony has been kicked off with an
upsurge of recording activity here.
The start of the famed Russian's
inaugural season has seen the orchestra in its first sessions for both
Columbia and DG, and management informs the orchestra is deferring none of the cost of these recordings as it did when it taped for
London under Dorati.
Rostropovich's recording bow
with his new charge was managed
by CBS. which paired soloist Isaac
Stern
and orchestra
in
a
Violin
taped
Tchaikovsky
Concerto,
18.
Nov.
On No. 23, Leonard Bernstein
conducted his own "Songfest" for
the DG microphones as he did in the
orchestra's second program of the
season. That all -Bernstein bill. including the overture "Shiva" written
for Rostropovich, is to ,be recorded
in its entirely here with Rostropovich also conducting.

1
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(Sutherland, Pavarotti, Home) Nall Phil
(Bonyngel London 13124

Orchestra

GREATEST HITS OF 1720

5

(Kapp) Columbia 34544
RACHMANINOFT: Concerto

5

.3

(Berman) (Abbado) Column,' 34540
lEAN- PIERRE RAMPAI 8 CLAUDE BULLING: Suite for
Flute 8 Jazz Piano

97

Columbia M 33233
PACHEL8EL KANON: Two Sudes; FASCH: Two Symphonies
Paillard Chamber Orchestra (Andre). RCA FRI 5468

43

1

*2

SIBELIUS: Symphony
Boston Symphony Orchestra (Davis), Philips 9500.141

26

15

(

Phonogram)

26

Ill

10

5

IANACEK: Katyn Katanova
(Saderstrom) Vienna Phil Orch. (Mackerras) London 12109

8

MAHLER: Symphony
(Abbado), DG 2707 094

22

GRANADOS: GOYESCAS

LUCIANO PAVAROTTI: The World's Favorite Tenor Arias
London OS 26384

.2

Larrocha, London CS 7009

De

LIE

ISUTHERLAND 8 PAVAROTTI, Operatic Duels,
London OS 26449

S1 LVJAR FEST
Coronation Te Deems

ALBINONI: Adagio in G Minor
SI Martin in- the Fields Orch (Marliner), Angel 37044 (Capitol)

39

THE GREAT PAVAROTTI

ADAGIO Iron, SYMPHONY NO

10

Angeles PANliarmeelc

ZUBIN MEHTA

26510

OS

CHOPIN POLONAISES

16

Pollini, DCG 2530.659

(

Polydor)
OS 26525

VIVALDI: FOUR SEASONS
Musici, Philips 6500.017

16

I

(

Phonogram)

CS

7023*

CS

7024*

..>m

Houston Opera Company. RCA Red Seal ARL3 -2109

CSA 2248
THE PIANO MAL9Cci

.
r.,o,.n.
.r,b.., n:

leR.ti4RD HERRMANN COh11UCIS

GERSHWIN: Porgy G Bess

26

VLADIMIR A4IKFNAZY

CARRERAS: Opera Arias

8

28

MAHLEN. SYMPHONY N0.5
Loo

SIR GEORG SOLTI

12

London

L4odmir Ashkemzy
Beethoven Rano Sonatas

Walton

Philips 9500.203

ca:*

SIBELIUS: Symphonies at 3 6 6
Boston Symph. Orch (Davis), Philips 9500.142

*9

30

MAHLER: Symphony
Chicago Symphony Orchestra ( Giulini), DOG 2707.097 (Polydor)

30

RAVEL

Chicago Symphony Orchestra (Solti), London

CS

Itf_S17W U

GO

35

CS

7022*

LA WALLY

ai

IRIS. PAGLIACCI

AMICO rW>-(

10ELEY

GRANADOS
GOYESCAS
Alüil de Lu i 10 117

WREN MTAZEL

11687

_

..

P

NIGHT MUSIC
(Marnner). Angel 37443

8

A

BEVERLY SILLS, Opera Arias
Angel 37255
21

DRANA IECOnVRE49. A409E4 DEOiIER

The 4`%CeCAafad Orchestra

FOR BAROQUE

LI

trismo AFias

FESTE R4JHAJ.N.E,..

Paillard Chamber Orchestra. RCA Victrola AVM
19

tilarsa

ENE PINGS (>i fà0M11E

VIVALDI: Four Seasons
(Kato Ensemble). Angel S37450
65

SPC 21166*

7033

ROMANTIC VIOUN, Fodor
RCA ARLI 2365

12

ZNF 15*

SPC 21173

Bolen

CS

CONTEMPORARY ELIZABETHAN CONCERT
(Munroo), Angel 37263

12

A

MUSSORGSKY: PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION

30

Chicago Symphony Orchestra (Giulini), OGG 2530.783 (Polydor)

CSA 2405*

7043*

SIR GEORG SOLTI

uw

OS 26557

CS

7000*

wan alce
l

POMP AND CIQCUNSTANCE
COCKAIGNE OVERTURE
GOD SAVE

TIE

QUEEN

CHOPIN: Waltzes

(Rubinstein),

RCA

LSG2726

GOUNOD: Faust

(Lombard),
aaaae,aa

11iiiLW

FRl4 2493

GIACOMO ARAGALL, Italian Opera Arias

.

London

26499

OS

HOLST: The Planets
Tomita, RCA Red Seal

47

27

RCA

CS

7072*

CSA 2315*

TRIE NUTCRACKER

APL11919

rMPw

Frnr.t Anrnnrr

HOVHANESS: Rubayat Of Omar Kaayan
(Kostelanet7). Col 34537

8

OSA 13124*

DVORAK: Piano Quintet in A

Columbia

M

34515

BLOCH: Schelomo
(Bernstein), Angel 37256
32

12

BEVERLY SILLS, Music 01 Victor

Herbert

OSA 1275*

Angel 37160

Ce,
CIO
23

26

21

8

OS 26473*

RESPIGHT: Birds

(Martinet). Angel 3725?
MICHAEL ASPINALL The Surprising Soprano
London OS 26537

* available on

Dolbylzed cassette

I. RENAISSANCE
INSTRUMENTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
Angel SB2 3810 (G40,10I)
Early Music Consort 01 London (Munroe.).

RAMPAL Virtuoso Flute
RCA

8

STS 15433/4

1 CLASSICAL LABEL (BILLBOARD)... IMPECCABLE IMPORTED RECORDS AND TAPES

2369

DVORAK: Piano Concerto in

G

Minor

(Richter). Angel 37239

www.americanradiohistory.com

Soul
Sauce

Billboard

Station's
Personality
Radio's Key

jazz .requires stereo and separation in order
to sound good. So we went for a lot
of FM sounding music that if duplicated on AM would not be strong."
Other black- oriented outlets in
the Houston market are KYOK, a
full -timer and KCOL, a daytime station.
Maddox notes that when he first
took over the station as general manager eight months ago, his original
plan was to make the station the first
disco /jazz outlet in the country.
But we found that we had too many
blacks in this market with varied
tastes. and we wanted to appeal to as
many people as possible."
KMGQ's basic appeal is black.
"We did some research and found
that we had gotten large chunks of
our audience from KYOK and

KCOL.
"We also found that we had gotten blacks who had turned away
from KYOK and KCOL and gone
to white -oriented stations."
As for programming research.
Maddox continues to call retail outlets but his staff also gets out into the
community asking questions concerning the station.
"In terms of questions we ask, we
want top of the head responses. We
don't want to give the person time to
analyze the question -then we won't
get the same answer.
"We want gut reaction to questions such as: what do you think of
KMGQ? what would like to hear on
the station? what changes would you
like to see in terms of programming?;" says Maddox.
While many stations are reporting
they are going to LPs but that it's difficult to select the right cut -Maddox
plays both singles and LPs believing
they're both the same in terms of
programming.
"A lot of programmers get ner(Continued on page 151)

Hot Soul Singles_
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IWrder,

radio programmer can get concerning setting up programming conccpts is the personality of his competition.
So says Jim Maddox, one of the
nation's top black programmers,
who took over the helm of former all
news KLXY in Houston, turning it
into one of the market's leading sta-
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JEAN WILLIAMS
LOS ANGELES -Possibly the
most important bit of information a

KMGQ.
"The fact

12

.tomo

By

tions as KMGQ.
"When setting up your own programming you need to know the
personality (habit) of other stations:
arc they inclined to follow suit when
another station changes its format;
do they panic when another station
comes into the market; do they play
a wait- and -see game," Maddox asks.
KMGQ -FM, which came in number one in the 18-49 age group in its
first rating period, and number two
in the overall market, according to
Maddox, offers an r &b format coupled with jazz and disco.
Explaining how he perhaps captured top numbers in the ratings he
says, "I believe it came down to
knowing the personality of the stations I was up against.
"Feeling that other AM black -oriented stations might follow our format, we programmed records that
would not work well on AM stations,
such as certain jazz records. So they
are playing a lot of the same music
I'm playing and that's good for
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Billboard SPICIAI SURVEY for Wick Ending 12

Track Sales Splurge Hypoing
Nashboro Black Gospel Product
By

Nashboro
Group. now concentrating almost
entirely on black gospel product.
will launch a cassette line in January. says president Bud Howell.
in August. 8 -track cartridges repsales and 8resented 65% of our total
our sales in Septracks were 60% of

NASHVILLE

-

"The

tember. I've been told that cassettes
from 25`E -309: of
today represent
would like to
the tape market We
Like advantage of this. if it's true."
To stun, four new albums of a
live -LP release in January will be on

c.usette, along with three or four
catalog items such as a lassette featuring the best selling Gospel Keynotes.

Black gospel music has been
booming. says Howell. "Our fiscal
scar ended July I. We had decided
as far hack as December 1976 to
concentrate on black gospel music
and by July we were a black gospel
company except for Oliver Sain and
some catalog product. Black gospel
product has improved in quality. Ifs
more refined. There's more effort
going into the making of the albums.
"And I feel well be seeing more
and more dual distribution situations for companies like ourselves.
For instance. Mangold-Rectos has
handled our line for maybe 20 years.

SouI LPs

CLAUDE HALL.

Certainly they had it long before my
ti mc.

The past couple of years. sales
were down in the area. BIB wanted
the line. But Mangold -Bertos didn't
want to give it up. Both distributors
came up with the idea of letting
them both carry the product.
And it's worked out extremely
well. Sales via Mangold -Berros are
almost back up at the old level. And
all of the sales through BIB now represent gravy for us."
Howell indicates that other dual
distribution setups like this could
work extremely well for some record
companies without hurting the particular distributors involved. depending on the circumstances.
Prior to concentrating strictly on
black gospel, Nashboro had gone
through some problems. But since
July I. the company has been increasing month by month in both
sales volume and dollars.
The best thing of all is that
there's little discounting like you see
in the pop and r &b fields. And product sells and sells. On an album by
the Gospel Keynotes, we may sell
50.000 to 75.000 in the first year. but
the album will just keep selling. And
those are net sales.
"We try to discourage over-

stocking M distributors. But if and
when it happens. we take the albums
back and ship them somewhere else.
They'll sell elsewhere."
To illustrate how well gospel
product sells. Howell points to a
single called "Waiting For My
Child" by the Consolers that was released back in 1954 -55. The record
company didn't start keeping track
of sales figures until 1972. The
single is over HX).000 in sales since
that period. U may well be a million
seller."
The best sales arras are from New
York down through Washington.
D.C.. and Charlotte into Florida.
Distribution problems may have
hampered sales in Chicago and Detroit. but Howell is now working to
exploit the markets more completely.
The label has a tremendous catalog. ranging from "The Best Of Mahalia Jackson." which is among the
White House collection assembled a
few years ago by a select group of
music authorities to albums by the
late Dr. Martin Luther King.
Groups range from the Swanec
Quintet and the Consolers to the Angelic Gospel Singers. the Rev.
Cleophus Robinson and the Pilgrim
Jubilee Singers.
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label formed four months ago by the
Ohio Players, has opened offices in

Dayton. Chicago and Los Angeles.
She is an arm of Ohio Players Inc.,
headed by Clarence Satchel, a member of the group and its business
manager.
With the high mortality rate of
small labels. one might wonder why
O group with a heavy touring schedule and presumably little time to devote to operating a label would lornt
a record company.
a good investment for the
Players or anyone else," says Jerry
Vukas. brought in by the group to
head the label.
The key is to surround yourself
with persons who have the ability to
select the right acts, couple the acts
with the nght people (producers and
writers), give them good material
and have strong label backing. The
Players know there's a lot of good
talent in the street.' he adds.
The group. still under contract to
Mercury Records, with a lengthy
term to go. has gone to Atlantic for

Its

distribution.
"Were with Atlantic because it
has its own distribution corps plus
WEA's international strength." says
She

Vukas.
But most of all we took a look at
the people inside Atlantic. which is a
vital element in the overall picture."
he continues.
"You must get to know the people
in the company at all levels and see
how effective they arc in their re-

speoive jobs.
"Take Hillery Johnson (a vice
president handling promotion).
have watched him work with Allantics product and know he can get
JUTS over."
The Players personal offices arc in
Dayton and the group is currently
staffing its Chicago office. Its attorneys are also in Chicago.
Vukas, who also heads up Hecht/
Hannan / Vukas p.r. firm. is hived in

staffers Jane Ayer,
Sandy Rahn and Connie Johnson.
The firm handles p.r. for the label.
One year ago. Vukas bought out
his partners but he notes that Larry
Harman may rejoin the firm and the
She family. "I'm talking to other
people for the She Records stall," he
says.
She

will initially use independent
promotion reps to supplement Atlantic's efforts.

"We're talking to independents in
various markets says Vukas, adding that the company is also looking
for artists. managers and agents.
He explains he is negotiating with
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better artist /audience relationship.
The group has also begun staging
public service concerts at grammar
schools, high schools and colleges.
and at orphanages. prisons and hospitals. They feel that in the long run
this public relations effort will pay
dividends in a more informed and
involved jazz audience.
Also planned is a drive to get more
exposure for the artists and their
music on radio and television, and a
series of workshops at drug rehabilitation centers. schools and prisons.
According to Ousley. spokesperson for the group. the aim is not
to unionize the musicians. but to
create a more closely knit group that
could work as a unified body to get
greater public recognition. and with
it a fairer share of the music industrs
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Naga
26

27

28

29

At present the group operates only
out of Ncw York. but aceording to
Ousley the plan is to expand it nationwide. as the predicament of the
jazz musician is a nationwide problem.
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TURNIN' ON
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BARRY WHITE SINGS FOR

HOPE TO AID MUSEUM

cial solvency.
Their efforts in this area include a
drive to get booking agents. promoters. producers. radio personalities
and other musicians to come together in a concerted effort to get the
museum back on its feet.
The group has also started a "Get
To Know The Artist" series of conat the
certs. staged every Saturday
public.
museum at a token cost to the
per The series is a combination of
with
forntana's and informal dialog

31
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NEW YORK -A number of the
city's leading jazz musicians have
formed an organization known as
the Unification of Concerned Jazz
Artists, designed to give jau musicians more bargaining power in
their quest for more work, better salaries, and broader public reeognilion of their art.
Piloting the movement are such
men as Jaki Bayard. Harold Ousley.
Howard McGhee and Bob Cum mingham. The group is operating
out of the New York Jazz Museum,
they
an ailing organization which
have pledged to help return to finan-
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for
professional marketing
label and its acts.
"We're basically farming everything out initially to people who are
experts in their fields. We must go
this route because as a new company
were not equipped to handle several
areas. This is what I mean by building a successful label by surrounding yourself with experts."
He explains that with the Players
in conjunction with Atlantic. he is
working on promotional campaigns.
which he says will not be general
programs but tailored to the act.
Faze-0 is the first act signed to
r
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THE DEVIL IN ME
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LOOK TO THE RAINBOW
AL IARREAU LIVE
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WHEN YOU HEAR LOU.
YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL
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191111
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HELP WANTED

NEW, TOLL -FREE
HOT -UNE FOR

BOOKING AGENTS
New Englen0'stautesl

growing latent book.

Ing agency peeks experienced agents
Must

CHECK TYPE OF AD YOU WANT:
D

F] REGULAR CLASSIFIED -85e a word. Minimum
517.00. Fuel line set all caps. Name, address
and phone number to be included in word count

D

[]

O

D

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED AD -One inch, $38.00,
4 times 534.00 each. 28-times $32.00 each,
52 -times 527.00 each. Box rule around all ads.

D

nave proven track record /eepenence
looking clubs or Colleges

Check heading under which ad Is to appear
(Tape 8 Cartridge category classified ad Is not accepted.)
Distribution Services
D Comedy Material
D Business Opportunities
Record Mfg.. Services, Supplies
8 Equipment
D Professional Services
Help Wanted
D For Sale
Used Coln Machine
D Wanted to Buy
Equipment
D Publishing Services
Promotional Services
CI Miscellaneous

S.

Enclosed is

Classified Atty. Dept.
CALL TOLL FREE (Except NY Stale)

.

.

_

Ask for Evelyn Warren,

New York, N.Y. 10036

BankAmericard
D Master Charge
Bank = (Required)

de24

and

CITY

STATE

SALES MANAGER
WITH EXPERIENCE

ZIP CODE

Telephone No

J

for growing firm in America's most liveable
city. Potential profit sharing and stock colons.

KATR RADIO

8 -TRACK BLANKS

8

Lear Jet style ca nudge wdn rubber rover
Professional duplicating rape 90 lengths
in
increments Prevale labeling
availalSe n
t men 10 45 mm any quantity
635
46 mm 10 65min any quanhry
68C
65 min 10 80 min any quantity
73C
81 min le90mm any quantity
78e
Head cleaners
45cea
52500 minimum orders COO only

1

39

N.

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Rose. Mt Clemens. Mich 48043
1313) 463 -2592

We otter
1

I

M PRESENTS

C

Original Hits

Original Stars

-track tapes
LP albums
Cassettes
Exclusive Releases

any
any
any
any

min

quantity
quantity
quantity
quantity

600
664
720
.784

Shrink wrapped and labeled add

Cali

or

BOX 7172, Billboard

1515 Broadway. New York. NY

tionwide ... DJ's... PD's ... Sales ... Sews ...
Everyone. Free details: "Job Leads," 1680 -DL
Vine. Hollywood. CA 90028.
Ile

-

131)5)

943.2334

1825 W. Schaal Rd.

ELVIS PRESLEY

r

(216) 398 -9438

J S J

MUSIC CORPORATION
816 7th Avenue
Huntington, West Virginia 25701

Norman, Okla. 73070

POSTERS
LIGHTING PRODUCTS
Large velvet blacklight posters $t.25

8 Track 8 Cassette Blanks

each

Money House blessing spray
$t3.00 per case of 12 cans. Strobe
Lights 59.00 each. New Kiss Individually on Motorcycles -posters 80c
18" blackllghts 58.00 each Zodiac
Light Bulbs 536.00 case. 4 Color Personalized Zodiac Car Tags $18.00 a

doz Fish nets 6' x 30'. 52.50 each
TRI -CITY PRODUCTS
99 a Guess SI., Greenville, S.C. 29605
Phone (803) 233 -9962
nc 15

aluegrass music is big business We carry
best Meets LP's and Tapes Stock up now
for Xmas Special offer for new dealers
Write for catalog tiding latest Bluegrass
and ]lems music

OUTLET RECORDINGS
118 Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA 24151
(703) 483-0689

E. Johnson. Juee.bn,o, Ark
935.3633.

70c

Min to 55 Min
56 Min lo 70 Min
1tMin lo 90 Min
1

85C

99e

$25 00 Minimum Orders

C O

D Oniy

Andol Audio Products, Inc.
4212 14th Ave., Brooklyn, N.V. 11219
(212) 435 -7322
2031
TRACK

E.

CASSETTE CUTOUTS

BEST Of THE MAJOR LABELS

COLUMBIA

LONDON

ETC.

For a free catalog call or write:
AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS
'182 Broadway. New York N Y
12121 725-4570
Dealers only- please

10001

3029

2824

RECORTEC CASSETTE DUPLICATING
ryutpmmt ... A1211001 nee complete Recorta
system. Two master machine, and 7 slave /loa
er. Photo and apeciftcatbns available. Slave/
loadm may be used u loaders only. Sold as cam.
plate ayxtem -voll not sell individual units.
Cash only. Call or write Berl Brooks, ESP. Inc.,
1201

Studio Ouality Cartridge
Low Noise. High Output Tape

8

ATTENTION RETAILERS

72401 16011

jai

de31

8

MAJOR LABEL
-TRACK CUTOUTS
AND LP'S
Call

or conte for

catalog

GENERAL MUSIC CORPORATION
PO es. ís11 wears tic 211732

704.377.5623

Cresson, PA 16630.

Un

lora free catalog
DISTRIBUTORS

RaDIO-T

DISCO MANUFACTURING CO. FOR SALE.
Preamp, mixa, remote. $27,500. Write R. Dodge.
Beneficial Capital Corp.. 615 Fifth Avenue. N.Y.,
N.Y IIOSO
del/

maî

SCHOOLS d
INSTRUCTIONS

Rates -POSITION WANTED" Is
S10-in ad.aace -Eor I inch, ovie

Hf:1 F101, WEEK COURSE FUN FCC 1ST
phone brew: Si. week courre for Radio An
unrmg. Student room. at the school Call or
ante REI. 61 N Pineapple Ave. Sarasota, FL
.13517 and 240214ewoler Trail. Frvdencksburg.
VA 22401
tfn

lo

time- No charge for Boa number,

-POSITION OPEN"

(312) 227.0551

nn

SHRINK -WRAP EQUIPMENT. WRAP, Rewrap record,. tapes. Free talon M. Latter
Mfg.. 22W

W.

Jefferson Blvd.. Los Angeles.

Calif 9001812131 737.0440.

min

ORIGINAL ENTERTAINMENT. MEET MY
cheacters anemone. Details 51.00 and S.A.S.E
Ada. Tape Theatre, P.O. Box 24154, El Paso.
del /
Toua 79914.
'RECORD JACKETS. REPLACE OLD.
tom, LP jacket. with clean. ebeey pure while
ju'bela. Plastic fined inner .kevee, opera boxer.
I8 Peeves. double jacket. Free catalog. Cake,
dell
Box 8212, Columbus. Ohio 43201."
ELVIS PRESLEY'S ORIGINAL SUN RECords in mint condition. All five 45s including
"That's All Right Mama." Beet offer. Mut sell.
P.O. Box 7671, Carpus Chrirtie, Texas 78415.

dell

RECORD- OLDIES! 20,000 IN STOCK. SEND
for 4,000 listing catalog. Mail orden filled.
Record Center. 1895 W. 25th St., Cleveland,
Ohio 44113. We expon.
aow
THE WORLD'S LARGEST RECORD COL lectora publication. Articles. interviews. 15,000
recorda auctioned each issue. All types. Join our
751

4,000 readers. Sis insu. $4.50. Sample $1.00.
Goldmine, Box 61- K,FYaaer, Michigan 49026. cow

"WELCOME HOME ELVIS -" DADDY BOB'S
tribute record plus his drawing of Elvis, $1.08.
Bertram Studios, 1069 Shary Circle. Concord.
Ceti!. 94518. 14151 689.7371.
dell
ENTIRE LOT FOR SALE -BEACH BOYS 4554,1X10 copee of each. 111 Reprise/Brother record
0894 -Susie Cincinnati b/w Add Some Muric To
Your Day. 121 Reprise7Brother record 8929
This Whole World b/w Sop On Thru. 51.200 or
hest offer. Call or write Barry Weinfeld. 24
Regent Place. Roslyn,
484.2361.

LI

N.Y.

11576.

15161

dell

WANTED TO BUY
WANT TO BUY BACK ISSUES OF LAST 10
year. Billboard to compete personal collation.
Write 102ToweniCiak, Yardley. Pa. 19067. dell

www.americanradiohistory.com

$20 -1e

Send money and adyerlisinR copy
lo:

COMEDY MATERIAL

their puces, we are Iowenng ours Major label LPs
an bum a SOS Your choice. Write for free baton,
Scorpio Muco, 2933 River Rd, Croydon, Pa
19020, USA. Dealers only.
ttn

is

advance -for one time. Bet number ads asking for tape samples
will be charged an added 51 for
handling and postage.

2512 W. Fullerton, Chicago. M. 60647

WHILE OTHER PEOPLE AHE RAISING

P.O. Box 946

Ire

EXCLUSIVE DISCO IU5 ONLY -FREE
newly released Disco Records -moss major Iabek
Dura required. 814-886.9931. D P A, 631 Prom,.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

DOLLARS-

Call or write

OKLAHOMA
TAPES & RECORDS, INC.

Cleveland. Ohio 44109

Pa. 19150. 12151 549.6845.

in

Hal sellers for Music SLOPS and retail
stores
'Licensed- by PICOley Estate
mint
Genuine
currency, permitted by Gov
moment. 3 Elvis Dollars -3 poses Over 700
Personality Dollars in stock -Bing. tool
Sand for list and wholesale rates REPS
INQUIRE
Thurston Moore. Country. Ltd.
Sc. 11329, Dept. BB (3031 209.8363
Montrose, Colorado 81401
del l

INTER -CONTINENTAL

creep..

Promotion Co., 7923 Linekiln Pike,

HenSyl

Phil..,

1

Little Warehouse. Inc.

INDEPENDENT PROMOTION BY HENRY
ILighininl Neal, formerly with Gamble le Huff,

Phone

Information
304 523 -395t

H.,

10077

RADIO -TV JOBS! STATIONS HIRING NA.

MAJOR LABEL
8 TRACK CUTOUTS
AND CASSETTES

Ot original artist 8
tracks in une country
in C8W. Rock,
Religious and Spanish
Displays.
signs and sales aids available
Can Bin (405) 364 -5034 or writ:

Write B L Bonn., Bonn. ImernMlpW
Records, PO Box 28553, Dallas, Teat
75226 (214) 328 -7770.
tin

Please reply b:

1310 S. Dixie Hwy. W.
Pompano Beach. Fla. 33060

write

Have largest selection

Have you already recorde] and don't know
what to do abouta record A radio plalrr

Area.

10C

Call or write
Trackmaaler, Inc.

for

BUDGET TAPES

pRECORDS

EXPERIENCED RACK SALESMEN
FOR SOUTHEASTERN STATES
Headquarters in the Atlantic

-Distributorships Available-

Ft.

1

Cassette Blanks

-

8

Write or can Utopia Unra Sound. 127 South
Street, Newark, OMO 43055. Phone
,614-3459428,
2e21

Only high quality virgin materais used
Exact lime loaded in minute intervals trout
tu 100 minutes 451 plue WC per minute
Pay only for me length you need
10 meules 45C plus 10 s 'tic
SOS
WO minutes 45C plus 100 x -iC = 95c
125 00 minimum orders C O D
only
Cossettes available Caller unto /or Quo /es

-90

8 ERASERS

Professional Custom Duplicating

-8 TRACK BLANKS-

81

Studio quoins n,gn speed operation Complele warranty Write tir I,Ilydlure

Phone

Mastering
2 8-Track Duplicating
3 Pancakes -Good
selection of ialest
rid sound -a -likes
4 Complete 8 (rack assembly
5 Fast service
6 Low paces
Attention distributors a rack lobben: We
can imprint your name or label on orders of
500 or more.

61

&

First line recording tape top of line cartridge
and Cassette Professional 8 Track and
Cassette duplicators Custom duplication

PROFESSIONAL &TRACK OUPUCATORS- 51.295

PROFESSIONAL B.TRADI CALIBRATORS

Track

-40 min
-60 min
-80 min

41

1

no4

a

let

WHY PAY MORE?

PREMIUM

BAllY

PROMOTIONAL
SERVICES

130 E 131h, Eugene, Ore. 97401

E.O.E.

CALL (8031 755-0091 ANYTIME
DR. JIMMY FOWLER, PRESIDENT

you

WANTED
SALESPERSONS

FOR SALE

1556

business con the regional oMce nearest

Billboard, Box 7171
1515 Broadway

ADDRESS

ADDRESS ALL ADS- 81LLBOARD, Classified
Ad Dept., 1515 Broadway. New York, N Y.
10036 or telephone (212) 764 -7433.

RALLY RECORDING RANCH
Man Street. West Columba. S C 29169

(IN N.Y. STATE (212) 784 -7433)
Hot -line is for last persons1 sOrv,u
placing Classified Ada Doty. For all outer

Dynamic national sales manager for grow.
ing and aggressive, independently
Mstnbuted record lebel Ideal candidate must
have extensive wholesale retail marketing
experience and be willing to travel extensively Reply in confidence with full par.
neuters to

U Check

NAME

First thousand multi -track studio
with back -up band, low rates.

800 -223 -7524

167

U Money Order
PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

S

Signature

800 -223 -7524

Custom pressed albums low as
690 and 45 records low as 290

Just Dial

KAPLAN

16 Francis Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Or you may pay for your classified advertising on your credit card.
D American Express
Credit Card No
D Diners Club
Card Expires

paler to date of ltau..
CASH WITH ORDER.

Custom Duplicated 8 tracks. as
low as 690 including cart.

CLASSIFIED AD

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

i_l Box Number, c!o BILLBOARD, figure 10 additional words and include 51.00 service charge
DEADLINE -Closes 4:30 p.m. Monday, 12 days

STUDIO QUALITY
8 TRACK BLANKS
590 EACH

PLACING YOUR

Opportunity to grow In booking. concert
promotion, artist development, promo.
lion, AAR
Stale salary requirements Send resume 10'.

INTERNATIONAL (01her than U S )-Regular500 a word. Min. $15. Display -S30 ea. inch. 527
ea. Inch 4 or more consecutive times.

F-1

in

Radio-TV Job Mart, Billboard,
1515 Broadway, N.N. 10036

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
(The Service of the Stars Since 1940)
"THE COMEDIAN"
Original Monthly Service -545 yr pall) Sa
(Sample OrOerl 3 issues. $15, p515 $1 80
35 FUNMASTER Gag Fries. St00 pstg 58
Anniversary Issue." 530. 0019 S3
to Master the Celembnies."SIO. polo $3
Every lien d,iierenti No C O D's
"WE TEACH STANDUP COMEDY- vie malt
Payable lo: BILLY GLASON

POSITIONS OPEN
WBT Radio, Charlotte, NC, is
looking for a creative, talented.
mature person to do production
with some air work. Send air
check and complete resume to
Andy Bickel, WBT Radio, 1 Julian
Price Place, Charlotte, NC 28208.

H.

200 W 54th St.,
N.Y.C. 10019

1ln

1VANNA BE FUNNIER THAN BARBARA
Waltor" Compfimentary snack: Lola« Lunch,
ilia, Hamlet Drive. Suite 8811. Yp,ilan:i.
tfe
Michigan 48197.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
nn

KALEIDOSCOPE'. IS NOT COMEDY MATE.
riel, Kaleidoscope IS the world's only TOTAI.
radio PERSONALITY service 500 subscnben.
Sample at P.O. Box 6111. Concord. CA. 94524
Ifn
141516824699.

POSITIONS WANTED

DEEJAYS. NEW SURF, -FIRE COMEDY
Catalog free
Edmund Orrin, 41171 -A Grove Place, Madera,
California 93637.
tfn

DISCO DJ WITH
41/2 years experience
Age 24

DEEJAYS RENEWED
again this year! Gusr.nteed funnier! Free sample.
Contemporary Comedy, 5694 -A Twi min E Dallas,
tfn
Teens 75227. Phone 2141381 -4779.

position in your club My 'complete" disco
record collection is a must tir you and your
business

11,11(11

elassiOed

HUNDREDS

on-line

gags, 510.

OF

seeks

Call (717) 234 -0498

DEEJAYS! TOP PROFESSIONAL COMEDY
citer. feature monthly Gagletter and indi.
vidual service. Free information. Peter Patter,
tfn
P.O. Box 402 -B, Pirredalo, California 93650.

FRESH

TO 20 HUMOROUS QUIPS.
weekly, 3 mm. trial 820. Free sample, Farquhar,
23158 S, Tahoe. Spokane, Wash, 9920.7. Crow -tfn
FREE SAMPLE ISSUE OF RADIO'S MOST
Popular humor aenice! O'Linen, 366-H (Vest
Bullard Avenue, Freeing Californie 93704 for
phone

or write 4511 North Front SI.
Harrisburg, PA. 17110

MUSIC DIRECTOR
RADIO SPOT PRODUCTION MAN

18

21181431- 16021,

tfn

-THE WEEKLY WIPE" -DEE JAY GAGS

and Joke. -No Record intros -No Junk -Free
Sample -The Weekly Wipe, Box 3715 Jackson,
j.21
Go. 30223.

áe24

years Disco DJ experience. Age 26, formerly employed by Uncle Sam's Disco
Chain Seeks slmllar lob etlh radia adverUsing record company or OIeCO Chain oy
ambon Many promotion ideas Interested,
Resume and demo lopes available Contract
TUPPER. AO Drew EL. Apt 2
QueuO. Ills 15202 PSe' (5191 621-1400
5

Al

DISTRIBUTING SERVICES

EXPORT ONLY
and

M

woe

race's
A. woe.

phonograph

WE HAVE THE BEST
ae-

!yea..

1

ALBERT SCHULTZ. INC.

lie

w «1

New Yoe, N

loti
Y

au

UV.

Major Art,sto
Dealers Only
ALEX A. ARACO, CO., INC.

TeIe 2346M

ACCESSORIES
H Ia. 1MAI1T PAO MAYO
Seedier of t °wear Coal Anywhere

SCOTCH
TON
MEMOREX
DISCWASHER
AMPEX
WATTS
OW
PICKERING
SHURE
SOUNO GUARD
Ata3OTECONICARECOTON- EVEREADY
SENO FOR FREE CATALOG

Players
New Label

hSt

Major Labels

507 High St

10011

AIaYREP

a61e

record and tappe
In America

0

°Rare Si years
le record and law
soxe
appaaaee
Me world
leroughoul
egwtsr
and
WsMbubrs only
O.eraaa Dealers

Burlington,

N J

(111701nllfl Jrrr

06016

(6091 366.3266

.1.74

with an LP "Riding High" produced by the Players. The group is
self-con tanned. similar to the Players.

RECORD MFG. SERVICES,
SUPPLIES d EQUIPMENT

Vukas hastens to add Thai She is
not necessarily looking for Ohio
Player type acts. -Were also going
after comedy acts that are established in the í11m or television industry but have not necessanly been a

ay

a

If

Tam. M woo.

t

e.

11n

a LP Mee.wga
Depended
Prwr01 Sen,c.' Send s y°w

O°abty 45

uoe

ISOM

plsj MSSan

RECORD PRESSING
LP JACKETS PTO. L FAB.
FAST

and

1.1

ua Oo

rounding act.
"We're also negotiating with a
nude vocalist in Chicago. who is a
Smokey Robinson type singers."

In..ea,

VILLE PLATTE RECORD MFG. CO.
120 E. Cypress 6t. VIU Pate. La 70010

.

(310) 36E2104

ATTENTION RACK JOBBERS
sew
6 rear. And rhums
.,C1
we can %MOWN
ALL
and
album needs
into Bout.
Adams
today
Jun
Cern

Nn

says Vukas.

Although the Players produced
FazeO, it will not necessarily produce all of us acts. 'The group will
only produce acts it can comple-

SHOWCASE

0141 35a7100

RECORD WIDE DISTRIBUTORS
1155 Chase Drive
($1 Louts). Mo. 63076

OM,

343.7100

a

"Al

individual producers and writers within
the Ohio Players who will work with

Out

MINIMUM CHARGE SYSTEM

ires

PRODUCERS
INDEPENDENTS
LAM, to Ire
record
t.. .c d.spipiM Your
rte
intormauon
un
sA von,

PROFIT USING

WRITE OR PHONE FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS
VAN BROOK OF LEXINGTON
P O BOX SO44 LEXINGTON. KY 40505
.n25
PHONE: 606 2SS -5990

label will also deal with independent
producers and writers.

WEE l'ROPIT WITH OUR I.OWErt
w on I.P. tweak and c.artta Top IIO,

AK6
1

0144 High
uyd.lad .rekty Write Totes
Ataxia Tee.. (Mexican 1ì.l eyed
III'

y 750 W..

reb)

REAL ESTATE

MIDEM- CANNES
We have several INN still avrlable, %MabM for Madan delegates Central Areas
Various Wes, Sleeps 2á people all mod
cons Some with xrvice Fa more detaa9
write Comenbufd Ltd., 20 Stormont
Road. London, N6 4NL. England. or Tel:
01 -340 7314; 01346 7597; 01 -346 4926.

pica.

del:

f

SALE," "SWAPPING"
Use the headline that fits your
needs

Regular Classified: 85e per word.
Minimum 517.00
Display Classified: 538.00 per col uautincb.
PAYM ENT Ml 1ST ACCOM PANT'
ORDER TO:
Billboard Golden Oldies
Trading Post
1515 Broadway, New York Ory 100.16

FOR SALE

LANGUAGE SEMIMONTHLY
NEWSLETTER ON AND
FROM THE JAPANESE
MUSIC INDUSTRY

said that live. the orchestra seemed not nearly
ROMAN 110100
as Impressive as on disk

Specially Designed
For An Internationally
Oriented Record Executive
Who Needs To Be
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livelong pro

gram was

a

You."

funky ragtime "Why Don't You Move In With
Mel" allowed keyboard artist Harry Whittaker to
display his talent The ballad "First time Ever
Saw Your Face" found flack back again on piano
I

to the closing rOb rocket "Rev

slows

SIERRA

ego,

Other End New York

to play

The Private Stock artist, who plans another
shot al a solo career, unteased old hits. standard

pop lunes and new material from his lust

try

re

This live.man group gave an encouraging de

but performance Nov 15
Sierra's best known member is. perhaps, vet
eran pedal steel guitarist Sneaky Pete Klemow.
Besides Klemow, Bobby Cochran, lamer lead
guitarist of Steppenvoll, Is lead singer and gut

tarot for the group, while Gib Guilbeau adds vo
cars and guitar and Thad Maxwell plays bass
Drummer Mickey McGee also sings on several
selections.

leased "lady Put The Light Out" album
The new material included a single, 1 Need
You.' an Eric Carmen ballad. Paul Anka s flow,
mg "Second Thoughts" and a disco tune "Na

&sparse house with sew
eras songs from its Mercury album Including
"You Give Me Loam' " and "I'd Rather Be With

five New Yorker " His controlled, multioctave
tenor voice was amazing, only ouldauled by his
overflowing stage presence.

performed its current single. "Strange Here In

did the

reminiscent of
enough differences to make for an individual
identity. The pedal steel guitar work by Sneaky

Pdci,

everything he had,

as

comprised of drummervocalist
pianist atrangerconductor Lee

The group opened to

You," but did not get much applause until it

Night."

The

group on some material is
early Eagles, but there are

The style of the

Shapiro. John Pasa on guitar and bass player
Don Clconne
Armed with material by Bob Gaudio and

Pete is

teddy Randazzlo, Valli and Seasons paced their
nearly 90 minute, 13aong set m a neat package

a

on

"Silver Star" were 'mores

panicularly good.

songs performed during its
more than an hour set was "Old Town Feeling,"
One of the

12

new single not on the album, which met with

much applause Iron the audience.
For its last number, the group got down with
a

rendition of Chuck Berry's 1958 hit "Johnny

B.

ROBERT ROTH

Goode "

Soul Sauce

I- CHOME,
TOKYO t41
JAPAN

Now, you can have one of the world's

1.110 I

this entertaím
mend capital and the hottest tickets in town, ar,
rived Nov 11 with the pairing of Yath. the Four
Seasons and Flack The shows soldout ahead of
One of the best

Polo's vocals

EAp(4
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Meanwhile. Flack's 30 minute

FRANKIE VALLI
THE FOUR SEASONS
ROBERTA FLACK

Irom an opening slick film sequence through

-

It Is

Night)" and "Let's Hang

Both seem ready at this juncture to break out
on thee own as established, confident entitles

olio

Four Seasons,

THE NEWSLETTER
CONTAINS:
Single And
Album Charts
of Monthly
New
A List
kcal Data GeneralReleases Stabs
sential Information New Etc
vu
You Must Have
YEAR

A

was followed by the Michael Masser hit "Alter

The MFSB orchestra. much older and whiter
Han was expected. had Its own segments. open
mg the show and Ate intermission II must be

Four Seasons

INTuiNATI()NAL

1963 10h What

in the background.

Gerry

THE ONLY ENGLISH -

-Swann' To God,' -My Eyes Adored You,"
'Gn't Take My Eyes 011 01 You,' "December

magical collection of her smooth,
velvet like compositions backed by a'enitic
sit man band Opener "Feel Ulke Makin' Love"

LOS ANGELES- Purchasers of
the New Copyright Edition of "This
Business Of Music" by Sidney
Shemel and M. William Krasilovsky
are advised to correct page 115 (line
15) to indicate that sales of recordings constitute a "publication" of
the underlying music under the 1976
Copyright Act.

MIMIC L11110

see, as «as Pawl s lalselto sob spot and Valli s
lesh,oning of Rae Coolidge's new single hit
Were MI Alone Its easy to see why Valk and company hive
said mue than 85 mlllron records. 18 of them
gold. «hen they perform monster hits such as

fe
the MfSB acheslra and sang. He had three
male background Ungen but they mostly stayed

Book Corrected

MISCELLANEOUS

Don't Nils, It!! Classified AdYerthing Closes Every Monday.
"WANTED TO BUY." FOR

Ala Neal Heinen. 6464
Owlawd Pk., N.Y. 14127

tutes of the flues deals and a ham clip of some
energetic Idierbugging
The vies the only segment where the re
The
sawces of s Broadway theatre see used.
rest d the time Rawls amply stood in Iront of

Salle gave it

TRADING POST

ha.

performance was Rash
fnbute to Nat he( Cale. Duke f lhrgton and
Loua Armstrong Thn tribute was accompanied
plc
by a slide and him presentaton shaving
The best part of the

Valli, the lean Ilahan cindner was high en
ergy personified in this farewell tour with the

GOLDEN OLDIES
I

Oydesdale bones pulled the Anehuser Busch
fbat on «Arch he armed for the show

time

12131 464 -4195

6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Suite 208
Hollywood. California 90028 saw
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the same time, we have

.acts," Vukas says. He adds that the
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Continued from page 58
vows with LPs because they say,
'How do we know what cuts from
the LP are selling ?' But there's an
easy way to find out.
One method is through passive
research where a network of people
rill into the marketplace to fund out
what a person feels about a particular record. If the person is unaware
of the record the staffer will play the
record over the telephone.
"I believe in passive research but
not for adding records to our list,"
says Maddox. He explains that one
way passive research is valuable is in
determining what to do with the
record once it has gotten exposure.
Another method to be used. notes
Maddox, is talking to certain retailers who play and sell a lot of LPs because this group can advise on its
customers' choice of cuts. Another
idea is to go to parties and discos
to find out what the most requested
tunes are.
He contends his entire staff is involved in getting out into the com-

munity.
Staff members are H.F. Stone. female morning drive announcer,
formerly of KKDA in Dallas; J.
Thomas Smith hosting the 10 a.m.-3
p.m. slot worked at KDAY. Los Angeles; Jack Patterson, also from
KDAY program director and afternoon 3 -7 p.m announcer: Mike
Caviel formerly of KYOK has the 7
p.m.- midnight shift: and Chris Hall.
from KATZ, St. Louis, takes over at
midnight.
Weekends have the station's pro-

duction man Chris Glendon as well
as Butch Mayo. Maddox is looking
for another full -time announcer.
er

*

*

hear that Buddah recording artist Phyllis Hyman, who has been in
CBS San Francisco recording studio
for the past two months. will have
Herbie Hancock joining her on her
I

self -penned

"Gonna

Make

Changes" cut. Hancock is aLso in the
same studio recording his LP. Hyman's album is to be released
around February.... Philadelphia
International's O'Jays are set to perform on the final "Midnight Special" of the year. which airs Dec. 30.

t
*
David Porter, former vice president of Volt Reecords, a Stax Records
subsidiary, is back at Stax as vice
*

president, a&r /talent.
Porter. who wrote and produced
for many Stax acts when the label
was headed by Al Bell, will be seeking new talent for the label.
He is also negotiating with several
acts that previously recorded for
Sias. The Stax office is in Memphis
and the firm will be recording there.

*

*

*

Lou Rawls' debut engagement on
Broadway grossed $300.000 over a
10-day stint of 15 performances. Reports are that his Philadelphia International LP "When You Hear Lou,
You've Heard It All" is nearing gold
after th ree weeks in the marketplace.
*

*

*

Remember ... we're in communication., w let's communicate.

un ry
Country And Soul Songs Interchange Trend Develops
Billboard Hot Country Singles
chart, "Chains Of Love," formerly

And
Nashville
Acts Trade
R &B

the song was a soul and pop
the Tams in 1963.

surfaced as a bit for Joe Turner.

"Although

(,rrtrnucd from page I
pop hit with a country song and

Mickey Gilley's country hit with a
former soul smash emphasize the intensity of this hot trend.
To complete the cycle. Barbara
Mandrell's latest single is a former
soul hit by Jackson.
The artists, producers and writers
involved indicated there might he
more similarities than differences
between soul and country songs.
They cite a simplicity and directness
in ideas and lyrics. along with a basic, earthy philosophical approach.
as reasons why soul artists are reaping success with country songs and

the

instrumentation is
worlds apart, there are definite similarities between country and r &b

Other current country chart numbers include "Everyday
Have To
Cry Some' recorded by Joe Stampley, which peaked at number 14. It
was written. and previously recorded by r &h writer /artist Arthur
Alexander. and has also been
charted by Steve Alaimo.
"What Kind OF Fool (Do You
1

c.

hit for

music lyrically." comments Jackson.
Shc feels her use of country songs by
such writers as Mac Davis and
Bobby Goldsboro can help cross her
over to white audiences.
"I like songs that say something
lyrically." the Spring Records artist
notes. "I've found that a lot of country songs say what I want to say. and
what the audience can relate to. so I
do them"
Jackson indicates shed like to do

Think I Am)" by Eddie Middleton is
now climbing the Hot Country Singles chart at number 70. Published
by Low -Twi Music -one of Bill
Lowery's companies out of Atlanta-

vice versa.
Jackson's top five Billboard Hot
Soul Singles charter, "If Were Not
Back In Love By Monday," formerly
a country hit by Merle Haggard, is
also climbing the Billboard Hot 100
chart at number 48. It was written by
Glenn Martin and Sonny Throckmorton of Nashville's Tree Inter-

national publishing firm.
It's joined by another Nashville
sons. and former country hit, on the
Hot Soul Singles chart: With Pen
In Hand" recorded by Dorothy
Moore and written by Bobby Goldsboro.

Gilley's number

10

song on the

Crow's

Soul Writers: Kris Kristofferson, whose "Help Me Make It Through The
Night" was recorded by Gladys Knight & the Pips, and Willie Nelson, whose
song "Night Life" was cut by Aretha Franklin, perform during Kristotferson's
Nov. 22 concert at the Grand Ole Opry House.

«Nyquil

a country album but do it r&b."
Her belief that combining her soul
style with country music might give
her a good chance of going pop has
paid off in hot pop chart action for
If We're Not Back In Love By

Monday."

Jackson, whose latest LP "Feelin'
Bitchy' features some spicy lyrics.
feels that country artists can get
away with saying more than soul
acts, "but if it's already recorded and
released country. a black singer has
more leeway.'
Mandrell's new ABC /Dot release.
"Woman To Woman," is out of the
East Memphis Music

Night." written by Kris Kristofferson. was a major hit for Gladys
Knight & the Pips. and "Rainy

Blues:'

Supported by Crow's recognition as Best
New Male Vocalist 1977 (Country Music),
Alvin and his boys promise to deliver the best
sound Western Swing has to offer.
"Alvin Crow and the Pleasant Valley Boys;'
a new album, featuring the hit single
"Nyquil Blues: On Polydor Records and
Tapes.
-6t

2a

ALVIN CROW
AND THE PLEASANT VALLEY BOYS

Fiddler's Lady

Nyquil Blues

All Night Long

6412,1

Manager: Bobby Earl Smith. Produced by Alvin Crow and the Pleasant Valley Boys

A Crow -Smith Production. Booking: Jim Halsey Co., Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

&b catalog.

and was a prior hit by Jackson. Man drell's earlier country hit. "Married
But Not To Each Other;' had gained
soul success through Denise LaSalle.
"Barbara Mandrel) has the ability
to convey the expression of r &b
songs," comments Tom Collins.
Mandrell's producer. Though the instrumental feel differs, according to
Collins, both styles are marked by
simplicity of ideas and simple lyric
expression. "Country and r &h have
essentially the same roots"
Agreeing is Bob Beckham. president of Combine Music, publisher
of Arthur Alexander who also
scored country success with "You
Gotta Move On" as recorded by
Billy Crash Craddock.
"It's interchangeable." says Beckham. He should know: his firm's
"Help Me Make It Through The

The remedy
for country fever.
PO l

r

Simplicity
Of Lyrics
A Factor?
Night In Georgia" written by Ton
Joe While, gained similar success for

Brook Benton.
Beckham points to similarities in
chord structures, direct lyrics and
word usage as reasons for the interchangeability. He observes that "Everlasting Love.' written by Nashville's Buzz Cason and Mac Gayden.
has been a hit for both Robert
Knight and Carl Carlton.
Gladys Knigha has achieved
much success with such Jim Weatherly songs as "Midnight Train To
Georgia" and "You're The Best
Thing That Ever Happened To Me."
"The pure r &b or soul song is
about the same as the pure hillbilly
or country song." opines Charlie
Monk, head of the April /Blackwood
Publishing office in Nashville. "It's
an earthy, unpolished. sensual and
unsophisticated approach to life.
They both tell it like its."
Monk feels much of the crossover
trend was caused by Elvis Presley
who "took a black sound and mixed
it with country rockabilly." Dual
market action from April /Blackwood includes "Baby. I'm Yours,"
first a soul hit with Barbara Lewis
and then a country chart song by
Jody Miller, and "Kiss And Say

(Continued on page

67)
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JERRY GREEN CURRENT EXAMPLE
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Radio Personalities Blossom
As Successful Acts On Disks
B)

NASHVILLE -Among

those
vying for national exposure as
country artists are radio personalities building a second career as
performers.
Others who have traveled the
same route. helping to provide the
groundwork. arc now some of
country musics leading artists. including such as Bill Anderson.
Waylon Jennings. Tom T. Hall.
Narvel Felts, Johnny Duncan and
Tennessee Ernie Ford.
Within the past year several dccjays have been able to obtain success as artists. overcoming the
"there another deejay trying to be
an artist" syndrome.
Jerry Green of KVET in Austin.
Tex.. is the latest example of such
efforts with his recent emergence
of "Genuine Texas Good Guy" in
Billboard's Hot Country Singles
chart.
Green joins others who have
generated chart success this year,

including Billy Parker with KVOO
in Tulsa, Dugg Collins at KDJW
in Amarillo. Tex., and King Edward Smith at WSLC in Roanoke.
Va.

Green's recording career has
been sporatic with two singles recorded in 1953. one in 1967 and
two for this year that have charted
in Billboard. "I Know The Feel ing.' a self- penned tune, and his

SALLY HINKLE

recent single. But he still has aspirations to become a top artist.
"I don't want to just make a living at singing and wnting. I can
make a better living here in radio,"
notes Green.

Station acceptance of deejay/
artists vary from station to station,
but Green says that with KVET it
depends on the "compatible combination of the station's needs and
the needs and desires of the individual.
"We have a couple of people on
the staff who either are or have
been artists, including Artie Duff,
who wrote and had the original hit
on 'Ya'II Come,' and Sammy Allred, who had a group called the
Geerinslaw Brothers," notes
Green. "They were on Capitol
Records and appeared on the Arthur Godfrey Show for several
years.

"With Allred, the station owner
believed he had value as a known
personality, having made national
stature. So, when Allred came to
this station, his deal was that he
would be paid on a daily rate and
was allowed to take off whenever
he had an engagement."
KVET has played very few records by other deejays, says Green.

"We will not automatically play
or not play anybody's record. We

have played two records by Dugs

Collins and we've played a couple
by Billy Parker. but they have to fit
the requirements that other records are required to fill in order to

play."
King Edward Smith IV. with
WSLC in Roanoke, Va., has been
active in both radio and television
since 1949. He also recorded for
get

King Records from

1956 to 1960

putting out some 30 singles and
five LPs under the name of Smitty
Smith. Recently, though, he has re-

corded for Soundwaves and
charted "Greenback Shuffle."
"I perform all the time now
within a 200 -300 mile radius of
Roanoke," says Smith. "but I don't
go out as an artist if it conflicts with
my radio schedule unless I can arrange for it ahead of time."
Smith doesn't play his own records and feels that it's in bad taste
to do so.
"First of all, the station doesn't
feel that I should. and even if they
did allow it. I wouldn't," says
Smith. "I do get calls asking why I
don't play my own records, but I
feel it is in bad taste to promote

your own records."
In the same turn, Smith says he
hasn't had any calls from other
deejays to play their own records.
"This is one thing deejays won't
(Continued on page 67)
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AGENCIES INVOLVED

Upgrade Acts'
Sound, Lighting
Continued from page 13
a country show takes on a different
perspective from that of a rock show.
"We want to improve the production but it has to come off legitimately rather than have the psychedelic flash of a rock show." Burwell
points out. "The country audience
appreciates the positive affects of
creative and quality sound and lighting but they don't want a gaudy light
show."
Lights and sound used by the
agency are packaged by Theatre
Systems. Inc. in Tulsa. However.
Burwell designs, directs and staffs
the productions for each show.
Within the last two months. he has
produced shows for Don Williams at
the Rosy in Los Angeles and the
Bottom Line in New York, the Mel
Tillis show at the Nugget in Sparks.
Nev. and the Frontier Hotel in Las
Vegas, the Oak Ridge Boys at Harrah's in Reno, Nev., the Roy Clark
show in Las Vegas, and the "New
York Country" night at Carnegie
Hall in New York.
Beginning in January the division
will provide full technical services
for the Roy Clark and Mel Tillis
shows and will start using the servicts when possible with the Oak
Ridge Boys. Don Williams and
Freddy Fender. Sound and lighting
services will be provided for other
acts on the Halsey roster as it becomes feasible.

"We're using lights to create
moods rather than to just spotlight
the act as has been done with country acts in the past." Burwell adds.
"For the most part. the sound used
by country acts has been whatever
they could carry on the bus.
"We're providing a complete system including a mixing board comparable with what most rock shows
use and a high quality monitor system which has always been lacking
in country shows"
(Continued on page 67)
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C.W. pressed Roses forMama

into his new album.
Following his #1 Country single,
C.W. McCALL "Roses for Mama;' C. W. McCall
ROSES FOR MAMA is ready to climb the Country
charts again with his new album.
C. W. McCall's, "Roses for
Mama:' On Polydor Records
and Tapes.
Watch The Wddwood Flowers
The Battle Of New Orleans

Roses For Mama

PD-I-6125

_r

Sears and Chip Davis Booking: Don Sears
ingagement: ton Sears /Sound Recorders Produced by Don
www.americanradiohistory.com
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swec 11107
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Nelson Clothes Go Into Museum

4301 HILLSBORO ROAD

NASHVILLE -The Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum's lat-

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37215
(615) 383 -8883

acquisition for display is a bit
unique: a pair of size nine tennis
shoes and a well -worn headband
donated by Willie Nelson.
"It's a part of a drive by the Hall
est

www.americanradiohistory.com

of Fame

include current as well as
historically important artists in our
displays." comments Diana Johnson. director of the museum. The donation is one of several planned for
the winter months as the facility prepares for the tourist season.
to

67

Country
mind &

Lighting

oatinued from page o?
Besides being used with the

acts. Lavender -Blake's
*5
and lighting systems are also
able for rental when not being
with acts which they handle

The agency's self -owned sound
m comes from Kustom Elceiix. Inc. in Chanute. Kan.. and
is leased
e lighting equipment
om Head First Lighting.
The lighting system consists of
ree light trees with 24 lights on
di allowing pinpoint. wash and

capabilities. Two
otlight operators are usually

amp affect

Jed for auditorium shows also.
We are in the planning stages of
thing together our own light syshit for use by next year." Rhine
lutes, "and we also plan to be using
rear stage projector system by next

pring"
also investigating the

Rhine is
ossibilities of building a revolving
age for use on large concert dates
Shen feasible.
"A quality lighting system is esential for visibility in large halls."
;pine points out And he's in agree tent with Burwell that the acts like
is consistency of knowing the
mind and lights will be done right
rom night to night."

I.Y. Country Date
NASHVILLE - O'Lutincy's
'ountry Music City in Ncw York
tans to welcome 1978 in country
vie. The nitery plans a Ncw Year's
e party. Dec. 31, from 9 p.m. to 3
Ft-

R &B

And Nashville Swap Songs

Continued fmm page a2
Goodbye" by the Manhattans, later
converted to country by Billy Lar-

kin.
Others feel Ray Charles was the
catalyst. achieving hit status with
Don Gibson's "I Can't Stop Loving
You," published by Acuff -Rose in
Nashville, and "Busted," written
and published by Harlan Howard.
one of Nashville's top country
writers.
Howard also wrote "The Choking
Kind" which hit for Joe Simon,
"1.O.U" that was successfully rendered by Shirley Caear. "He Called
Me Baby" by Candi Staton and Dinah Washington, and "Sally Was A
Good Old Girl" by Fats Domino. In
a three -year period Howard won
two Grammies from NARAS in the
r &b song category.
Howard points to environmental
similarities as a reason why the songs
of one style adapt so easily to the
other: "There's no difference between a poor white man from the
South and a poor black man -their
heritage is the same since they were
both always working for the boss man.
"Any well written black song
would appeal to Southern whites because our songs appeal to working
people -and that's most of the
whites and all of the blacks."
In his developing days as a writer.

Howard admired the songs of Domino, Jimmy Reed and Chuck
Berry. "I thought they were half hill-

billy."
"Both markets aim at the average
everyday American," observes

Singleton. ashvdle pris
ducer and label owner. "They deal
with the some environment, divorces
and honks looks."
Singleton cites such examples as
the country standard "Release Me"
hitting for Little Esther, "Signed,
Sealed, Delivered" originally by
Moon Mulligan country and later by
James Brown, Solomon Burke with
the country classic "He'll Have To
Go," Dobie Gray's "Drift Away" cut
by Narvel Felts, "Ifs Just A Matter
Of Time" cut by both Brook Benton
and Sonny James, and the country
affinity for songs by Jerry Butler
Shelby

("He Will Break Your Heart" and
"For Your Precious Love ").
The biggest hit to emerge from
Nashville in recent years and gain
top positions in both soul and pop is
"Misty Blue" recorded by Dorothy
Moore and written by Bob Montgomery, capable of writing pop.
country and soul songs.
"Misty Blue." winner of the 1977
BMI Burton Award as the most programmed song, was first cut by
Wilma Burgess for a country hit.
then by Eddy Arnold, then Joe Simon. Montgomery's House of Gold
publishing firm has also enjoyed hits

with Little Milton on "Behind
Closed Doors" and Bobby Blue
Bland with "Take It On Home,"
both Kenny O'Dell songs.
"Country and r &b audiences relate to lyric situations very much the
same," explains Montgomery. "The
songs are closely related melodically
and lyrically. and get down to dealing with real human situations."

Another hot country writer. Willie

Nelson. has had Aretha Franklin
record his song "Night Life."
Buddy Killen, president of Tree
International. not only has placed
country songs with soul acts, he produces both country and black acts.
including Joe Tex. "R&b and country- with their earthy lyrics-talk to
the people," Killen says.
There are some fascinating examples of black/white crossover songs:
Johnny Nash's "Hold Me Tight" by
Johnny Carver, Fats Domino's "I'm
Walking" by Dave Peel, Clarence
Carters "Patches" by Ray Griff.
Clyde McPhatters "Fools Fall In
Love" by Jacky Ward, Clyde Otis'
"Endlessly" by Eddie Middleton.

Clarence "Frogman" Henry's "I
Don't Know Why I Love You But I

Do" by Marty Robbins, Slim
Harpo's "Rainiri In My Heart" by

Hank Williams Jr., Tyrone Carlow's
and Berry Gordy's "Lonely Teardrops" by Narvel Felts, and country
hits on songs by Chuck Berry.
Gilley has also hit with Sam
Cooke's "Bring It On Home To Me"
and the Lloyd Price classic, "Lawdy
Miss Clawdy." The latest soul -

turned- country hit for Gilley.
"Chains Of Love," was originally recorded by Joe Turner on Atlantic.
Interestingly, the writer is listed as
"A. Nugetre." Nugetre spelled backwards is Enegun. A. Ertcgun.
Felice and Boudleaux Bryant
wrote "Time" recorded by Sarah
Vaughan. "Have A Good Time" by
Ruth Brown and Arthur Ptysock.
and several by Ray Charles including "Come Live With Mc" and "Bye
Bye Love."

DJs On Record
Continued from page 63

haven't had any calls from deejays asking me to play their records,
and I won't do them that way either.
Deejays arc more or less on their
own. If it's a good record and deserves play, it will get play."
A common problem for deejays
working in a market area is that
other stations within that area will
not play their record.
"Other stations won't play my reconis because they feel that they arc
promoting our station," says Smith.
"but haven't had that problem outside of this territory. and I. of course.
play some decjay records like Billy
Parker, treating them like any other
artist's record."
Smith enjoys both his radio job
and performing. but supposes like
anybody else, if he had a hit record,
he would have to take advantage of
the opportunity. leaving radio as
something he could always fall back
do.

I

1

on.

"Basically people like myself and
Parker have been professional musicians all along and naturally if you
have a hit record, you certainly
would take it," says Smith.
Among other deejays who has
recorded at one time or another during their career: Bruce Nelson at
KENR in Houston, Archie Yancey
at KNUZ in Houston, Larry "B" at
WUBE in Cincinnati, Jack Reno at

WLW in

Cincinnati, Charlie

Douglas at WWL in New Orleans.
Bill Mack at WBAP in Ft. Worth
and Ralph Emery and Grant Turner
at WSM. Nashville.

"You

AND ME
ALONE"
REP -011

Billboard eRecord World
IN JUST 4 WEEKS!

ERS
Exclusively on REPUBLIC RECORDS
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Discos

NEW YORK -The head of the

N.Y. Club Scrutiny Again

State Liquor Authority here has
again warned disco owners and operators that sonic of their admission
policies may infringe on the constitutional rights of patrons and could.
as a result, lead to revocation of
their license.
Lawrence J. Gedda's new warning
comes in the wake of reports that
many New York clubs still scrutinize
their patrons. and make admission
difficult if not impossible. The practice, according to officials of the Authority. continues in spite of recent

stepped -up action

Draws Liquor Board Fire
By ROBERT

Park Ave. nitery. The case has since
been settled for considerably less
than the original claim.

Still, many club owners claim
that if they are to maintain a high
standard of excellence in their establishments they must have recourse to
screen out "undesirables."

against such

clubs.
Once such action recently resulted
in a lawsuit being brought against
the swank Regine's disco by New

The screening process takes a variety of forms from doormen empowered to decide between the desirables and the undesirables. to
staggeringly high cover charges. to
policies that encourage only the elite
of society.

York restaurateur Vincent Aufiero,
who had sought $2 million in damages on the charge that he and his

wife had been refused entry to the

These policies bother the State
Liquor Authority which feels that
although some club operators may
be well -meaning, others are probably just using these strategies as a
ruse to discriminate against certain

clients.
Gedda stresses that although the
New York Alcoholic Beverage Control law contains a provision for club
licenses, the clubs referred to in that
law are nonprofit fraternal organizations such as lodges. It does not ex-

NEW YORK --Jerry Masucci,
president of Fania Records. has
become the first known record
company executive to also own a

RADCLIFFE JOE
NEW YORK -Extravagant light
By

Interiors

and sound systems used in concert
by such rock music stars as Todd
Rundgren, Kiss. Queen. Aerosmith,

Nektar, Chicago and Pink Floyd are
playing a major role in influencing
design concepts by disco club operators, according to Jack Ransom.
president of MGM Stage Equipment. Inc., a design. consulting.
manufacturing and construction
firm catering to the disco industry.
According to Ransom, a growing
majority of the disco operators with
whom his firm works is demanding
such fixtures as, "lasers and special
effects lighting as used by Chicago
and
& Utopia," or
"smoke and fire as used in Kiss concerts; or "Queen strobes,' or "Nektar's projection show.' or "Aerosmith's electro mechanical chasing
grid.'.
Ransom states that the demands
are creating new challenges for
lighting and sound manufacturers
catering to the disco industry. the
MGM executive also says that an in(Continued on page 6v)

discotheque.
The club. Giorgio's. located in
Manhattan, a stone's throw away
from the exclusive Regines, is
geared to a music industry clientele and operates exclusively on a
membership basis. The cost per
member is $300 a year.
Masucci, in no way put out by
the fact that New York State liquor laws forbid the existence of
private membership clubs which
serve liquor for profit. states that
Giorgio's will admit non -members willing to pay a cover charge
$25

State

Liquor authorizes also

frown on this practice.
Masucci stresses that the establishment of Giorgio's in no way
implies that Fania Records is
planning to embark on the creation of a chain of discos. He
states,

'This was

a

rare opportu-

nity that came along. and with it
came the right person to run the
operation. Beyond this have no
1

Disco /Stage Lighting Suppliers Worldwide.
Free Discount Catalog available illustrating our '78lineol Disco Lighting Products.
Jack Ransom is now
at our New York
Sales Headquarters
Phone:

s

-

(212) 757 -1220

,ryit j__,_
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SPÁGE ÉQUIPMENT, Inc.
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10111
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I

Computer, Come and Dance
Marsha Hunt, Special Edition
12" imp -GMT Sound, Male
guava; Good Bad Funky, Farrah;
Hearts of Stone, Losing You;
Goldie Alexander,
Wouldn't
Give You Up; Les Rockets,
Space Rock; Tina Charles, Love
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How Is Love ?.
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tend to discos, bars and restaurants.

The Liquor Authórity executive

states that when it comes to discos,
if
a liquor license has been
issued. his

department's regulations must apply. However. Gedda states that
licensed clubs are permitted to
establish rules requiring jacket and tie, or
restricting admission to couples
only. Of significance is the fact that
the "couples only requirement cannot be used to discriminate against
homosexuals.

Masucci 1 st Label Exec
To Own And Run a Disco

Acts Affect
Light, Sound

Nameth

ROTH

further interest in the club end of
the disco industry."

According

to
Masucci,
Giorgio's is not a Latin -type discotheque. "It is a conventional
club offering a broad range of
pop, rock. disco, soul, MOR
maybe some salsa music." he
states.

Sound equipment for the club
emphasizes components by Cerwin -Vega, and was installed by
Audio Concepts of New York.
Axcent Industries installed the
low -keyed lighting effects, and
Creative Audio & Lighting supplied the lighted, computerized
dance floor.
The club's decor, designed by
Joe Villano, incorporates a mix
of modern furnishings in the
disco area, and Napoleon -era
fixtures at the bar.
The room which has accommodations for more than 300
people. also features a restaurant
section offering both European
and American cuisine.
The club operates six nights a
week and is managed by the European entrepreneur for which it
is named.

Adds Gedda: "Any other
barring admission is a violation
Rule 36 (dl of the rules of the S

Liquor Authority, and could

"It is also impona
to remember that various laws
su
as Title 11 of the Federal
Ci
Rights Act of 1964, and the N
York State Civil Rights Law prohi
it discrimination in places of pub
accommodation on the basis of rae
color, religion or place of nation
origin. In addition New York Ci
Hecontinues,

law prohibits discrimination ba
on sex.

Gedda reveals that his commi
sion has carefully formulated p
icies regarding "couple only" rut
as they apply to gay -oriented
esta
lishments. He stresses that in mu
(Continued on page 6

President's Mom
Brightens N.Y.
India City fete
NEW YORK -Mrs. Lillian Cat
ter, President Carter's mother, wa
guest of honor at a special disco ball
Dec. 5, commemorating the 2501

anniversary of the Royal City of Jai
pur. India, and held at the Studio 51
discotheque here.
The extravaganza, hosted by tht
Ramajata of Jaipur, and her step.
son. the Maharaja, was tagged with
a S50 per person admission charge
with access to reserved tables costing
an extra $150. All proceeds will
however, go to UNICEF.

(Continued on page

(-

The New

meterar
Catalog
is off the
press.
36 Pages
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Wis. Club Owner Expands
To Open Under-20 Nitery
NEW YORK -Convinced the future of discotheques in this country
will depend on the attitudes of
young people. a Madison. Wis.,
disco owner is expanding his operations to include clubs which cater
exclusively to an under-20 clientele.
The first of these. called the Club.
was opened recently. and caters to
14 -18

non -drinking,

a

non -smoking

crowd.
According to owner Jan Klund.
the Club is designed to create an
awareness of the joys of disco dancing among early teenagers.
"In this way. by the time they
reach the drinking age of 18, they
will be more receptive to the concept
of discos, and will he willing to sup-

port them," he says.
The Club operates on the same
premise as Klund's adult disco, the
Stone Hearth, with the exception
that it serves no hard liquor. "We
serve only kiddie cocktails;' states
Klund. These drinks with such exotic names as yowscrs and fireballs
are all non -alcoholic. and Klund
stresses the no smoking. no
rules are strictly enforced.

drinking

The response of young disco patrons to the Club will be carefully

www.americanradiohistory.com

monitored for guidelines in creating
future rooms catering to an under 20
clientele.
The Club. as its adult counterpart.
the Stone Hearth, features contemporary disco music using Billboard's
disco charts as a guideline. Klund
claims that this represents a shift
away from the local trend where a
mix of rock and oldies is offered.
The audio system at the teen disco
includes components by such manufacturers as QRK (turntables), SAE
(equalizer). Crown (crossover). GLI
(mixer). Cervin Vega (speakers)
and Phase Linear (amps).
Klund explains that a kiddie disco
in Madison is especially significant
in view of the fact that the market is
isolated from large cities. and radio
stations and retail record shops in
the area promote pop and rock music almost to the exclusion of everything else.
"Consequently." he states. when
young people arrive at the drinking
age. and attend a conventional disco
for the first time, they are faced with
something of a cultural shock. This
is what we hope to change, and in
the process pave the way for discos
long -range viability."

res
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Disco Mix
By

NEW YORK

-Smog

Records. distnbuted by

Ko released the

new LP by the Fatback

Wed "Mora With The Band" Several
commercial alCOW Mahe Ihn the most

.

Ihe woup has dine lodate
Booty" is the strongest, and n built
ad a simple bass and synthesiser line with

-woo

Moth wppo't the each rather than op
them.

led. lhgh" n

a

big, roomy sound created

synthesizers and voices over a steady
track. and a haunting melody which often
on the melancholy. Also incorporated is

h

rece percussion

break which builds to the

lilul melody line
'Midnight Freak" a

slower, ebb style tune
exciting thing about this song a the vocal
with percussion and synthesizer giving it
support. Included in the album are other

difficult to tell whether this record was
poorly done or whether the ovarphased cymbals.
II is

which are doubled, are making
it does

well arranged and well-executed
a
12 -inch.
Dynamo Records has released
1,

it

sound the way

By

version on the other The song a about a person
born gay and satisfied with his status.
is not

a

message song, but conveys mote

of

statement, This is evidenced in the lyrics
which in part state, "Don't cnlicue what you
dont understand:' and "It's not my fault was
ban this way,'
a

I

The

music, and the track itself immediately

grabs the listener It a not done offensively, and

listeners cannot resat singing along with the
hook
There

DAVID FARRELL

MONTREAL -RCA and Polydor
Records of Canada romped away

Motown Records is releasing a 12 inch. 33,i
r.p.m disco disk on a group called Liberation
the song is titled "I Was Ban This Way: If lea
lures rock on one side and an instrumental

II

YORK- Creative Audio &
Lighting Systems of Culver City,
NEW

And Polydor

Still, this n a familiar sound and can grow on
the listener On the tlpsde. "Kid's Dance' re
creates technically, the time vmd of sound as
heard on "Childhood Forever," includinga break
which features those overphased cymbals

a

that are abo chart possibilities. but these
the main ones
Regroup does not feature its horns as much
usual on this album The overall sound is

SERIOUS SIDE -Bob Lobi, pees;
dent of Design Circuit. is all concentration as he makes critical last minute checks of the computerized
lighting controller at the new Scara-

mouche discotheque in Miami's
Omni International Hotel. Sharon
Lee. the club's deejay is on the
right.

with top honors in the second annual Canadian Disco Awards, televised throughout Quebec on the
French language Channel IO network here Nov. 26.
RCA topped the list with eight of
the 20 awards. with Polydor follow.
ing with seven, in this fast -moving.
professionally produced show.
sponsored by the Montreal -based
Canadian Disco Pool.
Other winning labels included
Salsoul Records distributed by RCA
here; Casablanca distributed by
Polydor; Barclay. Attic, and Millennium distributed by Quality Rec-

disco disk of the French import by
Harmony. Both sides are good, but

break that has to be one of the best
of the Philadelphia sound. It features Fender

stronger of the two o "Childhood Forever"
hrdi sounds like an instrumental version of

Rhodes. drums and bass The record was pro

ords.

duced by Ron Kersey and T.G Conway for the
Harns Machine.

Four of the eight awards that went
to RCA were credited to the label's
Black Light Orchestra. The group's
producers Dominic Sciscente and
(Continued air page 82)

h

rpm

tauten
e

the Shoop Shoop Song (It's

ourist

In His

Kost"

The record, "1 Love New York,"
as written by Steve Karmen, a Clio
rd winning jingles composer
o has written such well -known
mmercials as "When You Say
udweiscr, You've Said It All,' and
'Al Beneficial You're Good For
ore." He has also written commerials for Salem cigarettes. Hershey
ocolates, Northwest Orient Air ines and the Girl Scouts of America,
meng others.
It is believed to be the first time
hat a commercial jingle, has enoyed success in the city's discos. The
une is expected to get another shot 4n -the -arm next month when the city
uses it in a special promotional campaign.
The record. on the Struttin' Reclards label, is available on a 7 -inch
single with a weal version on one
side and an instrumental on the
other. Sheet music by Elsmere Music
is

is a

Ad Jingle Comes On As Disk

NEW YORK -A disco version of
commercial Jingle used to promote
ew York State as a major tourist atdion is enjoying unusual success
in many
s a popular request record
iscotheques around town here.

i

Canadians
Honor RCA

TOM MOULTON

also available,

TRENTON. N.J. -The Appellate
Division of the State Supreme Court

$75G Disco
For Promo
LOS ANGELES -The disco featured in the television special promoting "Saturday Night Fever" was
built by Paramount on one of its
Hollywood soundstages at a cost of
$75,000, according to Robert Stigwood, executive producer of the
two-hour special.
The disco. which has more than
18,000 square feet of dance floor.
was constructed solely for a post premiere party which was taped for
the show. This took place Wednesday (7) following the launching of
the film at Grauman's Chinese
Theatre here.
The disco set featured sound systems by Filmways Audio and Compact Video Systems. The lighting
system was already installed in the
soundstage. Lighting director was
Greg Brunton; set director was John
Vallone.
The tv special is reportedly airing
on 68 stations across the country, including KABC in Los Angeles on
Monday (12) at 9 p.m. and WTOP,
Washington D.C., on Saturday (17)
at 11:30 p.m. It aired Saturday (10) in
New York and Chicago.
The film begins its theatrical engagements Friday (161.

India City Fete
Conti

MONEY 1A.
CNIC KING

NONE

MINN

I

go

THE

Tlt

MUSIC TIME -The business end of

their mission accomplished. disco
deejays, pool operators. promotion
personnel, retail executives and
media representatives go dancing
at Atlantic Records disco extravaganza held recently at the Studio 54
discotheque here to celebrate the
release of the label's newest disco

products.

Court 'Saves'
Trenton Club

i from page

68

Patrons to the star- studded party
were treated to a special viewing of
the royal costume and jewelry collection of Jaipur. flown into the
country courtesy of Air India. which
also flew in live peacocks and doves
and special fragrances of jasmine,
roses, amber and migra.
Mrs. Carter was presented with
the Indo-American Peace & Friendship award by H.E. Nani Palkiwata,
India's ambassador to this country
Special sets for the occasion were
constructed by Production Control
Associates headed by Arnold Engelman, Robert Small and David
George, with E. Roy Webb acting as
consultant.
The disco ball. believed to be the
first black tie event held at Studio
-Paul
54, was directed by George
Resell.

here has stayed an order by New Jerseys Alcoholic Beverage Control
to suspend the liquor license of

Charley's Brother. a local discotheque featuring wet T-shirt contests.

Earlier. the agency had ordered the
suspension of the club's liquor license for 40 days on the grounds that
the contests were "lewd and immo-

New Wavelength
Firm Offering
Disco Hardware
Calif.. has joined forces with OK
Radio and BPK Audio /Visuals of
Santa Monica. Calif.. to create
Wavelength Corp.. a firm designed
to offer a variety of audio. video.
video projection system and lighting
facilities to the disco industry.
Inking the pact for the new venture were Brian Edwards of Creative
Audio & Systems and Bert Kronfeld
of OK Radio and BPK Audio /Visual.
The two companies have. in the
past. worked with such artists as
Stevie Wonder. Alice Cooper and
Paul Anka. Creative Audio & Lighting Systems has also worked on Oil tons discotheque in Westwood.
Calif., and Giorgio s in New York.
First project under the Wavelength name is Galaxy Lanes. a
Sarasota. N.Y.. discotheque. featuring a professional light and sound
stage. and a futuristic "Star Wars"
style lounge. Among the special
lighting effects planned for this club
is a star bar featuring "a galaxy of
twinkling stars and lights against a
clear night sky.'

N.Y. Club Scrutiny Draws Fire
(airlrrruedd from page h,t
the some way that "straight" or heterosexual clubs cannot discriminate
against gays; gay -oriented establishments cannot deny admission to
"straight" couples.

The commissioner further reveals
that as long as a disco is open for
regular business. and is not exceeding its legal capacity. it cannot deny
admission to patrons solely on the
grounds that they are not members.

ral."
Officials of the agency had argued
in court that the contest violated a
regulation against topless dancing
where liquor is sold. because several
of the participants had exposed their
breasts for several minutes.
In defense, Pcarse Stark. manager
of the club. explained the contests
were "fun events,' and that only one
girl had accidentally exposed herself
and that her exposure had lasted but
for a moment.

The decision by the court is expected to set legal guidelines for
other cases involving discos which
also staged the popular contests. It is
also expected to help create a resurgence of the practice at clubs located
in the shore resorts area.

Top Artists

THE ORIGINAL

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ínOPLE
you
We have a
-how.
know
and

Cairnnaer/ front page 68
creasing number of club owners arc
redecorating their rooms to keep
abreast of the trend. and that a
greater number of these are allocating more generous budgets for the
refinishing jobs.
Ransom states that the competition between clubs is "incredible"
and that more owners are coming
around to the realization that they
most have dramatic and innovative
lighting and special effects to help
attract and hold patrons.
Ransom who has been in the
lighting business for most of his
working life recalls the time when
most theatres went for 20 or 30 years
before even considering renovations, and most nightclubs would go
for at least 10 years before installing
new equipment.
"But all that's changed." he observes, "and the major production
efforts that go into staging today's
rock concerts arc influencing the
trends, and stimulating competition "
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Chocolat's -Salsoul (LP)

King- RCA

(12.1nch

rem.)

39 WE /CELEBRATE-Brass
Construction- United Anises (LP)
40 YOUR LOVE IS SO GOOD FOR ME/
TOP OF THE WORLD -Diana

Ross- Motown (LP)

from Top Audience Re
sponse Records in the 15 U.S. regional
lists

Compiled

DISCONET.
Without it,

you're not with it.
e key to great disco programming is picking
he winners and dumping the duds. Now, Bobby
DJ Guttadaro, Tom Savarese and Kevin Guilmet,
he top three disco DJs in the country, help you
it. Every week, they pick 6 to 10 of the very
latest releases and sequence them in a super
isco mix. And every week, DISCONET fires out
their program on a 30 -40 minute, twelve -inch,
'33 -1/3

you've tried DISCONET, you'll call it an
incredible value. But we still make
this guarantee: if after two programs you
don't agree that DISCONET is worth many
times its cost, send us back the programs
you've received, and we'll refund every
cent of your subscription fee.

record.
This

week we're feahitng these new releases:

Super Nature /Cerrcne
Cotillion (Atlantic) SD5202
Take It Easy /Claudja Barry

))).)o

Salsoul SA5525

Result: you're the first in town to have the latest

releases. And you get a break (without breaking
down the dance floor) every time you play the
DISCONET platter.
Your show is still your show. But what a show.
Interwoven with your expertise is the expertise of
the best disco DJs in America. For less than S3 a
night!
No wonder hundreds of leading DJs and
discos have already subscribed, from New York,
New York and Dance Your Ass Off to The
Library, Grandpapa's, 2001 and Tramps.
No disco library is complete without DISCONET.

How come the price is so low? How can
DISCONET offer you new releases so quickly,
programmed by the best in the business at such
a bargain price? Simple. As an integral part of
the deal, DISCONET provides national record
companies your opinion on which releases are
going over best in your locale, through our
national feedback system.
Give yourself a break. Call 800/243 -5000 toll free or send in the coupon. We know that once
I

I
1

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I

I
1

I
I
I

I

Michael O'Harro, Tramp's, Washington, D.C.
"This Is a terrific service. Keep up the good
work."
Fritz Scranton, Grandpapa's, Powell, Wyoming
"Excellent mixes! 'Telegram of Love' is good
enough to make me upset about missing it
the first time out."
Randy Strauss, Poor Billy's,Westtield, New Jersey
"My club is progressive to be in a city that
is

Witchcraft/Carnaby (Spain) M01702
Two Hot For Love

Donny Austelle, Smuggler's Inn,

TIP Orchestra /Butterfly 005

"Gave my crowd a run for their money!
They've heard 'Dance, Dance, Dance'
before, but when it broke into 'Love Me
Baby' there was excitement everywhere."

Don't Stop Me!David Christie
Polydon (France) 2056 645

The Night the Lights Went Out
The Trammps /Atlantic SD19148

Al Stewed, Hideaway ll, Forest Park, Illinois

Mr. Rhythm /King Sporty

Konduko

"Disconet, you've got one hell of a service."

(TK) 100001

Christmas Jollies /Salsoul Orchestra

®'i

Salsoul

SZS

Adam

E.

5507

Volume 1, Number

Martinez, Crazy Legs,
Carlsbad, New Mexico

3

This week's program (shown above)

features two world premieres, two
imports, full -length THP Orchestra's
"Two Hot For Love," and two
Salsoul Orchestra holiday medleys.
Without it you're not with it.
Subscribe now!

a subscriber.

Send us
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. Enclosed is $50.
entirely
two programs, which we may retum if not
satisfied, or apply towards a 13- program
subscription at our option.
Charge
subscription on O VISA Master

[I Charge
mobile disco.
disco
We are
disco DJ
the "Standard
We agree to review and sign
us within
Subscription Agreement" you will send receive o
two weeks or return the programs and
full refund.

definite asset to any disco owner and
disc jockey. feel lucky to be one of the
discoverers of this valuable service."
"It's a

not really disco -oriented, but response
grew better each night."

Symphony From The New World

become
Enclosed is our check for $250 for each 13program cycle ordered (or signed credit card
for
authorization.) We would like to subscribe
26 programs E. 39 programs
13 programs
We would like to

I

Here's what DJs and disco owners are
saying about DISCONET:

O
;

\

,..oorsu.-

Call 800/243 -5000

toll -free for instant subscription service
using your VISA or Master Charge. (In
Connecticut, call 1- 800/882- 5577.) Please
complete the coupon before calling.

I

C

600 Third Avenue
Jew York, New York 10016 U.S.A.
212/687-2313

I

I

l

1

1

I

NAME

1

i

CARD #
EXPIRATION DATE

Send programs to this

INTERBANK # (MC)
UPS -deliverable

1

address:

I
I
I

NAME

I

DISCO
ADDRESS

CITY

Signed
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Certified
_Records
Singles
Johnny Rivers' "Swayin' To The
Music" on Soul City. Disk is his sec und gold single.

Gold

\
KITCHEN KLATSCH -Frank Zappa shares a quiet moment with 8.J., the cook
in Ron Delsener's Palladium in New York, after she thanks him
for his gift of a
stove to replace the prior hotplates used to feed visiting road crews at the
Manhattan club. Zappa's 23 -man staff put the new equipment to good use
during a recent six -show run.

12 -Inch Single

Joins

2

Queen Hits

LOS ANGELES - Elektra shipped
a 12 -inch Queen single to radio stations nationwide Monday (5) in re-

on Queen's "News

sponse to demands for an easy -tocue disk combining two hot songs.

Oct. 10 as flip sides of the same
seven -inch commercial single. with

The single. which runs 5:01, has
"We Will Rock You" segueing
directly into "We Are The Champions"- -exactly as the cuts appear

Of The World"
album.
The songs were initially released
"We Are The Champions" designated the A side. But many stations
began playing the two cuts in sequence when the LP was released
Nov. 3.

NARM Packaging Confab
(r,nrals

.1

Jr,rrn

pure

h

chandising techniques. Or because
of the cost and complexities involved in encompassing a lot of
racks and retailers, use in -depth
focus group interviews with actual
packages and /or techniques."
He termed the meeting "a meaningful step toward solving one of the
more crucial issues our industry is
facing."
In addition to Cohen and Mark
Joelson, NARM legal counsel, attending from the NARM committee

Europadisk Plating
Cannoned from page

14

Nashville -based Direct Disc marketing manager Tom Semmes reports excellent results for the label's
two newest releases- "Spectrum," a
contemporary jazz album, and the
"Neophonic Stringband" featuring
top Nashville pickers on bluegrass
rock using all acoustic instruments.
"This has the most dynamic range of
anything we've done," Semmes says,
"so the plating was critical to get the
most out of several 'tough' performances.**

Europadisk has a price premium
of about 25% at each level (indie
producer, record label and pressing
plant), or $90- $70 -$50 for the three step processing from lacquer master
that includes a father, mother and
one set of stampers (two LP sides),
then $12 -$15 for each additional
stamper.

Windsor Records in Paterson.
NJ., is the first pressing plant to
work with the firm, and Frank Gaudenzi, whose plant has a well -earned
reputation for quality pressing, is reserving judgment. He's very impressed with the equipment. which
he agrees is the most advanced here
in the U.S.
"We are working with them on
several projects but it takes a little

longer relationship to determine
how it will work out. We have used
some of Europadisk's stampers, but
it's too early to say yet that they've
really made it on performance."

were George Levy and Sam Stone,

Sam Goody Inc.: Herb Mendelsohn,
ABC Record & Tape Sales: Harold

Okinow. Lieberman Enterprises:
Dave Rothfcld, Korvettes: Jim
Schwartz, Schwartz Bros., and Jim
Lara, Handleman Co.
Record company reps were Tom
Maginnis, CBS: Jules Abramson,
Phonogram. and Dick Carter, Phonodisc: tape duplicators: Jack

Chudnoff, RCA: Dick Tomasulo,
PRC. and Tom Van Gessel, CBS:
packagers: Len Verabray. Queens
Litho; David St. Lawrence, Sonosomatic: Jim Ladwig, AGI: Herb
Friedman, Ivy Hill: Floyd Glinen,
Shorewood, and Kirk Mulloy, Capitol: market researchers: Warren
Goldman, Field & Facts, and
Charles Engler, Ltonetu & Meyers.

STEPHEN TRAIMAN

LPs

John Mayall's "Turning Point" on
Polydor. Disk is his first gold LP.
Santana's "Moonfower" on Columbia. Disk is its 101h gold LP.
Billy Joel's "The Stranger" on Columbia. Disk is his second gold LP.
"The Story Of Star Wars" soundtrack on 20th Century.
Foghat's "Live" on Warner Bros.
Disk is its sixth gold LP.

Platinum

LPs

Elvis Presley's "Elvis Sings The
Wonderful World Of Christmas" on
RCA. Disk is his third platinum LP.
Rose Royce's "In Full Bloom" on
WhiMeld. Disk is its first platinum
LP.

Seasonal Spate
Of 45s Issued
LOS ANGELES -New MOR,
rock, punk, soul and disco singles
highlight the week's holiday releases.

Engelbert Humperdinck's "A
Night To Remember" (Epic) is the
single from the singer's "Christmas
Tyme" LP, which was released several weeks ago.

Arista has released the Kings'
"Father Christmas," a rocker written
and produced by Ray Davies, while

front the top new
disk is the Ravers' "(It's Gonna Be
A) Punk Rock Christmas" on the
Zombie label, distributed by Ariola
on the new wave

America. It was produced and cowritten by Harold Bronson.
The O'Jays pace the soul category
with "Christmas Ain't Christmas
New Year's Ain't New Year's With (Contintred on pure 1001

Executive Turntable

Continued /rom page

4

riet Sternberg becomes director of publicity for Far Out Productions in Los
Angeles. She was formerly director of publicity for London Records in New
York.... Maranatha Music names Dave Swaney director of creative services,
basing in Costa Mesa, Calif. Most recently he was a public relations consultant
and writer.... Rolene Naveja, national r &b coordinator at Chelsea Records in
Los Angeles for the past year, has left that post. Prior to joining Chelsea, she
worked at KDAY in Los Angeles. ... Ken Keefer becomes on air promotion
director for Home Box Office in New 'York replacing Steve Hewitt who has
moved to CBS. Keefer was most recently a manager of advertising at NBC....
Jerome Purcell now president of the Comcast Music Network Division of
Comcast Corp., Bala- Cynwyd in suburban Philadelphia, largest independent
Muzak franchisee.... Martin Mummer has resigned as vice president and program director for the Music Fairs theatre chain based in Bala- Cynwyd, Pa.. to
pursue a career in talent management and promotion. His duties are being
taken over by Lee Guber who heads the Music Fairs operation with Shelly
Gross.... Mitch Plotkin, former studio manager of A &R Recording Studios in
New York for the past 10 years, moves to a similar post at Ncw York's Electric
Lady Studios. ... Cliff Siegel joins Doug Lee Midwest Promotion in Minneapolis.... Lanny Lambert named East Coast professional manager for Interworld Music aller a tenure as professional manager with Sunbury /Dunbar
Music.... Mike Weiss, national advertising coordinator for the Peaches retail
chain in Los Angeles. is now with Soundaround, L.A., which markets in -store
display tapes.... Sharp Electronics Corp., Paramus, N.J., has tapped Fred
erick Bolton Eastern regional sales manager, audio products. He held a similar
post at Miida Electronics.... Howard Durbin, vice president of engineering at
1 BL. Inc., Los Angeles, is elected to the board of governors of the Audio Engineering Society.... Csaba Hunyar appointed manager, chemical and records
development. Capitol Industries -EMI, Inc., Los Angeles. It's a new position.
He was vice president of Phonopress, Inc.. Burbank. Calif.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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MESSENGERS

L.A. Labels Use
Live Wire Circuit

By DAVE DEXTER JR.
LOS ANGELES -Did you renumerous calls to employ its
ceivc a singing turkcygram last
Carolers group -four persons
Thanksgiving?
who in appropriate costume
are

-

No matter. Perhaps Santa
Claus will'call on you in the next
few days with good wishes from a

out singing specially -composed

business associate. If he does,
Santa will sing a personalized
message which includes your
name and top it off with a yule-

tide tapdance.
It's a service of an 18- monthold lirm in Los Angeles called
Live Wires operated by Joshua
Leeds and Myrica Taylor, who
worked as a songwriting duo before they originated their services
to which a number of record
companies here are subscribing.

Casablanca, Arista, Capitol,
A &M, Asylum and EMI -Screen
Gems Publishing are a few of the
industry clients boasted by Live
Wires.
"Most of them use our messengers in promoting new albums."
notes C.W. Metcalf. director of
personnel and promotion for
Live Wires in the Taft Building.

"They get instant attention
when one of our costumed messengers arrives at a radio station
with a new LP and then sings an
original song to a music director.

"It might

be in the form

of

a

bellygram. presented by a beautiful belly dancer. Or a magic gram, with a top- hatted magician
who sings and performs a trick or
two. We even supply operagrams
with a character out of 'Carmen'
showing up in a toreador's suit
and delivering a personalized
message based on a scene from
the opera."
Live Wires comprises six persons in the office and 25 to 30
others -professional
entertainem -on standby awaiting assignments. Leeds and Taylor have
recently branched out to San
Diego, Dallas -Fort Worth and
California's Orange county. But
the big action is in Los Angeles,
says Metcalf.
One of the staffers, comely
brunet Jeannie Kauffman, not
only traverses the City of the Angels delivering melodic messages,
she writes much of the original
material and triples as an effeclive publicity executive in the
Live Wires main office.
Live Wires this week is getting

y

Song Business: Jeannie Kauffman, one of a covey of singing,
dancing and acting messengers
allied with Live Wires in Los Angeles.

holiday songs to members of the
music industry.
The basic fee, for one messenger delivering a simple original
tune. is $25. The fee increases depending on the complexity of the
original song and the costuming,
Live Wire operates its own cos tame department, and with 24
hours notice can deck out a messenger as anything from a space
astronaut to a gorilla.
Apparently its services are
striking the right nerve in Los
Angeles music circles. "The
track,' says Metcalf, "is the cos fuming and tailored -to-order
lyric. And, of course, the fact that
we work around the clock. Our
messengers have met a few 3:30
a.m. arrivals at the airport and
their flashy shtick, I assure you,
quickly awoke all the half-asleep
arriving passengers."

Great American Super Store To Bow
LOS ANGELES -Ira Heilicher is
opening his first Great American
Music Co. super store right alter
Christmas in Fridley, Minn.. a
northern Minneapolis suburb,
Heilicher says the 9,000 square
foot location, a former Robert Hall
store, will be completely gutted and
rebuilt prior to opening. He would
not divulge the store's motif, but says
"he is stealing ideas from the masters,
Russ Solomon, Tommy Heiman and
Amos Heilicher."
Concurrent with the super store
debut, ,3reat American Music Co. is
moving into a 7,000 square foot

warehousing facility in Golden Val Icy, a western suburb.
Jan Jordan, former buyer at Pick wick, Minneapolis, who functioned
in both distribution and racking. is
joining the firm as purchasing top per. Bev Norstrom, former Discount
Records and more recently with the
Record Shops, Minneapolis -based
chain, is joining the firm in charge of
store operations. She will also ternporarily manage the new superstore.
Heilicher says he is investigating
other larger location possibilities in
the upper Midwest and the Twin
Cities for the future.

Alberta Hunter For Soundtrack
LOS ANGELES -Blues veteran
Alberta Hunter will write and perform the soundtrack to "Remember
My Name." a film about the blues
starring Geraldine Chaplin and Anthony Perkins.

The soundtrack to the film is
being produced for Columbia by
John Hammond, whose "discovery"
credits include Billie Holiday, Count
Basic, Aretha Franklin, Bob Dylan
and Bruce Springsteen.

KOOL AND THE GANG'S POWERFUL
NEW ALBUM,"THE FORCE:'
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Musicassette
8 -Track

Produced by K&G Productions, Inc.
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Marketed by Phonogram, Inc. Distributed by Phonodisc.
wale or
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"'Sound business
Sound Waves

Studio

Explore Digital Technology

Track

By

o

JOHN WORAM

NEW YORK- Recording pioneer
Bert Whyte's recent analog. direct to-disk and digital recording session
in Boston (Billboard. Dec. 3. 1977) is
cited by many as evidence that digital recording may well be on the way
towards becoming standard operating procedure.
Obviously. the all -digital recording studio will not appear overnight,
but Whyte's session gives audible
proof that digital tape recording has
the capacity to deliver direct -to -disk
quality. while retaining the traditional advantages of tape.
As a result of the success of the
Boston sessions, Crystal Clear Records president Ed Wodenjak is
drawing up plans for a continuing
series of direct -to -disk recordings.
And as before. Soundstream, Inc.
will be retained to provide simultaneous digital versions.
Overall technical details will he
supervised by Whyte, who was
recently awarded an AES fellowship
for his "contributions to stereo
recording, and for continuing audio
criticism ofa high order." The award
was presented at the Society's ;cunt
New York convention (Billboard,
Nov. 19, 1977), at which time digital
recording hardware was much in

evidence.
Crystal Clear -as well as other diprect -to -disk labels -shows that the
m LP has a remarkable potential
for
m

tCs

cc

î

m

to
to

enero

high quality sound. However, the
quality is restricted to a limited segment of today's music. Since retakes,
overdubs, edits and such are not
possible, direct -to -disk caters to a
limited market at best. Given the
ideal circumstances, direct -to-disk is
spectacular. For the rest of the time.
it doesn't work.
And here. digital technology
seems to come to the rescue, with impressive improvement potential in
two distinct areas. For the purist.
there arc improvements in signal -tonoise ratio, wow and flutter and such
that have already been well -noted in
the press. And for the Top 40 market, there's a virtual explosion in signal handling and processing capa-

bility in store.

In analog recording. perhaps the
best -known signal processing device
is the equalizer. In fact, there is
scarcely a recording studio in the
country that doesn't own at least
some form of equalization device.
However, the equalizer as we now
know it is not without its limitations.

By .JIM

For one thing. equalization must be
applied with caution to a high level
signal, for fear of driving the equalized portion of the program into
tape saturation.
And then there's the matter of
phase shift. Although the final word
on this subject has yet to be written.
it's well known that equalizers do
peculiar things to the relative phase
of signals passing through them. Are
these side effects worth worrying
about? Perhaps that question can't
be answered with certainty just now.
Nevertheless, the question becomes
irrelevant with digital equalization.

Although digital equalizers are
not yet on the shelf at your local supplier, their eventual availability
should reduce or eliminate many
problems with level and phase shift.
For as far as the digital tape recorder
is concerned, even the most

drastic

equalization will merely mean a
change in bit structure -that series of
recorded pulses that takes the place
of the traditional analog signal.
These might be compared to a
special form of Morse code. in which
only "dots" (Is) and the pauses between them (Os) are used to store the
information. The sequence of Is and

contains all the information
needed to store dynamic range and
equalization information for eventual conversion back to conventional analog audio.
As for phase shift, there may not
be any. Soundstream Inc. president
Dr. Thomas Stockham confirms that
a digital equalizer need not introduce any form of
phase
shill, as it modifies the frequency response of the signal. This aspect of
digital technology may indeed have
dramatic ramifications in the not too- distant future.
Os

Until fairly recently, phase response received scant attention. beyond the usual tape head azimuth

adjustments.

However.

recent

psycho-acoustic experiments have
produced some startling sonic effects which include the localization
of sound sources beyond, behind,
above and in front of the loudspeaker.

Many of these effects are made
possible through the careful manipulation of relative phase. and consequently. this parameter becomes
vitally important, if the recording
producer wishes to take advantage

of

these effects.

McCULLAUGH

LOS ANGELES

-Randy Bachman, still with
a label deal. working on a solo LP
at Studio
55. Assisting are Burton Cummings,
Jeff Patera
out

and Ian Gardner.... Johnny Guitar Watson pro
during Frankie lee for Little Bear Productions

al Producer's Workshop, Jim Mason producing.
Also there, Quentin Meek miring Gilles Kali.
Quetta for CBS Canada, while Dean Kay works on
a new

album for Ranwood Records on Ava Barber. The Barber protect is being produced
by
Lawrence Well's Telekew Productions
Former Moles Davis producer Teo Macero and
television composer Jim DiPasquale working

with AN Productions ¡au group Auracle at
ALM Studios.
The three hour NBC network
special "America Salutes The Queen's lubilee"
.

was mixed by Gary Ulmer at Music Recorders,
Inc, for Smith- Hemion Productions.

lack Wagner and Jim Christianson of Walt
Disney Productions working on the new Disney

"Christmas On Parade Extravaganza" al International Automated Media, Irone, Calif.
Recent activity at CBA Recording Studios in
elude Harvey Fuqua and Leslie Drayton produc
ing Sylvester, ORie Brown engineering. helped

by Diane Wilson; Jimmy Lewis producing him
self. engineered by Brown with Tony Modster
and Wilson assisting, Ben Delaine

producing
producing himself, and Gene
Dossier producing himself.
Virgin recading at Redondo Pacific Studios,
Emie Hernandez producing and Jim Lanham engineering the Alpha 2 Management protect
..
Wham; Roy

Bee

Phillips McLeod working on an album project at
Devonshire, Tony Peluso producing and Russell
Schmitt engineering
David Coe building a
new Salty Dog Recording Studio In Van Nuys,
Calif

r

w

Out 01 Town Notes

Producer Mike Flicker working with Heart
and Wendy Waldman at Seattle's SeaWest.
Flicker is also producing two Ben Kinnear -man
aged bands called Bison House Band and T.K.O.
In other activity there, Leroy Bell and Casey
James of Mighty Three Musk doing demos for
Elton John and the Spinetts, engineered by Rick

Keefer. and science fiction writer Frank Herbert
recording an LP for Caedmon Records called
"The Sandwams

Of

Dune," excerpts from his

best selling book
38 Special recording its second A&M album
at producer Dan Hartman's own School House

no noise
you'd

Oetter
believe it!
doz. Incorporaled

dóXalimlñalion

71

Chapel Jlrael

Newton. MA 02195

SCHOOL HONORS -At the 83rd anniversary luncheon
of the Third Str
Music School Settlement in New York, from left,
are piano manufactur.
John Steinway; lunch chairman John Phillips,
president. CBSfColum'
Group; Andre Kostelanetz, the School's distinguished
achievement in mus
award winner; Lincoln Center chairman Amyas
Ames, distinguished servi
to music winner, and Philip Warner, president
of the U.S.' original music se
tlement school which has given instruction to more
than 65,500 children.

MORE EFFICIENT FINANCIALLY

British Vidtape Promo Firm
Opens Los Angeles Offic
LOS ANGELES -The increasing
concentration of both English and
American artists here, and an attempt to minimize traveling and

production expenses, has prompted
England -based Jon Roseman Productions, Inc., to open a Los Angeles
office.
Todate, the three -year -old videotape promotional firm has specialized in taping English acts which include the cream of British rock
aristocracy. Among them are Rod
Stewart, Rolling Stones. Electric
Light Orchestra, IOcc, Leo Sayer,
Bee Gees, Queen, Cliff Richard and
others.

Although Roseman's prices run

a

bit steep. and they've been turned
down by certain companies because
of it, the company prides itself on its
high quality productions.
For a day's shooting (sometimes
two) the minimum is 57.000 while
the maximum can run in excess of
S15,000.

While the cost seems high, director Bruce Gowers says that in order

maintain production standard
time is needed for proper lighting
editing and shooting.
Also. each track that is shot is buil
around a specific concept whic
to

captures the band the way the anis
and director see fir.

"Our finishe

product is not just a band in per
formance," says Gowers. "We first
see the band perform and then discuss a concept idea with them."
With Gowers now based in
Angeles, travel expenses will b
drastically reduced.
Many of the tapes done by th
Roseman firm have been seen in the
U.S. on Don Kirshners "Rock Concert" and "Midnight Special."
Record companies requesting

i

Roseman's services use the tapes for
international promotion and presentations to overseas affiliates.
Gowers says the acts can be shot
on two-inch tape or 60 m.m. film.
Upon completion of the finished
master, record companies may order
additional copies at an additional
fee.

Studios outside Bridgeport, Conn
Quill com
pleting a classical /progressive rock album prof
ect at Condor Ridge Recording In Santa Barbara.

Cold.. for Alpha

Management
Dawn completing a radio campaign for the
American Cancer Society at Bear West Studios
with Bernardo producing, Vance Frost and

New Companies

2

Marty Albertson behind the board
In mastering activities al Columbia Studios,
Nashville, producer Ron Haffkine working on
Katy Southern for Epic. Glenn Sutton waking on

Andrew Egbe International Productions launched by Egbe, to deal
in personal management and inter-

national concert promotion. Ad1000 No. Westmount Dr..
Suite 304. Los Angeles 90069. (213)

dress:

Norm Wilson working on Pal
Rakes and Margo Smith for Warner Bros True
Records in mastering Mundo Earwoed and Leon

652 -5086.

Everette; Jerry Foster working on Kari Foster for
CBS; and Bitty Sherrill working on Marty Robbins and Johnny Paycheck for CBS

Big Fish Music founded by
singer- songwriter 'Steve Goddard

N.Y. Studio Offers

and his manager Chuck Tennin as
the publishing amt of their label.
California Sun Records. Initial

Diane

Jordan;

:

tacs
with

at

Paramount Recording Studios.
Engineer Eric Prestidge putting the finishing
touches on Ethic Furay's upcoming Elektra LP

Synthesizer Center
LOS ANGELES -Soundmixers
Recording Studios, New York, has
added an electronic music center to
its facilities.

Headed up by resident synthesist
Stephen Horelick, Soundmixers can
now offer to clients such equipment
as a Buchla Series 200 synthesizer
capable of producing an almost unlimited range of sound effects and
an Oherheim Four -Voice Polyphonic Synthesizer with programmer.

Horelick will be available to both
program and perform on Soundmixers recording sessions with the
equipment while qualified clients
will he able to use the equipment
themselves.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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copyright

*

formed by entertainer Ben Verecn to
coordinate his personal appearances
and recording, television and motion picture projects. Address: 9100
Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills. Calif.
90212. (213) 274 -8805.

w

Goddard's single
"That's Not A Very Nice Thing To
Do." Address: 10811 Hesby. No.
Hollywood, Calif. 91601, (213) 766is

7487.

Ruota 88 Productions, formed by
Fausto Lucignani and Antonio Esposito, to produce and promote traditional and folk Italian music. Address: 609 18th St., Union City. N.J.
07087.

*

Left Side Productions launched
by Gregg Hothem and Esa Katajamaki to concentrate on concert promotion in the upper Midwest. Address: 358 E. Hewitt. Marquette.
Mich. 49855, (906) 228 -7314.

Turtle IV Productions. Inc.,

Record Shack Act
Continued from

pa..e0 !

!

more seriously at prospects for helping to develop the African music
market. He states that until now they
had procrastinated about taking
positive steps in that direction, and
have discouraged local entrepreneurs who have sought licenses by
demanding staggering advances.
O'Rourke states that once the African project gets underway. his
company will also concentrate on
importing more African music into
this country. At present it imports a

limited amount of African "Highlife" music. which is finding a growing audience in discotheques in this
country.
Record Shack. headed by Edward
Portony. is one of the oldest established one -stops in the country.
Headquartered in New York. it has
branches in Dallas. Atlanta and
Cleveland; and ajoint venture oper-

alion in Paris.

r
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rlap In Powers

aids made and distributed would resume. Record producers say that up
to 30 months is needed before all returns can be tallied.
Although few recordings are
made under compulsory licensing,
the payment practices allowed in the
Copyright Office rules will have
heavy impact on the industry practices in pnvately negotiated licenses.
Both the Tribunal chairman and
the Copyright Office counsel regretted the White House delay of more
than six months on Tribunal nominations. It cost them the needed time
to consult with each other on these
matters. as the law suggests.
Both agencies plan to recommend
revisions in the law to Congress.
Counsel Baumgarten said the Copyright Office will examine its own
rules (decided under unprecedented
time pressure) after a year's time to
evaluate their fairness and practical

the Law, payment is
only on records "per inquished" by the pror

say there should be
he end of three months

les

statutes due date for
yments at which time
mechanicals on all rev-
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into the potential
dollar industry whose
beginning to enjoy to-

ness

arc Diane, his third

sir two children. Jonaan, and four other chilvious marriage includexecutive director of
ority of New York and
.

me t e n.unal's problem because it needs to know how many

what revenues to expeel particularly in view of any future rate changes."
there arc. and

manufacture and distribution of
product in the U.S. International exploitation will he licensed to Capitol
in Canada and to EMI associates
outside North America.

and Francis Massey.
r
and Andrew. Also a
brother. Francis, and a half brother,
Thomas G. Newman. Private funeral services were held Saturday
(I0) at the First Presbyterian Church
in Stamford, Conn.

otherwise may have come. though
not exactly in the form I intended.
"Finally, electronic video recording, though it ended ue without the
auspices of CBS. fired up the video-

Spokesmen for both copyright
owners and user industries were
thanked by the Tribunal chairman
and by the Copyright Office counsel
for their contribution to the shaping
of the new copyright law.
Most of the statements by the parade of industry people at the three
days of hearings were largely familiar comments heard during the years
of revision proceedings on the Hill.
The witness list included well known spokesmen for the three music licensor organizations. record
producers. authors and publishers.
and movie producers. Also. broadcasters, jukebox operators and cable
tv spokesmen.
SESAC's Albert Ciancimino said
his organization and public broadcasting representatives are nearing
an agreement on voluntary licensing
rates for SESAC music, but details
could not be revealed at this time.
The Tribunal will hold hearings
on the compulsory licensing of music for public broadcasters Jan. 30
and 31, 1978. The Tribunal has the

job of deciding as well as periodically reviewing rates for public
broadcast stations.

When it comes to music promotion, are you:

Looking for a good SOUND system?
Creative music industry leaders hear how other music industry peers are
using sound by calling or writing for our free Soundsheet Idea Kit. Call
us toll -free at 800 -323 -5845 (in Illinois its 312-945-5600); or fill in
the coupon in this ad. It will be your first step towards creative
(
mmu siicprromotion -the SOUND way.

stereo system
We've got it. But our system is different! Were not a new component
SOUND
with all the trimmings- for the reproduction of high quality sound Our
music style.
system is an effective method of music promotion to sell your sound,
Soundsheets.
company, studio. or artists. by using flexible vinyl recordings called
and often
Our Soundsheet system is new and highly creative yet utilizes a proven
to sell sound.
overlooked idea for music promotion. Using free samples of sound
special gospel albums.
Word Records used Soundsheets to help sell some of their albums; and printed
The Soundsheets contained sample selections from 3 Word
off' savings coupon for any of
on the back of the Soundsheet was a special "SI.00
at the nearest Word dealer
the albums which the Soundsheets featured -redeemable
upon presentation of the Soundsheet
we all know it happens
Using sound to self sound makes sense doesn't it? In fact.
singles so entire
successfully every day on the radio- with stations playing popular
sample your music
albums are purchased. Try a similar approach and let listeners
with your current
style by using custom-made Soundsheets alone or in conjunction
use 10,000 for
promotions. You can lest 1.000 Soundsheets for under 5275.00.or
as 5E each in larger
about 10C each: need more -Soundsheets can cost as little
quantities.
Mountain Daredevils. inserted over
A & M Records in cooperation with the Ozark
the Lake " album Soundsheet
200.000 Soundsheets into their last "Car Over
other L.P. 's in your feature
inserts into albums can work very hard to sell other similar talent or
artist's repertoire, or Soundsheets can cross -sell
sound at your label
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Sound B
Sound Waves_
Explore Digital Techno
By

JOHN WORAM

NEW YORK -Recording pioneer
Bert Whyte's recent analog, direct to-disk and digital recording session
in Boston (Billboard. Dec. 3. 1977) is

cited by many as evidence that digital recording may well be on the way
towards becoming standard operating procedure.
Obviously. the all- digital recording studio will not appear overnight,
but Whyte's session gives audible
proof that digital tape recording has
the capacity to deliver direct -to -disk
quality. while retaining the traditional advantages of tape.
As a result of the success of the
Boston sessions. Crystal Clear Records president Ed Wodenjak is
drawing up plans for a continuing
series of direct -to -disk recordings.
And as before, Soundstream. Inc.
will be retained to provide simultaneous digital versions.
Overall technical details will be
supervised by Whyte. who was
recently awarded an AES fellowship
for his "contributions to stereo
recording, and for continuing audio
criticism ofa high order." The award
was presented at the Society's recent

New York convention (Billboard.
Nov. 19, 1977), at which time digital
recording hardware was much in
evidence.
Crystal Clear -as well as other direct -to -disk labels -shows that the
LP has a remarkable potential for
high quality sound. However. the
quality is restricted to a limited segment of today's music. Since retakes.
overdubs. edits and such are not
possible. direct -to -disk caters to a
limited market at best. Given the
ideal circumstances. direct -to-disk is
spectacular. For the rest of the time.
it doesn't work.
And here, digital technology
seems to come to the rescue. with impressive improvement potential in
two distinct areas. For the purist,
there are improvements in signal-tonoise ratio, wow and flutter and such
that have already been well -noted in
the press. And for the Top 40 market there's a virtual explosion in signal handling and processing capability in store.
In analog recording. perhaps the
best -known signal processing device
is the equalizer. In fact. there
is
scarcely a recording studio in the
country that doesn't own at least
some form of equalization device.
However, the equalizer as we now
know it is not without its limitations.

For one thing, equalizet
applied with caution to
signal, for fear of drivin
iced portion of the pr
tape saturation.
And then there's th
phase shift. Although th
on this subject has yet t
it's well known that
peculiar things to the re
of signals passing throu
these side effects wort
about? Perhaps that qu
be answered with certai
Nevertheless. the questi
irrelevant with digital e

-

VeChicago Radio Syndicate
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Although digital eq
not yet on the shelf at yo
plier, their eventual
should reduce or dim
problems with level and
For as far as the digital t
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concerned, even the
equalization will mer
change in bitstructurerecorded pulses that tak
of the traditional analo
These might be co
special form of Morse
only "dots" (Is) and th
twccn them (Os) are us
information. The seque
Os contains all the
is

)AMIBOREF, USA
1.1X IS: SIX HOUR SPECIAL.
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MAMIE."
oour.iountet

needed to store dynami

equalization informatio
tual conversion back
Clonal analog audio.
As for phase shift, th
be any. Soundstream I
Dr. Thomas Stockham
a digital equalizer nee
duce any form of ref
shift, as it modifies the f
sponse of the signal. T ... _..,.__. _..
digital technology may indeed have
dramatic ramifications in the nut too- distant future.
Until fairly recently. phase response received scant attention. beyond the usual tape head azimuth
adjustments. However, recent
psycho-acoustic experiments have
produced some startling sonic effects which include the localization
of sound sources beyond. behind,
above and in front of the loudspeaker.

Many of these effects are made
possible through the careful manipulation of relative phase, and consequently, this parameter becomes
vitally important. if the recording
producer wishes to take advantage

of

these effects.

tacs
with

no noise
ou'd

better
believe it
dbxál-mñanon

Ilj

aged bands ca
In other

activity there. Leroy Bel and Casey
lames of Mighty Three Musk dong demos for
Etter John and the Spinners, engineered by Rd
Keefer, and science fiction writer Frank Herbert
recording an LP for Caedmon Records called
The Sandworms 01 Dune," excerpts from his
best selling book
38 Special recording its second A&M album

Hartman's own School House
Studios outside Bridgeport, Conn
Quill com
plebng a classicalí progressive rock album prof
at producer Dan

of it.

the company prides itself on its
high quality productions.
For a day's shooting (sometimes
two) the minimum is 57.000 while
the maximum can run in excess of

S15.000.

While the cast seems high, director Bruce Gowers says that in order

international promotion and presen
Cations to overseas affiliates.
Gowers says the acts can be she
on two -inch tape or 60 m.m. film
Upon completion of the finish
master, record companies may order
additional copies at an additional
fee.

eel al Condor Ridge Recording in Santa Barbara.

Calif.. lot Alpha

2

New Companies

Management

Dawn completing

a

radio campaign for the

American Cancer Society at Bear West Studios
with Bemardo producing, Vance Frost and

Marty Albertson behind the board
In mastering activities at Columbia Studios,
Nashville. producer Ron HaMbine working on
Katy Southern for Epic, Glenn Sutton

waking

on

Diane Jordan;

Norco Wilson working on Pal
Rakes and Margo Smith lot Warner Bros True
Records in mastering Mundo Earwood and Leon

Everette: Jerry Foster working on Kari Foster for
CBS. and Billy Sherrill working on Marty Rob-

him and Johnny Paycheck for

CBS

N.Y. Studio Offers

Synthesizer Center
LOS ANGELES- Soundntixers
Recording Studios. New York, has
added an electronic music center to
its facilities.
Headed up by resident synthesist
Stephen Horelick, Soundmixers can
now offer to clients such equipment
as a Buchla Series 200 synthesizer
capable of producing an almost unlimited range of sound effects and
an Oberheim Four -Voice Polyphonic Synthesizer with programmer.

Horelick will be available to both
program and perform on Sound mixers recording sessions with the
equipment while qualified clients
will be able to use the equipment
themselves.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Andrew Egbe International Productions launched by Egbe, to deal
in personal management and inter-

national concert promotion. Ad1000 No. Westmount Dr.,
Suite 304. Los Angeles 90069. (213(
652 -5086.

dress:

*

*

*

Big Fish Music founded by
singer- songwriter 'Steve Goddard
and his manager Chuck Tennin as
the publishing arm of their label,
California Sun Records. Initial
copyright is Goddard's single
"That's Not A Very Nice Thing To
Do." Address: 10811 Hesby, No.
Hollywood, Calif. 91601, (213) 7667487.

t

Roma 88 Productions, formed by
Fausto Lucignani and Antonio Esposito. to produce and promote traditional and folk Italian music. Address: 609 18th St., Union City, N.J.
07087.

r

w

Left Side Productions launched
by Gregg Hothem and Esa Katajamaki to concentrate on concert promotion in the upper Midwest. Address: 358 E. Hewitt, Marquette,
Mich. 49855. (906) 228 -7314.
w

r

Turtle IV Productions, Inc.,

funned by entertainer Ben Vereen to
coordinate his personal appearances
and recording, television and motion picture projects. Address: 9100
Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212, (213) 274-8805.

Record Shack Act
Cnlrrued

Irnm pope

is

more seriously at prospects for helping to develop the African music
market. He states that until now they
had procrastinated about taking
positive steps in that direction. and
have discouraged local entrepreneurs who have sought licenses by
demanding staggering advances.
O'Rourke states that once the African project gets underway, his
company will also concentrate on
importing more African music into
this country. At present it imports a

limited amount of African "High life" music, which is finding a growing audience in discotheques in this
country.
Record Shack, headed by Edward
Portony, is one of the oldest established one -stops in the country.
Headquartered in Ncw York, it has
branches in Dallas, Atlanta and
Cleveland: and ajoini venture operation in Paris.
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right Offi ce And Tribunal May Overlap Ini Powers

onrinurd from page I

cable tcicuse in recordings,
public broad in, jukeboxes and
ng
out before the
ese rules (due
I. 1978) include
takes effect Jan.
payment of
ulations for timely
to copyright
tutory mcchanicals
have a ricochet
ors which will
d on negotiated recordings.
meshing gears by
e problems of
the
two agencies came out at
68 hearings called by Tribunal
rman Thomas Brennan to acwith
nit the new commissioners
views of music licensors. pub en, record producers, broadIds. et al.- including the role of

Copyright Office.

Copyright Office counsel Jon
umgancn, speaking for Register
Copyrights Barbara Ringer (both
sing had long years of friendly
lationship with the Tribunal chair an during his decade as Senate
yrights Subcommittee counsel).
plaíned the controversy in the
posed jukebox rule making.
ich he says

will be finalized soon.

The main problem involves Beds by music publishers that the
yright Office require jukebox
tors to provide location list gs. They would prefer the updated
tings to be kept on file at the

ynght Once.
The Copyright Office holds that it
not its responsibility either to resire or maintain such a list.
But in view of the Tribunal's job
fairly distribute jukebox (and
ble tv) royalty. commissioner
nce James wanted to know
we can get accurate statistics
and for these industries ?"
The Copyright Office counsel
, "It is not our problem to ascerin how
systems) there are. Enforcement is
II to the copyright owners. It might
eeomc the Tribunal's problem beCause it needs to know how many
there are, and what revenues to ex,pat, particularly in view of any future rate changes."
iud.

Meanwhile, the Tnhunal published Thursday (8) a notice of proposed rulemaking to pmvidc access
for copyright owners or licensnn to
Jukeboxes in locations (such as bars,
restaurants, etc.). The law requires
access (without harassment) to determine fair shares of the jukebox
performance royalty pool to be col-

levied by the Copyright Office and
distributed by the Tnhunal.
Another disputed area is in the

turns. Under the taw. payment
mandatory only on records "permanently relinquished" by the pro-

compulsory licensing of recordings.
The Copyright Office has been
asked to deride how long a record
company should be allowed to hold
its "reserve" fund against payment
of mechanical royalties on late rc-

ducer.

ords made and distributed would resume. Record producers say that up
to 30 months is needed before all returns can be tallied.
Although few recordings arc
made under compulsory licensing.
the payment practices allowed in the
Copyright Office rules will have
heavy impact on the industry practices in pnvately negotiated licenses.
Both the Tribunal chairman and
the Copyright Office counsel regretted the White House delay of more
than six months on Tribunal nominations. It cost them the needed time
to consult with each other on these

Music owners say there should be
a cutoff at the end of three months
beyond the statute's due date for
monthly payments at which time
payment of mechanical,. on all rec-

Cap Calls Its New Baby EMI America
Sc o,Hwx I

Jr.,ni poet

t

promotion team expected to swell

as

the label becomes established.

EMI America will have product
manufactured and distributed
through the existing Capitol structure.
In addition to Mazza, the nucleus
of the new executive staff includes

Don Grierson, director, merchandising and advertising for Capitol. who
becomes vice president of a&r; JJ.
Jordan, an editor at Radio & Records, who becomes director of national promotion; and Bill Straw.
who has spent the last year as an attorney in private practice. who becomes director of business affairs.
Bhaskar Menon, president and
chief executive officer of Capitol Industries-EMI. Inc., becomes chairman and chief executive officer of
the new label.

According to Menon. The new
label will be an independent source
of top American talent for world
markets and a means of enhancing
our already considerable marketing
success in the U.S.

"EMI America will rapidly establish total national promotion and

marketing capability to support its
own distinctive artist roster.
derive strength by
collaborating with its sister company, Capitol Records. for physical
manufacture and distribution of
product in the U.S. International exploitation will be licensed to Capitol
in Canada and to EMI associates
outside North America.

We look to the U.S. both as our
largest single market and as our most
crucial source of talent."
According to Menon and Mann.
talent on the new label will he reflective of the type of repertoire
Capitol has now.
Says Mazza: "We would hope to
have a mixture of new as well as
semi- established and new artists and
may have 10 to 15 artists on the label
within a one to two -year period."
Adds Menon: "We intend creating a separate talent source which
will have its own distinctive approach and flair which will become
identifiable. We look at EMI America as a parallel source of talent to

Capitol."
Both executives view the new venture as an extension of a "growing,
healthy business" as well as an op-

portunity for Capitol to extend its
market share in the U.S.
In addition, Menon does not foresee EMI America straining Capitol's
manufacturing capability although
he does admit that Capitol pressing
plants right now are working 24
hours a day producing not only its
own product but product for clients
such as Warner Bros.
The Capitol chief executive notes
the label is "continually studying its
manufacturing capability" and
recently added 28 new presses to its
Eastern plant.
"We have been expanding in that

matters, as the law suggests.
Both agencies plan to recommend
revisions in the law to Congress.
Counsel Baumgarten said the Copyright Office will examine its own
rules (decided under unprecedented
time pressure) after a year's time to
evaluate their fairness and practical

application.
Spokesmen for both copyright
owners and user industries were
thanked by the Tribunal chairman
and by the Copyright Office counsel

direction anyway." he says.
The Capitol chief executive adds
that the worldwide Capitol -EMI
structure has the exploration of new
record manufacturing technologies
as an ongoing top priority.

for their contribution to the shaping
of the new copyright law.
Most of the statements by the pa-

LP `Father' Goldmark Services
Continued from page 12
dustty," wrote Goldmark in a memoir published in 1973.
"The development of the long playing record impelled the recording industry, including RCA, the
giant of the communications business. to change for the better its historical pattern of record production.
"My work in color television resulted, I think, in bringing color to
the public a decade faster than it
otherwise may have come. though
not exactly in the form intended.
-'Finally, electronic video recording, though it ended up without the
auspices of CBS, tired up the video1

rade
days

of industry people

at the three

of hearings were largely familiar comments heard during the years
of revision proceedings on the Hill.
The witness list included well known spokesmen for the three mulicensor organizations, record
producers, authors and publishers.
and movie producers. Also. broadcasters,jukebox operators and cable
tv spokesmen.
SESAC's Albert Ciancimino said
his organization and public broadcasting representatives are nearing
an agreement on voluntary licensing
rates for SESAC music, but details
at
could not be
hearings
will
hold
The Tribunal
on the compulsory licensing of music for public broadcasters Jan. 30
and 31, 1978. The Tribunal has the
job of deriding as well as period-

sic

into the potential
multimillion- dollar industry whose
fruits we are beginning to enjoy to-

cassette business

day"

Surviving are Diane, his third
wife. and their two children. Jonathan and Susan. and four other children by a previous marriage including Peter Jr., executive director of
the Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey. and Francis Massey.
Christopher and Andrew. Also a
brother, Francis, and a half brother,
Thomas G. Newman. Private funeral services were held Saturday
(10) at the First Presbyterian Church
in Stamford, Conn.

ically reviewing rates for public
broadcast stations.

When it comes to music promotion, are you:

Looking for a good SOUND system?
stereo system
We've got it. But our system is different! We're not a new component
with-all the trimmings" for the reproduction of high quality sound Our SOUND
sound. music style.
system is an effective method of music promotion to sell your
called Soundsheets.
company. studio. or artists. by using flexible vinyl recordings
a proven and often
Our Soundsheet system is new and highly creative yet utilizes
to sell sound.
use -looked idea for music promotion. Using free samples of sound
their special gospel albums
Word Records used Soundsheets to help sell some of
albums, and printed
The Soundsheets contained sample selections from 3 Word
00 off 'savings coupon for any of
on the back of the Soundsheet was a special" SI
at the nearest Word dealer
the albums which the Soundsheets featured- redeemable
upon presentation of the Soundsheet.
we all know it happens
Using sound to sell sound makes sense doesn't it? In fact.
singles so entire
successfully every day on the radio -with stations playing popular
sample your music
albums are purchased. Try a similar approach and let listeners with your cut-rent
style by using custom -made Soundsheets alone or in conjunction use 10.000 fo r
promotions. You can test 1.000 Soundsheets for under 5275.00.oreach in larger
as 5c
about 10c each: need more- Soundsheets can cost as little
quantities.
Daredevils. inserted o ver
Mountain
the
Ozark
with
A & M Records in cooperation
the Lake" album. Soundsheet
200.000 Soundsheets into their last "Car Over
sell other L_P's in your feature
hard
to
very
work
can
inserts into albums
other similar talent or
artist's- repertoire. or Soundsheets can cmsssell
sound at your label.

/

Creative music industry leaders hear how other music industry peers are
using sound by calling or writing for our free Soundsheet Idea Kit. Call
us toll -free at 800 -323 -5845 (in Illinois its 312. 945 -5600): or fill in
the coupon in this ad. It will be your first step towards creative
music promotion the SOUND way.
.
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International

HOLIDAY JOY IN U.K.

Intl Pop Publisher Group
Due For MIDEM Launch

Singles Surge Mines Year-End
Bonanza For EMI, CBS & Indies
ADAM WHITE
Wings' "Mull Of Kintyre"

NEW YORK -Music Publisher
associations from more than 15
countries will be represented at a
meeting in Cannes next month
which will see the formal establishment of the International Federation of Popular Music Publishers
( IFPMP).
The new organization. which has
been in the process of formation
since early this year (Billboard, May
28. 1977), is designed to promote the
interests of pop publishers throughout the world and to provide them
with a stronger voice within the
councils of the International Pub-

By

LONDON -The year-end singles
boom here is giving many independent labels their biggest -ever hits,
with particularly heavy business for
Magnet, Creole. Transatlantic/
Logo. Stiff, Beserklcy and DJM.
But it is the majors, notably EMI
and CBS. which are turning in the
most dramatic sales figures.
EMI. under heavy attack from the
competition for much of this year.
has regained singles momentum
with sales of over a million for
Wings and Quccn, following big hits
by the Tom Robinson Band and La
Belle Epoque.

ßILLDOARD'S
GOT YOU
COVERED
.ditorially around the world

pia the largest, and we add with

ride, the best international
.editorial representatives of any
[music business paper in
me world.
ow

W

IN GERMANY

D

has

proved a phenomenal seller. with a
one -day order to EMI of 100,000
and totals sales well over 700,000, to
become Wings' first chart -topper in
the U.K. The Queen single, group's
biggest for a year, is near the 500.000
mark.
CBS had 10% of the Top 50 week
ending Dec. 3 with singles from
Abba, the Barron Knights, Santana.
the Jacksons, Dorothy Moore. Paul
Simon, Deniece Williams and, on
company -owned GTO, the Dooleys,
Donna Summer and Noosha Fox.
"Floral Dance." by the Brighouse
and Rastrick Band, is Transatlantic's
first chart entry for nearly eight
years, coming within months of its
takeover by Logo Records, the company set up by Geoff Hannington
and Olav Wyper. Demand, running
to more than 20.000 copies a day, is
forcing Transatlantic to seek overseas pressing facilities.
The Darts' "Daddy Cool" is the
first Magnet Top IO single since
early 1976.
Newer contenders have had their

best- selling singles to date, Berserkley with Jonathan Richman's
"Egyptian Reggae" and Stiff with
Elvis Costello's "Watchin' The Detectives."
Creole and its associated labels
have enjoyed Top 10 hits previously.
but Ruby Winters' "I Will" has
gained the highest chan placing for
the Creole label itself. It has sold
more than 250,000 copies.
Disk jockey Kenny Everett and

Mike Vickers' "Captain Kremmen"
has been the first DiM Top 50 entry
since April, and the same company
has Village People's "San Francisco" in the chart, largely due to
disco action.
The Righteous Brothers' "You've
Lost That Lovin' Feelin'" is a first
U.K. chart entry for the Phil Spector
International label; Bing Crosby's
"White Christmas" is a first Top 50
hit for MCA since Rose Royce in
May and the first time it has shown
in the British charts since it was intreduced in 1952, even though it remains the biggest- selling single of all
time.

U.K. Agency To Probe Discounting
LONDON -Discounting. chief
cause of worry for the independent
record dealer, is to be the subject of a
repon here by the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission.
The Music Trades Assn. will provide information and make recommendations on various aspects of
discounting, both by manufacturer
to retailer and retailer to customer.

The government spotlight has
moved to this matter at the request
of the Minister of State for Prices
and Consumer Protection. The commission repon will deal with the entire retail trade.

The MTA submissions will be
worked out by a special committee.
involving members who are for and
against retail discounting.

The commission has asked for information about "the acquisition by,
or supply to. some retailers of goods
at prices less than those charged to
other retailers by the same supplier,
or on terms which involve the provision of any special benefit in money
or money's worth by the supplier to
those retailers in connection with the
supply of goods."

lishers Assn.
Officers of the new organization.
to be elected at a Jan. 22 meeting
held during the run of MIDEM, will
function as delegates to the Inter-

REVIVAL TREND

New Versions Of Oldies
Find U.K. Chart Favor

.

By ADAM WHITE

IÏ
LONDON -Some

20 revivals of
old songs have figured in the U.K.
charts over the past two months and
the trend of giving new life to old

hits shows no sign of abating.
Now medleys" are finding favor
with singles by Silver Convention
(Magnet), DBM (Atlantic) and Cafe
Creme (Harvest) featuring clusters
of Beatles songs. Tommi does the
same for the Rolling Stones on
"Disco Satisfaction," on Private
Stock. and Long Tall Ernie and the
Shakers tackle a number of vintage
rock 'n' roll tunes on "Do You Remember'?" (Polydorl.
The concept is often highly commercial but it poses publishing royalty problems when the titles come
from different writers.
The technique had Top IO effect
last year by the Ritchie Family and

COPYRIGHT GROUP STUDY

Intl Levy On Blank Vidtape Urged
Continued font page

3

changes in the terms of international
protection treaties are advisable or
practical at this time to deal with the

WOLFGANG SPAHR
...who has been involved in
the German record industry

for 15 years and covered
developments from Hamburg
for Billboard since 1967. A
founder of Polydor International's "Gazette," Spahr is an
influential figure in German
trade circles. He has initiated
Commercially successful
trends, presented open -air
concerts with top music
attractions.
Another pro of the fourth estate
covering a part of the globe for
You. He is a member of the largest
international editorial staff that
any music business paper can
boast of ... and we're proud to be
boastful because, BILLBOARD'S
GOT YOU COVERED!

video taping problem. Individual
member countries should handle it,
they believe.
The U.S. belongs only to the Uni-

Emilio
Baccarani
welcomes all

MIDEM

visitors/exhibitors to
THE BEST DISCO CLUBS
IN TOWN

.44/'V IK.

THE

TELEPHONE CLUB
La Chimere du Playgirl
88 -90 Avenue de Leimes
CANNES. Tel. 38.1 1.40

versal Copyright Convention and
not to the more strictly protective
Berne Union, or the Rome Conven-

tion for protection of rights of
broadcasters, record producers and
performers.
The study prefers not to employ
the term "tax." but refers only to
"compensation" money for an internationally shared royalty pool to
offset copyright loss from home
video taping.
The first presentation of the report
in February 1977 had wide airing
before a roster of international
nongovemment copyright protection organizations, under sponsorship of UNESCO and the World Intellectual Property Organization in
Geneva.

Cook To Head
New RCA Unit
In Asia- Pacific
NEW YORK -RCA Records has

CHARLESTON'
CLUB PIt1VE
5 Rue Lafontaine CANNES

Tel:38.57.84
FULL CATERING FACILITIES
FOR RECEPTION PARTIES ETC.

OPEN 10pm

-8am

RANATO ET EMILIO
Tel CANNES 38 11.40 & 38 17 84

promoted Robert F. Cook to the new
post of division vice president. Asia Pacific region. in a move spearheading an accelerated drive in that area
of the world.
Cook. who is headquartered in
Sydney, will remain as chairman
and managing director of RCA Ltd.
in Australia. a position he's held
since January 1976.

www.americanradiohistory.com

national Confederation of M
Publishers, an umbrella gnou
within the IPA which also includ
publishers of serious music.
During its planning phase S
Chiantia and Leonard Feist, office
of the U.S. publishers assocaato
NMPA served IFPMP as act'
president and acting secretary g
eral, respectively.
A preamble to the new fede
atioñ s bylaws sets forth its obje
fives. as follows:
"To create and promote the righ
of publishers of popular music n
tionally through statutes, case law
contract, and international!
through conventions and agre
merits, and where such rights a
ready exist, to defend, preserve an
develop them."

included representatives
from CISAC. for composers and
publishers: the IFPI for record producers: FIAPF for film producers:
the international musicians federation, and others.
The report found that the threat of
worldwide videotape piracy of costly
film and tv properties is now added
to the continuing problem of record
piracy.
The repon says the videocassettes
"can circulate without any practical
possibility of controlling the use
made of them -private or public.
commercial. lawful or unlawful."
These

On home taping for private use.
the report gave only a brief. passing
mention to the ideal solution from
the copyright owner's viewpoint: a
technical process in the transmission
making it impossible for home
tapers to record the video programming from their sets.
Of course, this would mean attempting to outlaw a whole new consumer electronic entertainment development, already established and
flourishing.
The study group believes that
broadcasters, record producers and
performers (owners of the so called
"neighboring rights)" should share
in any international pool of compensating funds for loss or rights
and revenues video to home taping.

their "Best Disco In Town" (Poly
dor) and with Top 30 status fo
Shalamar with "Uptown Festival
(RCA). These featured disco an
Motown songs.
More conventional single update
popular here include Billy Paul'
"Only The Strong Survive" (PIR
Julie Covington's "Only Wome
Bleed" (Virgin); Santa Esmeralda
"Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood'
(Philips): Ruby Winters' "1 Wil

(Creole):
Showaddywaddy'
"Dancin Parry" (Arista): the Dan
"Daddy Cool" (Magnet): Smokie
"Needles And Pins" (Rak): an
Santana's "She's Not There" (CBS).
Latest list of new interpretation
include Elvis Presley's "My Way
(RCA), Elkie Brooks' "Do Righ
Woman" (A &M), the Banned'
"Little Girl" (Harvest), Steve Hill
age's "Not Fade Away" and th

Four Tops' "For Your Love."
Other artists with chart suce
from revival activities include
Belle Epoque. Ram Jam. Steve Gib
bons, Nazareth, Candi Staten, Ri
Coolidge and Mary Mason.

Discos Capitol
New Division
For EMI Spain
-

Just a few
months after the creation of Discos
Epic as an independent division of
CBS here, Pierre Magee, managing
director of EMI -Odeon S.A.. has
created Discos Capitol. a new division of his company.

BARCELONA

Manager of the division is Rafael
-Gil. formerly a &rand promotion director of EMI in Spain. The unit has
its own sales distribution network
and complete independence from
the parent company in terms of production and promotion.

First release batch includes
"Hard Rock Cafe," by Carole King:
"Spanish Stroll," from Mink do
Ville: "Jukin'" by Manhattan
Transfer; Dr. Hook's "Walk Right
In ": and product from the group Tavares.

BILLBOARD IS BIG
INTERNATIONALLY
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Lohn
cts From Throughout World Receive Welcome In L.A.
arM¡mrd from page 43
msday prediction no one is quite
ling to make), Delgado will have

Oral hours featuring the top Latin
eral

ty to do.
But what is his prescription for
ing the sagging caravans? It the
down, it's because
to has gone
re have been too many shows and
enough new artists. Mexico is
plyahort on new talent. It is procing only two or three new sucful faces each year. So the same
is appear so often on these
7ws that when the people see them
ing again. they just feel like cry-

would say that if we don't man
ing eight or nine top new acts
m Mexico every year, this carabusiness wont last another three
rs. The other thing is that this
siness is just over- crowded. Evbody wants to be a concert imrio these days."
Tony De Marco echoes his part's analysis: "It used to be that all
caravan shows did well. Now it's
tend miss. And I think it's just that
e novelty has worn olT. In a way.
've spoiled the public which has
me very independent these
ys. Wove given them so much
1

Tony De Marco: defends the Mexican shows at the Million Dollar
Theatre.
that nothing interests them anymore."
Aside from over- exposure and the
promoter glut mentioned by Delgado, De Marco cites the weekly
Mexican musical variety series
"Siempre En Domingo" as a factor
in the caravan question.
The show, which goes on for sev-
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MIAMI (Pop)

CHICAGO (Pop)
Tba

TIRE -saut. Label a

yam

Number

1

CHELO
La

2

(Dalnbutini

Labe0

TITLE

Week

Number

1

Vol Ranchea. Musait 10638

YOLANDA DEL RIO
U Hip De Nadie, kcano 3202

I

LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE
Aso LosMgedos. Fame 557

3

5

lapame, Fama 549

6

De Un

Callen. Caytroihcs 1492

7

Can

Mariach, Musart 10585

GRUPO MIRAMAR
Wu Liee i A Un Ramada. Accon 4014

9

10

ALMA
JOSE -JOSE

HUGO BLANCO

CAMILOSESTO

8

She

9

fano 3353

10

MIAMI SOUND MACHINE
LUIS GARDEY

11

DANNY DANIEL
dad. Bormcluen 1327

LOSHUMILDES

12

RCA

12

Numero 4, Fama 541

13

GERARDO REYES
'

Ya Vas

Carnal.

Caytrors

1494

EDUARDO NUNQ

14

16

A

Frente,

fano

3362

Miami 6042

MARIO QUINTERO
Nomas Conine Oreleoo 12973

19

JUAN GABRIEL
Con

20

Z3

17

TOMAS DE SAN JULIAN
Pronto 1023

16
19

YOUINDITAMONGE
TANIA
Ina eibk.

21

22

Top

Nits 2014

LISSETTE
ludo Yo. Becquee

1306

JULIO IGLESIAS
America. Alhambra 27

23

YNDIO

Am..Mumi

fano 3382

Flaec,endo. Coco 123

Alhambra 23

Menda De

ROCIO JURADO
Amor Marinero,

Pobre Nomas. Fama 521

too,.

SUSY LEMAN

YOLANDITAMONGE
Reneuones, Co. 129

20

JULIO IGLESIAS
0

Nate Para Todos, Latin Inlernahonal

16

Amon Wes, Side Latino 4075

LOSHUMILDES
Ue

22

faro 3283

NELSON NED
En

21

Mena.

1489

vico 722

EUO ROCA

Que°Ubup.
18

15

170!

LUCIA MENDEZ
Frente

17

Milan

Caitmnia

RICARDO CERRATTO
El Sol

LOS FELINOS
Lm Fehnm.

LOLITA
Abraaame.

kwcr Secreto, Rae 9057
15

13

6200

OO

El

14

lodge's Nephews. Audio Latino 5030

Nosotros. Miami 6193

JULIO IGLESIAS
America. Alumbra 27

6165

JULIO IGLESIAS
El

Amor, Alhambra 23

24

LA CRUZ ROJA DE SAN MARCOS
Rumbo A Coimbra, Miami 6198

24

LISSETTE

25

LOS TIGRES DEL NORTE

25

EYDIE GORME/DANNY RIVERA
PJGala :0.13
Mtn Metes/Close Friends.

Pueblo Querido. Fama 538

this year.
The reason for the decline? Public
boredom, says Garcia along with the
others.
'As far as the Disco De Oro goes,
we're going to restructure the show
next year," says Garcia. "It will be

something extraordinarily special,
with a totally new focus."
The caravan promoters have
plenty of detractors, and Garcia is
now apparently among them.
"As far as I'm concerned. the caravans have had their day. You just
can't have another caravan show
like before, where an acts gets up onstage, sings. gets off. and the next act
gets up. It seems like it's been the
same thing for 30 years. Creativity.
zero. Initiative. zero. Interest for the
public. zero.
You don't need 20 acts. You

imagination."
Aside from bringing in new talent.

need

LOS SOBRINOS DEL JUEZ

Renacer, Audialan 5421

JUAN GABRIEL
Con Manachl. Vol 2.

11

ileel36

Rasgos. Pronto 1025

(HELO

_

Ellas Horas. Latin
A

Bada Wes. West Side Latino 4113

VICENTE FERNANDA
la Muerte

West Side

Reencuentro, Pronto 1026

COSTA CHICA

7

Amen..

MARIO ECHEVERRIA

i^tu
^at
4

De

Alma. Alhambra 148

Resent. Fama 560

6

NELSON NED
El

LOS HUMILDES

5

Mu 33 Anos. Alhambra 38

Roamantic°
Latino 41 14

Siempre En MI Mente. Arcano 3388

3

Label 1

(Orst,bulini Label)

JULIO IGLESIAS
A

2

JUAN GABRIEL

-Mel,

The

talent. began airing on US Spanish
television about two years ago Before that. the public here had only
rare atpponunities to see their artists
on tv,
Like Delgado, De Marco is a live
Latin music mogul. Aside from the
51111uln Dollar Theater show,, he
slake. the Mexican presentations at
local entertainment parks like Disneyland, Magic Mountain and the
Santa Anita Racetrack. mostly on
holidays.
He is also a partner with another
local figure. Alfredo Garcia, editor
of a local entertainment weekly, in
sponsonng the yearly Disco De Oro
show, a sort of artist awards affair
that honors a dozen or more artists.
Garcia says this year's Disco De
Oro presentation, held at the Sports
Arena Aug. 27, featured "14 first class artists" but drew only 9.000
people. De Mareadds that the pair
lost 520,000 on the event. (De Marco
says the pair share costs and losses
70% to 30 %, with Garcia taking the
smaller share.)
Garcia who founded and produced the show for the first five
years. reports that the first time he
staged a Disco De Oro in 1967, the
Sports Arena was packed to capacity. In the IO ensuing years. "there
has never again been a full -house"
for the event.
Attendance, he notes, has hovered
around 14.000 to 15.000 after that
first event until 1976 when it slipped
to 11.000. then slipped again to 9,000

Quleeme 8aenpuen 1302

Garcia recommends a greater emphasis on production values like
staging, sound systems. set design,
and balance of talent.
His harshest criticism, though, is
aimed at the treatment of the artists
which he goes so far as to say are

"exploited."
Garcia claims a typical caravan
contract books all its artists for an
S20.000 for the entire
month with no percentage of the
gate and no limit to the number of
shows to be performed.
Delgado more or less confirms the
talent costs: S20.000 to book 15 artists for the month for two shows per

average

of

day.
De Marco confirms the taxing
pace of the tour: "I was invited to get
involved with the caravans, but I'm
afraid of it. It's just too hectic and I
don't think that !could take the grief
and aggravation and the pressure."
(DeMarco is co- promoter only of the
LA. stop of the caravan.)
Jose Garcia. president of Latin International label who puts on his
own yearly Latin talent extravaganza called el Glotw De Oro. worries more about the effect of the
caravan pressure on the performers.
'The caravans wear down the artists. They never rat Today here, towww.americanradiohistory.com
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DESIRED.

L.A. Greek & Pantages

Open For Latin Talent
By

AGUSTIN GURZA

LOS ANGELES-Nederlander

Of California, operators of

the Greek Theatre and the Pantages Theatre. is actively seeking
to book Latin talent in these two
tacit area venues.
Allan Bregman, vice president
of Nederlander, says the organization "wants to diversify" the
attractions at the locations and

especially "wants to make them
available for Latin acts."
The move can be crucial to
major international Latin stars
who have been faced with limited options as far as local venues
are concerned.
Bregman says that Lupi Rodriguez. who has been active in
other area promotions, will be
working for Nederlander on a
consultant basis helping to attract talent and assisting with
publicity and promotion of
shows which are eventually
booked. Bregman explains that
Nederlander itself produces all
events.

Aside from the 4.600-seat
Greek and the approximately
2,500 -seat Pantages. Bregman
says the firm will also be looking
to open both the Palace and the
Uris theatres in New York to

Latin talent. He calls these
theatres "excellent showcases for
variety performers."
Rodriguez believes the public
demand to see top international
Latin acts has forced the search
for new venues.
"Where do you go in Los Angeles after the Shrine ?" she asks.
"And why did Raphael have to
perform in a boxing ring in San
Diego? We simply have to open
new places for these artists to appear."
Among the names mentioned
by Rodriguez as possibilities for
the locations are Joan Manuel
Serrat. Miguel Gallardo, Mario
Echeverria, Lorenzo Santamaria
Alberto Cortez, Manolo Otero.
perhaps Pablo Abraira and certainly Julio Iglesias if he considers a return engagement in this
city.
Rodriguez also mentions the
possibility of staging a salsa concert and show along the lines of
what has been done with top
salsa acts in New York.
Bregman reports he has also
spoken with promoter Tony De
Marco about booking talent into
the Pantages, but no package has
been arranged as yet

V
morrow there. So they're in no shape
to perform at their best for the public. Thcy physically can't do it" says
Garcia.
So contrary to De Marco's analysis that the public has been spoiled
with too much, Garcia like other
critics say the caravan public is often
sold short.
"Over the years" says Garcia,
"big name artists have been announced for those affairs and have
not shown up. Sometimes as a gimmick, they'll announce that an artist
is to be presented an award, but they
won't say that the artist himself has
not been contracted to appear to receive the award. Well, the public has
been getting smart to this all along."
While Afredo Garcia's Disco De
Oro has been declining in popularity. Jose Garcia' Globo De Oro
has not. Also held at the Sports
Arena featuring more than a dozen
top names, the latter Garcia says his
show drew a full house, (16,860) in
1976 and slightly less (around
15.000) this year.

The Globo show, says Jose Garcia, is not intended to make money
as a talent promotion. It is a device
he uses as a promotional tool for artists on his own label (which holds
the EMI Latin license) and for Latin
records sales in general since he is
also owner of one of the biggest one stop /retail operations here.
So, though he may have lost
money in some of the past Globo
shows, he says he more than makes
up for it in record sales.
Still. others wonder how he has
kept interest for his show so high.
when interest for similar events is
waning.
"The balance in the type of talent
presented," is Garcia's explanation.
And indeed, the Globo has an appealing mix of artists, many coming
from EMI in Mexico, Spain and Argentina, as well as from other labels,
balancing between Mexican and in-

temational acts. Many of the latter m
appear in Los Angeles only once
each year at the Globo.
So if talent balance is the key. and 01
Delgado himself is desperately look- á
ing for new faces to spark his cara- p
vans, why doesn't he mix the Mexican acts with the international ones
for his caravans?
Says Delgado: "Even my family
tells me I should put in romantic
music. international ballad type
things. I have to look at things commercially, and unfortunately. my
Mexican public. 80% of which
comes from Mexico's provinces
(non- urban), doesn't really like it
that much."
As evidence, Delgado cites the
case of Mexican balladeer, Marco
Antonio Munie, who was bought as
headliner for a 10-day stint at the

Million Dollar Theater.
The total gross over 10 days for
the Muniz show was less than
$22,000, he says. In striking contrast,
the popular Mexican ranchera
singer Yolanda Del Rio was capable
of grossing 525,000 in a single day

during her Million Dollar stay.
Delgado defends himself further
claiming he and De Marco have
been trying to "educate" the Million
Dollar public by bringing in a
greater variety of acts, citing the billing of Mexico's international star
Napoleon along with Yolanda Del
Rio. That show, incidentally. broke
the previous second -day record for a
total 10-day gross at the Million
Dollar which had been held by
headliner Angelica Maria with a reported 5146,000.
The Yolanda Del Rio bill did a reported 5147,000. No artist has come
close to the first -place record held by
Mexican superstar Vicente Fernandez at 5162.000. All figures are according to Delgado.
Ultimately, however, Delgado
says the divisions between his Mexi(Continued on page 93)
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CHAIN REACTION

U.K. Dealers Kick Up Fuss
Over Folio Sales By Boots
By TERRI

LONDON -Strong adverse reaction from music retailers here to
Chappell's decision to sell music
folios in the Boots chain store is
blamed on a breakdown in communication between the publishing
house and the Music Trades Assn.
Joyce Bailey, chairman of the
MTA sheet music committee. says
the association knew nothing of the
plan until it appeared in the press.
Protests came in from members front
all over the U.K. A meeting was
called between the committee and
Chappell, but it was found the matter was a fait accompli. with contracts already signed.
Now Mrs. Bailey stresses that
there is no antagonism between
Chappell and the MIA. but there is
a need to clarify music traders' anxiety to avoid a repeat of the perpetual friction between disk dealers and
the record -discounting multiples.
We see the Chappell move as the
old business of 'creaming off again.
just as it happens in the record trade.
They take the best -sellers, the music
bought by Mister Average, give it to
a multiple. but still expect the music
dealer to stock the less popular material."

ANDERSON
At the meeting it was agreed that
Chappell would not extend its
scheme on folios without informing
the MTA, and Chappell assured the
committee that no spread of the
multiples distribution plan was in
the air.
In return, the MTA says its members will try to do more to support
the publishing house But it was

made clear that if the sheet music situation seemed to be following the
record pattern. traders would not be
prepared to stock folios in depth
when they knew they were being
sold by the multiples.
Mrs. Bailey says she feels Robin
Wood, general manager of Chappell, simply did not realize music
traders would feel so strongly about
the matter and believed that another
outlet would be good for the trade
by increasing sales overall. "But
we've made our position very clear
to him," she says.

PARIS -After two years of discussion, French copyright society
SACEM has finally drawn up and
signed a contract with SADAIC, its
equivalent in Argentina.
Negotiations were difficult. In
1972 SACEM ended its dealing with
that territory because the contract
was unsatisfactory and copyrights
paid insignificantly.
The new pact comes from the fact
that much has changed for the good
in Argentina. Even so. SACEM sent
a special mission to check out the
territory and see that the terms were
good enough.
SADAIC made its own contribution to the new links by agreeing to
pay damages to compensate French
members whose work had been used
without payment. Amounts go back
to January 1973. The rapid deval-

uation of the Argentinian peso
means substantial losses to France,
but SACEM felt it was necessary to
reach final agreement,

Ariola Belgium
Signs 2 Labels
BRUSSELS -Ariola Belgium has
gained local representation rights
for two labels- Chiswick (U.K.) and
Bcserkley (U.S.). Main Chiswick
acts are the Gorillas, the Radio Stars
and Motor Head, and Beserkley
product includes Jonathan Richman
and the Modern Loves, who have already scored in Belgium with "Road
Runner" and "Egyptian Reggae."
and the Rubinoos.
The Ariola organization here has
also published a new Impulse jazz
catalog for 1977 -78, incorporating
the entire repertoire with full title
and personnel listings.
Also from Ariola is a monthly
newsletter, "News From Ariola." in
both Flemish and French and with a
20.000 circulation, aimed at getting
company releases across to the general public. Competitions and prizes
are included.

LONDON -More and more new
labels are being set up in the U.K.,

with five, operating from offices in
London. Birmingham and Coventry, coming in the space of a week.
Breaker Records, of Erdington,
debuts with a single " Punker" by Le
Ritz, distribution via usual one stops. Lout Records, of London's
East End, weighs in with Headache
and a single "I Can't Stand Still."
with more punk and rock signings
expected in the New Ycar.
Old Knew Wave Records, of London, bows in with Keith Armstrong's
"Amazing Grace." Zama Records,
of Coventry, contes in with local
band the Flys and a five -track EP,
the company set up by Chris and
Anthony King, managers of the
band.

Stairway Records. of southwest
London, is set ups by independent
producer Jon Samuel. and includes
publishing arm Samsong Music.
Signed acts are Gus Yeadon (onetime member of Love Affair), singer
Beverly Saint -Claire and songwriter
Dave Weaver.

CBS BACKS OFF

Virgin To

1

-Stop 4- Letter -Word LP

LONDON- Virgin Records

SACEM In Tie
With Argentine
Rights Society

Labels
Surface In U.K.
In 1 -Week Span

is set-

ting up its own one -stop operation to
handle the "adults only" album
"Come Again," which is liberally
peppered with four -letter expletives,
following a CBS decision not to continue its distribution.
The album, recorded by Derek
and Clive, otherwise Peter Cook and
Dudley Moore, carries two notices
warning against sales to people under the age of 18.
According to Virgin. stocks had
been pressed up secretly at various
plants around the country and
handed over to CBS for distribution,
but the major held on to the albums

for

month before deciding to go
ahead with deliveries. Sales within a
week hit the 40.000 mark, according
to Virgin.
Decision to cease distribution was
made by Maurice Oberstein. CBS
managing director here.
a

He says: "It was taken because in
counsel's opinion the distributor of
the record was not protected against
criminal proceedings for opscenity,
despite indemnities provided by the

manufacturing company. Having
said we would distribute it, we had
to continue shipping it for a week to
give Virgin time to make alternative
arrangements."

DOWN UNDER PRIZES -A.W.T. Smith, managing
director of CBS Recor
Australia, presents Carlos Santana with six gold and
platinum disks for ou
standing record sales. Santana was in Australia briefly
to appear in rece
Rockarena concerts held in Sydney and Melbourne.

K-Tel Enters Spanish Ma
With Presley TV Twofer

FERNANDO SALAVERRI
MADRID -Spain has become the
One aim of the Spanish branch is
15th territory in which the K -Tel Into release as much national product
ternational Group operates, and the
as possible. It will enter into confirst release by the tv- merchandise is
tracts with the national and multia double Elvis Presley album featurnational companies here for specific
ing 40 rock 'n' roll titles.
releases of national acts.
This initial television campaign
But it will also merchandise other
runs through to Jan. 4. It will be folproduct, such as storage files for rec -f
lowed 15 days later by an album of
ords and cassettes, knife sharpeners
16 tracks of originals by rock artists
and other items of potentially big
such as Bill Haley, Little Richard
sales demand. First launch in this
and the Exciters.
field will be early next year.
Records and tapes account for
Until now, prohibitive prices for
around 755 of K -Tel activities. In
tv advertisements (around $9,600 for
Spain, the firm exists as a branch of
a 20- second spot) have ruled out
the French company, with Alain
participation by most record comMilhaud topping the management
panies.
By

team.

In Spain. Manual Gomez. formerly commercial director at RCA.
is commercial director. The first year
in Spain will cover some half-dozen
tv- supported releases, additionally
backed up by advertising in newspapers and magazines.

CO- PRODUCTIONS INCREASE

Czech Projects Attract West

I

By

PRAGUE -Czech

orchestras,

soloists and recording studios are increasingly being used for co- productions or custom recordings by leading West European companies.
Decca recently used Czech soloists
for its recording of a complete opera
set of Janacek's "Katia Kabanova,"

with conductor Charles Mackerras,
produced in Vienna.
For the recording of a second
Janacek opera, Decca wants to move
its recording team to Brno, Janacek's
birthplace. and again use mostly
Czech soloists and a Czech orchestra. It has still to be decided whether
this will be a Decca property or a coproduction between Decca and
Supraphon. It is expected further
Janacek operas will follow in the
series.

Polydor International is recording
in Prague a complete set of Dvorak
String Quartets. This will be a 12 -LP
set and the project is to be extended
to include a complete edition of
Dvorak chamber music.
In the meantime; Dvorak's piano
trios are being recorded by the Suk
Trio in a co- production between
Supraphon and Nippon Columbia.
The Munich -based Filmkunst
Musikverlag is using the Supraphon
studios in Prague, and Czech composer Karel Svoboda, who writes
most of Karel Gott's hits, for the

LUBOMIR DORUZKA

recording of music for important
television serials. The series "Maya
The Bee," with 52 installments. has
already been screened in Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, Italy. Spain.
Portugal. Belgium, Holland. Luxembourg, Sweden. Denmark and
Norway, with deals for the U.S. and
Mexico being negotiated.
Eight albums of music from this
series have so far sold in excess of 1.5
million units, with a hit single of the

WEA ON TOP
DOWN UNDER
SYDNEY -Three albums are
claimed by WEA as pacing current
Australian chart activity. with the
cumulative sales for these albums
alone over the 400.000 mark.
Paul Turner. managing director of
WEA Australia, reports Rod Stew art's "Foot Loose And Fancy Free"
at more than 100.000 units in its
fourth week in the market. "Ru-

mours." by Fleetwood Mac has
passed the 250.000 mark, he says,
and Linda Ronstadt's "Simple
Dreams" has exceeded 50.000 in
Australian sales.
www.americanradiohistory.com

title theme by Karel Gott. Now the
series is to be extended by another
52. or possibly 104, installments, a
decision forced upon tv companies
by massive protest mail when it originally ended after 52 shows.

Another Filmkunst- Supraphon
co- production was the television
series " Pinocchio." again in 52 parts.
with music by Karel Svoboda.
Teldec has completed recording
its first LP with Helena Vondrackova, Czech winner of the first Intervision pop song prize from Sopot
earlier this year. This will be out in
February 1978, and the singer will
then embark on a promotional tour
of German radio stations.
Teldec has decided to release on
license Supraphon sjazz album with
U.S. saxophone player Benny Waters and the Traditional Studio of
Prague. recorded here. This will
probably be followed by the release
of albums by other U.S. jazzmen in
Prague. using Czech groups. Included will be Wild Bill Davison.
Albert Nicholas and Tony Scott.
A historic recording from 1947
with the Graeme Bell Dixieland
Band from Australia, recorded in
Prague, has already been released in
Scandinavia and has become a collectors item there. Now it is scheduled for release in the U.K. and may
be taken up by Teldec for Germany.

were
one by Better selling a two-album set
from its main artist Manolo Escobar,
and the other a joint production by
Fonogram and Polydor on a "Super
20" hit compilation package.
But the arrival of K -Tel has
prompted more action in testing out
tv- merchandising. CBS, with Zafiro
and Hispanox. have joined forces to
make a double album linking the
hits of big -name artists such as Alben Hammond. Joan Manuel Serrat Roberto Carlos, Waldo de los
Rios. Santana, Boston, Raphael,
Herb Alpert, Bebu Silvetti and
Mocadedes.
This package. retailing at $9. is titled "Los Super 30." CBS is handling the marketing and estimates
eventual sales of 500.000 units.
Other co- production packages are
in the pipeline.

Vintage Presley
Due On Charly
LONDON -Charly Records here
expects to release next year rare
recordings made by Elvis Presley as
part of the so-called "million dollar
quartet" in the mid- I950s.
The sessions, taped by Sun chief

Sam Phillips In Memphis. Tenn.,

Presley working with
Johnny Cash. Jerry Lee Lewis and
Carl Perkins on songs like "Blueberry Hill," "Tutti Frutti" and religiaso items like "The Old Rugged
Cross."
loop Visser. Chatty managing director. says that Shelby Singleton.
who acquired rights to Sun from
Phillips (excluding the solor recordings which were bought by RCA) in
1969, claims to have the quartet
tapes. Charly expects to gain the
rights as Singleton's U.K. license.
Presley was on piano. Perkins and
Cash on guitar and Lewis added vocal harmonies.

featured

"
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both priced low al $12
Vogue,has nsued
music for a new dance, the Dada Bongo," in
tr,vluced at the Aka,ar nightclub, forth Black

along with the Fed
now
Must Industries Orpn zahons.
Alas for the first national musc in

Assn
Messie Trades'
01

M

conference. Bournemouth. May

7

Frederic Mentais theme
Charles Arrravour to make a 1,1m in Hdln,00d.
Star

10

Ratio

for the

cal

by Led

Phono ram Ltd. here, now

a

director of

Because the cost of percussnn rnstrumenu
here is so high, the French Ministry of Cultural

groups for 15 day periods
French unger Nippy clay has signed
three year recording contract with Eurodisc

Af4in

French group ANN, from Meta. rs dedicating all

has sel up a poor al AS

different rnslru

4245 Austin Blvd., Island Park, N.Y. 11558

album "At The Festwal Hall. London"
ibn Caepbit, Iealunng the Royal Phil

it Orchestra. rush released

January 1970. and with Leonard now are
MM band Terry Whams and Lincoln Can.
un

Or. FMlgood holding a Christmas party (23)

the Malvern Winter Gardens.... Kenny's Tan
had to quit group because of a motorcycle
which shattered his guitarplaymg arm
A album "Foot Loose And Fancy
pre Chnstmassuild up.

Free'

-Jesus Ghost Superstar" ex
(Dec. 9) the record breaking run of "My
Lady" which played for 2,281 performances

Judson of

the Theater Royal, Drury Lane
Bolo manager Tony Howard

It

CASSETTES & QUAD TAPES

pining Stew

All $7.98 Capitol, EMI, Angel,
Melodia, Harvest
All $7.98 CBS, Epic, Columbia
All $7.98 RCA, Flying Dutchman,
Pablo, Grunt, Windsong
And any other label affiliated
above

Robinson Bard.

Brothers- Stephan and Joe
Miss newly opted to DIM Rec-

Pederson

here, published and produced by Tim Whit.

criers Years After stalwart Mike
Oki) Churchill.. The new eight storey DIM
and

leadquaders

in

London will be ready by Febru
Christmas chanty show at the

$414

M next year
tapai Albert Hall (20) by Skie Brooks and her

land, along with London debut of the Brighouse
Md Restrict Road Brass Band, a surprising hit

Requirements.
Minimum of
5 per selection
Minimum of
300 per group

singe team with 'Floral Dance" here
Ng CBS campaign for new Neil Diamond al

All GNP Crescendo doubleLPs

All

45 % OFF

rn an

Nems...

Ire

New wave act

45% OFF

gigs

House," featuring Ringo Starr, Adam Faith, Bargain Dickson, and actor Donald Pleasance who

CASSETTES

.role the story
Smuts European comeback tour. pushing
the group's first Polydor album "Level Headed."
advertising

media

weekly.

Campaign. local
describes Alan

the "schmaltz genius" for his
knack of finding oldies such as Dooley Whorl's
"As Time Goes By" with the voices al Humphrey

Raina,

Bot

of

Ingrid Bergman.
Chan group Carvell skateboarded nonstop

order
100 assorted

and

LP RECORD SPECIALS
All $4.98 list LPs on Capitol, Columbia,
RCA, MCA (Budget Series)

(BUDGET UNES)

$27°

s

Requirements.
Minimum
150 assorted

BBC 1V screening ten
Elvis Presley moeres m the 12 -day build-up to
Christmas
Massie singles sales boom here
PETER JONES

25.000
Postal votes from television viewers. and Barclay
u putting out an album and a single. "Coeur
Medterranee," by him.
Phonogram out with
a special:duse on Grace Jams, press released
won by Mathieu Fexgerald who received

La

to

Members of parliament here have voted
increase the cost st television licenses. fees go
ml up to 835 for black and white and $50 for
color, and there es a move to reduce the Value
Added las on hanses ló give more money ro
Program improvements
Pattie Marconi has released two boa sets of

25

ReqMini

uirements

mum
25 assorted

All Columbia Special Products LPs
$7.98 list

e

$399

emum
Requiremnts

Total mini
order 300 assorted

All Xanadu LPs $6.98 list

$340

Requirements.
Minimum order
25 assorted

Requiremem nts

$414

CASSETTES
All $7.98 list Warner, Elektra, Atlantic

Toulouse. was

as "a superb cover gal." and she couples
Vie En Rose" with "I Need A Man "

25 assorted

III/Minimum

All Capitol, EMI, Angel, Melodia,
Harvest, Arlola $7.98 list LPs

$4,90

Minimu order
150 assorted

All United Artist, Blue Note, Round,
Grateful Dead, Liberty $7.98 list LPs

group of labels

PARIS
The Rose d'Or Antibes, held in

Minimurem

All Springboard, Upfront, Buckboard LPs $2.49 list

fort

Hull to set up world record and

the pre-festivity marketplace

3

q0
30

,,,,,Requirements.
300 assorted

raise charity funds.

in

$

S

s34OMinimum

price

All $5.98 list Capitol
All $5.98 liai Columbia
All 55.98 Ilst RCA
All $5.98 list MCA

UA.

for 21 hours in

fist

Requirements:
Minimum total order 150 assorted

Stoned"
evenings round the country, linking with the
Iwoalbums sel of the RoAing Stones' biggest
yes... Palyda looking for big sales from un1400 audiences to launch album "Sconse The
/facade promoting a series of "Get

opens in Madrid in January.

price

All Totem /Spokane /Rarities /Radio
Archives $6.98 list LPs

All Caedmon Cassettes

letAnaI, London group signed to Phonogram,
living away a limited edition picture bagged
tingle at

Minimum
25 per number

All Monitor Label $6.98 list LPs
Requiments.

CASSETTES

independent marketing role for

fartes label, signed to

Re qu uemenls.

$425

Caedmon LP.

II

S8.98 list

$ 02 30

Minimum order 25 per number

I

Minimum 150 assorted

s

pealing

Hitler's Inferno, Vol.
Hitler's Inferno, Vol.

All GNP Crescendo single LPs:275

"I'm Glad You're Here With Me Tonight,"

Former
first studio session m two years
now
manager
Denton
Monogram product
L0
e

Telex: 126575 PRICERITE ISPK

Audio Fidelity Super Special LPs

Former

Rosée here on the board of EMMA producwith responsibility for Hawkwind and the

om Jackson,

(516) 431 -8783

IMPORT DISTRIBUTORS /WHOLESALERS /RECORD & TAPE STORES
SPECIAL OFFER FROM JANUARY 2, 1978 TILL FEBRUARY 10, 1978

in

M the Palace Theater, the Robert Stigaod

Jam

(Continuer/ on page 82)

ATTENTION ALL

Riva on log tv promotional push for the Rod

all

duced by Eurodsc and drstnbuted by WEA.
pro.
Eleven Para hr h dealers have pined in a

a

We are taking a short holiday for inventory taking and warehouse
alterations. We will be closed from December 22 through January 1. Reopen for business Monday, January 2 WITH THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS FOR YOUR JANUARY RESTOCKING.

here

0811 Laesud on the road again with Iceberg
line up playing its last
D, the last Iceberg

ords

Il n
its musical efforts to ecological causes
(rooted by Andre Salter and the records are pro

hued out to orchestras and

PRICE RITE RECORD CORP.

Discotheque here. raising funds for
Self produced double
children_

'the

an be

WORLD'S LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE EXPORTER OF RECORDS & TAPES

Leisure. too,
Jay blasa, 32. smashed previous 800 -hour
M non stop,disk.iockeymg al the Global

n

menu, ranch

is

HOLIDAY GREETINGS from PRICE RITE

Sports Aid Founder

Zeppelin, Rick
Pink F1eyd, the Robing Stones, Jethro
Ken
WOW Stewart among others.
recently spooled managing dueo

g$t donated tracks

d

a

white ha latest Barclay single

he

signed three year bcensmg pact
Sorel, Sweden. for distribution of record
by Swedish band Stardust in Sweden, Nor
Denmark and Finland
Sapertrecks" rock album. a fund raiser

Writ

playing

Hanging On

i
4
$4

Requirements
Minimum order
250 assorted

$324

Requirements
Mini mum
100 assorted

The above are our specials. We supply all labels.

°Note our regular prices on all $7 98 list LPs is

$4.30 in box lots per number
54.40 loose quantities
$4.25 in 100 quantities per number

(All labels except London Records group)
we require
Note on orders other than letter of credit
make special arrangements!
30% or contact us to

Requirements
Minimum per number 25
Total minimum order
350 pieces

All Rounder LPs $6.98 list

WRITE, WIRE, CABLE NOW!
We have 17 years experience serving importers world wide.
We are the only exporter who gives 95% fill on all orders,
a

deposit of

three rinks each by Edith Pial and Luis Maiano,
www.americanradiohistory.com

FAST PROCESSING AND CORRECT DOCUMENTS
Start the New Year right -Try PRICE RITE. You'll love us;
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motional exercise. Music Et Son, to be exploited
by lccatel, the first television rental group m
France It aims at technical perfection and guar
anteed installation and is an answer to corn
plaints about the general standard of hi II here
and sales techniques which includes maleadrng
titles for equipment.
Barclay has designed a special 'Security"
showcase for retail outlets. plus new desk cabi
The company.

nets

is

also off ering

a

sexes of

special punk -rock albums. including product
from the Sex Pistols, Mdorhead, Count Bishop,
Radio Stars and Radiators, with material coming
soon from Gazoline and Head Breaker.

HENRY KAHN

MOSCOW
Zagreb Symphony Orchestra and the BuchChamber Orchestra on concert tours

COUNT IN CANADA -Count Basie is welcomed to Canada by Chris Allicock,
RCA Ontario promotion rep (left); and CKFM air personality Phil McKeller af-

arest

lhiwgh

ter Busies SRO performance at Minkler Auditorium in Toronto.

Disco Awards In Canada
Michel Daigle were also cited for
outstanding production.
The Salsoul Orchestra was named
international orchestra of the year,
Loleatta Holloway's "Hit & Run"
record was cited for best international 12 -inch disco disk mix: Patrick Norman. a former country artist
for RCA, was named top male vocalist. and RCA itself picked up the
top record company of the year
award for the second consecutive
vex'.
Of Polydors seven citations. two
went to the independent Canadian
label Direction Records, which
recently broke away from RCA and
joined Polydor for worldwide distribution. Casablanca Records picked
up four awards. Of these two went to
Donna Summer for best song and
best female vocalist.
A third award went to her writer/
producer team of Pete Bellotte and
Giorgio Moroder. The fourth Casablanca award went to Village
People. voted by the Canadian
Record Pool as the most promising
international disco group.
Another Polydor Records affiliate, Barclay Records. picked up the
most promising international male
vocalist award for Patrick Juno.
One of the surprise winners of the
event was Patsy Gallant. a Montreal -based entertainer on the Attic
Label. who was cited for her smash
hit. "Sugar Daddy: which she performed on the show.

Keith Richard
Drug Trafficking
Trial Ordered
TORONTO -Rolling Stone Keith
Richard has been ordered to stand
trial on a charge of possession of
heroin for the purpose of trafficking.
Richard has elected to be tried by
judge and jun and is free on 525,000
bail until Feb. 6 when he must return to this city for a hearing to set a
trial date.
The Rolling Stone guitarist is also
charged with possession of cocaine.
stemming from his arrest at the Harbour Castle Hotel last February
when the band arrived to prepare
for recording performances at the El
Mocambo to be used in the "Love
You Live" album released recently.
The maximum sentence for possession of a narcotic is seven years.
whereas the trafficking charge car ries a possible sentence of life imprisonment.

Also a dark horse winner was the
Direction label for its mix of the 12inch disco disk "Disco Darling." Direction won in the Canadian category. The mix, by Randy Raider,
was a studio cover for Montreal rock
musician Michel Pagliaro. drummer: Dcrick Kendnck. formerly of
Moonquake. and Walter Rossi who
appears occasionally with Buddy
Miles.
"Star Wars" by Meco won the international LP of the year award for
Millennium Records, distributed
here by Quality Records.
Joe Tex of Epic Records was
named international male vocalist,
and Boney M of Atlantic won the

international group award.
addition to Gallant, performers
for the live 90- minute show included
the Ritchie Family and Patrick Jubest
In

vet.

Thc program was hosted by Alain
Monpetit of Montreal. Monpetit is a
successful radio and tv personality
who also hosts a Channel IF) weekly
disco shots

Balmur Plans
L.A. Office To
Boost Murray
TORONTO - Leonard Rambeau
is to open a Los Angeles office for
his management company, Balmur.
in the new year as part of an intensive campaign to build his premier
act, Anne Murray. to superstar
status in the southern market.

Rambeau informally announced
his intentions in a recent interview
and said that "I have done just about
all I can with her career in Canada.
We must now attempt to spill some
of the star image she has geared here
into the larger U.S. market."
Murray has become a Canadian
institution at home, pulling massive
audience ratings for her two recent
CBC -TV specials and signing a reported SI million contract with a
bank for commercial appearances.
Balmur will continue to operate a
Toronto office, but Rambeau will
spend most of his time in the U.S.
coordinating promotional and management activities, he says. The
thrust of the fast part of the drive is
to set Anne Murray up in a number
of prestige nightclub spots. such as
the Boarding House. Roxy and Bottom Line.
Balmur also manages Robbie
McNeil. Keath Barrie. John Allan
Cameron and Anne's brother. Bruce
Murray.

.

Other classical acts visiting

recently included the Festival Singers nl Canada
and the Canadian Brass Quintet on a debut
tour: the Stradivari quartet (U.S.): Swedish pr
anal Marian takobs. and conductors Efrun
Kurtz and Everett Lee.
Melodiya has released licensed recording of

RCA & Polydor Dominate
Continued from page 64

Russia.

'My Fair Lady" with Julie Anderen and Be, Har-

rison. The production was originally presented
live m Russia in 1960 and has since been staged
in many opera and operetta theaters here

Also out in the shops from Melodiya is `Duke

ERirgton In Memoriam.' by the Oleg Lundstrom
Jazz Orchestra, leatunng several standards. It is
selling well The Ellington band toured here in
1971, playing to packed houses. Some d his
compositions have been interpreted by Russian
and international bands tor Melodiya release
and other Elfingtonw via CBS International was
released here two years back

Poyushàtte Gibry (Singing Guitars) group,
one of the leading local rock groups.

is rehears
rock-opera "Td Ulenspregel.- with music
by Leningrad-based writer No Greenbtad, a lot
low.up to the groups strong work on Alexander

mg

a

bntrbin's-Orpheus

and Eurydice" premiered in

July 1915

Thud National Competition for the best per
lormance of modern songs by national composers held in Moscow, with a series oT 10 concerts

featuring 47 soloists and 20 groups..
Melo
diya (Riga) has released a collection of Rafter
Oialaar songs performed by Estonian singers
Jack

kola,

TAM*, Mary knut,

Heady

Olakaar. 54

Vinant Edwards, U K singer/writer. with
his single "Back To The Island" ( Phonogram)
doing well.
by I.

Inn Liana.

musician who also
purnalist and tau festi-

is a leading

writes and composes, is
val organizer. He has written "Jazz Musk" and
6 following it with a pop music bask

YADIM YURCHENKOR

New Year release of Ned Young's triple album
"Decade" (Reprise) and And Stewart's "Foot
loose And Fancy Free" (Warner)
Bamel
Kesel wellrecewed by gudarut audiences at
his recitals at Pot's in Brussels and
Gasthof Her
delberg in Loppem
In the Brussels Beurs
sthouwburg, a two-day avant -garde
tazz event
featured the Frank UM Quartet. piano soloist

Chris McGregor and the Belgian Win Big Band.

IUULANTHONISSEN

OSLO
interest for Compedium release
"Blue Out." with Jon Eberson, Raton Graf, John
Christensen and Sveinung Hovensp playing
Big

U.S.

faro rock composed by Graf and Eberson..
teal Taylors visit here cancelled. but a replace-

ment is the Bid Haman Sestet
Bendiksen presenting a ran series on Savoy,
leatunng John Coltrane, Howard McGhee, Lester
Young and Clark Parker.
Jan Garbarek has
recorded "Ingensteds Atelier" in double-album
form for Polydor, along with poet lan
Erik Vold.
Bobo Stetson, Swedish pianist who has
Played with Garbarek. has released "land.
stapes" on IAPO with Rena Rama.

Following remarkable successes by U.K. band
Stnokie here in regular sales terms, GGF. the
wholesalers' organization, has changed its rules

governing award disks and, from Jan. 1, 25,000
sales is required to go silver, instead of 10.000:
50,000 la gold, 15,000 for diamond. and
100.000 for platinum.
The

hilly

new Arctic Records in Trondheim

has released a series of disco records plus old

-

time dance music featuring Candy, Frestxees,

Srrmtral, Slit Nilson,

Huge Aleksandersen, all
recorded in the company studios with engineers
Christian Schreiner and Rune Nadel Some of
the product 6 already in the Top 10.

"Abbe -The Album" out here (12) and the
film of the group mil be shown around Christ.
me
MCA product lust out includes records
by Bill Moore and the New Riders, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Fred Astaire, linnet Hampton and Wish-

bone Ash.

Norwegian folk music presented
here by Gres halts, 36 singers. who won this
year's international contest in Arerzo, Italy.

Country music out on ABC includes "Country
Comes To Carnegie Hall." with Don Gibson and
Don Williams.
Arne Bendiksen now presenting new wave label Chiswick here. with a first
release batch of 10 singles.
Norwegian gold disk foe Bends album,
which went silver on sales in lust five hours
Danish group Gasotin building big popularity in
Nnnway
And big sales for EMS Peesly's

"Moody Blue." .. Promotional
buildup by
for the Tribes' releases linking
with the
read here
Polydor now representing the
man Brain Records, with lane,
the
NEU, Novara and the LP "Brain
Hstory of
.

man Rock"

Talentproduction presenting' Country
Part
here on LP with 22 country
songs by dOer
artists. and "Rocky Horror Show" from
the
currently in Oslo and leatunng

barn, Gro Mita

Jule

and others.

Ege,

RAND! HUE

MADRID
Through the success of its show "No Hay
recta" on stage here, the group Aguanten
(E

received the "Golden Long -Play"
award.
pava re-released the lane Firkin hit "let'

Mas Non Plus" to immediate big sales
late December gigs here for Columbia
Carnet.
Columbia started release sch
for new album series under the
generic
"Tdolos," the first featuring
Genesis and
Faces

.. Success

"Rockolection" by
%%ay (RCA) has inspired other producers
to
in on the "danceable" items, and
CBS a
ing the group

of

Rod '60 with "El Ultimo

Jeque "
Big tour success for the musical move

Noes Trove Cubana, the members being
Marrguare, Pablo Mianes, Augusto Blanca
Noel Nicola, Amaury Perna, Silvio Rod
Grapo de Experimentation Sonora Del
and Sara Gonzalez.
Big promotional
here for -Melody" by lose Domingo

distributed by Movreplay.
A new Andalusian musa.
debunking the
age of tourist Andalusia with bullfighters
castanets, gains strength here. through
like Pepe Suer* (Columba) with "Andaluct
Que Divierte ", Antonio Mata (Movrepby),
ye
dated by Miguel Meg Cubs Caro (Movieptay),
through lis second album "A la Luz de las Cao

tares': and lose Umbral (Zafuo) with "Poi (a
Madruga."
Live television appearances on the sa
"Esta Rothe Fiesta" program of Jose Maeia
for Bones M ( Anota); Four Taps (Mceneplay) and
t

Join Bara (Epic)... Juan Gros Calderon has
produced "Cancionern," first album from young
Nicaraguan singer-winter

Harotdo ( Zafiro), with

"Se Me Va" the most a rplayed theme.
Group Mocedades ( Zafiro) spending 40 days
working in Mexico, following the local release of

"Nana" .. New album Irom Abet
Hammond (Epic) is 'Mr Album De Fecuerdos."
produced by himself with Oscar Garez, who
the single

also wrote most of the songs

Duo Los Gotta

(REA) has switched from "rumba -pop" to a baltad style for its new single "Pepa"

FERNANDO SALAVERRI

BRUSSELS
An

eight-album serer under the overall title

Golden Dream Orchestra" presented at

a

oat convention held by the International Best
seller Co with a ninth due soon... Johan Vermìnner, promising Flemish singer. leaving
Belgium to live

Lady Boogie" by Caroline Verdi and

'Wad"

by

the Chocdats
Punk release horn EMI here is "Pogo Pog- by
Elton Mortello. .. Hit status here for "Spanish

Stroll'

by Mink Dell&Be

climbing fast

is

Queen (EMI)
in

Dutch Succumb To `Smurf
By

Fonnr released

Pans

in

CARTOON CLICK

sue-

(Electrola)
Also
We Are The Champions" by
Gilbert Becaud in for concerts

various Belgian centers.

Doc Watson gave

shows in Brussels and Couvin

The Shadows

WILLEM HOOS

AMSTERDAM -Dutch

singer
Pierre Kanner has triggered an unusual musical craze here, linking a
hit single with a cartoon character
created by French cartoonist Pierce

"Peyo' Culliford.
The character is a gnome -like figure, all blue with a white cap, and is

gave a welt -attended concert in the Queen Eliza.
beth Hall in Antwerp.

-Shpt.'

And Stidm

"'

by Paul Simon will be

single and album ..
Much Belgian airplay for "Calling Occupants Of
Interplanetary Craft" by the Carpenters (AGM)

released by CBS

as

a

and for Heil Diamond's "I'm Glad You're Here
With Me Tonight'

and Santana's

"She's Not

There." both CBS
Main CBS album releases include "Turn The
World Around' by Harry Belafonte and "Death
Of A lady's Man" by Leonard Cohen.
Barclay
James Harvest played a lull house show in BrusThe
sels as did Cliff Richard in Antwerp
Tubes playing a Royal Circus show promoted by

Metropolitan Entertainment.
Universal
Songs moved to 26, Palmerstonlaan, 1040 Brussels (tel. 230 41 59 and 230 41 75)

..

lan

the new administrator of SABAM,
copyright society.
The Belgian Assn. of Variety Critics chose

Leopold

is

Andre Burton as "most remarkable artist of the
RCA here released "Elvis In Concert.'"
year

Williams' "I'm Just A
Country Boy." Hit polentral for both Kayak's
"Starlight Dancer'' and Cindy's "My Guy." both
on Philips.... Many personal appearances here
Arcola out with Don

www.americanradiohistory.com

Oz Records To
EMI Australia
SYDNEY -EMI

Records Ltd.
here has acquired Oz Records in a
move designed to further the company's representation in Australian sourced contemporary rock.
Stephen Shrimpton, EMI managing director, describes the step as "a
natural continuation of our commitment to the development of Australian artists with international poten-

tial."
Artists acquired in the move include Jo Jo Zep & the Falcons,
Stylus, Red Symons and Stiletto.
The acquisition also gives EMI an
"established base operation" in Melbourne, Oz headquarters. and the
services of Glenn Wheatley, former
principal of the indie label, who will
serve EMI in an advisory capacity.

known as a " smurf." Kanner has hit
number one in the singles chart with
"The Smurf Song." locally titled
"Het Smurfenlied."
Kanner is now better known an
Holland as Vadee Abraham. or Fathee Abraham, because he invariably performs in public disguised as
an old man with a long white beard
and a black hat. His hit single. a
hymn of praise to the " smurf." sold
more than 125,000 copies within a
month here, a very impressive statistic for the Dutch industry, and it is
also selling well in Belgium.
Now his new album is also dedicated to the " smurf," and was certified gold on the day of release, with
an advance order in excess of 60.000
copies.

The " smurf' craze has built steadily' on the merchandising side, too.
with books, T- shirts, puppets and
other lines aimed principally ai
young record buyers.
According to a spokesman of Dureco, which has Kanner under contract, cover versions are planned in
the U.S_ U.K. and France- Kanner
has recorded a German version of
the song. an important pan of his
hid to scrore in the vast German market. He has signed a four -year contract with Phonogram. Germany.

the youngest independent
italian record company
with 25 years of experience

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR THE LARGEST
THE STRONGEST

AND MOST EFFICIENT
DISTRIBUTION IN ITALY
COME AND SEE US
WE ARE BASED, AS ALWAYS, AT

via quintiliano, 40
20138 milan -italy
phone 5084 -telex 35063
CopYrlghivd matenel
www.americanradiohistory.com
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BRITAIN

47

43

SLIP SL(DIN' AWAY

(Courtesy Musk Weck)
SINGLES

44

Last
Wed Week
45

MULL OF KINTYRE /GIRLS
SCHOOL -Wings (PartophonelMctaRney /ATV (Paul McCartney)

9

2

FLORAL DANCE-

&ighose

Rastrkk Band (Tramatlana)Chappoll (Ivor Raymonde)
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE -Bee
Gees (RSO) -RSO /Chappell (Bee
Gees / Richardson /Gal., ten I

5

DANCIN PARTY- Showaddywaddy
(Arista) -Carlin (Showaddywaddy)
WILL -Ruby Winters (Credo) -Apr8
(5. J. Prod /Keyseven Musk)

6

4
5

e

DADDY COOL-Darts(Magnet)Jewel /Big 3 (T. Boyce: R.

7

40

46
47

49

50

DONT LET ME

43

-

48
49

23

PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME

Chaol.

14

15

20

16

EMI (Phil Spector)
GET ON THE FUNK TRAIN -Munich

2

1

3

3

4

9

5

4

6

Mat)

21

22

23

24

-

LIVE IN TROUBLE

10

Lowe)
DON'T A MAKE MY BROWN EYES
BLUE -Crystal Gayle (Untied
Artists) -United Mists (Allen
Reynolds)

29

-C.

25

DANCE DANCE DANCE
(AtAWk) -Warn.. Bros. Music

(Rodger, Lehman. Edwards)
2.4.6.8 MOTORWAY -Tom Robinson

12

Band (EMU -Copyright Control
(Vic Maui)
YES SIR
CAN BOOGIE -Baccara
(RCA)- LouAgny Marquee (Roll
So)a)
WHITE CHRISTMAS -Bing Crosby
(MCA (-Chappefs (
MY WAY -Elvis Presley (RCA)Shapiro (Bernstein)
GETTIN' READY FOR LOVE -Duna

13

26

-

V

(RCA)-Mighty Musk ,RAK
(Macey /Scot /Wolfe)
WATCHIN THE DETECTIVES -Elvis
Cost.° (SOIR( -Street (Nei

18

48

-)

27

(Richard

Perry)
COIN' FOR THE ONE -Yes

24

(AtlaotA(- TOpographk/ WB
Musk (YS)

29

15

31

7

8

9

10

11

26

(Tom Dowd)
COIN' PLACES- Jacksons (Epic)-

32

Cad.. ((L Gamble/L Huf)
LA. RUN- Carvells (Crook) -R.O.

31

33

-

34

44

16

36

33

37

38
39

40

41

30

46
35

45

-

(

(Vrgrn)- Warner Bros.
(Joe Boyd /John Wad)
NEEDLES L PINS -Smdk (RAK)
United Mists (M. Chapman)
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE -Boy
Paul (PNlade(phi) -Famous
Chappell (K. Gamble/L. Huhn
BELIEVE YOU -Dorothy Moore
(Epic) -Caron (C.ch, Stro.0,
Stephenson)
RUN BACK -C.0 Douglas (Pye)ERM Ind- M_ Ross0er /S. Elson)
YOU'RE FABULOUS BABE -Kenny
Walams (Decca) -Sparta Florida
(Chin Denning)

-

I

REALLY FREE -John Otway/Wild
Willy Barren (Poly..) -Ana Son

Ron.

42

28

M../

WHITE RINKS ON DOPE -Tubes
(ALM)-Ronda (Alan Peter

Kooper)

-

-

OUT OF THE BLUE

-Dectrk Light

0,58.0ra (United Artists)
30 GOLDEN GREATS -Black L White
Minster. with Joe Loss (EMI)

12

47

MOONFLOWER- Santora (CBS)
GREATEST HITS -Paul Simon (CBS,

13

15

GET STONED -Rolling Stones

8

RAZE NO EKI

9

SHISHUKI- Hnomi Iwasaki (Victor)
SAKE TO NAMIDA TO OTOKO TO ONNAEigo Kawashirn (E.Ira)
COSMOS KAIRO- Karyodo (Warner

10

-GO.

Brothers)
BIDORO KOIUIKU

12

-Mi.e

15
16
17

14

13

15

14

19

20

17

18

18

19

The Supremos (Motown)
GREATEST NRS -Abby (Epic)
NO MORE HEROES -Stranglers

20

-

21

30

22

17

23
24
25

21
23

28

29

GOING FOR THE ONE

29

20

ROXY MUSIC GREATEST HITS

(Atlantic)

30
31

24
26
39

34

43

35

-

-

JOHNNY NASH COLLECTION -(Epic)
ONCE UPON A TIME -Donna

SOLO TU -Moti.

2

THUNDER IN MY HEART -Leo Sayer
100 GOLDEN GREATS- Frankle
Vaughan (Rome)
THE MOPPET SHOW -The Muppels

32

A STAR IS

42

48

EXODUS -Bob Marley L The Wailers

49

(Island)
THE JOHNNY MATHIS
COLLECTION-(CBS)

54

44

27

45
46

33
37

47

36

48

34

49

42

50

35

51

41

BORN- Soundtrack (CBS,

LIFE ON THE LINE-Eddie L The
Hot Rods ((land)
SOUL CITY- Varbus (KTe1)
HEART 'N' SOUL -Tina Charles

(CBS)
STICK TO ME- Graham Parker L
The Rumeur (Vertigo)
ELVIS IN CONCERT -Fins Presley
(RCA)
LET THERE BE ROCK -AC /DC

(Allan.)

7

10

-I

Pooh (CGD

Mao.

(CBS)

(Mercury)

-(K.T.

4

FEEL LOVE -Donna Summer (Arita)
ANGELO- Brotherhood of Man (Pye)

5

NINGUEM TAMBEM SONHA

3

1

To

-Clamse

(Rossi)

and

6

DONT CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA -Julia
Covington (MCA)

7

LOVE ME BABY -Shills B. Devotion

8

BIG BISOU -Carlos

9

(FANA -Art Sullivan (Phitips)
0 QUE PASSOU-Cock4d (Polygon)

(

10

Pheps)

(Mama/

LPs

This
Week
FESTIVAL '77- Various Artists (Pdysto)
17 SUPER HITS- Varus Mists Omawq
CARRIELA CRAVO e CANELA-YO Theme

1

2
3

(Philips)
LOVE FOR SALE -Benny M

A

(Rota)

REMEMBER YESTERDAY -Donna Summer
(Aneto)
HOTEL CAUFORNIA -Eagles (Asylum)
THE BOOK OF INVASIONS- Horslips (111M)
EYRA -Ongrml Cast (MCA)
CAUGHT LIVE O FIVE -Moody Blues

5

MA BAKER -Bony M (Ands)

SINGLES
This

Wed

3

'T SMURFENLIED -vado. Abraham (Dec.)
BELFAST -Riney M (Deco)
THE NAME OF THE GAME -Abbe (Vogue)

4

VALENTINO-Champogne (Arlo.)

5

BUCK

1

2

-Giorgio

(Durium)

BUCK -Bene Epoque (CNR)
SINGING IN THE RAIN -Sheila B. Devotion
(Deco)
NEEDLES AND PINS -Smokie (EMI)
DO YOU REMEMBER-Log Tall Ernie and
Shaken Poydor)

6

Phonogram)

7

(Atlantic.

8

IS

(

STANDING IN THE RAIN -John Paul
Young (RCA)
STAR WARS THEME -Meco (RCA)
LPs

9

10

AUSTRALIA
(Courtesy
As of

This

Wed

Radi 25M)
12/2/77

of

VADER ABRAHAM IN SMURF£NUNDAbraham (Decca)
ONCE UPON A TIME -Donna Summer

1

Va.

SINGLES
2

This

(Basait)

Wed
1

2
3

4

STAR WARS -Meco (RCA)
SILVER LADY -Dave Soul (PVT)
I
JUST WANNA BE YOUR EVERYTHING
Andy Gibb (Int.)
YOU'RE IN MY HEART
Stewart

4

LUST FOR UFE -Iggy Pop (RCA)
FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE -Rod

5

BREL- Jacques Brel (Barclay)

3

Stewart (WEA)

-

-Rod

(Warner Bra.)
5

6
7

8
9
10

IN THE FLESH

(Chrysalis)
YOU -Marcia Mina (Miracle)
HIGHER L HIGHER -Rita Coolidge (ACM)
APRIL SUN IN CUBA -Dragon (Port.)
IT'S YOUR LIFE -Smeki (RAK)
YOU TO ME ARE EVERYTHING

LPs

This
Week

2
4
5

Wed
2

BELFAST -Coney M (Hama Ind / Arleta)
BALLADE POUR ADELINE -Richard

3

TI

4

MEMORY MELODIE

5

MARY VEN CON MIGO- Dorados (EMI)
A FAR L'AMORE COMINCIA TU
(LIEBELEI)- Raflaella Cann (CBS)
LUCILLE -Kenny Rogers (United
DON'T LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD
Leroy Comes (Phelps /Ptwrogram)
NEEDLES AND PINS-Srroki (Rai /EMU
LUSST W JETZT GRADE GEHEN
LUCILLE -Michael Holm (Ariola)

Clayderman )Delphin /BardaY)
AMO- Umberto Toá (CBS)
Sue and Marc

(PSM/Metronome)
FOOTLOOSE L FANCY FREE -Rod Stewart
(Warner Bros.)
RUMOURS-Fleetwood Mac (Warner Bros.)
5(LN DEGREES -Boa Suggs (CBS)
SIMPLE DREAMS -Undo Ronstadt (Asylum)
GOODBYE TIGER -Richard Clayton

(Infinity)
ALA -Steely Dan (ABC)
ANYTIME ANYWHERE-Rita Coo'Wge
(ALM)

8

DIAMANTINA COCKTAIL
(EMI)

9

OUT OF THE

-title

www.americanradiohistory.com

7

8

10

Art..)

-

LPs

Thh

w«k

BLUE- EL.O. (Un0ed

STAR WARS L OTHER GALACTIC FUNK
Meco (RCA)

6

9

River Band

Mists)
10

SINGLES

This

-Pater,

1

-

2
3

HIT NISTE -Venous Artists (1(T.Q
20 GREATEST HITS -The Beach Boys
(Arcade /Phenog)
HOTEL CALIFORNIA -Eagles (Asylum)

NEED YOU

I

-Joe Dolan (Pye)
-Heart (Pabarl)

2

BARRACUDA

3

ANGELO-Brothohood

4

I

NEVER LOVED

A

Y.) -Margaret
5

6
7

Of Man (Pye)
MAN (Thee Way I Low

5'rngaro (Jo'burg)

STAR WARS THEME -Meo (RU)
WE SALUTE YOU -Reg De Beer ($ABC)
AFTER THE FIRE IS GONE -Barbra Ray;
Lance James (RU)

LUCILLE -Kenny Rogers (United Artists)
DO YOU WANNA MAKE LOVE -Peter
McCann (20th Canto,/
MASSA MASSA -Frank Valdor (RCA)

Austrian Pop Show
Marks Anniversary
VIENNA -The

10th anniversary

of top Austrian pop program "tie 3"
was celebrated on television here
with a gala performance.
Series producer Ernst Grissemann
presented the show. which featured

Marianne Mendt Georg Danzer
and Wolfgang (with a nostalgic
look- back), French singer Mathias,
and Gerard Kenny. International
acts included Loma Luft. Roger
Whittaker, Udo Juergens and chart
duo Baccara.

Greek Tunesmiths
Will Form Disk Co.
ATHENS -Greek composers are
to set up their own record company

(Courtesy Musikmarkt)

1

-Real

Thing (Astor)

I

SWITZERLAND

-BbMi

11/19,77

SINGLES

Wed

10

(Courtesy of Humo)

ROCKOLLECTION- Laurent Vou ry (RCA)

15

Aa 01

This

8

BRUSSELS

-C. Creme (EMI)

NEW COUNTRY -Jean Luc Ponty

14

(Courtesy Springbok Radio 'T)

9

PROFETA NON SARO' -Demis Roussos

13

LIVE- IDC.C.

JOHN HANSON

(ROSS[)

(Ands)

SOUTH AFRICA

-

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY

7

-

M

rthrestr.)

(Me.dy)

12

(Ruh)

Mists)

LIVE AND LET

MA BAKER -Bony

10

QUEDATE -Los 10.0 (Musart)
REENCUENTRO -Yoshio y Sonia Rivas

9

UNLIMITED CITATION

SHOW SOME EMOTION -Joan

56

B

11

38

-

7

Baer (Arislon- Rkord)

10

53

55

VERDE VINHO

9

HOMBRE -Napoleon (Ralf)
TARDE -Rood Dural (Mils)
PAJARILLO- Napoleon (Ralf)
SON TUS PERJUMENES MUJER -Los
Alvarado (Arita)
STAR WARS -Meco (RCA)
AMOR SIN ANAL- Emmanuel (RCA)
GAVIUN 0 PALOMA -Jose Jose (Arils)
ERES TODA UNA MUJER -Raul Vale

5

(..r

6

(AMA)
THEIR GREATEST HITS 1971.
1975 -Eagan (Asylum)

-Pau. .sandre

1

2

6

0,01 11,25/77

6

MM)
00EON RAG -Keith Errors.
k)
IL CIELO IN UNA STANZA -Frano Simone

RATTUS NORVEGICUS -The

Arnutr.ing

(Courtesy Musica and Sons)
SINQLES

T.

7

(Courtesy of Oda- Mexico)

3

SAN FRANCISCO -Village People (Derby.

8

55

Stranglers (United

Magnell

MEXICO

NM)
TOMORROW- Amanda Lear (Monogram)
ROR ()LUNA (Moon Flower)- Sanala
(CBSMM)

6

3

PASSAGE -Carpenters (ACM)
OXYGENE -lean Michel Jame

-0)0

..(

PORTUGAL

8

4

DAMMI SOLO UN MINUTO

5

52

53

(Metronome)

2

(Monogram)

(Pdyda)

54

(Frltuna)
HOSTKANNING

15

1

L'ANGELO AZZURRO- Umberto Balsamo

4

-

(Chrysalis)

43

14

(Monogram)

-Leonard

41

39

(POydor)

Week

(Pye)
DEATH OF A LADY'S MAN

45

52

13

MM)

40

37

57
22

12

SAMARCANDA- Roberto Vecchioni

3

(

Cohen (CBS)
BLACK JOY-Various (RoWed)
THIS IS THE MODERN WORLD
Jam
PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE OF
ONE -David Soul (Private StoW)
HOME ON THE RANGE -51kn
Whitman (United Milts)
ENDLESS FUGHT -Leo Sayer

36

10

DON'T LET ME 8E -Santa Esmeralda

(Chrysalis)
33

9

SINGLES

Sumner(Caublancal
32

8

(Courtesy of GermM ROSCato)
(As of 11/29/77

1

-Y.

(Poly.r)

Orchestra flet)
FLAMINGO B- Flamingokvintetten (Flan)
GREATEST HITS -5.t(o (RAK)
MOODY BLUE -Dvis Presley (RCA)
FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE -Rod
Stewart (Warner Bros)
NEWS OF THE WORLD -Qu.n (EMI)
MAKIN LOVE AND MUSIC -De Hook
(Capota)
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS -Ses Pistols
(Virgins)
SAXPARTY 4- Ingemar Nordslreems

7

Wed

(Phil Spector)
RED STAR- Shrowaddywaddy ( Aastal
CRIMINAL RECORD -Rick Wakens.
(ALM)

28

25

(Pay.)

-tan

4

This

(CUM)
SECONDS OUT-Genesis (Charisma)
SLOW HAND -Ene Clayton (RSO)
ECHOES OF THE 60,-Phil Spector

31

3

11

ITALY

(United Artists)
HEROES -David Bowie (RCA)
WORKS VOL 2- Emerson. lake L
Palmer (Atlantic)
ARRIVAL -Abut (Epic)
GREATEST HITS VOL. 2 -Elton John

26
27

GONE TO EARTH -Barclay lames Han

This

40 GOLDEN GREATS -Cliff Richard
(EMI)
RUMOURS -Fleetwood Mac (Warne
20 GOLDEN GREATS -Dana Ross A

16

10

(Irons;

SINGLES

12

19

BACCARA-Baccara (RCA)
OXYGENE -Jean Mkhsel Jarre
NARA NATUREN
Unmlad (RCA)
BRIGHT LIGHTS 6 BACK ALLEYS- Smokie
(RAK)
OUT OF THE BLUE- Elech. tight

2

DANRYU- Sayan 1.1Isa a (Columbia)
KAEASHI- Masashi Sada (Elektra)
TSUGARUKAIKYO EUTUGESHIKI- 5ayun
ishdiawa (Columba)

18

SIG- Magnus

Uggla (CBS)

(Minorupho.)

Bros.)
16

VA SKA MAN TA LIVET AV

I

6

Takada

Anota)
INNOCENT VICTIM -Unah Heap
Arleta)

Week

This
Week

Rogue. (Poydor)

KUGATSU NO AME- Hinomi Oh. (CBS,
Sony)
KIZETSU SURUHODO NAYAMASHII -Char
(See Saw)
TEENS' BLUES -Sh..y Horada (Tor LO.)
UN, DEUX. TROIS -Candis (C85 /Sony)
AKARIGA HOSHII- Htroshi (PALI

14

LPs

Yamanaka

(Union)
13

10

5

PROOF OF THE MAN

(Arcade)

38

Spook Productions)
GEORGINA BAILEY -Nosh. Fos
(GTO) -Lary LOA,d /Heath Levy
(Ken. Young)
LOVE YOU -Donna Summer
(Casablanca) -Heath Levy
ONLY WOMEN BLEED -Julie

Music (Wild Willy Barrett)
JAMMINC/PUNKY REGGAE
PARTY -Bob Marley and the
Wailers (ISlandl -Bob

30 GREATEST -Gladys Knight B The
Pips ((Tel)
FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE
Rod Stewart (Rho)
ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD
Status Quo (Vertigo)
NEWS OF THE WORLD -Queen
(EMI)
FEELINGS -Venous (KTel)

-Joe

HOESTVISA- Cumulus (RCA)
OXYGENE -Jean Michel Jerre (POydo)

9

7

11

(P.O.)

Covington

35

DISCO FEVER -Varba (KTN)
THE SOUND OF BREAD- (Elektral
NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS,
HERE'S THE SO PISTOLS

IO

Msk,0A1songs (Ron O'Shea/
32

Sawada (Polydor)

11

YOU'RE IN MY HEART -Rod Stewart

(Ril.) -Riva

30

8

I

Bss (MO.wn)- Rondor

28

6

-Barron Knights

Lem Lubin,
TURN TO STONE -Electric tight
Orchestra (Jet)- UA /Je1 (Jeff
Lynne)
ITS A HEARTACHE -Bonnie Tyler

34

25

5

7

MARY OF THE FOURTH FORM
Baomtown Rats (Ensign) -Sewer
Fair Hits (Robert John Lange)
LOVE'S UNKIND -Donna Summer
(GTO) -Heath Levy (Moroder.

36

6

(Atlantic)

-Hot

LIFE- Doo(eys (GTO)Black Sheep /Heath Levy (Ben
Fndon)
SHE'S NOT THERE -Santana
(CBS) -Marquis (David Rubinson)

22

20

4

last

(RAK)- Chaolate,Rak

(Epo) -lean., (Peter Langford

19

3

8

-Jan

8

WAKAREUTA- Miyuki Nak.)ima (Hard
Van)
AI NO MEMORY- Shlgeru MNSUSaki
(Victor)
COSMOS -Monroe Yamaguchi (CBS/Sony)
SHIAWASESHIBAI- Junio Sakurada
(V eta)
NIKUMIKIRENAI ROKUDENASHI -Kenji

2

REMEMBER ELVIS PRESLEY -Danny
Minor (EMI)

NEWS OF THE WORLD -Queen (EMI)
LOVE FOR SALE -Corky M (Hann IM/

7

ROCK COLLECTION- Laurent Voulry (RCA)
SHENANDOAH
(Jndbad (RCA)
I
FEEL LOVE -Donna Sumner (Casablanca)

7

WANTED -Pink Lady (Vidor)

1

I

6

This
Week

W.
2

5

SINGLES

(Pdydal

CAN BOOGIE -Vacua (RCA)
NAME OF THE GAME -Abbe (Polar)
SORRY I'M A LADY -Cacus (RCA)
YARNING PA STAN- Magnus Uggla
(CBS)

4

12/5/77
Renato lout origin

(Virgin)

.lotto)

17

JAPAN

6

YES SIR

3

Quo (VeNgo /Phonogram)
SANTA ESMERALDA_Laroy Gomm
(Phelps /Monogram)
AUF LAST GENT'S LOS -Jarres last

5

This
Week
2

LPs

This
Week

-

1

5

LOVE OF MY

21

14

(MCA)

FEELIN'- Righteous Brothers
(Phil Spector Intl -Screen Gems/

Hansa) -ATV Hansa (Frank
Farian)
NAME OF THE GAME -Abba
(Epic) -COCA (8. Anderson /8.

4

-

60

ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD -Suis,

4

of Radon Sweden)
Denotes local origin
SINGLES

As of

YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN'

-

SWEDEN

(Coutsy

(Courtesy of Musk Labo, Inc)

HOLLYWOOD-BoaScaggs(Epc)-

42

BELFAST -Coney M (Atlantic/

19

AJA -Stcey Dan (ABC)
THE BEST OF BING CROSBY

50

59

Machine (Oasis) -Heath Levy

-l.

(M.
13

STREET SURVIVORS- Lynyrd

BE

Healh Levy

UN.us)
12

59

MISUNDERSTOOD -Santa
Esrrwa8. Pheps)- Carlin
(FauvesPuma Prod.)

-

II

11

58

(

50

CHAMPIONS -Queen
(EMI)- EMI/Queen (Queen)
R0CK1N' ALL OVER THE WORLD
SINus Quo (V.Wgo) -lilt ..song
(Pip Williams)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE
Richman L
IM Modern Lovers (B.erk)y)Modern love Song, WB
(Kau /man/KdotkO)

3

10

OUT OF THEIR SKULLS -The

5ArYrd (MCA)

-

Hartley)

9

58

WE ARE THE

2

8

57

Prates (Warner Bros.)

Phil Ramona)
BABY BABY MY LOVE IS ALL FOR
YOU- Denkce WJliams (CBS)
Island (M. While /.lima Prod.)
AS TIME GOES BY -Rooky Wilson
(Unaed Artists)- Chappells (Alan
Warner)
SAN FRANCISCO -Village People
(DM-Saar.° (J. Mora)i)

This

1

-Paul Simon

(COS)- Deshuffli. (Paul Simon/

.

here and will aim to produce Greek
records only and then sell them at
low prices. Promotion will be
through concerts given all over the

country.
This has been decided by the
Greek Composers' Union, following
complaints by members about the
policy of most record companies to
push foreign repertoire at the expense

of local talent.

Christos Leontis, songwriter and
vice president of the union, says the
current policy is a serious obstacle
for new writing talent. "It is entirely
to blame for the fact that so few new
songwriters have appeared in recent
years in Greece," he maintains.

Pezeiv G11,40,444)
IN

APPRECIATION
o

N.

--

TOM HEIMAN
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Spotlight

latin
SANTOS COLON- Bonita, Facia 1M00514.
Produced 1y.

bin

STEVIE WONDER

-Looking Back, Motown M804LP3.
Various producers. Billed as a limited edition
three.
record set, this package goes beyond the rim
ol- themill
greatest hits set. Wonder's career is traced
from his first
hits back in 1962 as Little Stevie Wonder
and leaves off
in 1971 with "Do Yoursell A Favor."
The collection fol.
lows in exact chronological order with
recording dates
listed on the inside jacket. The music itself
shows the
maturity in Wonder's lyrics, artangements
and overall
sense of balance and is a perfect lead .in to his
more re.
cent efforts. An absolute must for all Stevie
Wonder collections.
Best cuts: Pick and choose.
Dealers: Find room for prominent display

BING CROSBY- Seasons, Polydor P016128. Produced by
Ken Barnes. This album is billed as the last commercial
recording by the beloved crooner. who died one month alter

recording these tracks. Thm is a concept album in that it coo
tains 12 songs which either deal with a specific time of the
year or more generally on the passing of time. Excellent mix
of rousing sing along numbers like "June Is Bustin' Out All
Over" and "Sleigh Ride' (which feature some high stepping
female background singers) with more sophisticated. elusive
melodies like "Autumn In New York."
Best cuts: An The Very First Week 01 The Year." "In The
Good Old Summertime," "Sleigh Ride," "Yesterday When
Was Young."

Deakrs: Display prominently.
ROBERTA FLACK -Blue Lights In The Basement, Atlantic
5019149. Produced by Rubina Flake, Joe Feria, Eugene

PAUL DEUCATO -Off On An

Latins
VARIOUS ARTISTS

-Super Saba Singers, Facia IM00509.

Various producers. This

best of package comprising I I
lunes by Faria's top selling salsa vocalists, including Celia
Cruz, Ismael Rivera, Santos Colon, Justo Betancourt, Bobby

MARIE -Winning

Combination, Polydor
PD16127. Produced by Brian Holland, Mike Curb, Michael
Lloyd. All but two of the cuts here are Holland- DozierHolland
Productions, and they have much the same sleek, shimmer
mg sound that characterized H.D.H's work with the So
premes a decade ago Basically this is a collection of brassy,
upbeat, disco oh songs which feature Marie's plaintive inno
eence and the remarkable elasticity of Donny's fully-matured,
highlyversatile voice. Good slick instrumentation throughout
Best cuts: "Soul And Inspiration," "Winning Combina
lion." "I Want To Be In Your World," "Angel Love (Heaven Is
Where You Are)."
Dealers: Donny 8 Marie remain the hottest Osmond
record configuration.

is

a

Crut, Ismael Quintana. Ismael Miranda. Hector LaVoe, Pete
"El Conde" Rodriguez, Adalberto Santiago and Cheo Fell.
clano. Either as an introduction to salsa newcomers or as a
collection piece for salsa fanatics, the LP offers a good look at
the tunes which in many cases catapulted these artists to
lame. Interestingly, the LP features a disco segue uniting the
lunes, though this technique does not always work
Best cuts: All of both sides.

Deafen: Colorful cover features the stars in super heroes
cartoon outfits.
MIGUEL BOSE -Linda,

Caytronia CY51500. Produced by

Dando llama, J.L Gd. Said to be

]
g:

O'JAYS- Collectofs Items, Philadelphia International
PZG35024 (CBS). Produced by Gamble b Huff, Bobby Martin.
This 14 song, Iwo- record set includes most of the trio's big
hits of the past five years These have ranged from spry pop
songs like "Love Train" to funky disco rockers like "For The
Love 01 Money" to intense, highly dramatic ballads like "Let
Me Make Love To You " Excellent slick Philly Sound orches
Orations provide the backdrop to this well deserved chronicle
of one of the top soul groups of the 'IDs.
Best ads: "Back Slabbers," "I Love Music." "Love Train,"

current rage in Spain, vocalist Bose otters a set of light pop ballads in this, his AS
debut. Most cuts are bouncy mid tempo and strongly com
mercal. Producer /arranger Vaona uses muted percussion in
some cuts. effective flavoring with acoustic guitar in others as
well as full string sweetening throughout Much of the engag
ang material is from Italian composers like Claudio Baglioni,
giving the LP the distinctive texture of pop Italian music an
a

parts.
Best

cuts "Linda." "Mr Libertad" "Amiga," "Que Viva

El

Gran Arnor."

(kakis

potential in all segments of the U.S.
market and should get a strong push from Caytronics.
The LP has

Billboard's
Recommended LPs

'Wildflower"
Dealers: Stock pop and soul.
JOHNNIE TAYLOR -Dicco 9000, Columbia PS35004. Pro-

duced by Johnnie Taylor, Jackie Avery, Sr. Rather than tust
fall back on the uptempo r8b /disco mix which characterized
Taylor's "Disco Lady" smash, the singer-writer here explores

variety of styles, including midtempo soul, a gaspelish cut,
and two excellent, sophisticated tazz o tented efforts. 'Toot
Your Flute" features mellow flute playing, while "I Love You
Woman" features some fine 'sax which climbs from a nice
sleepy opening to an a8 out, cooking finish.
Bat cuts: 'Toot Your Flute," "I Lae You Woman," "lust A
a

Happy Song," "God Is Standing By."
Dealers: This is the soundtrack to

a

soon-to-be-released

discolhemed movie.

PoP
new album, these are previously unreleased recordings from 1970. Of the current five members
to be mistaken as

a

only Roger Hudson and Rick Davies are represented. Although
these early works don't display Supertramp's present tech
nological and songwriting power, they nevertheless reflect a

budding ceeatrve power. Best cuts: "Nothing To Show," "It's
A Long Road," "Maybe I'm A Beggar." "Try Again."

FM.

HARTFORD -All In

Fah,

The Name Al Love, Flying

Produced by Mike Helloed. While there is unquestio
ably bluegrass influence here, most of the lunes still reflect
blends of folk. pop and country. Hartford alternates from

°Q

Country,
ROBBINS

-Don't Let Me Touch You, Columbia
35040. Produced by Billy Sherrill. A mellow set for Robbins is
highlighted by the smooth blend of strings, piano and gui
tar -a classic Sherrill production. The title tune -a Robbins/
Sherrill collaboration -sets the tempo for the LP stow,
moody, soulful. "To Get To You" with its steel intro, qualifies
as country, but much of the album has easy listening and pop
credentials, too. Robbins penned lour of the songs, including
an interesting new ballad, "Tomorrow, Tomorrow, Tomorrow."
Best cuts: "Don't Let Me Touch You," "To Get To You,"
"Try A little Tenderness," "A Tree In The Meadow," "Tomor
row, Tomorrow, Tomorrow."
Dealers: Robbins has a loyal and solid following that
should be reflected rn sales
MARTY

banjo, fiddle and guitar, playing all with skill. His lyrics are
cholked lull of humor, satire and lyrical sensitivity. Included

Hartford's classic "Gentle On My Mind" Best cuts: "Gentle
On My Mind, ""In Sara's Eyes," "AII In The Name Of Love."
"The Ten Chord Blues."
is

COMPANION -On The Line, Sleepy Eye Comp1001A/B. Produced by Stephen Jarvis, Companion. Fourpiece Northern
Cahlomia based band shows a lot of potential on this debut

effort Plenty of melody and lyrical emphasis combine with
rock Instrumentation for an overall pleasing sound. Strong
lead vocals by Jim Maguire paces the band. Best cuts:

FAT LARRY'S BAND

-Off

The Wall, Stax

504103 (Fantasy).

Produced by Larry James, Alan Rubens, Steve Bernstein,
Eiskin Wiliams. Nine man band varies the pace from funk
filled disco oriented tunes to soft, tender rbb ballads. The

full -scale production encompasses lots of horn, percussion
and rhythm Lead vocalist Darryl Gant uses his voice as an
instrument as he weaves up and down the scale Best cuts:
"Sparkle" "Easy," "Passing Time "
TIMMY THOMAS -Touch To Touch, Glades 7513 (TX). Produced by King Sporty. Thomas, who had a lop three hit about
five years ago with -Why Can't We Live Together," serves up a
well rovunded set of rbb and pop tunes. Betty Wright plays a
signifiant role in the way of background vocals that meshes
well with Thomas' easy flowing vocals. Horns, strings and the

rhythm section supply the instrumental punch Best cuts:
"Touch To Touch." "Torrid Zone, "Africano," "Love For The

"

People "
BROOK BENTON

-Makin

Lowe Is Good For Tou,

Olde World,
7700. Produced by Clyde Otis. Benton has long had one of
the classiest, most stylish vocal styles in soul or pop music
His heartfelt interpretations are effective here on both simply
orchestrated midtempo ballads and funky, rbb numbers
which feature sassy female backup singing. Best cuts "Lord
You Know How Men Are," "I Keep Thinking To Myself," "Bet
ter Times," "There's Still

A

Little Love Left

In Me."

country
Charlie Daniels. This double album package, featuring the
music of Hank Williams as performed by Owen and Williams'
original band the Drifting Cowboys, Is a comprehensive col.
lecllon of Williams' hits as well as songs written by Owen, an
expert on the life and music of Williams. Side one is a nana

live introduction by Ron Huntsman with Owen and Charlie
Daniels explaining how and why the album was done. Best
cuts They'll all be favorites for tans of Williams' music

CLARK- Hookin' It!, ABC /Dot D02099. Produced by Jim
Fogtesong. A varied set of mstumental tunes rendered in
Cl'ark's clean, initiate and always smoothly executed style.
Occasional assistance by the Muscle Shoals Horns positively
influences this LP otherwise supported by piano, rhythm,
electric and bass guitars, and drums. This album was previously released as the Instrumental half of Clark's "My Music
8 Me," double album set. Best cuts: "Steel Guitar Rag."
"Hookin' It." "Georgia On My Mind."
ROY

LITTLE DAVID WILKINS -New Horizons, Playboy

K235028.

Produced by Eddie Kilroy. Wilkins' bust LP project on Playboy
lollows his current top 20 single, "Agree To Disagree." Focus.
mg on Wilkins' vocals, production throughout is simple, rely

-The Singer And Ho Songs, United Artists
Produced
by Jimmy Bowen, Snuff Garet. Newley
UALA718G
applies his vocals to a collection of nine self penned tunes.
The title is appropriate as the emphasis is placed on Newley's
lyrics. Simple string arrangements and light rhythm backs the
singer who emits emotion and sensitivity in his vocal delivery
Best cuts: "Lunch Wilh A Friend," "Learning To Love You
Again," "The Man Who Makes You Laugh"

GRIFF- Raymond's Place, Capitol ST1171& Produced by
Ray Griff. Grit' offers a sell penned selection of ballads. remi
rincent'63s rock and a combination of honkylonk /dixieland
inn in his latest LP effort. It depends upon a variety of instru
mentation, including strings, steel, fiddle, clarinet, trombone,
piano. cello, organ, banjo, harmonica and lead and rhythm
guitars for effect. Production o clean and uncluttered. Best
cull "Raymond's Place, "Cora Lee," "A Cold Day In July."

ANTHONY NEWLEY

ROBERTO PANES- Estimes Solos, International INT923.
duced by Oscar C. Oampo. Panes is
among International's
Patna label) best sellers, and he
returns here with a corn
ctal set of pop ballads, sweetened with
strings and h
lighted in spots with female backup weal. For the
part, the tunes are mid tempo with melancholic roman
themes and highly accessible melodies. Best cuts: 'q

Quedas 0 Me Olvidas," "Alga Dentro De Mr," "Debemas
tendernos Mas"

lumbia 34873. Produced by Stan Getz A sparkling en,
which showcases Rowles' piano all alone on two tracks
with a formidable backup combo on 11 others.
Duets b
Bowles and Getz add to the attractiveness of this LP. Get*
easy. inventive tenor pipe meshes easily with Bowles' musics
(and at times humorous) keyboarding. Best cuts "Serena.
To Sweden," "Body And Soul," "Lester
left Town," "B'.
Mane."
CARROLL-From The Beginning, United
UALA778H. Produced by George Buller. This gifted pianist
even more impressive on this outing as she is supported
some superb ace musicians including Steve Gadd on dru
Hugh McCracken on guitar and Russell George on bass arno
others. Strings, percussion, horns. vibes spice up the anang
meets fronted by Carroll's extraordinary piano. Best
"From The Beginning," "Lazy Love," "Satire "
BARBARA

delivers

-The Art Of The Jam Session, Pablo
2620106 (RCA), Produced by Norman Ganz This is an et
record boxed set recorded at last summer's Montreux festi'
val. In keeping with the anything goes spirit of the lam ses
sien, Ganz has made some fascinating musical matchups
pitting Dizzy Gillespie against Clark Terry, teaming Diuy, Ray
Brown and MR Jackson, and combining the sound of pianis
Oscar Peterson with a pair of talented bassists. Bat cuts
t

take your choice.
JOE PASS -Interludes,

Discovery DS776. Produced by Dennis
Smith. Guitarist virtuoso Pass first recorded these cuts in
1969 but they were never released A variety of moods of
found in the 13 tracks with a light sextet coupled with seveo
voces. Five al the cuts are solo guitar in the flowing sinr,,
note style associated with Pass. Bat cuts: "Joey's Blues."
"Don't Walk Away." "Blue Carousel.'
WALTER BISHOP W. -Saul Village, Muse

www.americanradiohistory.com

"

Mß5142

(Min

chois). Produced by Mitch Farber. Bishop goes electric co
this. and comes up with a pleasant and funky fusion LP. The
eight piece band, with a three-piece horn section, sounds
fresh and new The music is built around Bishop's electd
piano playing, with a tight rhythm section behind him. Best

cuts "Soul Tumaround." "Soul Village"
GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA -The Direct Disk Sound, Great
American Gramophone GADD 1020. Produced by Glen

Glancy. New Cablornia label's second

directtodisk produo

tien offers trombonist Jimmy Henderson as leader of a big
band which emulates the old Miller crew well, but it's the
physical sound. not the music, which distinguishes the
lavishly produced LP. Fourteen men are credited with engineering the sessions in the Capitol Tower Best cuts

"Moonlight Serenade." "Stardust," "In The Mood "

PIZ2AREW- Bucky's Bunch, Monmouth Evergreen
MES7082. Produced by Dick Ables. The New York guitarist,
prolific m output and versatile in approach, performs 10
tracks with the nearlegendary Slam Stewart providing jive'
but musical bassvoal bits with six other compatible side.
BUCKY

-a

session which makes it. Four el
going
it alone on 7-string guitars.
the tracks spot Pizzarelli
Best cuts "Chao Typico," "Flat Foot Floogie," "Taste."

men

low pressure

"fun"

(Crelinnoed coi page 88)

a

RAY

..

VARIOUS ARTISTS

ing mainly upon piano, strings, steel and guitars, as Wilkins'

"Mama Won't You Lay Me Down, "Color Me Blue, ""As Was
Walking," "Never lust A Good Boy."
I

Gs*"

STAN GETZ PRESENTS JIMMY ROWLES -The Peacocks,

soul

solid set of selections either co written or self
penned Best cub: "Agree To Disagree," "The Only Good Part
01 Leaving."

"

Esta Tarde

jazz

JIM OWEN, THE DRIFTING COWBOYS -A Salute To Hank Wit.
liars -A Song For As All, Epic PEG34852. Produced by

SUPERTRAMP, ABM SP4665. Produced by Supertramp. Not

JOHN

o

Island, AVI6029. Produced by
Deliato's first effort for this label is pleasant
easy listening melodies delivered in the singer's steady well
paced vocals. Contributing to the instrumentals are the likes
of lee Ritenour on guitar, Emery Gordy, Jr. on bases and
other
first rate musicians Background vocalists also
shine. Best
cuts: "Off On An Island," "Everything Good Reminds Me 01
You," "In The Still 0(The Night."
Harley Hatcher.

Don't You Move In With Me."
Dealers: It's been some time since her last LP, so tans
should be waiting to buy this.

4r\*rti/
Soui

st
Spanish balladeer Dyango The choice of a pair of Me*
country tunes is particularly surprising since
producer!
ranger Domenech provides lull
orchestra charts with the
casronal effective use of both acoustic and rock derived
e
fric gurlars. Dyangó s distinctive, sough
edged vocals
intense and moving Best cuts: "Odsme;' "Fallaste
by

"

ous hits Her voice shines through the orchestration, however.
Best cuts: "25th of Last December;' "Soul Deep," "Why

AND

DYANGO- Contigo En La Distancia,
Latin Intern
DUS8917, Produced by Alfredo Domenech. This is a
set
Latin standards rendered in a distinctive
and refreshing

:on, "En

McDaniels. Roberta's back in time for Christmas with a strong
seasonal tune that could be a classic wrapped up in an LP
containing nine other soft, warm ballads that are impeccably
produced and arranged. but lacking the drama of her previ

DONNY

Ram. Puerto Rico's veteran ballad singer
retires.
with another set of lender,
gentle love songs in his
smooth vocal style which is now a trademark
Jorge
drellr again provides the delicate.
graceful orchestrations
bristle with subtle detail. Prolific Argentinian
producer
works with Colon effectively for
the lost lane Bat
"Como Antes," "Perlas Negras," "Me Da Lo Mismo,"
"Yo
Me Muero Sin Probarle A Ti."

Spoll,tht -The mast outstanding new product or the reek's releases
and That with the ¡realest potential for toy of the chart placement:
picks -predicted for the lop halt of the chart in Ilse opium of the
renewer: recommended-pied/tied lo lid the second hall of the
the opinion al the reviewer, or albums of superior Rualrly.
Albums refeine1 a Ihree star rabng are not haled. Review view:
Ed Harrison:
reviewers: Eliot Tiegel, Gerry wood, is Hermits,

chart

in

lean Williams, Dare Dealer Ir., Pal Nelson, Salty Hinkle Agustin
Gurca, Roman Royal. bob Nasser, lim McCultaugh, Paul Stein,
Ed Kelleher.

Capitol Records
Believes

Will Be

One Of The Most
Important Discoveries
Of
Year.
The
Coming
Listen To Her Album, Come To Me,,
And We Know
You'll Agree.
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CERRONE- Supemature (6:03); producer Cerrone; writer:
Cerrone: publisher: Cerrone, SACEM Cotillion PR291 (WEA).

0óo

`Dr7n

Pop

MEL

Disguise (2:40); producer: Guy Bur
Denis Kurlage; publisher Summer Duck Pub.,

BMI Waylon 1000.

PUSS -Shout N Out Loud (3:15); producers Kiss and Ed
die Kramer. writers: G. Simmons, P. Stanley, B. Erzin; pubbshers Kiss /Cale Americana, ASCAP /All By Myself, BMI.
Casablanca N8906, Culled from the "Kiss Alive II" album,
this raucous rocker catches the excitement and energy of the
live show. Lots of audience applause sets the stage for the
bombastic guitars and driving vocals.

\k\\1^ríl%

NI.

lishers

Warner-Tamerlane,
Big Tree BT 16106 (Soul
City). Rivers' followup to the top IO "Slow Dancing" is a remake of the song which went top live
Major lance in
1964. It opens soft and mellow, but builds in intensity with a

la

good soulish

Staxatyled sax break toward the end.

BLUE OYSTER CULT -Goin' Through the Motions

(3:12);

Murray Krugman, Sandy Pearlman, David Lucas,
Blue Oyster Cult, writers: El Bloom, I. Hunter; publishers. B.
O'Cult /April/Ian Hunter, ASCAP. Columbia 310659. With this
single the group moves back to its characteristic hard rock

producers

(3:08); producers: Richie
Albright- Waylon Jennings, writer: Hank Williams Jr., pub
lisher Bocephus, BMI. Warner Bros. WBS8507

Soul

RONNIE McDOWELL-I love You,

love You,
Love You
(3:26); producer: Slim Williamson; writer Ronnie McDowell,

recommended
BAD -Happy Anniversary (3:30); producers:

LITTLE RIVER

John Boylan and Little River Band;

publisher:
P4524 (EMI).
Briggs;

writers'

Australian Tumbleweed,

B.

Birtles,

BRICK -Ain't Gonna' Hurt Nobody

Benton 8 BRICK,

BMI.

Harvest

Milk Money, ASCAP Columbia 310652.
-

PETER ALLEN -Don't Cry Out Loud

Allen and Ed Thacker; writers

P.

BUCK OWENS
son;

lishers Irving /Woolnough /Jamava /Begonia /Unichappell.
BMI. A8M 20005.

Owens;

publisher Blue Book, BMI Warner

Jones, writers lames Alexander, Larry Dodson, Allen Jones,
Winston Stewart, Michael Beard, Charles Allen, Harvey Henderson, Lloyd Smith. Frank Thompson; publisher Bar Kay/
Warner Tamedane Publishing Corp., BMI. Mercury 534

THE BIG

Phonogram).

"0"

-Death Valley Disco (5:11);

pro-

Otis Forrest. writer Tiger Rag. publisher: Sounding
Board Songs, BMI Pineapple PÁ1978
ducer

(3:36); producer

I

have more than 10 weeks on top was
Les Paul and Mary Ford's "Vaya
Con Dios" in 1953, which had I I
weeks,
In the history

of Billboard's pop

charts, which date back to 1940, only
one other hit by a female solo act has
ever had 10 weeks at No. 1: Dinah
Shore's "Buttons And Bows" from
1948.

Since 1940 the longest any record
has ever stayed at No. is 13 weeks,
a feat accomplished by Artie Shaw's
I

It

ocrer

predicted to und on the Hot 100 between
Ed Harrison.

31

and 100.

tri

Rene. ebree

1

1

RALPH GRAHAM- Changing Up My

Life (3:15); producer:

publisher:

Billboard's Recommended LPs

Tauvir

(3:48); pro-

Coruinued from page 86

8- Szell, Cencertgeboaw 0 .
tra, London Treasury 823245. Stell obtained fabulous result
from the Concertgebouw Orchestra, and among collect
DVORAK: SYMPHONY NO.

jazz

WIWAMS AND THE AIS EXPRESS -One Thing or the
(3:10); producer Larry Williams; writer Larry
Other, Part
Williams. publisher Nelchell, BMI. Fantasy 1810AS.

there are many who believe this to be the definitive state
ment of Dvorak's great even -numbered symphony. Verve an

ROOMFUL OF BLUES, Island ILPS9474.

Produced by Joel
Dorn, Doc Porous. This is an old fashioned, but effective blues
and bluegrass band that has learned a few lessons from both
bebop and rocker roll The seven-man band doesn't really

robustness are epitomized in the playing. and Szell offers a
Olympian view of the whole terrain. Like Gieseking's D
bussy. this monaural title belongs in the inventory.

break any new ground, but plays with good humor and is
fronted by a vocalist that can belt out blues. Best cuts: "Red,

AVIVA EINHORN CONDUCTS DEBUSSY, SATIE, ROUSSEL

classical
R07SA CONDUCTS

-Do

lave You (Yes In Every Way) (3:06);
producer Stan Silver; writers Paul Anka Maxime Piola(Yves
Dessca -Alain Le GrimMichel Pelay, publisher
Spanka,
ASCAP Warner Bros. WBS 8509. Fargo provides a sensitive
rendering of this love song. She belts out the chorus dramati
cally as the song modulates into a rousing climax supported
by standard country instrumentation and strings.
DONNA FARGO

Boone 45 Rides No.
"You Light Up My Lifc" (Warner Curb) this week becomes the first
single to remain at No.
for IO
weeks since Perez Prado's 1955 instrumental "Cherry Pink And Apple
Blossom White." The last single to

-

Williams. M Jones. M
C. Satchell, L. Bonner, publisher
Unichappell Music (BMI) Mercury 535 73974 ( Phonogram)
Beck.

ROM-Vienna

POULENC- English Chamber Orchestra, HNH 4027. Emhor
elicits playing that is supple and tonally alluring with a hi -i
gloss to the ensemble. Her interpretations are expe
gauged. with highest recommendation going to the spellbin
ing account of Debussy's "Petite Suite." It is a most a
picious recording debut for the Spanish conductor.

State Opera Orchestra,

Westminster Gold (ABC) WG8353. Concise, lyrical, folk-in(tested describes these three orchestral pieces, which contrast with the composer's voluptuous film scores ( "Ben Hur,"
"Quo Vadis "), "Kaleidoscope," wistful children's suite, sparkles like a string of baubles in this affecting performance Un.
usual repertoire at budget puce, and presence of the composer are selling pants.

1

HOTLINE TIPS

LOS ANGELES -Debby Boone's

'

-a lap 30 chart lune in the
of the renew panel
voted for the selecisrs released this week; recommended -a
Picks

ORCHESTRA

Epic 850491

ROCKY AND CHYAN- Rockin' in the Cradle of Love (2:32);
producer Victor Whose: writers. Victor Whose and Lenore
Rosenblatt: publishers: Windstar /Melrose Enterprises-411/
Lenore Rosenblatt, ASCAP. Windsong 1H11171.

First Time

recommended

Bottle (3:24); producer Brent
publishers. Leeds /Patchwork,

Jelly Roll. ASCAP. Fantasy F8I2AM.

M

prominent but subdued electric guitar ornaments the
throughout.

Some Fun (3:33); producer: Allen

Hot 8 Blue," "Stormy Monday."

DAVID BROMBERG BAND -1 Want To Go Home (3:06); producer. Jim Price, writer David Bromberg, publisher Sweet

8M1.

40845.

s'

(3:29); producers. Albhy Galuten, Karl Richardson, Barry Gibb; writers' B. Gibb. A Salutes;
publisher Unichappell, BMI. Epic 850489.

ASCAP

on the Water (2:50); produce:
chael Lloyd. Mike Curb, writersAl Kasha, Joel Hirschy
Publishers' Walt Disney, ASCAP /Wonderland.

ous and melodic. Lead vocal is smooth and polished, and

NETWORK -Save Me, Save Me

Loggins;

WIWAMS -Candle

-Warm Sweet Breath of love (3:24); prod
ers. Alan O'Dulty and Hashes; writer: Haslips, pubks
Sunbury Music (ASCAP). 010 851026 (Hdrstips). (Amh
A moderately upbeat. spirited number that sings the
pr
of physical intimacy Appropriately, the overall sound

Fantasy F808AM.

D.

1811185

HORSUPS

1

-Beginning Tomorrow (314); producer. Michael
Stewart; writer. Toni Brown, publisher Bear Brown, BMI.

Maher; writer'

writer Buck

producer Norio Wit

LARRY

THE JOY

DAVE LOGGINS -Shp in a

-Tan Tomado (2:14);

Bros. WBS8486.

ducers Victor Vick and Clinton Moon; writers' Victor Vick and
Clinton Moon; publishers New Spirit Music Pub. /Clintan
Music. BMI Potydse P014441.

Allen and C.B. Sager; pub

RCA

PL 167

recommended

EARLY WARNING SYSTEM -love Pressure Resin'

(3:34); producers- Peter

(2:45); produc
publisher:

ery

Ohio Players; writers W
Pierce, B. Middlebrooks,

Concerned 12:358; proda
Roncom, writer Nancy Goland,
publisher Fiddleback,

-Don't Let The Flame Bum Out (3:07);
producer: Shelby S. Singleton Ir.; writer. Jackie DeShannon;
publishers: Halwill /Plain And Simple, ASCAP Plantation

1

-let's Have

PERRY COMO -Where You're

RITA REMINGTON

ENCHANTMENT-It's You That Need (3:50); producer
Michael Stokes; writers: M. Stokes, V. Lanier; publishers:
Desert Moon, Willow Girl, BMI /Desert Rain, Sky Tower,
ASCAP UA RS %WI 124. This stylish group comes up with an
easy ballad that features strong lead vocals and tight harmonies. Uncluttered arrangement helps maximize the deliv-

THE BAR-KAYS

recommended
ROGER

ers. Jerry Reed -Chip Young; writer Jerry Reed:
Vector Music Corp., BMI. RCA 11111164.

chorus, are excellent hooking around the catchy title refrain.
A captivating instrumental break plays several lines aginst
each other with guitar, violins and horns

Graham. writer Ralph Graham,
Blackwood. BMI. RCA 1H.11178.

(3:01); producer: Bruce Fair
Higgs, publishers Squamish /Corinth. BMI.

I

JERRY REED AND SEDINA -You Know What

able, lunky number that features some interesting instrumentation including acoustic guitar. Vocals, both lead and

Ralph

PRISM -Take Me To the Koplin
R

R.

OHIO PLAYERS -Good Luck Charm (Part 1)

KENNY LOGGINS- Celebrate Me Home (3:51); producer: Phil
Ramone, Bob James; writers: K. Loggins. B. James; publisher

baim; writer
Arcata 7678.

writer

(3:06); producers: Phil
Hargis: publishers: Caliber /Goad

High. ASCAP Bang 735 (Webb IV). This is an infectious, dance-

(

D.

I

publisher, Brim, SESAC. Scorpion GRTI49.

sound, away from the mellow, harmonic style which resulted
in its big hit "(Don't Fear) The Reaper" This is a catchy
rocker with sassy vocals. synthesized instrumentation and
even Amish handclaps

Easy Listening

HANK WILLIAMS .111.- Feelin' Better

Blue; writer

JOHNNY RIVERS -Curious Mind (Um, Um, Um, Um, Um)
(3:05); producer: Johnny Rivers; writer: Curtis Mayfield; pub-

I

recommended

HEM/AVE-Always and Forever (3:32); producer Barry
R. Temperton, publishers: Almo /Rondor, ASCAP
850490
Heatwave follows its funky "Boogie Nights"
Epic
which went to number two on the Hot 100 with a soft r8b
flavored ballad Lead vocal maintains a steady pace against
rather simple background orchestration.

..

Inc
put o/ inn elan %el may
'moo ;,,.
inept m any
m of any mearu erection¢ mecn.
other... vnirioYl trio prior
cannon perm,sYDn Dl trio pirp,sr.,

Promise Her last Night (3:03);
producer: Jimmy Bowen; writers: Ronald McCown-Wayne P.
Walker; publisher Sawgrass, BMI MCA 40836 A simple, effective number that puts the emphasis on Tillis' on-the-mark
voice. Some slick steel playing balances the strings and bass/
drum bottom during this tale of love gone awry.

SEA BIRD BAND -Don't

lage, writer

TIWS -What Did

record, a

harCa.

THE HOROWITZ CONCERTS:

1977/1978 -RCA ARL1

Celebrating his golden jubilee season, the master returns
one of the staples of his repertoire, the Liszt 8 Minor Sonal

and opens entirely new vistas onto the sublime late pian
pieces of Gabnel Faure. These electrifying concert perform
at 73, remains in a class by him

antes attest that Horowitz,
sell.

Mike Curb Funder Draws Trade Crowd

Spot 10 Weeks

1

"Frenesi" in 1940, Harry James'
"I've Heard That Song Before" in
1943 and Gordon Jenkins & the
Weavers' "Goodnight Irene" rn
1950.

On the album chart, Linda Ron stadfs "Simple Dreams" remains at
No. for the third consecutive week,
1

helping to make Asylum the only label to have attained two top- of-thechart LPs in 1977. The Eagles'"Hotel California" was No.
for eight
weeks from January into May.
Actually only five other record
companies have hit the top at all this
year: Tamla with Stevie Wonder's
"Songs In The Kcy Of Life," Warner
Bros. with Fleetwood Mac's "Rumours," Capitol with "Wings Over
1

America," Columbia with Barbra
Streisand & Kris Kristofferson's "A
Star Is Born" soundtrack and Arista
with "Barry Manilow Live."
In the last four months of 1976
only two other albums were able to
break through to the top: WB's
"Fleetwood Mac" and A &M's
"Frampton Comes Alive." Thus
Asylum and Warner Bros. are the
only labels to have had two No. I
LPs in the past

16

months.

#

LOS ANGELES-More than 900
Republicans -and a lot of Democrass in the music industry-gasheyed to welcome Mike Curb into the
political arena Tuesday (6) at a fund
raising dinner at the Beverly Hilton
Hotel sponsored by the Friends of

Mike Curb organizados.
Casey Kasem, host of the syndicared radio program "American Top
40," introduced Curb with a movie.
Steven Lawrence and Eydie Gorme
entertained ' "vrence offered, "It's
Best To Leave While I'm In Love,"
series of jokes. After a few
songs, his wife. Eydie joined him onstage for their version of "You Light

and

a

These findings are culled from
Hotline, a newsletter containing the
pop, soul, country and MOR charts,
which is mailed out a few days in advance of the regular Billboard issue.

Up My Life."
Earlier, Pat Boone had been introduced as "Debby's father" to sing
"God Bless America" at the start of
the evening. Curb is running for Lt.

PAUL GREIN

Governor of California. The lrib-

www.americanradiohistory.com

t

ute drew record industry' executives
from coast -to -coast at 5250 per

plate.

Fire Destroys
Chi Disk Store
CHICAGO -The largest store

in
was
the Hear Here Records chain

destroyed by fire, Sunday (4), with
losses estimated at $100,000.
The store, at 2834 N. Broadway, in
the heart of "New Town," was swept
by a blaze which claimed four other
stores in the early a.m. Cause or ongin of the fire has not been deter mined.
Chain owner Max Tuchten has
negotiated a quick recovery, and
was set to open again Saturday (10),
in a location directly across the street
from the gutted building.

Manhattan Records Is Proud To Announce
The American Release
Of The #1 International Record,

Number One
In Nine Countrie
Around The World,
And Now Baccara
Is Finally Here.

=WM
ON MANHATTAN RECORDS.

Distributed by
United Artiste Records

www.americanradiohistory.com

8

Tapes.

Elton John's Gres

The Bitch Is Back
Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds *
Sony Seems To Be The Hardest Word
Don't Go Breaking My Heart *
Someone Saved My Life Tonight
Philadelphia Freedom*
Island Girl
Grow Some Funk Of Your Own
Levon
Pinball Wizard*

Produced by Gus Dudgeon
www.americanradiohistory.com
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congratulates its clients who have won
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ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR

GRYSThLG2YW

MALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR

ALBUM OF THE YEAR

FEMALE VOCALIST OF THE YEAR

NEW YORK
AR

/ BEVERLY HILLS / CHICAGO / NASHVILLE / LONDON / ROME / MUNICH

ISIS MANAGER / 1350 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS NEW YORK

15I EL

CAMINO DRIVE.

www.americanradiohistory.com

BEVERLY HILLS

Closeup
L CREME. S KEVIN GOD_ Consequences. Mercury
1700. Produced by Creme 6.

(

J

t.

Isles, a tornado moving from Hawaii
to the American mainland and erratic disturbances in Central Africa.

combining architectural and
musical theory he composes a piano
concerto (side ris) which. he theorBy

scqucnee5" Is a Three -album
522) conceived by former
set

members Lol Creme and
a strong narram Godley, with
of Derck
assist from Peter Cook
part
Clive fame and a cameo
Vaughan.
ed by Sarah
ripcipals Godley and Creme
no bones about the project
s their piece de resistance. Lol

c

me impertently adding: "We
we could write hit singles
we wcrc 17 or 18 years old. but

to our manager's annoyance,
have always refused."
ontxived as a 45 r.p.m. demon.
lion disk to showcase the duo's
n eon, a miniature guitar -synWet Ladled a "gizmo." the project
It outward from the start last Oc-

r and ended up as a scored play
of
h Peter Cook handling most
spoken word parts and Creme
Icy providing the multi -diaional musical backdrop. For a
the essence of this particularly

-wit English absurdity is man
Intl nature.
Ali is subject to natural calams: earthquakes in Europe that
pie the Berlin Wall, gale force
ds wreaking havoc in the British

.A. Latin

public is mostly working class
'th limited income. The others, the
lio Iglesias fans at the Shrine, are
.fly members of the middle class
an places like Cuba. Spain and
n

rgentina.
Delgado does concede that the
neat market for international acts
ripening up, though he considers it
q risky in this area, Both he and
Marco consider the Iglesias suc-

exceptional phenomenon
thich should not be used as a guide
ojudge the potential of that type of

ing to the alleged unkempt and untog

comfortable conditions.
He vehemently denies the charges
of inferior upkeep and says the
shows will he held at the Million
Dollar "until the theater falls
down.' because in his opinion it's
simply the best location.

[Lifelines]

an

ess

how.

"I simply don't have confidence
at a solo artist can be profitable."
e says. "It's a limited market bcnuse there's a limited number of
cople in the Latin middle class in
his area."

Delgado claims that aside from

all other international
bows in this arca have failed.
"hough Spanish singer Raphael
long with the group Mocedades
"Errs Ta')drew a respectable 4,500
a a recent Shrine show.
Delgado
ays the same act "bombed badly' in
ix other cities, including Oakland,
ad San Francisco where he says the

glossies.

haws lost 513.000.

"So even a Julio Iglesias." Del lado says. can do well for a single
how. but try to book him for 10 con oGUtive days like u Vicente Fernanlet and he just wont work."

Delgado also says Latin stars of
&)&sins suture cost teem much and
has make appearances here prohihltre,

"You has the case
Roberto Carlos who charges
'10,000 for a single show.
would
lever bring an artist like that here.
Says Delgado:

of

1

Why should I risk 520.000 on one

host by Roberto Carlos when I can
>ring in 15 artists for a month at the
ante price?"
De Marco is equally insistent in
lending staunchly by the Million
3ellar shows. though people have
taglionized everything from the stag-

Births
daughter. Darcy Bradford. to
Don and Linda Whittemore. Dec. 2
in Los Angeles. Parents are record
promotion consultants.
,1

Deaths
Anthony S. "Tony" Mammarella,
tele53, producer of Dick Clark's
vision series "American Bandstand"
of
in the 1950s and general manager
Swan Records, Nov. 27 in Philadelphia. He leaves his widow. eight
children. two grandchildren and a sister.

Walter
Arranger /composer
"Gates" Grigaitis, 65. whose ar-

rangements were used by Chubby
VinChecker. the Supreme'.. Bobby
ton, Gene Pitney. Freddie Cannon
and others, Nos. 20 in Philadelphia.
Crigaitis worked for Swan Records
record
and also had operated his own
Debbie
production firm with singer
Faster.
Vincent Oddo. 47, owner of
24 in
O.D.O. Sound Studios, Nos.
was a
New York Cause of death
by his
heart attack. He is survived
the
widow who will continue running
studio.
Jack Silk. 58, writer and producer
for
of a series of children', records
label. Nos. 25
the Listen and Lear
in Philadelphia.
Ink! P. Fu.shinsky. 67, esecutisc

of
vice president and a director
WednesSuperscope Inc., was buried
Sinai Memorial
day (7) at Mount
his brother
Park, Los Atier4ts. He and
in 1952.
Joseph founded Superscope

ices. could counterbalance the force
of natures anger. That is, if he sur-

vives.

There will he some who will lind a
common denominator between
Mike Oldfield's "Tubular Bells" and
"Consequences." Others, no doubt.
will find profound metaphor embodied within the work - perhaps
not unreasonably.
At the heart of the issue. however.
Godley and Creme have broken
away from the hit formula with IOoc
(resigning from the group last year
to develop the gizmo and. in turn.
create "Consequences').
Side one and two of the first disk
develops and exploits the versatility
of the gizmo. attached to Creme's
guitar. Side two is particularly satisfying. virtually taking one on a
carousel ride of sound and color.
The only song on these two sides is

the uptempo "Honolulu Lulu,"
which reminds one of Kismet hut
sounds typically l(kcish with some
thoughtful lyrics attached.
Part two, side one, encounters the
work's first potential radio single hit.
"Five o"Clock In The Morning" is a
sleepy ballad with Kevin Godley on
acoustic grand piano. From this
track the album moves into Peter
Cook's dialog -he handles most all
(Witte spoken word parts except that
of the wife. played by Judy Huxtable. When Things Go Wrong," is
the next song included on the side
which has a quasi -Latin rhythm and
a crazy sax part parlaying with the
beat, played by Mel Collins.
"A Lost Weekend." closes side
three: a spellbinding ballad duet
which finds Kevin Godley at the microphone with Sarah Vaughan. The
ballad is highlighted by a dubbed
vocal chorus set against acoustic piano.

Side four

"Harmed /rum page

N

a

&r staff.

Lundvall says store merchandising is becoming more important in
the breaking of new artists, both locally. by displaying those artists who
come from the particular region

Lol Creme and Kevin Godley.

Amid this worldwide cataclysm even television service is disrupted- two pathetic figures sit oblivious to
their surroundings in a London law
office. discussing the minutiae of a
divorce proceeding.
In the center of the office is a
large, circular hole in the floor, beneath which sits a would -be electrician, sometime architecture student
and unsuccessful musician who has
calculated that on this particular day
something disastrous would occur.

I

do focus research as well as numbers
research.' says Lundvall. Focus research involves getting a group of
people around a table with a professional researcher and asking them
about specific things. and then tallying their opinions.
Through such research CBS gets
an input from the public on everyung from album design and packaging to public attitudes towards
jazz. country or punk rock. However, Lundvall says. where picking
new acts is concerned. he tends to
place a great deal more reliance on
hts

Concerts Grow

Contra:lei from page 79
t market and the growing inter
Loeal concert market are drawn
socioeconomic lines. His Mexi-

CBS A &R Emphasis

is a

clever mixture of

orchestration woven
around dialog, with two songs incorporated into the story line. The
first, "Rosie." is in the narrative
form jumping from one melody to
synthetic

another. The album's centerpiece
song, "It's Cool. Cool. Cool In The
Morning." closes the side. It is a ponderous sounding tune couched in
the gizmo's pillowy orchestration.
with a very abrupt end.
Part three. side A, contains
"Cool's Reprise;" and the haunting
ballad "Sailor" set between dialog
parts.
Creme and Godley's masterwork

simply titled "Blint's Tune."
Employing myriad sounds. front
birdcalls to tympany. the gizmo, guitar and acoustic piano swirl together
to serenade the cars to create what
must be a lullaby to the '7Qs. It is
quite an emotional work. written in
a standard concerto form with birds
chirping at the close. indicating the
world just may have been saved.
DAVID FARRELL

is

..

www.americanradiohistory.com

where the store is located. and nationally. with displays at the larger
record chains.
Lundvall says CBS has 30 persons
around the country who specialize
only in store merchandising. That,
he says. is a fairly recent development and an important one.
When the company makes its investment on a new act about half
goes into tour support, recording
casts and money for the band to live
on. The rest will go into marketing
costs, advertising and point of sales

merchandising. says Lundvall.
Sometimes CBS will subsidize an

entire tour by an artist, but the company doesn't like to do that.
Lundvall says that if possible the
company tries to get or make videotapes of the new artist to use basically to introduce the artist to its own.
staff and then to radio. press, booking agents and others in the trade.
Beyond that the footage may be
placed for television and used in
commercials. Some retail outlets
have also made use of the videotapes. but Lundvall says it has been
on a limited basis.
When an artist is signed. there is
an immediate interplay between a &r
and marketing. explains Lundvall.
A product manager is assigned to
the new artist. if necessary. auditions
are set up for booking agencies. a
manager is found if the act doesn't
have one, and to familiarize the
staff. the artist frequently plays for
the marketing people.
"First we must sell the artist to our

own people in the building, then to
our field font. then to the trade and
finally to the consumer." notes Lundvall.
When the album is completed. a
presentation is made within the
company. The entire album may he
played. or just cuts at the singles and
marketing meetings. A marketing
plan islet up with tours. promotions,
advertising. etc., which is fed to the
entire marketing staff so that there is

overall coordination.
Videotapes of the new act are sent
to the branches and acetates and
cassettes are sent out to the market.
ing staff well in advance of the alhum release so that everybody can
be familiar with the music. says

Lundvall.
Lundvall says much of the credit
for CBS' ability to work with new
artists lies in the strength of its
people who now have much more of
an opportunity to develop their own
ideas than previously when the company was "more monolithic"

Lundvall says he is "tired of
people thinking that CBS is some
sort ofimpersonal. bureaucratic machine."
Ron Alexenburg, senior vice president of Epic. Portrait and Associated Labels. says there is no formula
for breaking new acts. but one thing
that CBS does is give everybody attention and "their day in court" and
then sticks to the artist not only until
they are broken but beyond that

point.

Bullock Buys 2
Of 4 Jax Outlets
LOS ANGELES -Two of the icmaining four stores in the Jaz Music
chain operated by Bob Sarenpa and
Mike Paikos in the Bay Arca have
been sold to Rich Bullock. who is
now operating them as part of his
Odyssey chain.
Sarenpa and Pathos. who own All
Records Service, Oakland one -stop.
and Pacific Record & Tape Distributing, Emeryville. sold the 2.000
square foot outlet in the MacArthur
Shopping Center. Oakland. and the
4,700 square foot freestanding store
at Haight and Ashbury to Bullock
late in November.
They retain their Jax stores in
Chico and Redding in Northern

California.

A&M Broadening Horizon
Continued from page I
Friesen says there will be "no limits or parameters" on what form
Horizon will take except that the

musical direction will "reflect LiPuma's taste.
"Tommy's taste can be documented by the kinds of artists he's
been involved with over the last few
years." says Friesen.
At Warner Bros.. LiPuma brought
George Benson to platinum status
and developed the careers of AI Jar reau and Michael Franks.
Although LiPuma becomes an exclusive A &M staffer, he will continue producing Benson.
The signing of LiPuma puts an
end to the various rumors regarding
the fate of the two-year -old Horizon
series which have surfaced in the
past few months.
A &M's tremendous rate growth
has been a major impetus behind the
formation of a second label and
Friesen states that A &M "didn't
want lo drop it."
Says Friesen: "ICs a desirable occurrence for the label. We feel
there, room for another label now
and it's exciting and stimulating

having

a series based on

LiPuma's

tastes.

"Herb Alpert and Jerry Moss have
always respected Tommys musical
knowledge and talent as a producer."
Todate,

albums have been released on Horizon by artists such as
Dave Brubeck, Jahn Hall. Don
Cherry and others, although Friesen
classifies themes "one -shot deals."
The only artist to remain on Horizon will be Jimmy Owens who has
an album scheduled for January release. Friesen says the label will he
starting from scratch.
The first Horizon release will be
late in December with an album by
Herb Alpert and Hugh Masekela.
LiPuma is no stranger to A &M
and in a way it's liken homecoming.
Seven and a half years ago LiPuma
was a staff a &r producer for the la25

bel.

A&M chairman Moss

says there

has been "a hole since LiPuma left"
and the label "is open for anyone

who thinks progressively."
lohn Snyder had previously
helmed Horizon until he departed
six months ago, with a &r assistance
from freelancer Ed Michel.
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M,m.n 1749411

7x

7

731

736

731

7.71

1!

tax

7.11

7x

1.111

1x

791

7x

291

7%

BARMYS

38

96

3

99

7x
7x

7.91

731

7x

PALMER

ELVIS COSTELLO
Is True

4

BOB JAMES

Heads
a lum.m,I,Ppm
103

89

90

15

SO

14

_
66

91

8

AU

CPSmbu

631

WOO

PC

RITA COOUDGE

711

7x

21011

FOGHAT

Uvnw4

Baa 6971

Mere ere)

DARYL HALL 6 JOHN OATES
Beauty On A Back Street
RG AR 2300
CATO BARBIERI

7x

92

98

12

ROBIN TRDWER
In G4i Dreams
Urruln Dla 1148
JOHN DENVER
I
Want TO Live

BILL WITHERS
Menagerie
34903

7x

93

93

15

X91

7x

7x

7x

7x

9!

100

13

7,!

7x
7x
7x

7x
7.71

1x

Ix

95

*
97

*
i+i

7x

7x

95

29

107

5

29

CARPEILTERS
Passage
SP 1703

DAVID BOWIE
Heroes

DENIECE WIWAMS
Song Bird
Caumbu K14911
CROSBY, STILLS 8 NASH
CSN
50 19104

ELVIS PRESLEY
Elvis In Concert

Mil

PE

34155

2

4666

Ix

ix

7x

lA

!01 101

tar

7x
Isx
7x

7x
A.

7x

13.11

MS

7x

*

115

2

7311

7x

ILl1

,

1211

IL!

7.91

w

1%

isVol.

II

7x

7x

19110

MM1LOW

Ux

FLEETWOOD MAC
howa Mta ?al namer

la

196

trm)

CAPTAIN 8 TERNILLE

Greatest Hits
104

10

7x

SP 1667

PETE TOWNSHEND WITH

RONNIE LANE
Rough Mix

7x

Mu 2296
105 705

33x

7x

Enigmatic POET
Enigmatic Ocean

4W
731

)x

Mass M 0500

7.11

AS

üówé

30

102 102 125

1371

c91

lE1HR0 7ULL

MamKA

7x

7x

LOU RAWLS

/x
12

7x

BEE GEES

n

100 106

AN

711

When You Hear Lou, You've
Heard It All
P9e,4elprw IMUrulnw,l a 35036
3

Ix

NAZARETH
EAppecl No Mercy

Repeat:

SIEVIE WONDER
113-340C? (0467.81

52606

Here At last .. Live
160 fe 23901 la OY,
114

131

DAN FOGELBERG
Nether Lands

um
97

7x

TOY PETTY' 8
THE HE/WREAKERS

hill

Il0

NATALIE COLE
11708

On The Fault Line
Bon 894 3015

Stiehl/MX Sal

POCKETS

ax

00081E BROTHERS

Livid

A.
291

MAUI BONOFF
cdiesbavC 34152

WMwer

Anywhere

APO 25°7

34796

1C

LYNYRD SPATE/
One More For The Road

2

89

Zee

Ruby

A.

RCA

Ina1

PAMb í'P4655

EMOTIONS

!Oink

735

70

7x

7x
731

7x

hers

68

711

2

S.

*

7x

2x

amar

1131

191

131

Frying HH$I On Yow Love

7A

_ _

931

7311

131

731

7.91

ASHFORD B SIMPSON
Send It

_

0th

7x

BAY CITY ROLLERS

Warner Bros BS 3081

7x

731

Lse

7007

SW

7.91

BOSTON
(PC if 341

3

ALAN PARSONS PROJECT

IC

7,

SHAUN CASSIDY

_

Songs In The Key 011.de

Here You Cane Again
AR1.25

i

2511

laf

DOLLY PARTON
RCA

78

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
A New World Record
uAled Art.lel UA1A6796

FEMME

AIM

7x

!NEW
G6 97551

60

Emotion

EMERSON, ULKE
Works Volume II

FrPila

Turnip' On
Gad)

BLUE OYSTER CULT

LOAN ARMATRADLNG

Thankful

It

31°°3

Æ

75

7.0
6S

mi..,
37

1211

GEORGE
Fsia

36

1291

i31

3

31e79

FOREIGNER

x

6

MCA

1.104

Come Go With Us

SOUNDTRACK

A4mn

43

wwMVWb M306]

7x

738

CON FUNK SHUN

Cokiebe

7.0

Reach For

-_
35

X738

Saturday Night Fever

34

*

W

Love

13501524001
1330

29

7.11

LTD.
A1M SP 461

4

a

RCA 1111 2521

M 7690x1

Somelhm
31

731

DIANA ROSS

Baby, It's Me

*

1411

AIMS? /616

KANSAS

Notow

PLAYER
160 Aá 13026_

x35037

Anytime

Pan101 No Return
18

7

80

1x

CR058T /NASH

em

RANDY NEWYAII

1E

K

GENESIS

Fan PI 34761

STYK

AMner

G/amW 7e 3)Y2o

77

RA

711

BOZ SCAGGS

Silk Dea¡ees

Greatest Hits
4mu AB 1151

7#

CHUCK MANGIONE
Feels So Good

92

Too Hot To Handle

ELTON JOHN

i

71

Ccalm6ri lC 35019

/x

7x

1111

1080

A04.5019147

Little Gimmaá
24

*7

w

SANTA ESMERALDA
Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood

Neon
7.11

7x

DONNA SUMMER
Remember Yesterday
Csabknu NEAP 7056

7x

)x

7.x

-

I'm L DIAMOND

ACM SP 1637

9

_

29

7x

Ix

7x

*Weft 1025
7.11

w

BtACK8YRDS
Action

7

7.96

_

60

I1

ó

Spectres

7x

7x

í2171W., arm)

IRS

83

`á

BRASS CONSTRUCTION
Brass Construction III
um a lnrw 11434 nsx

Secrets

The Grand Illusion

25

106

5

w
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Label, Number

____7

731

NEIL YOUNG
Decade

6

SO

SO

/x

BeStranL

Freltl Sagt

25

-

48C
Lace1O

Wawa Bite esa 3079

24

-

BRICK

OUVIA NEWTON-JOHN
Greatest Hits

MCA 3027

27

7x

7x

ACM sPA65a

SCIIGGS
Down Two Then Lett
mlum6u IC 71rty

rb

7x

736

rGRM,wu NBIP

BON WELCH
French Kiss
Freed 5T 11663

ewer

7x

7x

GINO VANEW
A Pauper In Paradise

Wm,

Gel Small

IC

7x

7x

15

.

Greatest Has Volume II

*

45

47

STEVE MARTIN

Calwebe

_

Aaa 1664

46

á

T4k

77

73

7

7

CHICAGO
Chicago XI
Catlmh, IC 31°60

5

I'm Glad Your Here With Me

*
W

12

/Ow u

are. re k981
23

7x

ERIC CIAPTON

7x

Tonight

21

44

The Stranger

*

7,16

Tx

1c 34 911

Greatest Hits

MCA 3021

20

4

Must Believe in Magic

View tro

17

44

II

let's

7x

JAMES TAYLOR
IT

1211

a

ts

unum Andis
11

STEVE MILLER BAND
Book 01 Dreams
CANN $0 11630

CRYSTAL GAYLE
We

_

35032

450 R51 Sow

A.

CI 04.

*

11.91

735

ARTIST

Fantasy 4_9635

MIWE JACKSON
Fellid Bitchy
SPestSP 1.67151Pdreorl

24

55

KISS
Alive

IC

taamtw

7

13

13

7x

W

w

o
3

-*

7x

735

Sbwhand
1131

M
TIlowwer
Columba C1 319N

12

7x

L!t

l0

-

31

52

7x

WAR

9

A

:

7.x

!3
au

-

19

1006

AO

_

ÁR1.7204

equm6u

3

16

)x

PAUL SIMON
Greatest Hits, Etc.

_

_

7x

731

L!

STEELY DAN
aC

3

7!

7.x

7x

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Out Of The Blue
1e1
/23 Wrined Artels)

10

42

3
3

71

RISC

ODYSSEY
RCA

11

DEBBY BOONE
Ypu LiQht Upo Myy Lile
Wrn<rr6tlb ltS 311b

4

8

y,

796

11

if1

7.»

1x

nu

9

Lx

7x

EARTH. WIND 8 FIRE
All 'N' All
caumb, c 3/906

3

39

57

MCA 3029

7

7.11

LYMYRO SKYNYRD

7

6

Davn4a NR

ú

;

w

BAPS

THE

Broken HeaN

W

Street Survivors

*

7.71
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Ñ

g
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STAR PERFORMER -LP's
registering greatest Prop
ale upward pr ogress This week

m

COMMODORES
amour

5

zZ
3

Q

<

Dot. label)

'FLEETWOOD MAC
Rumours
?Weer Bros Ma 7010

6

4

pglCE

<

Lire

*

SUGOES7ED UST

á

13

1
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ARTIST
Label, Number

*

*

SUGGESTED
PRICE

3

s

*
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from National Retail
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Chan Department and the
Record Markel Research De.

r

*

,
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C
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yx

711

275

213

NILS LOFOREN

Night Aller Night
474

SP

3701

3!S

STAR PERFORMERS: Stan are awarded on the Top LP's 8 Tape chart based on the following upward movement. 1. 0 St ong ncrease In styes / 7.20 Upward movement of pos III o ns / 21 30 Upward movmMt of
6 positions / 31-40 Upward movement of 8 positions / 4 -100
Upward movement 0f 10 positions. Prevwus week's starred positions are maintained without a slay if the product is in a holding period. Th s All in ome
cases. block out products which would normally move up with a star. In such cases. products will be awarded a star wnhou the equired upward mo ement noted above.
Recording Industry Assn. Of America seal for
sales of 500.000 units. (Seal indicated by buttes.)
Recording Industry Assn Of America seat for sales of 1,000.000 units. (Sea indicated by lrian95e_)Recoreung Industry ASSn. Of America seal audit available and optional
to all manufacturers.
.
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THIS WEEK

MM"MClliSn

THE OAKRIDGE UOYS

11Ry

Record Retailer Persons!

Have a chat with this week's Celebrity Hotline guests, the
OAK RIDGE BOYS. They're amusing conversationalists,
knee -slapping songsters, splendid fellows all.
Talk to them and to RON CHANCEY, Vice President of A &R
for ABC /DOT. He'll fill you in on what's happening. He's real
good at that sort of thing.
open for you to call
And remember, that same toll -free line is still and
to enter our huge
Sam for your free in -store display materials...Display
Contest!
Sweepstakes giveaway, as well as the ABC
of guy.
We hate to keep harping, but Sam is a persistent kind
On Thursday, Dec. 15, call between and 2 PM
(PST) to jaw with the Oak Ridge Boys. Ron will
be available from 2 to 3 PM (PST). And as usual,
Sam is reachable any ole time. Y'all call!
1

8004824328
CALIF.
IN
CALL 800.4=3.5300
4:1)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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STAR PERFORMER -LP's
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ARTIST

ARTIST

Title

Tolle

Label, Number (Dist. label)
136

140

Label, Number (Dist. label)

EMOTIONS

3

169

117

10

Sunshine

0
137

R1Rry Slone

THEM

CDC

*

5001 IM4MK)

HOUSTON

The Omni In Me
T.rnY T 1358 RI IMdan)

MtC1118

7.1

BETTE MIDLER

Broken Blossom
Noma SD 19151__

149

5

150

*

2

192

142

DWIGHT TWILLED BAND

25

172

GARY WRIGHT

r

LOGGINS L MESSINA

CHIC

finale
wweäa

N41111c

,1_

7c 31167

156

Kra 04158

1/5 125

89

rm

711

7311

w-

PO 16101

5019151

741

731

131

7311

26

11

14

167

14

*

MRS

148

147

13

ELVIS PRESLEY
World Wide 50 Gold Awards
Volume 1
Ra 1PM.01

iRI1YER5

Pullin
21

YES

5005

135

731

7.91

31

BROTHERS JOHNSON
Riahl On Time
MM SP {6N

178 169

IS

EELVIS'

GOLDEN RECORDS VOL

RCA LSP

-2765

179 171

7.91

43

109

9

170

13!

25

PATII LIBELLE

ANDY GIBB
Flowing Rivers
RSO PS

176

GRACE JONES

61

MECO
/taMiPme

CM, POI

(CaaMantr)

10E COCKER

Greatest Hits
$0M SP 0470

_

_

131

JAMES TAYLOR

Greatest Hits
Wore Bra es
12

Mal

Cbaeb4

*I
y*"

tr

THE GRATEFUL DEAD

A Long Strange Tnp IL's

u14

154

124

6

2.Z TOP

U.

Best 01

lotMs

155

72

16

Top

De.14

1C

ro

12

184

24

182

197/1975

105

WLIAGE PEOPLE

185

58

172

BOB SEGEN 8
THE SILVER BULLET BAND

Night Moves
CAMS S111551

13t
186

6

185

LILT TOMUN

lily

Tomlin

AMU

731

AL

4117

187

190

35

SUPERTRAMP
Even In The Quietest Moments
MM SP 1611

188

1118

14

ELVIS PRESLEY
Leeg!endary Peilarmer Volume I

)165

PC

KISS
Gun
Caa4Iwna NW 7051

Wald

11U

AlM

158

42

158

7.91

1OCISOBS
Going Palus
731

CMCAGO
Chicago IX Greatest Hits
[Motu Pt 33900_

161

52

161

.V tfbe

189

33

C1.eou

731

174

/NUM

2

26

PETER FRAMPTON
l'm In You
MM 4704

CONTROLLERS
In Control
root Ru

191

116

10

TAVARES
Best 01 Tavares

ISAAC

192

1s

731

5004

Ill 0e7

160

164

31

734

EAGLES

AI

_r.

82

Life

177

SO 19141

2

167

162

15

S2S5519

131

195

20

LENNY WILLIAMS
Choosing You
MC M 4073

196

198

52

WINGS OYER AMERICA

7.91

197

87-13

IAA
7

91

11593

PINK FLOYD

179

1!

734

711

ten. SIMS 111631C101oR

731
198 200

135

BEACH BOYS

Endless Summer

Mighty Army

es 3071

290

Came, SRN) 11307

7,311

199 133

ELVIS' GOLDEN RECORDS
VOL I

5

MERLE HAGGARD
My Farewell To Else

WI

133

DAVID BROMBERG
Reckless Abandon

...CO

Dark Side Of The Moon

ST 11487

f.

34830

IC

195
731

STEVE MILLER BAND
Fly Like An Eagle

Ramer

BARBRA STREISAND

Cwetu

14

Sil

7311

NEW BMTH
Behold The

25

196

Superman
731

RATION JENNINGS

c_

RAY CHARLES

19
13C ke 1010

194

DAN HILL
Longer Fuse

1

D000E BROTHERS
The Best Of The Doubles

DIUIMAnw
Well

731

r

152

7.91

1660

Cr....,

SI 11701

viB1áMR3117
193

103

6C

REA APL

165 155

57

7.91

01' Wayylon

THE TALKING HEADS

192

Holton

PoII4w P01 6170

:(1n

lame

PC 34651

191

RICK WAREMAN
Criminal Record

7.14

KENNY LOGGINS
Celebrate Me Home

190

Aw

9.0

731

PABLO CRUISE
A Place I,The Sun
MY 50 175

4n4e

ST. TROPE2

To

189

Hole; Caldomla

Lillie Queen

64088

I1nTVt 10317

loan Baer

01

New

HEART

18848

Cooper Show

r

ILE

4.1111935

Alit,

Best

AlW61 íD 1910

f Imam

131

LOAN BAEZ

31

TEMPTATIONS
Hear To Tempt You

13

163

14

WART

File In The Wmd
15I 7077 _ _

SM.

3136

DAVE MASON
It Flow

Die

1471

101M STE

744.

Me

ALICE COOPER

MAYNARD FERGUSON
New Vintage

True

6E

731

731

MANDRILL
We Are One

rbuedo

EAGLES

PS 706

SEX PISTOLS
Never Mind The Bollocks Here's
The See Pistols
WMPvveP1 BOO 0111

le

734

556IG.r riwwi

Me

THE SUNSHINE BAND

605

441414

Havana Candy

N4

1á1

94

PATTI AUSTIN
7

M1

Casablanca NBLP 7064

(Mt./

3

LITTLE RIYER BAND

Dranlanlina Cocktail
Ca*la CO IINS

182 180

183

SLAVE
The Hardness OI The
CoMbn SD 5701

165

prl

Their Greatest Hds

Go
34875

IC

lI
w.m era

CTI

ems 7w 3093

731

AMY!ERICA

Been

wrf

734

NeverlettiñQQ

YO

MI

734

9

731

i

R.C.
TR

wrAPS9170MO)
150 119

Star Wars A Other Galxtic Funk

_3019

Part 3

Portfolio
7.14

Futurism

MAZE

FRANKIE BEVERLY
Capa. s7 1157

71

S0 19148

SD 191 06

157

734

CPC PC 34841

149

If Straight
P61.6111

Gang For The One

TRAMMPS
Trammp5 III

AiMa

ELVIS PRESLEY
Welcome To My World

X.

177
734

34100

IC

ÁP117439

Nom a

TED NUGENT
Cat Scratch Fever

tee

RONNIE MIISAP
II Was Almost Like A Song

PITT

HEART
Malwpwn

146 118

166

168

731

Dreamboat Annie

SOUNDTRACK

173

174

GRINDERSWITCH
Red Wing
Alto So M 151 (N4nra)

SOUNDTRACK
You light Up My Life

15

7.91

ROY AYERS UBIQUITY

PO.

164

37970

PE

10ÁP112171_

734

7.111

SYLVERS
New Horizons
Capitol ST 1705

50 19157

CHARUE DANIELS BAND

RCA

731

Lifeline

Mind

Twdleyy Don't
Nn1a AB 1110

6

CM

Touch And Gone
Mme, eros. BSK 3131

4

163

4567

1

MCA 30)1

151

Awe.

Midnight Wind

BING CROSBY
Bing Crosby's Greatest Hits

153

IN

171

MUTT

LEIF

I

OIARK MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS
Don't Look Down

M

RAMONES
Rocket To Russia

morel Ma,

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Looking For Mr. Goodbar
1S 3507

.1m.

y1(

Moody Our

See SR 6047

4

7_14

ELVIS PRESLEY

ea

143

IMRE

VDI 6117
(4%16117

131

ROILNG STONES
Lore You Ilse

JEAN MICHEL

200 175

FIREFALI
Luna Sea

9

7311

LEO SAYER

Thunder In My Hear)
730

10 19101

738

wamm

738

óa

8511

3069

Rod Stewart

TOP LP s &TAPE
A

N.C.

R.

Ter Sunshine Band

.181

(LISTED BYARTISTSI

Roes, Stones

Rush

1116.03.14. Cult

Mack Ords

76

_

72

19

Ronnie Meme

...ay.

56

Jackson,.

_128

8o0 lames.

87

Mani.-

169

Waylon

164

Jenne.

Narateth

Ted

Murat--

Odyssey

NM Floyd.

ineteleartbruleces
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.172

Sas

Pistols-

106

lames Tay.,

-42.120

Tornert_

-186

Dan Hill is Dynamite!
His Canadian Platinum Album is

"LONGER FUSE"

T 547

His New Single

When We Touch"
"Sometimes
up the charts. Direct Hit. *
is

exploding

TC 2355

a

*
Billboard
*
Cashbox
Record World *
1977 20th Century-Fox Records
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Holiday Sales Hypoed With TV Advertising Campaig

Continued from page 3
Texas and New Mexico has used
lesser known music as the bottom of
his institutional bridges for tv.
Tim Weisberg and a recent Grateful Dead instrumental played well
for him. Mike Ref of Everybody's
Records, Portland, Ore.. says he has
reinforced his 30- second spots with
subsequent 10- second spots. Others
find that rates for 10 seconds in their
areas run about 50% the cost of a 30second. so that makes use of the 10serond spot prohibitive.
Green. Jill Bartholomew, ad manager for Record Bar. and Gerry
Gladieux. ad mentor for Camelot.
all find breaking a new super store is
best on tv.
By having a camera sweep across

the vastness of the super store the
record /tape customer really gets the
impact of the store's variety of wares
from records, tapes, sheet music and
accessories, they report.
Gladieux spent about $10,000 on
tv in December 1976 to promote the
six Cantelots in the greater St. Petersburg -Tampa area. Though it's
difficult to measure accurately, Bill
Rees, the Stark Record Service regional man who oversees Florida,
felt video spoil attracted an additional 10% new clientele during the
all- important pre -Christmas period.
"And I saw lots of those people
coming hack regularly when revisited those stores in 1977." Rees
adds.
1

So

Gladieux pencilled in

$15.0110
for the same period this year. And he
personally visited the area in August. where he worked with Scheno-

weth, Ellis. Faulkner & Associates, a
local ad agency. in working up the
"doughnuts" and label album inser-

tions.

He collaged as many as eight different LP covers into some spots,
while others run three and four LPs.
All eight locations now in the area
are tagged.
Gladieux points up the importance of evaluating shows on which
spots are used to gain the maximum
gross rating points. Ad executives fa-

vor record -oriented shows like
"Midnight Special" and "Soul

Train" or campy old shows like

"Star Trek" and "Leave It To Beaver."
Research is required to keep the
cost per thousand down, both Gladieux and Buddy Boswell, ad boss
for Siebert's. the Little Rock rack
and retail chain firm, say.
Boswell says a recent Television
Advertising Bureau seminar in Little
Rock convinced him the cost per
thousand on tv could be lower even
than metro daily newspaper if programs are carefully chosen to keep
individual spot costs down.
Ad managers almost unanimously
pick secondary markets to test impact in pilot studies because rates are
25% of major metro marts. Lou Fogelman, Music Plus chain executive.
says he will sound out tv advertising
possibilities in a limited spot campaign starting the week before
Christmas, marking the first institutional by a Los Angeles chain retailer.
Jim Kolitz, Integrity Entertainment ad director, isn't going this
Christmas, but is planning some
January- February 1978 tv Nuys
when price per spot goes down.
Jill Bartholomew echoes the feeling of most of her peers bemoaning
the lack

of

necessary basics in pre-

paring tv spots. Most prefer live
footage synchronized with sound of
an act, but that's extremely hard to
come by, all agree.

Color transparencies arc extremely helpful. But most labels only
come up with black and white stills
and a few full Dolor photographs.
Bob Tolifson of Record Factory.
the Northern California chain, admits he got burned badly with an
abortive tv campaign in late 1975. It
soured him until a recent Fleetwood
Mac label -produced spot, which he
feels gave the big -selling album a
shot in the arm after it had hit its zenith for his area.
He will be on tv in 1978 with a
spot campaign that will build more
store identity. Tolifson says.

Alan Dulberger of the five 1812
Overtures in Milwaukee has used tv
sporadically. He spent 52,400 for
two 30- second spots on the NBC -TV

Blue Note Issuing Pacific Jazz LPs
LOS ANGELES -Blue Note Records will be re- releasing the Pacific
Jarz Series catalog in early 1978.
Artists on the label, which was
founded in 1952 by Dick Bock and
sold in 1965 to United Artists, include Gerry Mulligan. Chet Baker.
Les McCann, Wes Montgomery.
Buddy Rich. Jean -Luc Ponty. the
Jazz Crusader. Gerald Wilson's big
band and Ravi Shankar.

Note. the decision to reissue the Pacific Jazz catalog was made after
substantial response to a recent Pacific Jazz series made available in
Japan through United Artists' Japanese licensee, King International.

According to Eddie Levine. director and general manager of Blue

Suggested list price
for each set.

Seasonal 45s
Continued from page 72
out The One You Love" (Philadelphia International), a rerelease of
the group's Gamble & Huff production from 1973.
And on Atlantic the Jimmy Castor
Bunch has released a soul instrumental version of "The Christmas
Song (Chestnuts Roasting On An
Open Fire)," already covered this
year in an MOR vocal version by the
Carpenters.
In disco the releases are topped by
the Universal Robot Band's "Disco
Christmas" LP and single on the
Red Greg label. Another disco release is Sonic's "It's Almost Christmas" on CQ Records. The 12 -inch
single is the first release for the
Philadelphia -based group.

The reissues, as they will appear in
the U.S., will consist of two sets with
two volumes apiece spanning the
1950s and the 1969s.

will

be 57.98

Kirk, 41, Dies In
Bloomington, Ind.
BLOOMINGTON. Ind. -Services have been held for Rahsaan RoIan Kirk. 41, who died at Bloomington Hospital here Monday (5) after
performing in concert at Indiana

Univ. the previous night.
Kirk suffered a stroke two years
ago and was inactive professionally
for many months, but this year had
worked throughout the nation. He
also had recorded prolifically over
the years. Born in Columbus. Ohio,
in 1936. he mastered the tenor saxophone, flute. clarinet. trumpet. man zello, strichophone and succeeded as
a composer as well.
A highlight of his concerts was his
playing three instruments simultaneously.

Billboard awards special Sunday
(I1).
Julian Rice, who left CBS Records
where he was director of merchandising development to join Schwartz
Bros., Washington, as advertising
boss, isn't thwarted by a pilot tv
campaign he did with A &M Records promoting Captain & Tenille's
greatest hits album recently.
His spots mentioned the special
54.99 -55.99 pricing for records and
tapes of the album. Most tv spots
don't mention price or gingerly tread
with hints of attractive discounts.
Karen Layland says when ABC's
executive corps pores over ad plans
for 1978 in January, tv will have its

day. Right now she's watching a pre holiday campaign in six markets in a
three -state area out of Indianapolis
put together for the Airway stores'
record /tape departments.
She'll run 94 30- second spots between Mondays (12, 19). They are
primarily label subsidized spots with
just an Airway logo appearing for
the 29 stores in those cities.
Steve S'alsberg, who supervises

advertising for Lieberman Enterprises, wants tv, but it's still costly.
So far, he's used only label -produced and bankrolled spots for the
racks, which have paid off well on
taking established hit product to
new highs. he feels.

Mike Reff says Everyhods',

in and out
years.

of

tv over the past

primarily in Portland

th

HQ. He today uses a uni
approach visually and aurally
favors a non -record theme, a i
space ship headed toward earth
mime whose white hands and
stand out against a deep -toned
background and little copy, ex
for "All the world's records
tapes," voiced over a single pi
lesser known piece of music wh
he considers more apt for tv, su
Reverberi on the Pausa label,
hot licks from an early Tom Seat
hum or a Paul McCartney solo
never made the charts.

InsideTrock
Will Jerry Wexler produce the next Bob Dylan album?
And is Dylan planning an Australian tour? ... Polydor

partied Frankie Crocker in New York last week to announce his hiring. A Federal Court in Philadelphia
recently overturned his conviction for payola and ordered a new trial. Crocker is now studying film at
UCLA. preparatory to obtaining a master's degree.... A
Gotham publisher has just issued-:a S10 photo book,
White Trash," devoted to punk devotees. A special satinbound edition is SI50.

CBS Atlanta branch staffers have carried the label's
"Winning Season" theme to their accounts. They barnstormed the territory. visiting accounts in grid cars in a
posh camper laden with the program's in -store display
material and new release samples. ... Marc Pressed,
Broadway musical conductor and a &r man, is back at
work after recovering from near-fatal injuries in a car
crash last April.... Chrysalis Records global conference
early in 1978 starts in London and moves to Marabella.
Spain.

The tape is still spinning in Miami's Studio Center studios despite a fire that did most of its damage to the facilities' motion picture operation. The 24 -track gear was
virtually untouched.... The first black punk band surfaced in Detroit. They tall themselves The Niggers. ".
... Lou Simon has signed a new pact with Polydor. reportedly for a year.... Martha Greenhouse elected to a
second one -year term as president of the Big Apple's AFTRA local.... Lieberman Enterprises expects first occupancy in some of the space in its new 41.000 square foot
supplementary office/warehouse. a half block from its
headquarters, in spring. The two-story building is half the
size of the original hase. Heat generated by the company's
hatters of computers will be used to heat the rest of the
building during cold winter months.
Buddy. Miles instructing actor Don Stroud on drum.

for Stroud's role as drummer with the Crickets in
the
coming movie. "The Buddy Holly Story." ... Phy
Chotin convalescing at her Los Angeles home afte
week in a Los Angeles hospital. She is ad chief
at
blanca Records, Kim Fowley, too, recovering after ash
illness.... Aerosniith has been added to the east of
Pepper's Lonely Hems Club Band," the Robert S
wood feature. The Spinners will be singing backup v
on parts of Elton John's next album.
Southland Record Distributing Co., Atlanta recor
tape wholesaler. has had its bank accounts garnished
i
prejudgment rendered by a Fulton County court th
Pickwick Distributing filed the suit against the operati
Nov. 23. claiming it is owed $500,000 by the firm. T
suit is pending.... Al Kasha and Joel Hirschhorn, writ
of the score of Disney's "Pete's Dragon." are contra
uting their royalties from the Steve Lawrence-Ey
Gorme single. `There's A Place For Everyone" on UA
UNICEF. A chorus of UNICEF youngsters hacks
duo on the record.... Murray the "K" plays himself
the Universal film. "1 Want To Hold Your Hand," wh
revolves around teenagers trying to personally conta
the Beatles when they first visited New York in 1964
appear on the FA Sullivan tver.
Look for a new LP in January from Bobby Yee,
corded in Nashville. Vec re- signed on LIA recen
Single will be "Well Alright," the Buddy Holly tune do
previously by Blind Faith.... The Sex Pistols work th
first U.S. tv Saturday (17) on "Saturday Night Live."
Cher in England says the tour she and hubby Gregg
Iman are doing this month is being self-financed becau
Warner Bros. refused to underwrite the costs "and
stand to lose about $100.000 if we don't draw well." S
adds that she and Allman believe they'll return to
t

t

U.S. well in the black.... Freddy Martin is ailing at
Palm Springs residence. Still. he flew to New York
the recent Guy Lombardo funeral.

Low LP Defective Rate Climbin
excessive warpage associated with
creased greatly in the last six months
so have returns, proportionately.

Defective returns for Oklahoma
and Texas to the Pickwick distributorship there are about % -2 %. according to Jack Bernstein, Pickwick
1

double pocket packaging of single
disks. She believes defects have risen
noticeably this fall.
According to Finke. there is also
the problem of "cosmetic warpage."
She says customers demand disks

national distribution chief who
bases in Dallas.

Lou Fogelman of Music Plus, 15store Southern California retail
chain. says his returns run between
35-6 %. Warpage is the biggest headache. "Much of the defective return
is in the customer's mind. What can
you tell him if he decided the record
is defective to keep him satisfied?
"We have letters in our files which
indicate how we have attempted to
hold the line for labels on taking returns which were not true defectives."
Andy Anderson, Record Center,
Chicago, long -time independent
neighborhood dealer, agrees in part
with Fogelman. "The problem of
defectives is real or imagined as far
as the customer goes. Defectives are
up. I can't give you a percentage. We
replace record for record. We reject
maybe one out of 100 requests for a
defective return," he says.
At the Hear Here Records web.
Chicago. Linda Fluke has noticed
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Assistance in preparing this article
provided by Ed Kelleher, Alan Pen chansky, John Sipped, Pat Nelson
and Jean Williams.
that look flat on the turntable, regardless of how they play.
The giant Wabash Ave. Rose Records store. Chicago, has seen no rise
in the return rate. However, Thomas
Lopez. who processes returns for the
outlet, says defectives have remained stable at a rate not above
5%.

In Nashville, Music Mart U.S.A.,
Camelot Music (mall location), Discount Records. Ernest Tubb Record
Shop, Jimmy's One -Stop, Kmart
and Audio Systems all report there
has been no increase in defectives.
Karol, of New York's King Karol
emphasizes that sales clerks must be
tactful in handling customer complaints regarding defective merchandise.

"Before we say anything.' sa
Karol. "we exchange the particui
record in question, so at least th
customer knows that he's gate
what he Lame in for. Then we mag
suggest that he take a closer look
his equipment."

George Levy of the Sam Good
chain in New York places the pe
centage of defective records at eta
to 10 %. He blames the large volum
of product and lack of effectiv
quality control at the pressin
plants. "They just don't have time t
check each record properly," h
says.

At Goody's. sealed albums can
refunded for purchase price or es
changed for another record. whit
need not be the same release. Un
scaled LPs may he exchanged fo

another copy of the same releas
unless the customer is willing to pa
an additional $f service charge.
The latter policy is in effect to dis
courage taping of albums by cus
torers who later return them a
faulty. "Goody's generally accept
the customers word that an LP is de
Iodine. Unless it's a habitual com
plainer." says Levy.. "in which cas
we will personally check the record.
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WEA Internation
In any

language, THE EAGLES ARE DOUBLE PLATINUM

"Hotel California" is

a

certified international hit (moving quickly to Triple) and WEA International was there -is there!
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